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Today, moat countries are facing complex economic-welfare
issues. Ministers generally are not preaching effectively to
these social concerns, according to the research of Rodney stark
in ■«AY.<ARD sliaPH-cRDG. Facing similarly complex economic-welfare
questions in an earlier day, British clergy (for example,
John Baillie and .iiiiliam Temple) were challenged to develop
types of social preaching. The approaches, insights and styles
of their sermons are relevant and helpful to us today, in our
attempts to preach to comparable issues.
This thesis is primarily a search for pertinent facts
related to social preaching and their meanings or implications
with reference to social concerns and Twentieth Century British
preaching.
This critical study focuses on social preaching for today,
as the prophetic proclamation of the word, which reflects response
to and concern for social issues. Implications and relevance for
ministry toaay, are orawn from British sermons, primarily those of
British clergy, waiter Rauschenbusch is also included because of
his extensive influence and his being a model on both sides of the
Atlantic. The time period covers approximately 1900 to 1950,
a microcosm of time reflecting similar economic-welfare issues
that face many countries today. The economic-welfare issues
include work and unemployment, poverty, health, housing and other
related social issues. This thesis presupposes the Biblical
imperatives of the Gospel for social preaching today.
Tne study begins with a chapter on aims and scope. Then it
examines the historical background of social preaching. The
economic-welfare issues of Britain during the first half of the
Twentieth Century are portrayed, followed by the response of
British sermons during the same time period. The implications
for social preaching touay are divided into theological themes,
homiletical techniques and psychological implications; ana
conclusions are offered.
Preaching responsibly with genuine concern about economic-welfare
issues is essential in the application of the Christian Gospel to the
lives of people. This thesis makes a strong case for both the past
effectiveness of timely, well-formulated and persuasively expressed
social preaching and the continuing need, appropriateness and
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This thesis is a study of preaching, ana more specifically
about social preaching. My purpose is to analyse the changing and
variegated face of social sermons during this period, in order to
discover ways toward more effective social preaching today.
My approach is primarily that of a preacher and scholar.
The thesis is based on the premise that preaching does not
occur in a vacuum. Preaching functions within a particular social
context. A person speaks in and to a given situation and their
message is in part molded by the social setting.
My methodology has been to examine the sermons of some of
the more prominent preachers in Britain during the Twentieth Century.
since this thesis is partly historical, I have attempted to
let men speak for themselves ana have therefore quoted extensively
at times from the preachers themselves, portraying a flavor of the
style and substance, as well as illustrating judgments made.
In spelling I have attempted to follow the standard American
spelling except in quotations where I have retained the spelling
of the source being quoted.
Since a definition of the aims and scope of this thesis is
outlined in Chapter One, there is little need to add more than a
brief word here about the special acknowledgments due to those who
were so wonderfully helpful in the preparation of these pages.
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It is my particular pleasure to acknowledge with gratitude
those persons who have made this study possible. My appreciation
is due to my family, who shared with rue in the burdens and the
blessings, the thistles and the heather. I ain most grateful and
wish to express my thanks to those who assisted in any way in the
preparation of this thesis. I am especially grateful for the
invaluable help received from my two advisors, The Reverend Doctor
John Gray and Professor J. C. Spencer, who at every stage offered
me wise advice and guidance. I also wish to acknowledge the kind¬
ness of members of the staff of New College Library, the University
of Edinburgh Library, the National Library of Scotland and libraries
in the Chicago area.
UHAPTHR I. AIMS AND SCOPS OF THIS THSSIS
CHAPTER I. AIMS ,-J»D ECOPE OF THIS TIHjmIS
DEFINITIONS OF THIS STUDY
THE COMPLEXITIxE OF THIS STUDY
1. The Theological Complexities
2. The Complexities of Social Policy
QTHiHi OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY
1
A. DBFINIT10HS OF THIS STUDY
Today, most countries are facing complex economic-welfare
issues. Ministers generally are not preaching effectively to these
(1)
social concerns, according to Rodney Stark in wAYwARD SHSPHSkD.
Facing similarly complex economic-welfare questions in an earlier
aay, British clergy (for example, John Baillie and William Temple)
were challenged to uevelop unique types of social preaching.
The approaches, insights and styles of their sermons are relevant
and helpful to us, in our attempts to preach to comparable issues.
Preaching responsibly and with genuine concern about economic-
welfare issues is essential in the application of the Christian
Gospel to the lives of people. I will make a strong case for both
the past effectiveness of timely, well formulates and persuasively
expressed social preaching and the continuing need, appropriateness
and method of such preaching today.
This critical stuay will focus on social preaching, as the
prophetic proclamation of the word, which reflects response to
and concern for social issues. Implications and relevance for
ministry will be urawn primarily from British sermons.
The time period will be approximately 1900 to 19^0, a microcosm
of time reflecting similar economic-welfare issues that face the
United States today. The economic-welfare issues will include
(1) Stark, Foster, Clock & quinley, >vAY a ARB SHLPHnRDS, pp.121-122.
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work and unemployment, poverty, health, housing and other related
social concerns. This study presupposes the Biblical imperatives
of the Gospel for social preaching.
The work will begin with a substantial study of relevant
literature in the related fields. Gome of the background of social
preaching will be studied. There will also be a study of economic-
welfare issues of Britain, 19C0-1$)i?0. The sermonic response of the
Ghurch of hngland and the Church of Ccotiand will be studied from
TUB BXPOGiTOkY XIHBG, other multi-volume sets of sermons, as well
as single-volume compilations of sermons by individual preachers.
Conflict management literature will be looked at, where it applies
to preaching. Homiletical literature will be studied where it is
relevant to social preaching.
builoing upon the research above, the next step will be a
critical analysis of the social sermons found, looking for the
relevant implications for social preaching. This will include an
analysis of the psychological approaches, the homiletical techniques
ana the theological themes involved in the sermons. Conclusions
will then be formulated and previously unknown facts will be
established.
oocial preaching has apparently been a historical dilemma
for churchmen. Washington Gladden, who has often been called the
•father of the social ^ospel,' wrote in 1576:
how that slavery is out of the way, the questions
that concern our free laborers are coming forward;
and no intelligent man needs to be admonished of
their urgency. They are not only questions of
economy, they are in a large sense moral questions;
nay, they touch the very narrow of that religion
of good-will of which Christ was the founder.
It is plain that the pulpit must have something
to say about them.(2)
The importance of this subject for toaay is illustrated by
a recent article in fiinOLCGf i'ODnf entitled "why Do rastors Preach
on social Issues?"^''
(2) John Dillenberger and Claude welch, PKGInSTnlil Chhloi'l.atlTY,
pp. 2^3-2^6. quoted from H. Hopkins, f'Hm nlam OP Ths
oCClxiL uOof'xJ-i, P» 2H .
(3) Hart M. Helson, "why Do Pastors Preach on Social Issues?",
IHhOLQGI fGDAY 32. (April, 1973): 36-73.
k
B* I'iiB CQMPLrlXITIsG OF THIG GfUDY
1. The Theological Complexities
The author has fauna almost no literature written directly
on this complex subject. One reason which makes this subject
difficult to handle is the conflicting oints of view, home say
that the Church should not become involved in social struggles,
but should concentrate on the spiritual life. Others are not
agaiiist becoming involved as long as the traditions in which they
believe are maintained, Gtill others hold that the Church must
assume a more direct role in social change. The old social gospel,
known as the new theology in Britain, has left the liberal wing of
the Church with a tradition of being awkward in their social
responses, while the fundamentalist wing has been left in a defensive
stance, although they are awakening to their social responsibility.
More recently, tnere has re-emerged a social Christianity movement
With a stronger theological basis, ana today it appears that perhaps
most of the controversy in the Church is over the response and the
approach to social issues. There are the shifting sands of the old
dichotomy controversies to be found on the theological continuum -
the separation of the house of life aad the house ox faith, the
secular and the sacred, the spiritual life ana the social life, the
individual ana the community, and personal salvation and social
salvation. Thus, although many of the basic tenets of the Christian
Faith remain the same, the role of the church changes in its relations
to the ordering of society, as there is a constant shifting of
theological thought and emphasis.
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The complexities of the specific area of social preaching
bristle with difficulties, dome clergy urge and practice social
preaching, maintaining that preaching must inciuue man's relations
with society, dome suggest occasional preaching, perhaps to
"speak one's mind"
at least once on an issue. Others do not acknowledge it as a
valid type of preaching, or they maintain a highly ambiguous
approach to it. rex-haps they have chosen to dodge the more sticky
issues or to shy away from them as being difficult, complex,
unpleasant or controversial. Possibly some would rather not
scrutinize their comfortable successes too closely. Or again,
perhaps they feel that they are more qualified for another type of
preaching. Finally, there are some who are strongly opposed to
any social preaching; they maintain that there should never be
"politics in the pulpit."
They have many arguments for their position, such as that one might
"mortage one's influence as a minister"
and that one ought to stick to
"preaching the Gospel."
There are also the problems related to the extent and the
extremes of social preaching. How much social preaching should be
done* How much free expression should there be in the pulpitY
There are important questions of the approach or strategy used in
social preaching. Or should all or most of the response to social
issues be confined to the church hall discussion group or forum.
Then there are the difinite risks that must be taken in social
preaching - being criticised Tor being too radical, too quietist,
too hyperactive, too partial, too political or for representing
certain special interests. There is also the important dilemma
over the use of the scriptures, since the Bible has been used to
support almost any social structure.
The credibility gap between the clergy and the laity is probably
growing, as the complexity of technology increases. .hat qualifi¬
cations does a priest or minister have to speak on economic and
welfare areas - even if some social issues are clearly moral issues!
Certainly part of the dilemma is to be found in the fine shadings
of morality, where there are few clear-cut blacn and white decisions,
and most are choices in the gray zone.
Thus there are the complexities of the conflicts arising from
within the social issues themselves, but there are also the deep
conflicts that come from the individual cler^aian himself. There
are the underlying pressures from the traditions and policies of the
local church as well as from the denomination and other judicatories;
criticism tends to increase as the social response of the clergyman
becomes more direct and concrete, none have even suggested that part
*
of the answer is the economic independence of the minister. The
problem of social reaching today appears to be a dilemma resulting
from the theological complexities involved, the lack of knowledge of
how to do it effectively and the lack of courage to preach. Therefore,
there are all these inevitable tensions ana complexities with which
to struggle, and the challenge is to use them creatively.
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2. The Complexities of Social Policy
AlthoUj_,h many of the basic tenets pertaining to human
relationships are as old as h.eology, social policy is a comparatively
new science. There are constant shirtings of thought, changing
social theories, ana new social concepts emerging, bariier it was
assumed that the patterns of the social orders were fixed, but
now social institutions are seen to be malleable, redemptive or
restrictive in their relationship to spiritual life, society is
changing; the rugged 'laissez faire' inuiviuualiaa of the past has
evolveu into the collectivism of the welfare state, with its
constantly chan0ing social conditions and issues, society is never
static, and therefore the churchman needs to continuously study the
processes of social change - to keep listening, learning, growing
and responding to the changing society, the changing theological
and sociological concepts and the changing social conditions and
issues; since the social responses of the present arc soon out of
date. All of these changing factors and to the complexity of this
stuuy.
Social issues are generally more urgent, demanding and complex
touay with the increase in the density of population, the accelerated
living and the mobility of persons. The younger accelerated
generation especially is developing at a faster pace ana demanding
more adequate and effective responses to social issues. Oil the other
hand, for some in society, personal responsibility has been diluted
and personal initiative nas been undercut, with a resulting apathy.
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Just the element of time passing by, has allowed the accumulation
of disorders, prejudices, vested interests and vicious circles of
response in society.
There is tue principle that the ability to handle a problem
generally varies inversely with the distance from it. In our
complex and changing society of today, how can a Christian minority
hope to affect the processes of social changeV How can social
preaching in a local congregation be of taucr real usefulness* The
distances between social problems, the legislative processes and
the Church appear to be increasing as society becomes more complex,
social change more rapiu and social controls more centralised.
Then there is the sheer problem of evidence, where one often
cannot be sure of the source of social problems and which is the
better strategy to employ. Past precedents are not necess rily
helpful and may ue.utterly misleading; they are dated because they
are responses to an unique social situation in the past, which will
never recur exactly in the same way. within this new science of
sociology, the causality of social problems is not completely known
and therefore a full diagnosis cannot be mane and an exact remedy
prescribe**. «11 of these factors togecner with many uore combine
to add a wide breath and a aeep complexity in this study.
The complexity or communication is another factor which brings
confusion, semantics and terminology, the combining of two dis¬
ciplines in a snu^le stuuy, the stron0 ambivalent emotional feelings
which tend to obscure the facts - these factors are ail involved here.
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Partly because of the diversity of the clergyman's background,
there are resultant mlsunderstandings and emotional blindness.
This emotional and semantic tension needs cool heads, warm hearts
and a positive spirit of lucid analysis. If they can be under¬
stood, at least in part, what are some of the better approaches
to take in social preaching to promote better communication and
understandingV Are there guidelines or principles which can be
formulated that might be helpful!
The individual clergyman wrestles as well with his conflicting
roles as citizen, uenominational churchman, employee, person and
others. Conflicting interests may result in moral blindness and
self-interest may be cloaked with idealism. The priest or minister
may use various defenses for his protection as he faces up to the
issue of social preaching. Immediately however, the necessity of
taking risks and the inevitability of making mistakes confronts him,
as he seeks to deal with these cloudy and obscure matters. There
are no exact plans to follow, there is no perfectly idealistic
social situation to be achieved and the churchman must be satisfied
with proxi uate ana viable solutions.
The dearth of literature on social subjects adds to the confusion.
The dominance of a more classical tradition of theological education
has not only been lar0ely unhelpful in this area, but has even led
to a greater lack of concern with the specific problems of modern
society, where can the churchman of today go to find his way out
of the complex maze of dilemmas facing him in social preaching!
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Churchmen, of course, are part of their social setting, and
both consciously ana unconsciously assimilate ideas and values.
There is an inevitable cultural involvement and conformity to some
extent, and thus the subtle tendency to grow toward being a mere
reflection of the existing social order, rather than planning and
preaching to criticise and to construct it. But the churchman is
iuore than a part of society, he is also a leaner in a divine society -
the Kingdom of God.
It appears that ..alter aauschenbusch was the first to use the
term 'social preaching';
None can deny that the pulpit has the teaching
function and that its obligation runs wnerever a
moral question can be raised. Those who think the
institutional Church a departure from the spiritual
mission of the Church, must conceae all the more
that the Church should teach plainly on the moral
causes and remedies of social misery. If the Church
is not to aeal with mass poverty by its organized
work, its obligation is all the greater to deal
with it by the sword of the word. ... It is true
enough that social preaching has often been badly
done. It has often been ignorant, bitter, partisan,
and non-religious. But if it has been done baaly
by the few who stood alone in attempting it, that
is all the more reason why all should uevelop
greater wisdom by common experience. . . .
Any preacher uealing with social questions is
certain to be charged with partiality. The
wider our social cleavage, the more difficult will
it be to satisfy both siaes. Nor is it his business
to try trimming and straddling. Be must seek to
hew as straight as the moral law. Let others
voice special interests; the minister of Jesus Christ
must voice the mind of Jesus Christ. His strength
will lie in the hijfci impartiality of moral insight
and love to all.(4)
(4) .-.alter kauschenbusch, ..LP I'LL CmXelo,
r,^>o-p6l.
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C. OTHBh OBJACTIVE OF THIS STUDY
This research project is primarily a search for pertinent facts
related to social preaching and their meanings or implications with
reference to social concerns and twentieth century British preaching.
It studies primarily the sermon literature of the period, in order
to illuminate the past history and the present problems of social
preaching. Some of the other more specific objectives include the
following:
1. To ^ain a sense of the historical perspective of social preaching.
Looking away from ourselves to the exciting and thought-provoking
history of social preaching uown through the centuries and
especially during the twentieth century will help to enlighten
our situation. <«e stand today in this tradition of living faith
ana relevant preaching.
2. To portray some of the larger national social issues of the
twentieth century. This will provide the context for the
response of social preacning.
p. To portray some of the general response of British clergymen.
This will include some of the more important social movements
and organizations, the social literature written by the clergy
and some of the other more important social responses by
individual churchmen as they are related to social preaching.
k. To portray examples of the social preaching of British churches.
This will show how social concerns were reflected in sermons
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and some of the effectiveness of these approaches. This
study will reveal to what extent the various types of social
preaching have been utilized. It will also be of interest to
see what texts and Scriptures were used, and how these were
treated and interpreted in the social sermons. It will be of
interest to see how many do not make use of any background of
scripture. The relationships between social sermons and the
various types of theological and sociological movements of
the twentieth century will also be important. Again, what
were some of the presuppositions and aims of the social sermons?
Of importance, of course, would be the key social preachers
during this period. Also, has social preaching been a pioneering
and determining factor toward the achievement of more social
justice in Britain, and if so, to what extent? Or has the
social preaching largely reflected advances already made by
secular institutions? Also what suggestions and techniques are
provided in homiletical literature for social preaching?
5. To determine some relationships between the general clergymen
responses and the pulpit social pronouncements, social preaching
tends to diminish as official social pronouncements increase and
as governmental legislation tends to ease the social problems.
In comparing social preaching and the general clergy social
response, soaje utilize both methods of response, others emphasize
one approach more than the other, while others will be found
to use one type of response almost exclusively.
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Kathleen Jones, Professor of social Administration at the
University of York has challenged the Church:
The Church of God is eternal fact; but the Church
militant here in earth operates in a changing world.
It is the leaven in the lump - a source of moral and
spiritual energy continuously working through the
wnole social structure. Christ gave back dignity
aria purpose to the social outcasts of his day. Iiis
followers cannot do less than grapple with the social
problems of their own time.(3)
apparently the complex dilemma of social preaching has been
a problem for churchmen for many centuries, as will be shown in
the following cnapter, "background of oocial Preaching."
Kathleen Jones, i'hn Cofh-AoalCKAi'n oOClni'Y, pp.P-p.
chaste ii. BACKGROUND OF coci.iL DRLRCKING
CHAi-Txjii II. BACKGROUND Oi BGCIAL PRLACHING
ii. 1Mb INTRODUCTION
B. TUB OLD TLSTAMLNT PRORKLTO
G. TaL tiJuiLY CiiRIoTlAN CHURCii TO i'aa LlDDLili AGLB
1. The New Testament
2. The Church Fathers
D. TUB HIDDLL TO XtLL nnFORHATICN




4, marly Lost-Reformation Times
F. BRITAIN Oi' ThL LIGiiTLtSNTH AND WINnTmiiNTH GmNTURlmG
1. The eighteenth Century
2. Nineteenth Century England




The social sermon is not without precedents, predecessors and
parallels in the history of religion. It has its very roots in
Jewish tradition and worship. The Christian preacher has indeed
stepped into the legacy of the prophets of the Old Testament, into
the tradition of the synagogue where Christ read and explained the
■Scriptures, and into the heritage of the church fathers, the
reformers and the socially enlightened churchmen.
ndwin Charles Dargan has adequately described the place of
preaching in history.
The life and progress of nations, the rise and
fall oi governments have ofcen been closely connected
with preaching. This is no extravagant claim, as we
shall have some occasion to see in the course of this
work. The great names of the Apostle Paul, of
John Chrysostom, of nugustine and «mbrose, of Leo and
Gregory, of Boniface and Bernard, of .iiclif and
Savonarola, of Luther and Calvin and Knox, of Ldwards,
whitefield and ..esley, are some of those which suggest
how variously and profoundly the larger life of nations
has sometimes been influenced by the preacher.(1J
It was John Kelman, as minister of ot. George's United JTree
Church, Edinburgh who once declared,
"social preaching also demanded, bearing directly
upon social, national, and international themes."(2}
Down through the centuries the pendulum of social concern has
been swinging in preaching. Sometimes it almost stopped, at other
times it moved weakly, and at times it moved boldly and courageously.
Some churchmen responded with social preaching in great wisdom;
(1; Bdwin Charles Dargan, ^ BIoJOaT up r^AChlNG, Vol.1., pp.tt-9»
(2) John Kelman, THn .nut .->LD Pi-imACHING, P. 127*
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other churchmen were rather foolish in their approach. On some
occasions social preaching took the form of prophetic protest or
social criticism; on other occasions it was of the nature of social
construction, with a more positive thrust. But it remains as one
of the means by which the Church has responded to social issues
down through history.
It was winston Churchill who once said,
"All wisdom is not new wisdom, and the past should
be studied if the future is to be successfully
encountered.
It is the purpose of this chapter to give a limited background
of social preaching. This is not a history of social preaching;
such a project would necessitate several volumes. However, it is
the attempt here, to take soundings at some of the more important
points in history, to see if the pulpit reflected social concerns.
In some periods the realistic, prophetic voice of the pulpit was
surprisingly strong; other periods revealed practically no prophetic
theme in preaching.
An attempt will also be made to describe briefly the social
conditions of the various periods, together with the various responses
to the social issues - by the state, the official Church, and the
individual clergy and people.
The general organisation of the Chapter will be both chrono¬
logical and pyramidal, with the last part dealing only with angland
and ocotland. More aotailed attention will be given to the social
(5) The At. Hon. uinston o. Churchill on
Post-war Education, B1st March, 1
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preaching in these two countries during the nixxeteeath century
because of its high relevancy to the dissertation project as a
wnole. Approximately the last two uecades of tne nineteenth century
will be included in later chapters, as a prelude to the twentieth
century study. Only where historical background is necessary to
understand an event wiil it be mentioned, and no particular attempt
will be made to include generally known events#
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2* THl OLD TnoiWiLtvT ttLQFhj£t£ij
David A» MacLennan writing about 'The Preacher as Prophet,'
states,
"I Know also that to preach the Gospel ana to
relate it to critical issues confronting my
generation is, as an nnglish layman £ Bernard Lord Banning/
once aefined preaching, 'a manifestation of the
Incarnate «ord, from the written »oru, by the
Bpoken -.ora. '"(A)
Throughout the Old Testament there is reflected a nistoric
social concern. One basic element in modern society appears to have
found its beginnings in the Hebrew word mishpat or justice, a
person's life held worth, and it was the intent of God's law to
protect the less-favored members of society. The laws of the
Pentateuch are laws of a society which is concerned with the estab¬
lishment of human community.
The children of Israel were instructed by both
the law and the prophets as to the precise tempt¬
ations of an agricultural society and their proper
behaviour to each other and to strangers. Cur Lord
aoes not hesitate to instruct His uisciples on their
attitude to money, to taxation and to their foreign
rulers} and reter, Paul and James in their apistles
are all concerned with the aetailed problems arising
from life in a pagan society. »*ho are we, in our
day, to feel that we have no need for such thingsV
.had if our Lord was concerned with the earthly neeus
and sufferings of the society in which he lived,
who are we to be indifferentVCi?)
The early Old Testament times ^ave birth to a system of social
legislation aimed at producing a just society.
(k) David A. MacLennan, A PitmAChnh'B PxIMla, pp.Bd-pO.
Partly quoted from 8. 2. Y. Dcott, THa aLLa.;.q»Cs CP IhL
P80PHLJG, hacmillan Co., 19^«
(9) h. P. 8. Catherwood, I'ha Gill-clo'l'I/iN xN IHdULX'aI.'iL qCCIsXY, P.xi.
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The prophets took their texts from these social laws, kauschenbusch,
the .onerican social prophet, declared in 1912:
..e have seen that the prophets demanded right moral
conduct as the cole test and fruit of religion, and
that the morality which tuey had in mind was not the
private morality of detachea pious soulc but the social
morality of the nation. This they preached, and they
backed their preaching by active participation in
public action and discussion. 6)
George Adam smith has a section in his book entitled
'The Political and social Preaching of the Prophets' in wnich
he asserts,
"To go into detail upon the subjects of the civic
preaching of the Prophets would amount to an
exposition of the larger part of the Books of Amos,
Hosea, Isaiah, Micah and Jeremiah."C?)
In a later chapter, we will see how Professor smith ana others
lea in a rediscovery of the social preacning of tne Old Testament
prophets.
This dissertation project is concerned primarily with social
preaching as it relates to the economic-welfare area. Therefore,
it is appropriate to summarize briefly, the teaching of the Old
Testament in this more specific area related to the poor. The poor
are mentioned more than sixty times in the Ola Testament; poor
almost always means those who ore poor in a aiaterial sense. These
are the needy (.Leut. 1p:7»24:l4). They are the opposite of the
rich Cmxodus 2j>:p; i0:1>; Lev. 14:21). They are also impaired
(6) ..alter kauschenbusch,
O.utloTI^rjy /Oh) Ilia dOCIiiL CklbIG, P.11.
(7) George ..dam Bmith, wOihrnu. onlTIGi.ji-. <-diD Taa x-LmnChlNG
OF XHh OLD TmsTAHmNT, pp.2?2-27,>.
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in physical strength and psychological ability (Job 3^:28; Ps. 82:5;
Jer. ^+0:7; 52:16)• They are oppressed by the rich (lea. 3:1^;
Lxek. 18:16-18; /unos 2:7) •
In the Old Testament the poor were especially remembered by God.
He would not forget them (Psalm 9:12; 10:12; Isa. ^9:15; Jer. 20:13).
Through the Mosaic legislation and the prophetic exhortation, God
e
works social justice for trie poor (Deut. 10:17-18; II Gam. 22:2o;
Isa. 25tki aatoa 2:6; ^;1). Many are tiie warnings against the
oppression of the poor in both the Law and the Prophets (nxoa. 23:3»
Lev. 19:15; Isa. 1:23; Lxek. 22:7; Mic. 2:2; Mai. 3:6).
The sojourner was also to be protected. Laws concerning the poor
are found in Lev. 19; 23; Deut. 1^-15; 25» The Hebrew judges
were to give tne poor full protection (Lxod. 23:3; Deut. 16:19).
Interest was not to be exacted from the poor (nxod. 22:25; Lev. 25:d6;
Deut. 25:20;. This became highly controversial later 011 in history.
They were to be allowed to glean in the fields and vineyards (Lev.
19:9-10). They had first rights to the sabbatical fruits (Lxodus 23:11).
The tithe of the third year was for the benefit of the needy (Deut.
1^:28).
Goa aid expect the poor to be faithful to tne statues and the
covenant of God. In humility, tiiey were to accept their situation,
not because it was foreordained (I Gam. 2:7). but because God could
bring it to good (Prov. 50:b). The Ola Testament does not proclaim
God's ordination of a person's economic status, but the doctrine of
creation and potential redemption. The God-fearing will be blessed
despite poverty.
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To help the poor was meritorious and brought blessing, i'or one
honors God by honoring the poor (Prov. 1^:21). Charity was a virtue
throughout all biblical history. It was the duty of the rich to
help the poor, and to Job this was a privilege (Job i1:l6ff).
Justice and mercy are to be shown to the poor (icclus. 7*10).
It is appropriate here, only to briefly summarise the well
mown social preaching of the prophets. The prophets lived and
preached during tue time of the development of the Hebrew society,
from a predominantly agricultural society to the rise of the com¬
mercial city. Therefore, the social evils with which the prophets
preached are still lar&ely urgent today. They had a strong emphasis
upon the need for justice and equity in society, and this also is a
(o)
need today. The prophets were concerned about the interests of
the poorer classes of the community. A new duty and loyalty of the
community was awaliened. It was a moral duty to demand justice for
the poor.
The Oia Testament writers held that religion was strongly social;
that there was no such thing as purely individual religion. Jeremiah
is a good exaasple of the blending of both personal and social
preaching. For the Old Testament writers, religion could never be
non-social and politics could never be secular. The Old 'Testament
writers gave strong emphasis to the social responsibility of the
community and also of the individual within the community.
(d) see Amos 2^i»
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Individual responsibility went Land-in-hand with community respon¬
sibility, and religion as communal remained a dominant thrust in
the New Testament•
The prophets were primarily preachers. Their weight of
denunciation Tell upon the chief beneficiaries of the existing
system: the king, fat priests, ^reedy wise men, those in luxury
with the destitute at their door, rich women, venal judges, heartless
creditors, sumptuous householders, and greedy land-owners. The
prophets were
"social revolutionaries because they were religious
conservatives, seeking to revive the essential,
ethics and social creativity of historic Yahwism."(y)
The prophets make plain to us that those who defend any established
social order, or champion an alternative structure, must show that
what they defend or propose is a society congenial to true religion,
productive of human values, and which is the concrete expression of
i ■, (10)a real community among persons.
.although there was, clearly, protest or denunciation of oppression
of the poor, injustice and extortion, corruption in hiji places, and
such like, it is sometimes forgotten that tr.ere was also a strong
positive, constructive, and comfortin0 element ixi the preaching of
(11)
the prophets as well.
(y) a. L. Y. ucott, Tils dx.jLd.vhu>Om OF Tits Pi'.UPHnTs, r.lop.
^ee also his chapter on "The hrophets and the social Order."
(10) uee Gerhard van had, ins 01 Jho x-hoPIIGTG, Chapter 22.
(11) oee Maurice B, heckltt, MAiTii juiD GOCInTY, h.33«
%uoted from an article by Malcolm spencer,
"The oocial and political Content of marly Christianity,"
in i'hs TILGaIM, January, 1^27.
see also kegixxald Tribe,
Ths CaaiolT.hx GOClfJj TiOuJXrxOh, pp.278-279.
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another factor is worthy of notice. The Hebrew prophets
emphasized, the kingdom of God on earth rather than in a future
Today, there is another rediscovering of the social message
of the Hebrew prophets, especially among those of the right on
the theological continuum.
Thus the historic social concern of the church
belongs to today's Christians along with the prayers,
the noble thoughts, the great statements of belief,
the literary and artistic treasures of the church
aown the centuries, when a man becomes a oeliever
he does not retreat from his responsibilities as a
member of society; quite the opposite. He takes
his place in the traoition of Hoses, nmos, hosea,
Isaiah, Hieah, Jeremiah, Mary, James, and John the
Haplist.
It is the lasting ^lory of the Hebrew people
that tney produced so many centuries ago tue first
known champions of social justice. Men and women of
every race and nation around the world recognize
today the contribution of the prophets of Israel
to the oraer±n5 of human affairs.(13)
James stalker delivered the Tale Lectures on xJreaching in 1o91,
entitled 'The Treacher as a Patriot.' Here he deals extensively
with the Old Testament prophets as giving examples of now to respond
to the living, burning questions of the present age.
Can anyone doubt that an Isaiah or a Jeremiah
would, in such a state of society, have lifted
up his voice like a trumpet and cast the condition
of these lost children of our people in the faces
of theluxitzious rich, and especially of the
professors of religion? And is it less obvious
that this is still the duty of the modern pulpit?(1*0
(12) see i>. L. Greenslaue, i'Hn GHUkCri ,uJ ran sUCIaxj OxiJ.-a, P.10.
(13) oherwood Lliot wirt,
.uin ooJi/di 00n<v-»t^ii-jh0iij Ox I'hn -.jV.w<^sLIu/lL, P'.H.
(iq) James stalker, xaa ■r'n-.-rtOii-n.. hAL ni^ MOwnLa, pp.63,77,01.
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A prophetic understanding oi the Christian Faith implies a
radical criticism of every aspect of human life and society.
Prophetic religion has, thus, a kind of built-in principle of social
criticism.
The Ola Testament law and prophets portray a clear initial
scene in tne historical perspective of social preaching.
(13) bee John A. Hutchinson, ed.,
ClikloTlAH FAITH aHD bOCl*l< AC ITOH, P.6.
C. Tiki CiiiiiBTlAM CBUnCii TO IHL MILDLL AGlB
1. The Hew Testament
Preaching probably originated from ancient oratory, the Hebrew
prophecy and the Christian gospel; with the gospel being the real
originating cause which took elements from the other two.^1<^
Andrew w. Blackwood asserts in his book entitled Tils paBpAhATlOH
(17)
OF oi-HKOHo that much of the Hew Testament is actually preaching.
This would begin with John the Baptist and rxae to great heights
with our Lord. This would include such preachers as Peter, Paul,
and the author of the Lpistle to the Hebrews. The Hew Testament
consists largely of apostolic preaching as reported through the
marly Church. These preachers of the gospel had learned from their
Master how to preach.
Christ himself iuentified with poverty by becoming poor on
behalf of man. Jesus had a prophetic concern for the poor as in
Matthew 19:21 and John 1;J;29* Mercy was to be shown to debtors
(Luke 7:^1). Jesus praised alms 0iviag (Mark 12:^2-^+4). mven a
beggar could be saved (Lune 16:22), but Jesus did not come only to
eliminate poverty (Mark 1d:7)• The gospel was to be preached to
the poor also (Matt. HO, Luke 1^:21).
The early church cared for its poor, following the example of
Jesus (nets 2:^9; 4:^4; 11:29} Gal. 2:10; I Thess. y6).
(16) ndwin Charles Dargan, a ainlunY oF irannJnlHJ, Vol.1, P.1^.
(17) anarew w. Blackwood,
Xlln pALdhiAnTlOH OF onuiUw, pp. 1H-1>•
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la James 2:2, we find that the poor were accepted as members of
the church.
In the New Testament preaching is primarily the public
proclamation of Christianity to the non-Christian world.
(19)
The preaching of the primitive Church, had an eschatological setting.
Christ and the apostles preached the Kingdom of God. evidently for
the first time, Jesus turned the negative law into the positive
commandment,
"So whatever you wish that men would do to you,
ao so to them; for this is the law and the prophets."(20)
The later extension of sanctification to soei ty was a theme of
some social preaching, arawn largely from the New Testament.
The preacher should ground himself thoroughly
in the religious and Scriptural basis for a new
social order. Those who resent seraions on current
industrial problems would have to keep silent as
to an honest exposition of the prophet nrnos, the
Lord's Prayer, or the Sermon on the iiount. The
Prophets and the evangelists will help the preacher
to become a true prophet and an evangelist.
•Holiness to the Lord' must be written not only on
the sacred vessels of the sanctuary but on all the
tools of trade; not only on the bells of the
priestly robe, but on car and shop bells as well,
entire sanctificatioxx means the consecration of
all life, the social order as well as the individual
life, so shall tne Kingdom coiaei (21)
Dietrich Bonhoeffer has often been quoted for his description
of Jesus Christ as
"the man for others."
(1b) C. H. Dodd,
THL A.Osi'wiilC x'-vuAClilKG rthD lis G, P.4.
(19) Ibid.. P.77.
(20) Matthew 7:12.
(21) S. Paul Schilling,
M£.TH0->Ini--> .'JND oOClBTY IN i'HLOhUGiwtL Ps.ionsJJiy'.s, P»79«
quoted i'rom the ^Bi'HuDIs'i' nsVl-,.., 109 (1921), 695*
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The gospels represent Jesus as a champion of tne economically
dispossessed. He exalts love for one's neighbor, along with love
for God, He reaches out to others who are not within the borders
of Israel. He seeks release of captives, prisoners, and slaves.
He denounces the scribes and religious leaders who devour the
houses of widows. He insists that a man put the care of his own
parents ahead of his obligations to his religion. His treatment
of women is for different than the customs of that day. He extends
sympathy to children, and heals people as he goes along. He
insists upon justice as the basis for everyday business. The social
preaching of the parables like the Good oamaritan, ana encounters
such as with the rich youn^ ruler, have had a strong effect upon
his followers. Jesu.s taught that the love of God is best shown by
love of fellow man.
Thousands of pages have been written on the social message of
Jesus, from many different points of view. It is the purpose here
only briefly uo summarize Christ's social preaching.
James stalker in his Yale Lectures on Preaching used the
illustration of Christ's preaching to substantiate the preacher as
a patriot.
... we turn to the record of Christ's own
preaching. He is the final standard and
incomparable model. But, though He discovered
the soul and taught the world the value of the
individual, His preaching was not exclusively
directed to individuals. It had a public and
national side. He cast His protection over
publicans and sinners, not only because they
were the seed of Abraham; He submitted His
claims to the ecclesiastical authorities of
the nation, ana, when they rejected them,He
directed against the religious parties the
thunderbolts of His Invective.
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The tears and words of indescribable tenderness
which He poured out upon the city where He was
about to be martyred proved that the patriotism
of Isaiah and Jeremiah still burned in His heart;
ana He charged His apostles, when sending them
forth to evangelize the world, to begin in
Jerusalem* . . *
not to mention the social element in His preaching
comprehended in the doctrine of the is.ingu.om of God.
The comparative absence of the patriotic element
from apostolic preaching is chiefly due to the fact
that the apostles were missionaries in cities and
countries where they were strangers. In some
respects modern ministers in settled charges are
liker the prophets than the apostles.(22)
'Troeltsch says that the message of Jesus is not a programme of
social reform, but rather the summons to prepare for the coming of
the Kingdom in this world order, which has far-reaching social
implications. He claims that,
"One of the permanent results of the teaching of
Jesus, however, was this idea of a Communism of love."(25)
"The aim was a new spirit, not a new social order."(2^)
Troeltsch has a valid point, however, Jesus also emphasized social
concern.
Our Christian solutions of social questions must
accordingly be always temporary. This does not
make them for their day any the less Christian,
for Christianity is essentially a way - life
en route towards the kingdom of God. A preacher
may entitle a series of sermons "A More Christian
Industrial Order," so disclaiming the attempt co
set forth the ultimate ideal. . .(25)
Harvey Cox has written a concise discription of the ministry
and message of Jesus, and sees therein an example for the Church
today - to be God's avant garde in society.
(22) James Gtalker, Op. Cit.. 2.78.
(2p) nrnest Troeltsch, i'nn 0OCI.JL. T^AAJlNG 0/ ilia
CliRloTX.-li CHUnGHnO, pp.o1-6p.
(2^) Ibid.. 2.155*
(25) Henry ^loane Coffin, .H1AT TO rn^ACH, 2.108.
But what is the character of Jesus's ministry? Jesus himself
described it in these terms:
The spirit of the Lord is upon me,
Because he has anointed me to preach goou news
to the poor
He has sent me to proclaim release to the captives
and recovering of sight to the blind,
To set at liberty those who are oppressed
To proclaim the acceptable year of tne Lord.
(Luke h: 18-19)
Jesus thought of his task as threefold.
He was to announce the arrival of the new regime.
He was to personify its meaning, nnd he was to
begin distributing its benefits, similarly the
church has a threefold responsioility. Theologians
call it kerygma (proclamation), diakonia (reconcil¬
iation, healing, and other forms of service), and
koinonia (uemonstration of the character of the new
society). The church is the avant-garde of the new
regime, but because the new regime breaks in at
oii'ferent points and in oifferent ways, it is not
possible to forecast in aavance just what appear¬
ance the church will have.(26)
The latter part of tne Lew Testament certainly manifests a
social passion to match. It speaks of poverty, war, aiscrimination
immorality, slavery and oppression. The Magnificat has been called
the
"battle hymn of democracy."
There was the strong social message of John the Baptist. James
makes more explicit what is implicit in the social message of Jesus
The Apostle i-aul deals with a variety of social issues: political
exploitation, military service, racial and religious intolerance,
the consumption of food used in pagan ceremonies, the position of
women, propriety of uress, relations with non-Ohristians, taxation,
(26) Harvey Cox, Tils oaCULa^ JifY, pp. 126-127.
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prostitution and pederasty, control of disease, relief of poverty,
and the handling of civil jurisprudence. All these issues were
dealt with according to the principles of scripture, the witness of
the hpirit, and the best information available to meet the conditions
of the day.^^
in the early church, the sick people were visited find the
bread and wine of the hacrament brought to them, along with what
financial help that they might need. The poor, especially the aged
and the widows and trie orphans, were helped. Others who assisted
the church full-time were supported. This aid to the needy of
various kinus required congregational funds; and this involved
(26)
planning, soliciting and collecting. ^
Thus the social teaching of the hew Testament shows a dominating
concern for the welfare of persons; a vital humanitarian interest
in people breathes from its pages.
(27) bherwood hliot wirt, lip. Pit. T P. 15.
(26) oee ink ih hloTOkld^-a rha, P.12.
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2. The Church Fathers
■Social preaching was very much in evidence in the early
Christian Church, although usually it was strongly moralistic in
tone and merely paternalistic in regard to the poor.
St. Clement of nome in film nLXTnk TC THl JOa.IhTIlI.diS says,
"what, then shall we do, brothers? shall we
slacken from doing charity? hay the Lord never
allow this to happen to us, hut let us be
diligent to accomplish every good work with
earnestness and zeal."(29)
Lt. Ignatius of Antioch (d. before 11?) in his LLLTmK TO THh
BMYBNABAKB reflects on those who live contrary to Cod's will,
"They have no regard for charity, none for the
wiaow, the orphan, the oppressed, none for the
man in prison, the hungry or the thirsty."(30)
(31)
He is also concerned about widows and slaves.
The DlDACIih was written fifty years or so after the New
Testament, and is the earliest manual of church order that we have.
It was especially strong on almsgiving.
Give to everyone who asks, and ask nothing in return;
for the Father wishes that a snare of His own gifts
be given to all. Blessed is the man who gives
according to the commandment, for he is without blame,
doe to the man who takes. But should he not be in
neeu, he shall give an account of the why and the
wherefore of his taking it. And he will be put in
prison and examined strictly about what ne did, and
"shall not go out from there until he has paid the
last cent."
But in this matter the saying also holds:
"Let your alms sweat in your hands until you know
to whom you are giving."(32)
Bo not turn away from the needy, but share all with
your brother and do not claim that it is your own.
(29) Th- , TXlLn-tL ax' Tn.^ CHUaCii, (Washington, B.C.: The Catholic
University of America Fress, 1973)» 1 «'33«
(30) Ibid.. 1:120.
(31) 1 yid,» 1 1:123*
(32) Ibia.. 1:172.
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For, if you are sharers in immortal things,
how much more in mortal.(33)
In Polycarp of smyrna (d. 136), we are taught about the
ideal presbyter.
The presbyters must be tenderhearted, merciful
toward all, turning back, who have gone astray,
visiting the sick, not neglecting widow or orphan
or poor man, abstaining from all anger, respect
of persons, unrighteous judgement, being far from
all love of money, not hastily believing against any
one, not stern in judgment, knowing that we are all
debtors because of sin.(3^)
THl L—Of' BAjhAoAa uescribes the way of darkness as paying
no attention to the widow and orphan. They are
"without pity for the poor; do nothing for him
who is oppressed by toil ... murderers of
children, corrupters of God's creation. They
repel the needy and oppress the afflicted, are
advocates of the rich, unjust judges of the
poor, altogether* sinful through and through."(33)
In Trim oh.uPii.skD OF hdiu-iAo, tnere is a strong warning to the
rich that they need to provide sufficient food for the hungry,
that the alms of the rich to the poor are rewarded by God at the
(37)
prayer of the poor, and that they should acquire riches before
God by the practice of fraternal charity. J<>
apologist Justin Martyr (teacher in Home around 130) relates
some of the ministries of the Church and says that after the
mucharist there was an offering which was desposited with the
president or bishop, who
"takes care of orphans and widows, and those who
are in bonds, and the strangers who are sojourners








The concern of the bishop for the impoverished and the
imprisoned is also mentioned by Bishop Dionysius of Corinth, not
long after Justin.
For this has been your custom from the beginning:
to do good in divers ways to all the brethren,
and to send supplies to many churches in every
city, now relieving the poverty of the needy,
now making provision, by the supplies which you have
been in the habit of sending from the beginning to
the mines.(40)
During the first several centuries, the ordinary Christian
was taught by the clergy to be honest, just and charitable.
During these early centuries the Church could not attack or alter
the social institutions. It could not stop war, overthrow slavery
or relieve economic distress by fundamental changes in economic
structures. Its chief sphere of influence was in the family and
in the day by day relationships.
Tertullian tells how Christians who suffered for their faith
became the
"pensioners of their confession,"
how Christian alms went to feed and bury the poor arid to care for
orphans, old slaves and shipwrecked sailors.
Do doubt these acts of charity were palliatives
ana no substitute for organized social action through
the state. Nor was charity a Christian monopoly.
But state action has usually followed individual
experiment, and it cannot be an accident or coincid¬
ence that state social services have been most far-
reaching in countries which have the Christian
tradition behind them, even if they have now rejected
it. hany such services are simply the nationalization
of Christian works of charity.(41)
(4Q) Ibid., Bp:10.
(41) s. L. Creenslade, jQp. siil., pp.1'9-B0.
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The Christian empire came in A.D. 313 when etsperors Constantine
and Licinius brought persecution to an end and formally gave the
Christian faith legal recognition.
If perfect laws alone will not create a perfect
society, good legislation is an outward sign of
social improvement and an aid towards establishing
the external conditions of moral progress.
Constantine's legislation was manifold and
largely beneficent. . . .
Apart from legislation or social work under
government control, Christian charity now
swelled into a mighty stream.(A2)
Christian emperors led in extensive social reforms throughout
their empires.
Nevertheless many permanent legal reforms
were set in motion by the ataporors Constantine
t230V-337) and Justinian (A83-563) that can be
laid to the influence of Christianity. Licen¬
tious and cx'uel sports were checked; new
legislation was ordered to protect the slave,
the prisoner, the mutilated man, the outcast
women. Children were granted important le^al
rights. Infant exposure was abolished, women
were raised from a status of de0rauation to
that of legal protection. Hospitals and
orphanages were created to lake care of found¬
lings. Personal feuds and private wars were
put under restraint. In cities here and there
freedom of conscience was established by law.
Branding of slaves was halted. Property reforms
were instituted. The spirit of these changes
is reflected in the growing corpus of writings
of Fathers of the church, which continued to
emphasize the Christian duties of alms-giving,
charity, kindness to victims of society, and
good works.(A3)
The functions of raid-third-century presbyters may be vividly
pictured in Pseudo-Clement's exnortation to what he called
* philanthropy.'
(A2) Ibid., pp.21-22.
(A3) hherwood 1. Wirt, 0£. Cit., P.31•
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"Love ail your brethren with grave and compassionate
eyes, performing to orphans the part of parents,
to widows that of husbands, affording them susten¬
ance with all iiinaliness, arranging marriages for
those who are in their prime, and arranging for
employment for the unemployed, and alms to the
incapable. ... Feed the hungry, clothe the naked,
visit the sick and the prisoners - help them as you
are able - and receive strangers into your homes
with alacrity. ... You will do all these things
if you fix love into your minds; ana for its
entrance there is only one fit means, namely, the
common partaking of food."(44)
Jerome (b. 342) mentions in his sermons, charity, alas, poverty
and wealth, wealth is devalued, as in his HOMILY 66 on the Kich Man.
and Lazarus. The riches of others are torments to those who are in
poverty. It is not possible to have wealth both on earth and in
hell. He suggests that the example of the poor man be an incentive
to us.
The Christian soul, the soul of the monk, the soul
of him who naked follows the naked Christ, when it
looks with envy upon a rich man, or when it itself
revels in wealth and display, may it call to mind
Lives; may it ponder well his voice as he cries out
ana begs for the touch of Lazarus' finber. . . .
if we endure the pains of poverty, instantly we are
in Abraham's bosom. Blood has its own abode and so
has peace, poverty, too, has its martyrdom; need
well borne is martyrdom. . . How many beggars
there are who long to be rich men, and, there¬
fore, commit crimeI(43)
Troeltsch points out that early Christianity was not without
its social blind spots.
hs a legal institution, however, even with all its
barbarous penalties, slavery still existed. The
Christian Church allowed it to ensure, without
question, right on into the Middle Ages — it was
only largely modified by the process of economic
(44) THL FAIHnkL OF THz CHUHCH. Ibid.. 1:32.
oee also H. Kichard Niebuhr and baniel D. Williams, Op. Cit.« P.31.
(43) TKa FAThciSo OF Tha CHUHCK, Op. Cit., 37:208-11.
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evolution — yet the Church was fully conscious of
the inconsistency between this institution and the
inner freeuom and equality which was the Christian
ideal. This forms a most typical illustration of
the attitude of Christians towards the world;
they renounced the world, and yet they compromised
with it, and they did not, and could not, aream of
making any changes in the social system. (46)
The .Fathers viewed slavery as a lawful institution and as one
of the irreaiovable consequences of the Fall. The author of one of
the sermons attributed to Gt. Augustine puts the matter very forcibly
when he bids tiie slaves love and obey their masters from the heart,
because it is God who has made these to be masters and the others
(q-7)
to be thexr servants.
John Chrysostom is one example of social preaching during this
early period, even though it was perhaps what might be called rather
primitive social preaching.
But he was certainly a prophet in the wider,
the true sense of the word, his sermons were acts,
sometimes heroic acts. They had nearly always an
ethical scope, and when he denounced the voices of
high and low he did not fail of the mark. He was
certainly not a modern man in the ordinary sense.
His ideals were those of the desert and the hermit's
cell. It was the tragedy of his life that he was
placed in the midst of a corrupt capital, at the
degenerate court of the Eastern empire. But the
crisis and sufferings of his own life are reflected
in his speeches, and this gives them their peculiar
interest. Violently engaged in contemporary strug¬
gles, he has a message for all times. That is the
true note of the prophetic dignity.(48)
Ghrysostoa aid not support any particular social system,
slavery is the only evil to which Chrysostom's attitude is not
(46) mrnest Troeltsch, Gp. Git., Vol.1, F.1j>3«
(47) film FATiin-iE UF Tan ChUnCil, Ibid., j>8:o£.
see also Cyril E. Hudson and Maurice B. keckitt,
THE CEUnsh .iEB THm hGI\ED, F»5B»
(48) fngve Brilioth, Gjs. Git.. pp.4-,5.
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uncompromising because of its deep roots in the society of his time.
although he never forgot the slaves, he did not mobilize his power
to abolish slavery. Chryuostom teaches that wealth is nothing and
poverty is nothing. He is not against wealth but against avarice,
rapacity ana luxury and he exhorted the rich not to bear themselves
in a haughty or condescending manner toward the poor. He uared to
rebuke publicly the luxury and ostentation of the hard-hearted rich.
Ohrysostom tried to organize and expand social relief work and
(49)
nursing activities. Chrysostom preached that social problems
came from sin that affected both individuals and society.
Chrysostom did not reject the institution of private property
nor say that wealth in itself was bad. The rich must not live for
themselves, indulging in luxury or display, but must care for those
who are in need.
No other Father of the Church recommends as strongly as
Chrysostom the distribution of wealth and private property to those
A CpO)xn need.
The preaching of kugustine (d. 4^0) and its social implications
a
ought also to be examined briefly. Brilioth has written a summary.
(49) Tiih FnlhuaG OF IVra CHUkCH, Ibid.. p^:41.
zee also o • G • XGOYno, Xhz GGCXaXj /iuoojw* XxiGzr.
nCriXxlnz Ox* of. odhi'i GHx^YzOzXoxx iiXoli dzhXjjGhczlJ
In CONoI/UiXlNOhjhi-i £A.i). >90 TO A.D. 404, pp.21^-225#
(>0) zee ibid., pp. v, III.
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There is only one of the ancient Fathers that
can be mentioned as a preacher beside, and perhaps
above, Ghrysostom. In Gaint Augustine the Latin
sermon suddenly reveals an amazing maturity. At
least, we know very little of what may have gone
before. Tertullian may have preached, but we have
no material to judge from. The uomiletical remains
of saint Cyprian are not very striking; he quotes
scripture abundantly and gives a simple, practical
application, denouncing vice and extolling virtue.
In the tracts of ^aint seno of Verona we have
specimens of a more elaborate, rhetorical
eloquence.(p1)
The writings of Augustine, and particularly the sermons, are
saturated with biblical material. There is not so much general
moralising exhortation as in the works of the earlier Latin Fathers,
although there is no lack of ethical content in his discourses.
This, however, is directed mostly against unchastity and adultery..
It is rarely that a leader in the world of
thought is also a great preacher. It has Happened
only a few times in the histox-y of the Church, and
only then has the prophetical office been fully
realised.
Augustine wrestled with the age-lon6 problem of riches and
poverty In one of his homilies. He preached that the rich and the
poor, although they may appear contrary, are nevertheless very
necessary to each otner. For, if all men were poor, there would be
none to support the other. If all were rich, then no one would work;
and so the world would at once decay. Therefore the rich man has
been created for the benefit of the poor, and the poor man for the
benefit of the rich. The Fathers were in agreement upon tnat saying
of the Gospel —
"the poor ye have always with you," etc.,
(yU Yngve Brilioth, Gj). Git., F.b.
(52) Ibid., F.11.
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where they set forth the reasons way God has allowed the poor to
remain among us, when nevertheless he is able to provide sufficient
for all. First, just as a mother provides enough for i.er child when
she gives sufficient to the nurse whence can nourish both herself
and the infant, so the Lord provides enough for the poor while so
much is bestowed on the rich whence they can supply food and drink
to themselves and the poor also, secondly, the poor are allowed to
exist in order that God may test the love of the rich, therefore
He willed that the poor should be in want, so that by this means
He mitht prove that rich men axe His friends and not His enemies.
Thirdly, to increase the merit of the poor.
Gt. Au0ustine emphasised almsgiving in his sermons. During the
Lenten season he preached the ixicrease of good works.
"There are two wings of prayer on which one flies
to God: if any fault is committed against him,
he forgives the offender and he gives alms to the
needy."(p^)
If a farmer is not justified in seeking a harvest
when he knows he has sowed no seed, how much more
unreasonable does he who has refused to hear the
petition of a poor man seek a generous response
from God? For, in the person of the poor, He who
experiences no hunger wished himself to be fed.
Therefore, let us not spurn our God who is needy
in His poor, so that we in our need may be filled
in Him who is rich. We have the needy, and we
ourselves have need; let us give, therefore,
so that we may receive.(55)
Especially durin0 the days of Lent, almsgiving is to be increased,
all corporal and spiritual adversities are to be
overcome by almsgiving, fasting and prayer."(56)
(pp) Inn Fnfnnno OF xha GhllaGH, ibid.,
Gee also, G.n. Gwst, LllahnTUaa j rULrl'T in
i'lnDlwi/rtL nhohiliiD, pp.p6U-p6"l.




'Give ales and all things are clean to you.'
Kemembcr my brethren, what God is going to say
to those destined to stana on His right hand.
He will not say: 'You accomplished these and
those great aeeas,' but He will say: 'I was
hungry and you gave me to eat.' To those destined
to stand on His left hand He will not say:
•You performed these and those evil deeds,'
but He will say: 'X was hungry and you aid not
give ae to eat.' The former, by reason of tseir
almsgiving, £~will go/ into life everlasting;
the latter by reason of their barrenness,
into everlasting fire.(57)
In relation to usury, Augustine preached,
i!Yes, indeed, give to the man and do not turn
away from him who seeks a loan. But take only
so much as you have given. ...
Bo not make new troubles for him whose burden
you once lightened."(5S)
He speaks of the need for justice.
Much of Augustine's preaching also includes moral admonitions
such as in regard to drunkenness, gluttony, adultery and lust.
St. Valerian (c. k3$-koQ) in his homilies, also speaks of
helpiiio the poor.
Consequently, we should devote ourselves to mercy
and almsgiving, for this purpose, that, when the
Lord of heaven and earth will come, He taay not
point out among other defects of our soul the
nakedness of the poor, or obtrude upon our gaze
the misfortunes of the wretched. Consequently,
too, let no one despise the poorly clad, or borate
the beggar with harsh words. Among all other
offerings, this is a sacrificial gift pleasing to
sod, this is an array of salutary sacrifices,
that you help the wretched in their need; and
that, to avoid being branded with infidelity,
when you come into possession of what you prayed






at. Caesarius of ^urles preached about drunkenness, almsgiving,
adultery, abortion, avarice, orphans and the poor, during the sixth
Century. He strongly emphasized in his sermons that the poor ought
to be fed and clothed and provided for in other ways.
"Moreover 1 believe, brethren, that our Lord has
permittea poor people to live in this world in
order to prove the faith of the rich in the person
of the poor, or in order that He may have compas¬
sion of the rich in their mercy to the poor."(60)
several sermons are completely on this subject, for example, the
discourse on sharing tiie bread with the hungry, that almsgiving is
better than fasting, that strangers should be received in some
/ \
corner of the house, and that clothing should be provided.
The Constantinian revolution had caught the Caurch without a
considereu theory of society. some withdrew while others like
Augustine sought to meet the need. Augustine and others blamed sin
as being the prime cause of the social ills of society. True happiness
could never be complete in this world, and one must accept the
social results of sin as being within the divine plan. Hence there
was the spirit of Christian resignation and despair amoa6 social
reformers. Accepting such theories, the Church was largely thrown
back upon philanthropy, -lavery remained, but thousands of slaves
were manumitted and thousands more were better treated. The status
of women improved, hospitals sprang up, toe care of foundlings was
transferrea to the Cnurch, every diocese had it s roll of the poor
ana needy. That the Church had little or no applicable economic
(60) Ibid., 66:47.
(61) Ibid., 66:p>-p8.
The hOkAh (about 640 A.O.) is especially strong in
exhortation regarding the care of orphans.
(62) ^ee 6. n. Greenslade, 0j>. Git., F.26.
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theory is only too true; but no one else had. Again, if pacifism
was repudiated, the grounds of a just war were explored and delimited.
The Christian denunciation of all aggressive war was a clear advance
upon the international ethics of the ancient world.
Then there was the ambiguous social theory fostered by
augustine's CITY OF uOD»
There was another paradoxical consequence of the early Christian
attitude to the Ctate. since state actioxx had never been considered
a manifestation of love, many Christians actually preferred charity
(which is love) to t>tate services. On tne other hand, reflection
upon the ever thorny issue of the relations between Church and state,
such as we find at its most profound in Gt. Augustine, who based it
upon tne more ultimate distinction between the Two Cities of God ana
of this world, produced an attempt to uistinguish the spheres of
Church and state, and on the assumption that the sovereign would
henceforth be a Christian, bound by a Christian concept of justice,
to leave secular concerns to secular authority. True, the ruler was
in principle open to ecclesiastical criticism on moral grounds, but
in practice the Church must often have talien the easy line of minding
(6*0
its own business.
With growing social legislation, however, it appears plausible
that tnere was a later decline in the social concern of the Church.
The later Fathers are clear on the duty of Christians to apply
their distinctive principles to social relations up to a certain
point. Yet there was a strong, perhaps a growing tendency, to make
(6j>) Ibid., F.28.
(64) oee Ibid., pp.£9-90.
the state itself responsible for the degree to which social justice
did or did not mould laws and customs, ana not to press for progres¬
sive approximation to Christ's full principles in that sphere.
The period from the early Christian Church to the middle ages
marked many more foundation stones being laid in the Christian
response to social issues. It has been seen that social concern
and social preaching were not modern innovations, but born in the
Old Testament times and immensely strengthened with new energizing
spirit in the hew Testament period, social preaching was thus
rooted in the prophets of Israel where responsibility for social
justice in national life was highly evident, but much of the hew
Testament can actually be classifiea as social preaching. The early
Church was struggling for its very existence during the first few
centuries, but graaually there evolved social action and social
theory, until the medieval Church controlled all areas of life.
It appears, however, that social preaching declined when other forms
of Church or state social response grew stronger.
(6i>) see nloTCsICAL ILLUdTkATiChs CI Thm ~uCi.Jb mx'ihCTs
Lis C:UlofLa»m, P.71
D. IHii MIDDLE AGLL TO THL xiLFOKMATIQN
By the middle a^es, the Church had come to nominate all aspects
of contemporary life, lollvies, economics, art, education, social
welfare — were ail dependent upon the Church and subject to her
regulation and control. 'Tne medieval Church's view of society, as
of religion, was static. The possibility of extensive social changes
was hardly conceived, and those who thought of state ana Church as
progressive communities tended to become more or less definitely
heretical or, at least, anti-clerical. It was rarely recognised
that Christianity introduced new social relations except in the
directly moral ana personal sphere, it. Thomas Aquinas, who
occasionally seemed to approach the idea of progress, declared
definitely:
"The new law should add nothing to the old with
regard to external obligations."(66)
Nevertheless, during the early middle ages, monasticism helped
to preserve charities, ancient learning and many useful crafts.
'There was a chain of inns, hospitals, foundling homes, old people's
homes and other institutions which sprang up over surope. The bishops
generally strove to defend their people against oppression and to
keep alive Christian morality. The Church was the principal social
institution, and the bishops were ceaselessly occupied with public
affairs. They sat in the House of Lords and its predecessors and
for centuries after the Norman conquest successive kings looked to
the archbishop of Canterbury for political counsel.
V66) ose -i-ilsfo-i.xC.tXj ... .'x'xOvw 01 ia..) . >l'i' S-jxA CI*
QnAlhxljthliT, L.op. suoteu from the ihxXdjCCl-o
of Thomas Aquinas, la, 2ae, qu. 105, art. 2.
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Canossa remained in men's memories and imaginations
to symbolize the supremacy of the Church over the
state. Innocent III (11>8-1216), a far greater
personality and statesman than any secular prince
of his day, preached his consecration sermon on the
text, "see, I have this day set thee over the nations
and over the kingdoms, to pluck up and to break down,
and to destroy, and to overthrow; to build, and to
plant."(Jeremiah 1, 10)(67)
Morality was increasingly codified, as can be seen in marriage,
the Church courts, ecclesiastical controls of wills, criminal law,
and wars. Canon law was thus a means by which tne Church controlled
social life. Mope and canonist, bishop and parish priest, preached
content with one's lot, however lowly in this world.
froeltsch has ably summarized the spirit of medieval economic
teaching:
The whole spirit of this way of thinking on
economic matters may be summed up tnus: property
and gain are basea upon the personal performanance
of work; goods are exchanged only when necessary,
and then only according to the principles of a
just price, which does not give an unaue advantage
to anyone; (this 'just price' is best regulated
by the Government), consumption is regulated
(a) in accordance with the principle of moderation,
which only permits the natural purpose of the main¬
tenance of existence to be fulfilled, and
(b) which makes room for a generosity which takes
the needs of others into account; at the same time
great differences in social position and in fortune,
and therefore in the exercise of liberality, are
fully recognized.(68)
There was, however, a gradual trend toward more protest against
the tight controls of the Church, which eventually broke out in a
torrent in the renaissance. Organized giving was apparently only
sporadic and localized in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.
(6?) o. L. Creenslade, 0£. Git.« P.pO.
(68) arnest Troeltsch, Op. Cit., Vol.I, P.320.
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In the middle ages, if a man died or was killed, his widow and
children had somehow to fend for themselves. If the breadwinner
in a family was sick or unable to work, then his wife must somenow
manage to carry on. Their only hope, then lay with the Church.
But the Church was individualistic and strongly otner-worldly.
Buffering ana misfortune were often stressed as spiritual benefits.
Monasticism could offer very little to society outsiue the cloister.
Lven though it provided a gooa deal of hospitality and poor relief,
it did so primarily in order to save its own soul by tne exercise
of charity. Thus the Middle Ages were in many ways a static society,
where the idea of progress and the kingdom of God on earth were
almost totally absent, although the Church was active in poor relief
and education ana preached the 'just price.'
The medieval preachers were intensely biblical, and the
homiletical handbooks of the period were used as resources for
social sermons. G. «. Cwet, in an interesting chapter: "The Breaching
of satire and Complaints" tin the book LiTnHAl'Uhn BULbII II<
i'tsDlnVxd. ChGLniiD), has made it clear that the sermon old become a
factor of real practical importance in the social crisis which passed
over sngland in the fourteenth century. In such a collection as
Bromyard's BA/>nDlC.AiTIliM there is much material also for the
criticism of social conditions. And a similar tendency is found in
many of the continental preachers of the same period. Owst has a
supfirb study of the sermon literature of Medieval nngland. Chapters
V through VII, "The Breaching of Gatire and Complaint," and Chapter IX,
"A Literary Lcho of the Gociul Gospel," are of importance in the
A6
study of social preaching from the historical perspective. The ruth¬
less satire and penetrating criticism of the medieval sermons did
much to undermine the authority of the Church and worked against the
strongholds of feudalism. A continuous stream of acorn and reproof
poured forth from the pulpits. The ears of the people must have grown
quite familiar with homiletic phrases that often sounded to them like
threats of destruction for the powerful and the rich, ouch persis¬
tent ventilation of the sufferings and wrongs of the poor was not
exceeded, probably, by the most outspoken champions of social
revolution in any age.
The rich and the powerful are singled out for the
worst degree of criticism. Just as we are bound
to see, therefore, the effects of age-long pulpit
invective against tne church in the subsequent violence
and raillery of the deformation, so we may expect to
find the fruits of these parallel attacks on feudal
power and privilege in the future struggles for popular
liberty, from the Peasants* Hevolt of onwards. . . .
M. Petit-Lutaillis, in the essay referred to,
was enquiring into the possible influence of clerical
preaching upon the insurgents of In his verdict
he has already ^one some way towards ueterminin^ the
correct limits of this regular homiletic indictment
of wealth and privilege in fourteenth-century nngland.
The extant sermons of Mendicant and secular give no
evidence whatever of communistic doctrine, such as
Proiasart imputed to the Chaplain John iialle, and
Langland to the friars. On the other hand —
to quote the words of M. Petit-Lutaillis himself —
in all of them is. . . . the fiercest denunciation
of all those who oppress the poor, be they Lords,
knights, lawyers, merchants or ecclesiastics.(69)
Although some clergy did support the existing social order as
the expressed work and will of Heaven, the large majority declared
fearlessly tne injustices that they saw, even of airect responsibility
ended there. Indirectly, none the less, the mere unceasing ventilation
(69) C. k« Cwst, C£. Cit•, P.P57-268.
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of the crimes of nobleman and prelate in this fashion had a profound
two-fold effect. In the first place, it proved to be an incitement
to the discontented masses, leading them to agitate ana rebel for a
time. In the second place, it played at length into the hands of
the monarchy, enabling it to assert itself triumphantly as the sole
champion of law and order in the state over the nobility and a
uecadent church.
"The stinging blows of its satire were dealt out
wherever they were neeaed, without any of that
petty truckling to democracy which mars now and
again some of our modern preaching."(70)
This was true despite the vast differences of wealth and occupation
existing between man and master on the feudal domain. It is to the
lasting credit of the preachers that they didn't fail to probe
beneath outward deed and appearance to the hidden thoughts and
motives of the mind.
Attacks are made on the false justice of the courts, the lavish
tournaments, the morals of the clergy, and commonly against the
false weights and measures of the middle class, denunciations were
preached against women's beauty, swearers, drunkards and the lack of
family respect.
The sermons of Master Ralph of Acton, reminds one of the same
argument of nugustine concerning the rich and the poor.
when God could have made all men strong, wise and
rich, He was unwilling to do so. He wished instead
that these men should be strong, those weak; these
wise, those foolish; these rich ana those poor,
for if all were strong, wise and wealthy, one would
not be in need of the other. Again, if all were
feeble, foolish and poor, one would not be able
(70) Ibid.. P.361.
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to help the other. Therefore He willed these men
to be strong and healthy, wise or rich, that they
miJit save their own soul by helping others through
love of them: those others He willed to be weak or
foolish or in want, that they might save their own
souls by ensuring hardship in patience. Hence God
says — "The poor ye have always with you."(7*1)
The thirteenth and fourteenth centuries were the golden age in
the history of the English pulpit, similes drawn from characters
and scenes of everyday life; figures of allegory, often scriptural
in origin but non-bcriptural in development, the ancestry of
»InUttlfi1 o cjaUGHsoq: Hible stories, and legends of the saints; and,
commonest and most popular of all, the rich and varied class of
moralized anecdotes, whether true or fictitious, drawn from sources
both ancient and contemporary, secular as well as religious; all
alike were grist to the preacher's mill.
It Was probably the preaching friars who indulged most frequently
in the use of satire and complaint in their sermons. Getting right
in among the people whom the Church had so long neglected, they
adopted a style of address more suited to their audiences, appealing
as it did more directly to the feelings, being more popular and more
oramatic.
The preaching of the Friars was followed by the zealous
John bycliffe and the Lollard movement, with more scriptural ana
evangelical faith. These Lollard preachers of the fourteenth century
coinistered not only in churches but also in the open market-places,
bringing a spirit of new life and reform.
(71) Ibid., ,P.p6l.
..ycliffe and his Poor Preachers, however, had a preoccupation
with 'the naked text,' rejected all popular methods, and failed to
win over the masses of the people. His main concern was for right
intellectual thinking, and he refused to indulge in the methods of
the popular preacners.
One of the most outstanding examples of social preaching
during this period can be seen in the messages of oavonarola (1^52-1^98)•
Savonarola was no great expositor. He had no use for the litur¬
gical setting. Here the prophetical element is paramount. But
perhaps that was one of the reasons why his activity remained with¬
out noticeable influence on the later development. Bishop Creighton
wrote a carefully-weighed judgment of oavonarola's career:
The preaching of savonarola had led a large
number of citizens to regard Charles VIII as the
scourge of God who should purify the Church}
arid Florentine vanity was ^ratified by the thought
that she was to serve as a model to the regenerate
world. The influence of savonarola was a strange
.mixture of good and evil. It awakened a higher sense
of Christian zeal and of moral effort; but it also
rested on a definite scheme of politics, according
to which Charles VIII was a heaven sent deliverer,
and the rijits which Florence recognized as inherent
in her own citizens were denied to the citizens of
Pisa, as a moral and religious teacher oavonarola
deserves all praise; as a politician he taught
Florence to take up a position auverse to the
interests of Italy, to trust to France blindly in
spite of all disappointments, and to war against
Pisa for casting off the Florentine yoke in the
same way as Florence herself had cast off the yoke
of the Medici. «e cannot wonder that this attitude
awakened no sympathy in Italy, and that the efforts
of the league were directed to the subjugation of
Florence.(72)
(72) H. Hensley Henson, Tils LlnhhTY Or' pHGPIiBSYING, P. 181-182
quoted from nlofOHY OF Thu r.d-nCY. Vol.Ill, P.217.
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sven in some of his .advent sermons, bavonarola renounced the
corruption of the civic leaders of his day:
These wicked princes are said to chastise the
sins of their subjects; they are truly a
sad snare for their souls; their courts ana
palaces are the refuge of all the beasts and
monsters of the earth, for they give shelter
to ribalas and malefactors.(75)
It is evident that Savonarola's political views were largely
mistaken, and the ultimate consequences of his political action
disastrous.
Medieval society was bound to fail because it was based upon
injustice.
In fact medieval Christian social thought suffered
from four major weaknesses. It had an exaggerated
theory of sin, so that it said, for example,
"Private xxroperty is due to sin," instead of saying,
"what is due to sin must be changed.' It failed too
often to push its principles to she point of conflict.
It failed to tackle fundamentals, as for example the
fact that the simplicity, similarity and equality
which it held to be involved in natural law, were
aenied by the practice of the papacy and by the
functional theory of society, it wrote of
equality in a serf society; it spoke of common
ownership in a society of private property;
it preached functionalist in a 0rowing absolutism;
it forbade usury but permitted borrowing at
interest from non-Christians. Above all it permitted
the idea of the kingdom of God to be engulfed in the
idea of the Church.(74)
During this period of the middle ages to the reformation, the
Church dominated all of life, bocial preaching consisted mostly
of moralising exhortations and satirical protests.
(75) Clyde b. font, Jr. it «illiam M. Pinson, Jr. editors,
1 *»m*IY O^hTUnlns Pi? uaaAl' iPdnnChlhG: nhCYCiiGP-i-DIn
OP PxsnCHING. 15 Vols. (waco, Texas: ..ord Incorporated, 1971)»
1:271.
(74) Stanley G. nvans, DR' Cit., pp.116-117*
But there was generally a static social theory that ruled and such
of the social preaching was little more than scraps of social
concern, jilthough the social sermons were quite foolish at times
and even misled the people on other occasions, here was a necessary
period of prelude for the coming reformation — as the masses were
incited and the authority of the Church undermined.
!>2
a* ms HEFomaiOH no this cj&turx
1 * Luther
We see the medieval Church, certain of the principles of
social action, but often uncertain in execution; driven into
collective action, but destroying its effects; given to good works,
but not whole-heartedly so, for fear of compromising with the world;
understanding the breath and depth of true charity, yet often
failing to exercise it. The effect of the social and economic
change which began with the discovery of the hew World and the
Reformation and culminated in the nineteenth century upheaval of
industrialization can only be briefly summarized here, but it was
to affect radical changes. One of the most striking effects of
change was the substitution of these worldly values for other worldly
ones; but this was largely unaccompanied by any greater concern for
the plight of the poor. 'There grew the assumption that riches are
the supreme object of human goals and the criterion of success,
surplus giving became unpopular as increasing numbers of people
acquired growing wealth.
Growing social distress led to the Tudor Poor Laws, consolid¬
ated in the Elizabethan Poor Law Act of 1601. As a measure of
collective action (each parish was responsible for its own poor)
this was reasonably successful until the sheer volume of poverty and
the population explosion overwhelmed it in the early nineteenth
century. But in a period of low wages, widespread unemployment,
and an inexorable economic system which accepted both as right and
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necessary, need was narrowed down to the meaning of the first three
of the corporal works of mercy (food, drink and clothing); lack of
what is necessary for survival. It became impossible to think of the
poor in any wider frame of reference, until means had been found to
deal with this basic problem.
when the age of the reformation be0ins, economics
is still a branch of ethics, and ethics of theology;
all human activities are treated as falling within
a sin<_,le scheme. ... the Church itself is regarded
as a society wielding theoretical, and sometimes
practical, authority in social affairs. The secular¬
ization of political thought, which was to be the
work of the next two centuries, had profound reactions
on social speculation, and by the Restoration the
whole perspective, at least in angland, has been
revolutionized. Religion has been converted from
the Keystone which holds together the social edifice
into one department within it, and the iaea of a rule
of right is replaced by economic expediency as the
arbiter of policy and the criterion of conuuct.(75)
a'ith the coming of the Reformation, there was still maintained
the Church's corporate efforts to regulate social, political and
economic life. Caivin and others were children of medieval thought.
The social theories of Luther and Latimer, of Bucer and Bullinger,
of sixteenth-century anabaptists and seventeenth-century Levellers,
of .Puritans like Baxter, un6licans like Laud, Baptists like Bunyan,
%uakers like Bellers, ar< all the children of medieval parents.
Luther, conservative in his social theory, defended the traditional
medieval controls on economic life such as the just price and the
ban of usury.
Luther argued, that a Christian Government should then be able
to settle all social questions which appeared on its own authority.
(75) n. H. Tawney, U£. Cit., P.27B-279.
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These social questions were mainly concerned with the problem of
the support of those who, for some reason or another, were unable
to earn tneir living within the social hierarchy, conceivea as a
system of callings. This mi^ht have been the end of all direct
ecclesiastical social activity, ana the beginning of a policy of
purely secular social welfare and care of the poor. The territorial
Princes, however, whose authority was still far from being central¬
ized, and the free cities which were burdened with heavy tasks,
undertook this very imperfectly. Luther's helpers therefore inter¬
vened, e.g. Hugenhagen, who was a good organizer, and they took over
the task of the care of the sick and the poor, which lay so near to
the heart of the Church.
Troeltsch does not appear to be altogether fair, when ne
contrasts Lutheranisa with Calvinism.
here, also Lutheranism, which is happy in the midst
of wretchedness, is entirely illogical; it takes
impressions just as they come, both the misery and
vexation of the world, and also thankful enjoyment
of the gifts of God; neither the one nor the other
really matter, since tnrough justification by faith
the world has been overcome.
The Calvinist's attitude towards the world is quite
uifferent. He finds it impossible to deny the world
in theory and enjoy it in practice. This lack of
system is contrary to his reflective and logical
mind. He cannot leave the world alone in all its
horror and comfort himself with the thou4jht of a
"finished salvation."(76)
Troeltsch Las pointed out that both Protestants and Catholics
emphasizea the idea of a Church-civilization, in which all depart¬
ments of life, the state and society, education and science, law,
(76) Lrnest Troeltsch, Gj>. Cit., P.606.
commerce and industry, were to be regulated in accordance with the
(77)
law of God. This conception dominates the utterances of Luther
on social issues.
k. H. Tawney states that,
"Luther accepted tne social hierarchy, with its
principles of status and subordination, though
he knocked away the ecclesiastical run0s in the
ladder."(?3)
Tawney points out that this combination of religious radicalism ana
economic conservatism is not uncommon. Then in comparing Luther to
Calvin he says:
No contrast could be more striking than that between
his social theory and the outlook ox Calvin. Calvin,
with all his rigour, accepted the main institutions
of a commercial civilization, and supplied a creed to
the classes which were to dominate the future, The
eyes of Luther were on tne pact. He saw no room in a
Christian society for tnose middle classes whom an
xuiglish statesman once described as the natural repre¬
sentatives of the human race. International trade,
banking and credit, capitalist industry, the whole
complex of economic forces, which, next to his own
revolution, were to be the mightiest solvent of the
medieval world, seem to him to belong in their very
essence to the kingdom of darkness which the Christian
will shun. . . uhen he discusses economic questions
at length, as in his LONG onkHON Oh UoULY in 1920, or
his tract ON XkADn AND ULUnY in 152^, his doctrines
are drawn from the straitest interpretation of eccles¬
iastical jurisprudence, unsoftensd by the qualifications
with which canonists themselves had attempted to adapt
its rigours to the extigencies of practical life. (79)
In order to try to be more fair, let us look at the social
theory of Luther as it is mentioned by Wilhelm Pauck.
It is therefore not surprising that, at the very begin¬
ning, Luther was led to propose the doctrine of the
universal priesthood of all believers, thus doing away
with the distinction between clergymen and laymen.
(77) Lee Ibid.. pp.Mt-92.
(7^) fi« H. Tawney, 0£. Git., P.9>.
(79) Ibid.. £.9k.
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This teaching is an eminently social one: every
believer in the gospel is a priestt i.e., a
mediator and intercessor between God and men.
He must transmit to others the power of the gospel
that has laid hold of him. He must express his
faith in loving social action and thereby com¬
municate it to others. All Christians are such
ministers} they cannot but bring about a new
Kind of society - the fellowship of believers.
"God has placed his Church in the midst of the
world among countless undertakings and callings
in order that Christians should not be monks but
live with one another in social fellowsnip and
manifest among men the works and practices of
faith." This was the conclusion Luther drew from the
idea of the universal fellowship of believers.(CO)
Tawney concludes, however, that Luther was not consistent.
"He believed that it was possible to maintain the
content of medieval social teaching, while rejecting
its sanctions. . . ."(81)
Also, when Luther was confronted with a request for advice concerning
usury, he retreats into the clouds:
The preacher shall preach only the Gospel rule,
ana leave it to each man to follow his own con¬
science. Let him who can receive it, receive it;
he cannot be compelled txiereto further tnan the
Gospel leads willing hearts whom the spirit of
God urges forward.(52)
Tawney asserts that the teaching of Luther had a negative
influence on social thought
". . . .it riveted on the social content of
Protestantism a dualism which, as its impli¬
cations were ueveloped, emptied religion of its
social content, and society of its soul."(op)
(80) i'Hh ixXHlofxij in uP-v-.xG~i.forag £iuasps01fVLs, Op. oil., P.1'Ik.
quoted partly from the «eimar Ldition of Luther's ..orksj
TlhCHnsLmH (TAiigi-. ivu-L.); Vol.4, P.62, 1.5*
(81) A. L. Tawney, Op. Git., P.98.
(82) Ibitx., P.100. quoted from Heuaann, Gm^GhlGHTs DLL uUGHoRL IN
LsUTsGliLjiPil), iieila^e f, pp.6lo-o19»
(83) ibid.« pp. 100-101. tuoted partly from .face and iiuchheirn,
GoHGi-iiniAG GihvlsTlAN hlili-uiTY, pp.258-259*
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However, Luther did have a strong interest in political affairs;
He wrote on usury and the community chest; he preached responsibility
in government, loving ones neighbor, city and the common welfare and
against greed and usury.
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2. Calvin
Calvin had a positive and dynamic sense of the role of the
State in regulating society, fie maintained that,
"the state should serve the Church after the
manner of the Kings of Israel, and public life
should be controlled by the ministers after the
manner of the prophets."(8k)
The community at Geneva was highly comprehensive in its social
influence. It was into this Calvinistic social tradition that
Scotland was later to enter. Calvin was energetic on behalf of the
poor, fie secured the foundation of a hospital ana a poor-house and
got the silk industry started in Geneva to provide work for the
unemployed, fie insisted on the literal cleaning-up of the city.
He also founded the University of Geneva.
Calvin above all others, became the great expositor, the
greatest perhaps in the history of the Church since the days of
Chrysostora. From 15^+9 onwards a stenographer took down some two
thousand sermons of Calvin's. He was really intent on the task of
expounding the Bible. He stood in the pulpit, at the command of the
Lord. On the other hand, Calvin was fully aware of the preacher's
duty to adapt his words to the power of understanding of his hearers,
to speak into their actual, concrete situation. And he fulfils a
prophet's task also in so far as he interprets tne activity of God
in the course of history, and makes the word, the will of God, an
active factor in that history in which he himself is engaged - the
history of Geneva, the history of lurope, and the history of the world.
(84) Roland H. Bainton, "Lrnest froeltsch - Thirty Years After,"
TRhOLQuY fCfinY. April 1951, P.8?,
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The social theory of Calvinism teaches fellowship, the worth
of the indiviaual personality, hard work and democracy. Calvin
worked against the dominant families, and influenced the elections,
by stirring up the masses by his preaching, ana by the use of
denunciation ana the censure of ungodly or unreasonable laws. In
spite of its patriarchal spirit, Calvinism still had a positive
influence upon the social ideals, not only within the Church, but
within the whole of Christian society in general.
Troeltsch has pointed out the wiue ramifications of Calvin's
teaching on vocation.
from the economic and social point of view the
consequences of this conception of the 'calling'
were extraordinary. It raised the ordinary work of
one's profession (within one's vocation) and the
ardour with which secular work was prosecuted to
the level of a religious duty in itself5 from a
mere method of providing for material needs it
became an end in itself, providing scope fox* the
exercise of faith within the labour of the 'calling.'
That gave rise to the iueal of work for work's sake
which forms the intellectual ana moral assumption
which lies behind the modern bourgeois way of life,
aithin Lutheranism, however, the consequences of
this conception only had a limited influence.(05)
Tawney says that the path of Calvinism has been strewn with
revolutions and makes a striking contrast with Lutheranism.
where Lutheranism had been socially conservative,
deferential to established political authorities,
the exponent of a personal, almost a quietistic,
piety, Calvinism was an active ana radical force.
It was a creed which sought, not merely to purify
the individual, but to reconstruct Church and
otate, and to reixew society by penetrating every
department of life, public as well as private,
with the influence of religion.
(05) ^rnest Troeltsch, Op. Cit., pp.6oy-6lQ.
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Lwingli, for example, who, in his outlook on
society stood midway between Luther and Calvin,
insists on the oft-repeated thesis that private
property originates in sin; warns the rich that
tney can haroly enter the kingdom of heaven. ...
and, while emphasizing that interest must he
paid when the state sanctions it, conaerans it
in itself as contrary to the law of God.(66)
Calvinism stood, not only for a new doctrine of theology and
ecclesiastical government, but for a new scale of moral values and
a new ideal of social conduct.
both an intense individualism and a rigorous
Cnristian socialism could be deduced from Calvin's
aoctrine. Which of them predominated depended on
differences of political environment and of social
class. It depended, above all, on the question
whether Calvinists were, as at Geneva and in Scotland,
a majority, who could stamp their iueals on the
social order, or, as in England, a minority, living
on the defensive beneath the suspicious eyes of a
hostile Government.(6?)
The Lwiss reformers treated the burning issues of pauperism
as being a question of character. Calvin quoted with approval the
words of St. Paul,
"if a man will not work, neither shall he eat,"
condemned indiscriminate almsgiving, and urged that the ecclesiastical
authorities snould regularly visit every family to ascertain whether
its members were idle, or arunken, or otherwise undesirable.
Oecolampadius wrote two tracts on the relief of the poor. Bullinger
lamented the army of beggars produced by monastic charity, and
secured part of the emoluments of a dissolved abbey for the maintenance
of a school and the assistance of the destitute. In tne plan for the
(06) h. H. i'awney, Gg. Git., P. 1Q2-1Qj)«
(07) Ibid., P.112-113.
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reorganization of poor relief at Enrich, which as urafted by swingli
in all mendicancy was strictly forbidden; travellers were to
be relieved on condition that they left the town next day; provision
was to be aiaue for the sick and a&eu in special institutions; no
inhabitant was to be entitled to relief who wore ornaments or lux¬
urious clothes, wno failed to attend church, or who played earns or
was otherwise disreputable, The basis of his whole scheme was the
duty of industry and the danger of relaxing the incentive to work.
we need not go into the debate over the relationship between
capitalism and the Protestant ethic, except to mention several points
regarding this familiar controversy, first, capitalism was flourishing
long before the Reformation, secondly, until late in the seventeenth
century, the bulk of social teaching among Lutherans, Calvinists and
Anglicans was conservative, almost medieval, and decidedly hostile
to any relaxation of social control over individual action. Thirdly,
certain elements in Protestant teaching, particularly about work,
luxury anu individual responsibility, assisted the growth of large-
scale industry and commerce on an individualistic and capitalistic
basis, though the emancipation of business methods from morality was
certainly contrary to its intention.
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3. Other reformers
Hugh Latimer was one of the most vivid pulpit personalities of
the sixteenth century. He was utterly fearless in an age of grim
persecutions. He was direct in his statements and outspoken in his
opinions, whether with the king and court or with the crowd at
ot. Haul's Cross. Look at his outburst against unpreaching
prelates;
^o troubled with lordly living, they be so
placed in palaces, couched in courts, rufflin^ in
their tents, dancing in their dominions, burdened
with ambassage, pampering of their paunches, line
a monk that maketh his jubilee; munching in their
mangers, and mocking in their gay manors and
mansions and so troubled with loitering in their
lordships, that they cannot attend to it.
(sermon of the Plough, 15^5) (68)
The political, educational and social implications of the
preaching of John hnox are well known. He instructed the Scottish
and nnglish nobles in their duty towards the cause of reform,
knox found, however, that obedience to the government in secular
matters and the policy of non-violence were not effective against
the Catholic control of government. He then demanded that monarchs
be chosen and controlled similiarly to judges, and that there was a
right and duty of armed resistance, he summoned private persons,
through voluntary associations and on their own initiative, into the
work of religious reformation and the formation of churches, implying
also that, if necessary, they ought to take an agressive share in
the exercise of political power.
(68) arthur Pollard, ^-.OLIoIi P.9.
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Briiiofch examines the preaching of John hnox and then
concludes with several pointed questions.
In the preachin0 of John hnox the exegetical as
well as the prophetical elements are prominent:
he gives a homiletical exposition of his texts,
and goes on to an application which makes the
word a living factor in the contemporary situ¬
ation, exalting the pure gospel of salvation
and denouncing his idolatrous opponents. But
how long did the spirit of prophecy survive':
It seems to have been quenched by a painstaking
exegetical exposition, until the evangelical
.Revival in the nineteenth century called forth
a new eagerness really to get through to the
souls with the word of life. But how far, in
Scotland ana elsewhere, is there anything left
of a distinctive Presbyterian preaching': (89)
hnox strongly fostered the doctrine of popular sovereignty,
as he expressed it in his famous interview with Mary Btuart. She
accused hira of striving for power, an enemy of the royalty and an
instigator of rebellion. Knox replied:
"God forbid that 1 should grasp at the exercise
of power or set subjects free to do exactly as
they like. My one aim is that Prince and people
alike should obey God."(90)
ocotland became the benefactor of Presbyterian democracy and
educational ideals.
In a series of lectures on Prophetic preaching, David MacLennan
told the following interesting ane€aote.
Jesus our Lord would never have been hustled off
to Calvary had he indulgea in pious generalities
or evaded specific applications of His timeless
truth. If the insinuating voice of prudence bids
you be careful lest you offend powerful interests
in your community, remember that when you speak the
truth in love you are in a glorious if comparatively
small company. The resources of courage, fortitude,
(89) Yngve Brilioth, Op. Cit., P.51.
(90) nrnest Troeltsch, C£. Cit.» P.65^.
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and. good sense which were theirs, may be yours too.
Among this company of the undaunted servants of the
»ord was that Scottish minister of St. andrew's who
annoyed King James II. Irritated by his forthright
preaching, the monarcn cried from his pew,
"You'll either speak sense or come down from that
pulpiti" The preacher's retort was this,
"I'll neither speak sense nor come down from this
pulpitl"(91)
In ocotland the views of the reformers as to economic ethics
did not differ much from those of the Church before the Reformation.
Gentlemen were exnorted to be content with their rents, and the
Churches were required to make provision for the poor. It was
declared that,
"Oppression of the poor by exactions, and
deceiving of them in buying or selling by
wrong mete or measure. . . do properly
appertain to the Church of God, to unish
the same as God's woru commandeth."(92)
The interpretation given to oppressing the poor is shown by the
punishment of a usurer and of a defaulting debtor before the Kirk
Sessions of St. Andrews. The relief of the poor was in 1i?79 faade
the statutory duty of ecclesiastical authorities in Scotland, seven
years after it had in Sngland been finally transferred to the State.
The arrangement under which in rural districts it reposed down to
13^6 on the shoulders of ministers, elders and deacons, was a survival
from an age in which the real otate in Scotland had been represented,
by the Church of Knox.
Richard Hooker was socially conservative and demanded from the
rich a sense of obligation towards the poor. The social preaching
(91) David a. HacLennan, a „^nAClimh'o , pp.kj>~kk.
(92) R. H, Tawney, Up. *it.« 1.126-i27« ^uoted partly from
lam SUKs sf' JiovixUi.-i, in ./Uinvj Si' JutiH KROa,
D, Laing, ed., Vol.11, 1.227•
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of Hooker in nngland oujit to be noted briefly. Hooker thought it
proper for the ctate to profit by
"eminent civil ability in ecclesiastical persons."
Hut the more the emphasis was laid upon the Christian duties of
prince and parliament, the more thoroughly could the clergy devote
themselves to their own work, the pastoral care of their flocks and
the ministry of the .>ord and Gacraments. For it was predominantly
by preaching, writing and informal counselling that the 'official'
Church intervened. Sermons were preached in Tudor nngland before
the King's Majesty. The public sermons at Haul's Cross, the sermons
to the nobility and the juuges were made more influential by the
printing-press, sermons and published treatises seemed to be the
proper methods of Christian persuasion.
Towards the eaa of the sixteenth century, ministers would
promote sermon campaigns against certain 'sins of society.' One
crucial issue was that the money-lender who nade advances and who thereby
exploited the necessities of his poorer neighbors. Ministers strongly
denounced them from the pulpit in the name of the New Testament.
There is no doubt about the social, political ana economic implications
of the preaciiing at Geneva. It did not question tne right of the
clergy to be heard on matters of commerce and finance. The pulpit
was tne press and platform in one; ministers had the public behind
them, and, conscious of their power, would in the last resort compel
submission by threatening to resign. In 157*+ Beza preached a sermon
in wliich he accused members of the Council of having intelligence
with speculators who had made a corner in wheat. Throughout 1577
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the ministers were reproaching the Council with laxity in admin¬
istration, and they finally denounced it as the real author of the
rise in the prices of bread arid wine. In 1p79 they suggested a
new scheme of moral discipline and social reform. Once when there
nad been launched a compaigu of sermons against avarice, the
Council retorted by accusing neza of stirring up class hatred
against the rich.
R. H. 'l'&wney has written this excellent summary of social
preaching ana writing durinto the Reformation times;
Kelanchthon expounded godly doctrine on the subject
of money-lending and prices. Calvin wrote a famous
letter on usury and delivered sermons on the same
subject. Bucer sketched a scheme of social recon¬
struction for a Christian prince. Bullinger produced
a classical exposition of social ethics in BBC; J)Bo
which he aedicated to sdward VI. Luther preached
and pamphleteered against extortioners, and said that
it was time "to put a bit in the mouth of the holy
company of the buggers." ^wingli ana Cecolampadius
devised plans for the reorganization of poor relief. . .
..hatever the social practice of the sixteenth century
may have been, it did not suffer for lack of social
teaching on the part of men of religion. If the
world could have been saved by sermons and pamphlets,
it would have been a Paradise.(93)
(93) Ibid.. pp.61-52. quoted from hhrenberg Vol.1, P.117.
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4. karly Post-Re formation Times
Concerning post-Reformation times in -England, the men who
had invested in the Reformation naturally nursed the security,
and denounced the revolting peasants as communists, with the
mystical reverence for the rights of property. The men whose
religion was not money said what they thought of the business in
pamphlets and sermons, which left respectable congregations splut¬
tering with fury. Thus, sertnon was preached upon sermon, with the
assumption that t~e traditional social teaching of the Church was
as binding on men's consciences after the Reformation as it was
before it.
•anglican social theory was more conservative than Calvin's.
Latimer, Bishop of Worcester, Jewel, Bishop of Salisbury,
Arch-Bishops Crindal and ^andys, and tiie clergy generally, continued
to condemn usury, which was prohibited (except from 15^5 to 155B)
by statute law until 1571, when interest up to ten per cent became
lawful. From about that date the officially encouraged popularity
of Bullinger's sermons (mnglish Translation, 1577) may have weakened
the uncompromising objection to interest. He wrote,
"Usury is forbidden in the word of God so far
forth as it biteth his neighbour."(9*0
But ecclesiastical courts still occasionally took action against
moneylenders and nnglican moralists long advised against taking
interest. Bimilarly they clung to the just price doctrine and to
(9^) h. L. Greenslade, Gj). Cit., P.9k.
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otate price-fixing. But nnglish theologians of the mid-sixteenth
century found agrarian problems more urgent and more perplexing
than commercial ones.
Laud, in the Church of Lnglanu, once preached:
"If any man be so addicted to his private,
that he neglect the common state, he is void
of the sense of piety1» and wisheth peace and
happiness to himself in vain, lor, whoever
he be, he must live in the body of the
Commonwealth and in the body of the Church."(95J
Laud once answered attacks regarding a bill about bishops'
powers in civil affairs and courts of judicature in a direct way.
Laud observed, in answer to tne attack of Lord oayre and aele,
"A bishop may preach the Gospel more publicly
and to far &reater edification in a court of
judicature, or at a Council-table, where great
men are met together to draw things to an issue,
than many preachers in tneir several charges can."(96)
The Church, which had abandoned the pretension itself to control
society, found some compensation in the reflection that its doctrines
were not wholly without influence in impressing the principles which
were applied by the otate.
Laud believed that it was the responsibility of the bishop to
keep the king and magistrate on the right paths. Laud could be wise
and foolish, generous and petty. He had a lofty sense of the priority
of public good over private interest; his outspoken attacks upon
wealthy and powerful men earned him many enemies; and there is a
case, at least, for many of the social measures which he sponsored.
(95) H. H. Tawney. Op. Git., P.155* quoted from Laud,
oim-htvjjiio n-kOkn hlo buna 19» '1621.
(96) o. L. Greenslade, 0j>. Cit.. pp.8>-b6. quoted partly xroin
h. ££. Trevor-koper, Archbishop Laud (Macmillan, 19^0), p.169*
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In the words of a biographer quite unsympathetic to Laud's religion,
"The partnership of the Church and the poor in
opposition to acquisitive landlords was con¬
tinually being demonstrated, and Laud, in
uefendin0 one, was defending the other#"(97)
.Perhaps if Parliament had been sitting from 16B9 to 16^0, his energies
would have been more wisely directed. ns it was, he was acting
through the unpopular prerogative courts, he fell back after all on
the
"penalties which can never do it,"
his intolerance in Church affairs blinded good men to his constructive
social policy, and he was broken by the rising individualism of
his age.
Commissions were set up under Laud's direction to deal with
enclosures and also to fix fair wages for some of the workers.
The Privy Council was concerned with poor relief and price controls,
and wealthy offenders were subject to heavy fines. Although Laud
failed to see the whole picture, he did persistently try to do some¬
thing about society.
Lancelot nnurewes, the famous Bisnop of Winchester, was widely
known for his preacning constantly against the sin of usury. He was
not alone is doinb so, and in 16j)1 the keverend Peter Simon preached
the equality of all mankind in the forest of Dean. ~ome of the
legislation was beneficial, and still more of its objects were good,
though unsuitable for legislation. But the _ra0oonin0 was too much
for the englishman's taste for liberty. Laud and the Puritans between
(97) Ibid., pp.17^-179. quoted from TUB wOK&C Of wlLLlAM LsUD.
ed. wm. ocott, Vol.VI, 1$57» pt.i. P.191.
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them created such a dislike of ecclesiastical or governmental
interference that the Church of the sixteenth century could do
little but preach.
some of the social response in nngland is adequately told in
Tawney's classic, ...m-lCic-h AND i'lin eP CnPi'TALIoM.
The social character of wealth, which had been
the essence of medieval doctrine, was asserted by
•x-nglish divines in the sixteenth century with
redoubled emphasis, precisely because the growing
individualism of the age menaced the traditional
conception. "The poor man," preached Latimer,
"hath title to the rich man's goods; so that the
rich man ought to let the poor man have part of
his riches to aelp ana to comfort him withal". . .
The Llizabethan Poor Law was never designed to
be what, with disastrous results, it became in the
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the
sole measure for coping with economic distress,
while it provided relief, it was but the last link
in a chain of measures - the prevention of evictions,
the control of food supplies and prices, the attempt
to stabilize employment and to check unnecessary
dismissals of workmen - intenueu to mitigate the
forces which made relief necessary, ".part from the
Poor Law, the first forty years of the seventeenth
century were prolific in the private charity which
founded alms-houses and hospitals, and established
funus to proviae employment or to uia struggling
tradesmen. The appeal was still to religion which
owed to poverty a xind of reverence.(98)
The social doctrines advanced from the pulpits offered, in
their traditional form, little guidance. Their practical ineffect¬
iveness prepared the way for tneir theoretical abandonment. They
were abandoned because, on the whole, they deserved to be abandoned.
The social teaching of the Church had ceased to count, because the
Church itself had ceaseu to think. The social theory of the Church
of Lngland turned its face from the practical world, to pour over
ijb) k. H. Tawney, Qjs. Cit.. pp.262-26p.
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doctrines which, had their original authors been as impervious
to realities as their later exponents, would never have been
formulated.
Then in the middle of the seventeenth century there was a
resurgence of social criticism, under tne leadership of Laud.
The works of Sanderson and of Jeremy Taylor, continuing an earlier
tradition, reasserted with force and eloquence the view that the
Christian is bound by his faith to a rule of life which finus
expression in equity, in bargaining and in works of mercy to his
neighbors.
k. H. Tawney concludes nis monumental volume, lihLIUJLCk ahD IH.s
.■vine Pi' Cni-iiiiLioi-M in a way that is hi^ly pertinent to the
historical perspective of social preaching.
The language in which theologians and preachers
expressed their horror of tne sin of covetousness
may appear to the modern reader too murkily
sulphurous; their precepts on the contracts of
business and tne disposition of property may seem
an impracticable pedantry. But rashness is a more
agreeable failing than cowardice, ana, when to
speak is unpopular, it is less pardonable to be
silent than to say too much. Posterity has,
perhaps, as much to learn from the whirlwind
eloquence with whmch Latimer scourged injustice
and oppression, as from the sober respectability
of the judicmous raley - who himself, since there
are depths below depths, was regarded as a
dangerous revolutionary by George 111.(99)
In his chapter on "The ruritan Movement" Tawney mentions such
men as Bunyan and Fox; then he describes -diehard Baxter as being





How .Baxter endeavored to give practical instruction to his congregation
at kiduerminster, he himself has told us.
"i-very Thursday evening my neighbours that were
most desirous and has opportunity met at my house,
and there one of them repeated the sermon, and
afterwards they proposed what uoubts any oi' them
had about the sermon, or any other case of
conscience, and I resolved tneir doubts."(101)
Baxter apparently preached on most of the social issues of his times,
although he aid so from a conservative social theory, when the
Beverend David Jones was so indiscreet as to preach at ot. Mary woolnoth
in Lombard Ltreet a sermon against usury, on the text, "The Pharisees
who were covetous heard all these things and they aerided Christ,"
(102)
his career in London was brought to an abrupt conclusion.
Jacques Benigne Bossuet (1627-1704) was one of the foremost
social preachers of this time in France. Bossuet influenced preachers
in later periods with his deep concern about social issues. He
preached about the needs of the poor, responsibility towards the
hungry, sharing and serving the people of poverty. He would refer
to these as 'Christ's poor,' and preached that unless the rich share
with the poor, there is no possibility of salvation for the rich.
His greatest social sermon is entitled, "Cn the rniinent Dignity
/ 1 /*> 2. ^
of the Poor in the Church," using as his texts,
"The last snail be first, and the first last" ^.Matthew 20: 16),
and
"He shall spare the poor and needy, and save the
souls of the poor" (Psalm 72: 1j>),
(101) hoc. Pit, quoted partly from F. J. Powicke,
■ ^ a oi —vii/*m hfvkd Bi'«kl~mA, P. y2.
(102) Ibid., pp.246-247.
(10.)) Pant & Pinson, U£. Pit., 2:257-294.
also in alCh .n»D jwOja IN Tils Ciiulwi'lau TnA-zITIOH, trans.
/.alter Bhewring (London: Burns u Oates Ltd., 194b), pp.179-92.
Preached on behalf of a house of the -joor.
what will become of the poor in whom he suffers and
all whose needs he feels? lie raijht send them his
holy angels; but it is more equitable that they
should be helpea by their fellow-men. Come then,
you rich, enter his Church; ner aoor is opened for
you at last, but opened in favour of the poor, and
on condition you serve them. It is for the children's
sake that strangers may come in. see then the
miracle of poverty' fes, the rich were aliens, but
they are naturalised by service of the poor and
helped to wasn away the uefilement taken irom their
riches. Therefore, you rich of this world, in the
Church of Christ you are only the servants of
the poor. . •
but what service are we to pay them? In what are
we bound to help them? fou have already the
example of Abraham. But the glorious at. Augustine
will give you ..ore particular counsel, ihe service
you owe the needy is to join in bearing some part
of the burden that oppresses them." Bt. Paul
commands the faithful to "bear one another's
burdens". . .
»hy should one favoured man live in such abundance,
able to gratify the idlest desires of a studied
fastidiousness, while this other in distress -
as much a man as he - cannot keep his poor family
or relieve the hunger which besets him?. . .
God's means, Christian men, was the founding of his
Church, where the rich may indeed enter, but on
condition they serve the poor. . . Understand this,
my brothers: unless you carry the buruen of the poor,
you will be overwhelmed by your own, and the weight
of your iil-aispexxsed riches will pull you down to
perdition, ohare with the poor the buruea of poverty;
take your portion of their distress, and you will
earn thereby a share in their privileges. Unless
they so shore in the privileges of the poor, there
is no salvation for the rich.(10^)
nouis Bouraaloue (16.22-1704), who was also of Prance, was
another outstanding social preacher, he strongly warned the rich of
the burden of riches. He was cautious in his sermons to the monarchy,




lie was deeply concerned with the problems of wealth in the midst of
poverty.
we presume upon our social distinction; so that
finding ourselves highly placed among the well¬
born and the well-to-do whom the world looks up
to with abject awe, we expect that God will feel
equally impressed and overcome. . *
1 was mistaken therefore, when I said that God
would tax.e no account of your social dank and
quality.
Yes, My dear HearersS you shall appear once more,
and that before His Judgment Seat, just as you
ore here, decked with all the gold and tinsel
you are wearing now. But that is just what will
kindle God's anger against you and bring his most
scathing anathemas about your headi(l05)
Jean Baptiste Massillon (1665-17^2) was the greatest of the
French social preacners of this era. Kassillon preached with a
social passion that seems unequaled. Ke described the plight of
the poor, the neglect of the rich, the need to heed the cries of
the poor. He strongly reoukes the rich. Massillon foreshadows
Gladden and Hauschenbuseh in their social vision. He preached
that impending disaster would fall on the rich if they did not
heed the cries of the poor. ^ His rebuke was sharp,
"Let compassion sustain your houses, if you wish
that your posterity be not buried under their ruins."(10?)
The following is a remarkable passage, written centuries before
the graduated income tax.^1^0'*
(105) Ibid., 2S558-559* From the sermon entitled, "The Judgment:
Its Inflexible Impartiality." Also in nOVLHT AND CHB1GTMAS,
tr. and ed. Charles Hyde Brooke, Great French Preachers,





If each of you were, according to the advice of
the apostle, to appropriate a certain portion of
your wealth towards the subsistence of the poor;
if, in the computation of your expenses and of
your revenues, this item were to be always regarded
as the most sacred arid the most inviolable one,
tnen we should quickly see the number of the
afflictea to diminish: we should soon see renewed
in the cnurch that peace, that happiness, and that
cheerful equality which reined among the first
Christians; we should no longer benold with
sorrow that monstrous disproportion, which,
elevating the one, places aim on the pinnacle of
prosperity and opulence, while the other crawls
on the ground, and groans in the gulf of poverty
and appliction.
Ko longer snould there be any unhappy except the
impious among us; no secret miseries except those
waich sin operates in the soul; no tears except
tnoae of penitence: no sighs but for heaven;
no poor, but those blessed disciples of the
^ospel, who renounce all to follow their master.
Our cities would be the abode of innocence and
compassion; religion, a commerce of charity;
the earth the image of heaven, where, in different
degrees of glory, each is equally happy; and the
enemies of faith would a^ain, as formerly, be
forced to render glory to God, and to confess that
there is something of divine xn a religion which
is capable of uniting men together in a manner
so new.(109)
The finest of Hassillon's social sermons is entitled simply,
(110)
"On Charity," using the text, "And Jesus took the loaves, and,
when he had given thanks, he distributed to the disciples, and the
disciples to them that were set down." (John 6: 11). This deals
with avarice, extreme wealth, hunger, economic depression and poverty.
Besides, when you pretend to excuse the scantiness of
your charities, by sayin^ that the number of the poor
is enoless; what do you believe to sayv You say that
your obli0ationc, with respect to them, ore become
only more indispensable; that your compassion ought




and that you contract new debts whenever any
increase of tne unfortunate takes place on the
earth. It is then, my brethren, it is during these
public calamities that ycu ought to retrench even
from expenses which at any other period might be
permitted, and which ird^ht even be proper;
it is then that you ought to consider yourselves
but as the principal poor, and to take as a
charity whatever you take for yourselves;
it is then that you are no longer either 0ranaee,
man in office, distinguished citizen, or woman
of illustrious birth; you ore simply believer,
member of Jesus Christ, brother of every
afflicted Christian.(111)
some of the social concern of John Bunyan is eviaent.
Bunyan Knew that no joy could come, save through tears; he came to
the poor ana he never ueserted them. Indeed when hope faded from
them and many swore that God himself had deserteu their side, reproving,
rebuking, exhorting as a broadsheet of 16^0 described him:
(112)
"an excellent ifoinent and Famous Gospel Minister."
The progress of enclosing was a burning issue for a century and
half, flaring up, from time to time, into agitation, curing most of
this time the attitude of religious leaders was one of condemnation,
sermon after sermon and pamphlet after pamphlet - not to mention
statutes ana koyal Commissions - hau been launcnea against depopulation.
Tne social character of wealth was asserted by clergymen in the
sixteenth century with strong emphasis, perhaps because of the
growing individualism of the times. Latimer preached,
"The poor man hath title to the rich man's p,ooas}
so that the rich man ought to let the poor man
have part of his riches to help and to comfort
him withal."(11j?)
Ibid.. 2:421.
Ltanley G. nvans, Gja. Cjt., F.140.
k. H. Tawaey, Cp. Git., 2.262. <,uoted partly from Latimer,






There was the seventeenth century French homiletician,
Jean Claude, but the prophetical element in preaching is now more
ethical ana the concept of the sermon has cnanged. breaching had
a weak prophetic note at this time, as is seen in the sermons of
Jacques saurin (1677-17.50) •
I. F. Torrance notes that:
At the heformation preaching was concerned with
presenting Christ and his graces and focusing
the attention of the people upon him, while in
the application of the Cospel the people were
uirecteu toward thlir neighbours in Christian
love and charity. In trie post-westiainster period,
however, there was a change. Preaching is much
more concerned with experience of Christ, with
the application of His benefits, with attaining
an interest in Him, wnile in the application the
people were exhorted to be concerned with, working
out their own sanetifieation. There is a marked
turning of the attention inward upon the self.(11^)
during the seventeenth century, the emphasis in social teaching
was snifted to moral virtues - individual kindness, thrift, temperance
and honesty. Church discipline and control over social, political
and economic areas weakened with the commercial spirit and the
individualism of the times. The Church accommodated herself to the
times, and found it increasingly difficult to offer any relevant
0uidance to the ueveloping structures of society.
(11%) T. F. Torrance, ea., Thm oCheCn CP wAll'H, P.xiviii.
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F. BRITAIN OF ihi» nlGHIniSHTM AND AlNLTmjsiNTH CnhfURImo
1. The eighteenth Century
In the eighteenth century, it is almost superfluous to look
for the teaching of the Church of ehgland and the Churcn of Scotland
as to social concerns. It brings no distinctive contribution, and,
except by a few clergymen, the very conception of the Church as an
independent moral authority, whose standards may be in sharp anti¬
thesis to social conventions, has been abandoned. The eighteenth
century thought of religious teaching largely in terms of moral
advice given in sermons. The main duty of the clergy, ...ays Paley, is
"to inform the consciences ana improve the morals
of the people committed to their charge
until the Lord returns in judgment."(119>
The one supreme example of eighteenth century preaching with
strong social implications was the ministry of John wesley (1792-179*1 )•
brilioth contrasts Lesley's preaching with the characteristic essay
sermon of that time. h
"The prophetic quality of the early Methodist
preaching is beyond dispute, By prociaimin0 the
gospel of salvation it became a social and political
factor of the first order - not by speakin0 to the
society at large, or t. ose in power, but by concerning
itself solely with the individual."(116)
Although John wesloy was primarily an evangh'ist, there were unmis¬
takable social implications in his preaching. Mod has acted to
redeem all men; Christians are called upon to love all men and to
seek their welfare.
(115) Ihs mINIoTkf In iiloT'ChlCAL i .mw. .^TlV-.m, op, Cit., P.157«
^uoted from sermon, "A distinction of Orders," «GkKo,
IF (Newport, 1&11), P.^4.
(116) Yngve Brilioth, Og. Cit.. P.j>3.
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A poor wretch cries to me for an alms: I look,
and see him covered with dirt ana rags. But tiirough
these 1 see one that has an immortal spirit, made to
iuiow, and love, and dwell with God to eternity*
1 honour him lor his Creator's sake. . . 1 love him
for the sake of his Aeueemer. The courtesy, tnere-
fore, which I feel and show toward him is a mixture
of the honour and love which 1 bear to the offspring
of God; the purchase of his son's blood, and the
canuidate for immortality, This courtesy let uc
feel ana show toward all men; and we shall please
all men to their edification,(117)
«»esley preached that faith must be expressed in love. Thirteen
of liis fifty-three stanaard sermons expound with penetrating insight
the sermon on the Mount, salvation relates to life here and now,
and to the whole life of man. When there was a tax imposed on
silver plate and ..esley received a letter asking for a declaration
of his silver, he replied,
"X have two silver teaspoons at London, and two at
Bristol, This is all the plate I have at present;
and I shall not buy any more while so many round
me want bread."\ 116)
..esley believed religion was social - not solitary, but he
never carried out fully the social implications of his theology.
^ "1 1 ^
wesley had no iaea of seetcin^ to redeem society tiirough legislation.
He remained a conservative Tory, and for the most part, did not
challenge the economic and social institutions of his times. His
social views were very largely derivea from ethical principles
relatea to the indiviaual. fet this primary concern did not prevent
him from dealinu critically on many occasions with the social evils
of his time, tie castigated unfair business practices - inflated
(117) °• raul ^chilling, rajiht'LlOii .w.D —Ax .in Ai..^joLGuUw.iL
PhivGrhGX'iyL, P.i>9* quoted from works, VII, pp. 1^-146.
Old) Ibia., pp.60-61. .puotea from Trim POLJICLaj wGkKG OF
JOHN mAD ClnaeLLG ..x^oLnY, ed. G. Osborne, I, xxii.
(119) oee Ibid., P.61. nlso Ciu-.ioX'XiLL ...TiiXGo — oodAC.-o Gx XHm
~IVIAG XihwlflGh, edited by Waldo Beach ana II. nicnard Hiebuhr,
P. ^6.
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charges i'or gooas or services, exorbitant interest, ruthless
competition (as in his sermon,"The Use of Honey"); attacked the
manufacture and use of alconolic beverages, pointed out the iniquity
and folly of war, and in nis last letter applauded William »ilberforce
in his battle against 'that execrable villainy,' slavery, tie wrote,
"Go on, in ti.e name of God and in the power of
His Might, till even .American slavery (the vilest
that ever saw the sun) shall vanish away before it."(120)
Wesley also engaged in a wide variety of actions which
relieved suffering or helped to improve the daily lot and conditions
of men. tie visited nnglish prisons many times, preached to their
inmates ana commented on the misery of prison conaitions. tie set
up a loan society among his Methodists to help keep his poor
followers from tne clutcnes of the pawnbrokers and out of debtor's
prisons, tie fought hard liquor as much for economic as for moral
reasons, tie edited a On-ulsTi.Jtti LIBKiGHC, fifty voluzaes of extracts
from Christian literature, for popular use. tie established a free
medical dispensary and wrote a book of simple home remedies for
sickness, called mi.ii'TlVs rhYhlC, which ran to twenty-t^ree editions,
tie established a home for widows and a school for poor children.
Wesley's "Thoughts upon slavery" was written in 177he preached
on it iii 17s8 in tne city of Bristol, central stronghold of slave-
traders.
John ..esley preached that every man was called to be a child
of God - a new position of self respect and dignity, one of the most
helpful xinds of preaching needed for tie barren, poverty-stricken
life of the eighteenth century tingland.
(120) Ibid., P.61-02. quoted partly from getters, VIII, P.265.
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Halford 2. Luccock has written of this periods
The new confidence as a result of religious
experience was the "flower in the crannied walls."
If you can see all there is in that, tlie sense
of the human and divine resources for human life,
you can understand the gathering struggle of the
nineteenth century for human rights against
injustice ana exploitation, when that religious
experience, that realized eonship to God, that
enhanced personality, that conviction tnat all
men are on an equality before Goa, is let loose
in the lives of men, we can say with Mark Antony,
"Mischief, thou art afoot. Take what course
thou wilt."(121)
wesley's sermons dealt with a wide range of practical ethical
issues, such as riches, business, temperance, aress, health,
education, vocation, leisure and reading. John wesley did believe
that the Gospel hau a social element. This conviction he not only
taught, but lived, his saying,
"The Gospel of Christ knows no religion but
social, no holiness but social holiness,"
meant considerably less than the social gospel adopted by some of
his twentieth-century followers; but the subsequent developments
have been in the legitimate line. Wesley's declared purpose was to
reform the nation and to spread scriptural holiness over the land.
admittedly his primary objective was to preach the ^ospel of
repentance arid salvation to individuals. But his precept and example
alike gave convincing demonstration that he was interested not only
in the heavenly kingdom for which he would prepare men's souls, but
also in the society in which their minds and bodies lived on earth.
ills legacy of social thought and activity to his followers was a
varigated one. On one hand, he was a staunch Tory supporter of the
(121) b. Paul schilling, Op. Git., pp.0^-64. quoted from
frame M. hxggett, ed., fnn auQk Or .zm GiiAXvjhi'Bl/vh
0/ mml'hODloM, P«10p«
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stiff political and social stratifications of -.nglish society of
his day; on the other liana, ho manifested a passionate interest in
the pli0ht of the poor. he not only urged ana practiced the trad¬
itional metnous of relieving tneir necessities, but he also uevised
institutional experiments of social import, lis preaching required
men not only to repent ana believe the Oospel, but also to work hard
and save money. He gave the poor courage to believe in themselves,
made them exemplars of industry and frugality ana raised them in
the economic scale.
The indirect social influence of John «esley was also certainly
outstanding. Men influenced by Lesley carried much farther than he
the social implications of his religious message. The nineteenth
century witnessed a powerful thrust towaru legislative reform and
institutional change, historians ana social scientists have noted
strong influences from the evangelical revival in the antislavery
movement led by ailberforce, social and economic reforms like those
provided in the factory acts, the Ten Hours net, the Mines and
Collieries net, and the industrial extension acts; the temperance
movement; the formation of the ¥MCA and the salvation Army; the
organization of societies for the prevention of cruelty to children
and animals; and kindrea developments. Marquis »• Childs and
Douglass Cater concluue that
"out of the li^ht kindled by .vesley and the
evangelical revival came the great drive for
reform movements that has had a direct and
continuing relationship to the life of the
past one hundred years."
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with this judgment Kenneth B. Boulding concurs, asserting unequiv¬
ocally:
"It was not the economists who liberated the
slaves or who passed the Factory Acts, but
the rash and ignorant Christians."(122)
Although the work of reform was to be more during the
nineteenth century, some foundations were built during the eight¬
eenth century, Poor relief was left up to the individual justices
and parishes, dome used sermons for making protests; decker, who
later became Archbisnop of Canterbury, strongly attacked gin-drinking.
Benevolence was a keynote of this time; the moral sermon® of
Tillotson and the many preachers who took him for a model emphasised
stewardship. Many hospitals were built during the middle 1700*s.
George whitefiela (1714-1770) rarely preached on ethical themes,
only a few of his sermons were definitely of a social character -
"The Great Duty of Charity Kecoamendea," "The Heinous Sin of Profane
Cursing and Swearing," and "The Heinous din of Drunkenness."
Whitefield also built ana maintained an orphanage. Jonas Hanway was
busy with apprentices, workhouses and temperance; General Oglethorpe
and John Howard with prisons. But these voluntary institutions v/ere
not direct Church foundations. One group, indeed, met with eccles¬
iastical opposition to a foundling hospital. But, on the whole,
they were the direct result of Christian tradition, maintained by
(123)
Christian preaching. The revival movements led many to be more
unselfish and to relieve the misery of the poor. The Methodist
(122) G, Paul schilling, Cj>. Cit. P.64. see also a'l'HICO IK A
BUoldBos sQGIs'TI, P.61; and n-hLXCluUo noKsP^GTItfi-s OP
C^Lmad.-, TsnCiilhC IB ^OdnwnlOs, P.id.
(123) °ee also d. L. Greenslade, 0£. Cit., P.101.
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movement did for eighteenth-century hngland what Christianity did
for the ancient world, 0iving to men of conscience and compassion
a cause for which to live, and blending the idea of the brotherhood
of man with the mysteries of the Christian Faith. It was quite
evident, however, that many were substituting yet more charity for
true social reform. Heform was to be the work of the nineteenth
century. The specific work of the Hanoverian epoch was the
establishment of tne rule of law; and that law, with all its faults,
was at least a law of freeuom. On tnat foundation all the subse¬
quent reforms were built. If the eighteenth century had not
established the law of freedom, tne nineteenth century in nngland
would have proceeded by revolutionary violence, instead of by
( 124)
Parliamentary modification of the law. The .deformation doctrine
of vocation haa given a new dignity to common labor, and the spirit
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries had made for a more
positive acceptance of cultural, political and economic achievements
^or their own sake, thus also greater concern for happiness in this
life, at the same time, in the face of a new economic situation,
the more activist form of the doctrine of vocation had been trans¬
muted into a glorification of economic enterprise and a merging of
Gnrisfcian ideals for civilization with the prevailing patterns of
the economic ana political oruer. with the sanction of religion
thus placed upon tne existing oraer, even the programs for reform
were palliative, and apart from these the effective role of religion
was limited mostly to the privacy of a man's relation to God and to
(124) G. H. freveiyan, Gp. Git., p.jg>1.
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concern for the 'spiritual' rather than the 'secular' life. It was
this kind of uncritical acceptance of the social oruer as a whole
and particularly tne economic order which was to call forth most
vigorous criticism in the social preaching of the nineteenth
century.
b6
2. Nineteenth Century England
In the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the poor
were frequently enjoined to be contented with their lot, and the
aoctrine of the blessedness of giving was used to inflate the ego
of many of the wealthy, file scope of charity shrank from the
exercise of a,.,ape to the givin^ of broth and blankets, accompanied
by a little religious exhortation. As the cost of relief rose,
and the fear of riot and revolution grew tx-rough tx.e days of the
French devolution and after, economic theorists and politicians
alike became convinced that the main problem was that of the thrift-
less able-bodied poor - people who were poor not because they could
not work, but because they would not. The profitable employment of
the poor ignored the nelplesa or impotent poor - the old, the sick
and the children were largely overlooked. During those days, to be
a pauper meant not only material deprivation, but also a definite
moral stigma.
Victorian England offered considerable financial and social
rewaras to those with the energy, initiative, luck ana staying-
power to better themselves; but in this newly competitive society,
the weak were terribly vulnerable. The factory system created
industrial rejects - people who might have managed well enough in
the days of subsistence agriculture, but who were not physically
or mentally fitted for the struggle. The problems of poverty -
even in the restricted sense of the term - were imperfectly under¬
stood until the end of the century, Philanthropy and reforms were
conceived largely within the existing social structures, social
reform was more the stewardship of individuals.
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The nineteenth cexxtury was, however, the time of great social
movements. There was toe Christian oocialism movement, the social
settlement movement as seen in the erection of Toynbee Hall, the
Y. M. C. a. and the Y. W. G. A. movement, the salvation Army and
kindred movements, the housin0 movement with George Cadbury, and
the social teaching movement with such names as Immanuel Kant,
naint-oimon, nuguste Gorate, Herbert opencer, Richard Hothe,
Albrecht kitschl, Thomas Carlyle, John Luskin, and many others.
Individuals responded to social problems in many different ways.
Christians undertook a very wide range of philanthropic activities,
and their belief in the ultimate value and dignity of each human
being often brought them into conflict with tne Malthusian view
of the inevitability of poverty and misery. Developments in
eaucation, nospitai care, and nousing, in ragged schools and orphan¬
ages and dispensaries, parliamentary campaigns for the abolition of
slavery in the colonies, near-slave conditions in the colonies, and
near-slave conuitions in the mines and factories - all testify to
the depth of that concern, by the 18^0*s, many alum parishes had
their own organizations for the care of the sick and tne poor, in
which clergy and laity alike found a vocation to social oervicej
but the volume of distress grew constantly; and the causes were too
deeply rooted in the fabric of society for much of this work to be
more than palliative. The Charity Organization society, founded in
1869 in London, was an attempt to co-ordinate the work of the many
charitable bodies that had grown up and to relate them to the statu¬
tory -ervices. Individual clergymen had a part in factory regulations
and sanitary reform, the development of education and the cheaper press,
and even the struggle for traae unionism and the franchise.
Ldward dochie Haruy has described some of the nineteenth
century ministry of the Church of ^n^land:
samuel *ilberforce was an energetically pastoral
diocesan, nelf-sacrificing priests faced the past¬
oral and social problems of Bnglana's teeming cities.
Hook at Leeus is one of the earliest - soon comes
Fusey' foundation of ot. saviour's in the same city,
anu the great Condon slum parishes such as St. barnabas,
Pimlico, st. Peter's, Loudon Docks; arid ot. Alban's,
Holborn. Butler from his parish at ..ontage, Neale
from his almshouse at ^ast Grinstead, confronted the
equally urgent problems of country towns. As in the
last two cases, the founding of Listerhoods was often
connected with this mission to the poorest, i'wo heroic
figures of the end of tne century are A. H. Gtanton,
pastor ana preacher to Lonaon for fifty years, who
spent nis whole ministry as assistant Curate at
St. Alban's, 1bb2-191^, and tne unconventional
Father Dolling, whose ten _reat years were spent
redeeming the almost barbarized area chat sur¬
rounded ot. n^atha's, Landport, in Portsmouth.(i25)
The Church did not throw itself into the reform movement of
tne nineteenth century; partly due to the French devolution setting
back social progress in Lngiana, the tie between social and parlia¬
mentary reform, and the sheer ignorance of industrial conditions.
Publications of reports on epidemics, health and sanitary conditions
came just before the mid-loOO's.
oo charitable patchwork was preferred to reform.
In this the clergy showed initiative as well as
energy. Bishop Barrington of Durham opened the first
Co-operative Distributive society at Hongewell in 179^.
The dev. J. oraith founded the first Savings Bank at
wendover; the dev. Henry Duncan established the first
self-austainin0 People's Bank in 1b1Q at nothwell, a
model which eventually leu to the Post Office savings
hank. In 1775 the dev. James Cowe of sunbury formed
the first philanthropic Friendly society. The story
is continues by the activities of wilberforce and the
Clapham sect and by Shaftesbury's nagged ochools.
(125) Thn hldlol.wif It. hloTudlCAL FmuoFsCTlVi-is, Op. Cjt., pp. 17B—175«
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Of the 64-0 London charities in 1562, with an income
of some two and a half millions, 279 had been founded
between 1500 ana 16^0. Overlooking tne reasons why
"the Churches and sects did not as(1one man demand
social reform from the Government, Marjorie Bowen
argues that these well-meaning people must have been
actuated by love of humanity, not by any reliuioni(126)
Perhaps the two most outstanding achievements of the Church
during the nineteenth century were in elementary education and the
abolition of the slave trade, although denominational disputes held
up progress at times. The abolition of slave trade in the British
Lmpire was almost entirely a Christian achievement.
Although tne first several decades of the century found the
working classes bitterly opposed to the established Church, relations
between them improved rapidly during the mid-century, .inglican
clergy had begun to work for the inuustrial poor.
"The Vicars of Leeas, Bradford, xakefield, iiuddersfield,
JJewsbury and of many smaller towns, acted as Chairman
regularly at the meetings for the Ten Hours Bill;
another Lancashire Vicar, Canon Cray, took the same part
at Manchester; the Vicar of Lei0h prepared a petition
at his own expense. The Church paper, the GU.-\0l.-u»,
gave strong support to the Bill." A Burnley newspaper
was provoked into complaining of tne leading part taken
by the Church in the "agitation." And many working men
must have known that the immense labours of uhaftesbury
on their behalf were inspired by his religion. Mean¬
while the Nonconformist ministers befriended the poor
against the landowners, and the democratic government
of the free Churches was training the labour leaders
of the future.(127)
some bridges haa thus been built across the chasm between the
Church and the working-classes.
(126) B. L. Greenslade, Ojd. Git., P.107. -tuoted partly from
-nuiLY v'ICTOHlAH ;hOh„iNL (Oxford), 19>, II, p.70.
(127) Ibid., P.115. quoted partly from
J. L. and B. Hammond, 1HL aGL of fHm CHA&liLf^, P.2o6.
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But the many varieties of opinion and practice
in religious and ecclesiastical affairs, the con¬
troversies of every kind and range - sectarian,
critical, scientific, apologetic, social, political -
all bearing upon the attitude of the pulpit upon
vital current issues, caused a bewilaering variety
of pulpit expression,(128)
file Oxford Movement was from about 1699 to 16^9 and was
concerned with the theological bases of the catholic Revival. But
the Tractariuns ..ere certainly interested in preaching tne Gospel
of new life to the poor as well as to the academic and clerical
world - as shown by the title of the series of i-BAIK /UiQ i-jikuCiilAL
BY I'xh-. aUI'hOiis Of" TiinGfh i'Oh finso. (129)
When Hugh James nose, the Christian advocate in the University
of Cambridge, delivered that memorable course on Tim CGiJ-ilooiwh .iND
CONon^UhhX DUTIhO Of Ilih CLhaGf (1826), it is significant that he
opened his argument with a quotation from a sermon preached by
Tillotson before the house of Commons on 9th November, 1678:
"For Goa's sake, what is Beligion good for,
but to reform the Manners and Dispositions of Ken,
to restrain human Nature from Violence and Cruelty,
from falsehood and Treachery, from sedition and
Hebellionv(IpO)
The place of sermons in the Oxford Movement is interesting.
In a sermon preached in 1529 called "the World Our hnemy" Newman
wro te;
"To be hiiJi station is the ^iift of God; but the
pride and injustice to which it has given scope
is from the Devil. To be poor and obscure is
also the ordinance of God; but the dishonesty
ana discontent which are often seen in the poor
is from ^atan."(1j>1)
(128) ndwin Charles Dorgan, Op. Git., Vol,11, pp*906-909*
(129) Tnh .ijiMiwTi'iY In tiluTOulOas .MiiV-m, Op. Git., op.199-19^*
(190) Charles oaiyth, Og. Git., P.I06. quoted partly from
Tillotson, FIFTY FCUn SomduOMn, P.1^0.
(191) Stanley G. ^vans, 0£. Git., pp. 147-14-5. quoted partly from




He accepted that riches could produce unjustice but to be contented
with the injustice - this was sin.
Pusey preached on the danger of riches at St. James', Bristol,
in iS^O, although he did net state any direct political or social con¬
clusions. Another pulpit incident is oi' interest.
It will be remembered that on this occasion
following a description of Turkish atrocities
in subject Bulgaria which was published on
June prd, 1&?6, a great outcry swept mgland
una when the rrime Minister, Mr. Disraeli,
attempted to whitewash the Turks, lie was
denounced in the pulpit of ot. haul's by
Canon Liddon - and then Liadon,(1i2)
accompanied by the dev. Malcolm McColl,
went off to make an investigation on the spat.Opp)
The chief contribution of the Oxford Movement to social
thinking in the Church of nngiand was to produce in its second
generation a number of outstanding priests who were content to spend
their lives working in the slums.
waiter James recently wrote an excellent, brief description of
the three main periods of social response in the Church of England.
i.e reach the nineteenth century then with
British politics still divided partly on religious
lines, but with Anglicans and non-conformists agreed
that churches had neither right nor capacity to
interfere in political matters, a change of view on
this point came first in the Church of nngland, but
it affected only a few, and only by the twentieth
century with Gore and Temple aid politically con¬
cerned Christians appear to gain much of a hearing
from their fellows. There are tnree periods of
active interest. F. u. Maurice, J. A. P. Ludlow
anu Charles Lingsley were founders of a Christian
social movement in the years The next
(1i2) rienry Liddon (1829-1890) was a conformist in social areas,
but he did preach justice, better government and social
principles, his social preaching was, however, usually
hi0hly indirect. Gee h. P. Liuaon, fuaX-T^C LnkMOh^
hii \Lu%lCUo oUifJuwxv, pp.9/—lOd.
Clip) Ibid., P.149-190.
wave of activity came under men like samuel Barrett,
Arnold Toynbee, ntewsrt Keaulam and cott Holland
from 1o75 to 1e>90 and the third and final period of
tnought anu protest came after the first world War,
with archbishop Temple as its leader, what caused
these outbursts of Christian interest in politics'.'
In each case it was undoubtedly the condition of the
p-orer people, interest rose and fell according to
the prosperity of the nation. Maurice and kingsley
spoke out uurin^ a period of bad traae wnen public
inquiries were lor the first time revealing tne wret¬
chedness -o which the Industrial devolution had
reduced naay of the wording class, as prosperity re¬
turned anu tne condition of the people improved, the
Christian protest aied away. It was the same in
l8yp-o9, which were years of trade slump relieved
only by a short burst of greater activity in 1881,
and of course, the strikes and unemployed of the
nineteen twenties and thirties are still imprinted
deeply on British memory.(19*0
During the nineteenth century, vigorous social criticism
came from two quite different directions, one outside the Church,
the other within. Marxist socialism, expressed in the CUMHUKIBT
.■i.-lvIfmBTO (18^8) and Marx's DAB hAgifviL (1867) marked the most
trenchant external attack on the church's social position, keligion
was seen to be an instrument for keeping the dominant capitalist
class in power to exploit tie workers, Religion anaesthetizes
tne sensitivity of tne oppressed people by noldin0 out before them
tne rewards of heaven. Unfortunately, there was much truth in this
charge for perhaps no slave or servile class was ever more brutally
exploited than the industrial proletariat during the Industrial
devolution in nng^and in tne latter eighteenth century, anu in no
age perhaps was tne use of Christianity as an antidote to social
(135)
unrest more blatant than during this period.
(154) waiter dames, TLB ChxIoTIAh IN K/L1T1CB. pp.108-9.
(155) bee Dillenoerger it welch, BR* bit., f.24o. ^uoted partly from
D. Morris, Tab CHAlCI'IAH OnlGlb Cf ouCxjvL nsVCLi, r.153»
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. . . critics before Harx had insisted that
"what hue millions should generally know is this:
that no rich wan believes in religion of any sort
except as a political engine to keep the useful
classes in subject to the rich."(1^6)
Marxism, with its judgment upon the churches and its utter
disregard of the Christian view of the worth of persons had a
limited impact, however, until the twentieth century.
The philanthropists and reformers of the early nineteenth
century did pave the way for more incisive criticism and more
rauical proposals for reform. The Christian socialism movement in
Britain began in 1dW, the year in which the CuiMUi.I^I lUihlr'swIO
appeared. Led by Maurice, hingsiey ana Ludlow, it was an effort
to give a Christian method of social reform as an alternative to
class struggle. They saw some of the weaknesses of the church's
approach, and sought to Improve working class conaitions through
"religious regeneration, the formation of producers'
co-operatives in which men might be their own employers,
the encouragement of trade unions which would work
peacefully for better conaitions ox their members,
and tne promotion of popular education."(137)
They greatly influenced the later developments in social concern
in Lngland toward a more just social order.
F, D. Maurice taught the working men that
"Law and Christianity are tne only protectors of
all classes from the selfishness which is the
destruction of all."(1.55)
(136) Loc. Cjt. quoted partly from Bronterre O'Brien,
in the Book mJj'o CUABDIAD, Dec. 12, 1S33»
(137) Ibid.. P.2^2.
(138) horton Davies, 0£. Cit.. P.297* quoted from
ihh sIPL OP ihiLDim-.iCh LsnlBOh ,-,^U.\lCn Chli-h-Ll iOsD
in HIC Own L^ii\,k, ed. Bir J. P. Maurice, ^ol.XI,
pp.p2 ana 520-621.
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There was an inevitable union based on the constitution of things,
between this
"Universal Community and the state of which the
principle is Personal Distinction and the symbol
Property."(139)
During the early part of 1548 Maurice preaciiea a series of
sermons in the Chapel of Lincoln's Inn which were later published
as Tint i-iiAYnh LOOK. ahD THL hGhP'o PEAYhR. Perhaps he was influenced
by the events in Prance and the socialism of the French working
class as he preached:
we pray for the edinction of all tyranny,
whetx-er longed in particular men or in multitudes,
for the exposure ana destruction of corruption
inwara and outward; for truth in all uepartments
of government, art, science; for the true dignity
of professions; for right dealings in the com¬
monest transactions of trade; for blessings that
shall be felt in every hovel.(140)
The nucharist was of special inspiration to that social order
which naurice and the Christian socialists were endeavouring to make
their contemporaries aware of in
" their double task of socialising Ciiristianity
and Christianizing the socialists."(141)
Maurice moved from charity to a wider concept. The kingdom of
Christ required a social order that recognized God's claim in politics
and economics, as well as in the Church, and that human brotherhood
in Christ demanded a more just social order. Thus it is that in him
theological, ecclesiological and sociological concerns -unite, and
after him the Tractarians, who mijat otherwise have been lost in
(139) Ibid.. pp.9-10.
(140) otanley G. hvans, 0£. Git.. P.131. ^uoted from
F. D. Maurice, Tfah rhnlhu GuOh aAD Pith LOoD'b rhAYhh.
(141) Ibid., P.311. " " ~ ~ ~~
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antiquarianism and ritualism, take up the responsibility for a more
just Christian social order.
Maurice helped to meet the need for a theology of society,
hingsley worked uolaly on sanitary reform, holding to a high ideal
of the Christian community. But the social implications of the
Christian faith were developed still further at a later time.
fhe real development not only of Christian
socialism but of Christian social thinking in
nngland came later in the nineteenth century as
the result of two influences. The first was tne
tnought of a new group of theologians who owed
much to Maurice, among whom uestcott and Kort
were outstanding; the other was in the fusion of
the practical expressions of the developed Oxford
Movement with the intellectual inspiration of
Maurice in such men as Marson and headlam.
B. F. westcott (1825-1901), an outstanding Biblical
scholar who became the Bishop of Ourham, was deeply
convinced that a Christianity which did not have a
social expression was not a Christianity at all.
Life, for westcott was "individual in its respons¬
ibility and social in its aims."(1^2)
One of the moat outstanding examples of social preaching
during the nineteenth century in naglana was that of F. w. hobertson
(1816-1855)* Although he died at the early age ox tuirty-seven,
he has been put into tne first rank of Bullish preachers, iiis
power as a preacher derived particularly from several sources:
first, his exact ana extensive knowledge of the Bible; second, the
deliberate reference of his preaching to modern conditions of thought
and life, aid the intensely personal note which runs through it;
lastly, and principally, the passionate devotion to the ierson of the
Lord Jesus Christ which inspires all his words.
(1^2) Ltanley G. Lvans, Ojj. Cjt.,
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There were Tew who dared to speak like an nmos on the political arid
economic issues of the duy. Of the nineuy-three printed in the
first four series of ^ermons, two deal specifically with social
justice, and six others are concerned with social issues. The cwo
most important sermons in this ^roup are, "The Message of the Church
to Men of Wealth" and "Christ's Judgment Respecting Inheritance."
The first ueals with the laws of property in conflict with rights
of labor, the embarrass!ng but central problem of the century.
with great candor, nobertson declared it to be
"a social falsehood that wealth constitutes superiority,
and has a right to the subordination of inferiors."
He affirmed that the Compel can fortify the human ssirit in the
most difficult of social conditions, but he also confesses that
"there are some in the world to whom, speaking
humanly, social injustice and social inequal¬
ities have made ^oodness impossible."
His second principle is an entirely practical one, for
"the largest charity is the best economy"
and
'concessions extracted by fear only provoke
reaction furtner."
"shame on us! we nave not uenounced the wrongs
done to weakness. . . and woe to us in the ^.reat
day of Cod if we have been the sycophants of the
rich instead of the redressers of the poor man's
wrongs.
These were brave words for 16511
In mngland, agitation for reform was rocxin^ the country at
this time. Cries for socialism shattered the once capitalistic
unity of mngland. while Robertson was preaching, Karl Marx was
(14;>) Horton Davies, 0£. Cit., pp.3l6-p2G. rartly quoted from
series I, Sermon XVII,pp.189-192, 19^» 198.
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working in the libraries of London writing the Go.uiUHluI KAHIFLG'TO.
Though he repuaiated socialism, nobertson strongly aligned himself
with the cause of the poor and the aowntrouden. he was a creative
and outspoken advocate of economic and political z-eform. In spite
of severe criticism, he refused to abandon his friendly and
sympathetic interest in the working classes. In many ways his
cause was in common with that of Kingsley and Maurice. One sermon
was preached on behalf of the Orphan society, entitled "The Orphanage
of Moses."*'
In another social sermon Hobertson maintains that politics
and religion must be mixed;
"... how without such a mixture can the kingdoms
of this world become the Kingdoms of our Goo. and
of His 0nriat'f"(l4i?)
Hobertson is also magnificently impartial in treating tne acute
social problem of wealth and poverty, lie exhorts the rich men not
to pay for temporals with spirituals, arid warns the poor men to be
careful not to covet riches.^ ' ^
F. .<. Kobertson appealed to both tne professional classes and
the laboring people of the southern coastal resort at Brighton, in
the iinglican proprietary chapel of the Trinity. The art of social
(1^7)
preachxng came to quite a high level of development in Hobertson.
OVt) Frederick .*• Hobertson, SnHMOKs, pp«j?51-6l.
(I4i>) Horton Davies.Gp. Git. ,R.3R0«
(146) hoc. Git.
(147) Lyman Beecher (1775-1&63), an American, preached
against cox'rupt rulers during this period.
His sermon, "THe Remedy for Duelling," is of
special interest.
see S£ikhGr»o GLLlVLkhs Gil v>C^GnoiCno,
■mthajit'o .vG-\H.G, 2.13^—7^.
Social preaching is also evidenced by the sermons of
Charles kingsley (lh19-lS7i?). He was far more of a Socialist than
.Robertson, and he was far more outspoken too. he aid not hesitate
to point out tne social evils of his day and to indict those he
thought responsible for them. It was no comfort to an otherwise
comfortable middle-class audience, to be told that there were more
cases in hospital of female servants suffering from diseases caused
by overwork than of patients suffering from any other illness
tsnhMQite oh HallOsa.l oUhu^Cfo, XII, "The Fount of science").
Again, in the first of his sermons on the 16H$ cholera epidemic
(->nhmOhh ON AAflUHn-u mUiiJi-,ofo, XIII) he began by telling the people
that they confessed their sins aaa even believed that uod might be
punishing them for their sins, but that they became angry if anyone
aared to suggest which sins they might be suffering for. Then recalling
tne epidemic and tne Fast which was proclaimed at the time,
he asked:
But dia they repeat of and confess those sins
which had causeu the cholera': Bid they repent of
and confess the covetousness, the tyranny, the care¬
lessness, which in most great towns, and in too many
villages, forces the poor to lodge in undrained
stifling hovels, unfit for hogs, amid vapours and
smells which send forth in every breath the seeds of
rickets and consumption, typhus and scarlet fever,
and worse and last of ail, the cholera': Bid they
repent of their sin in thatV
hot they.(l^d)
Robert Bale (16R./-1695) was the great nonconformist at
Carr's Lane Congregational Church in Birmingham, He also
served on the Royal Commission on momentary education to improve
education throughout Lnglanl. Dale was a strong aavocate of mission,
(1W) Arthur Bollard, Cp. Cit.,
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evangelism ana. social preaching, ana he displayed the rare quality
of weaving all of these interests together in a complementary
rather than a conflicting way. some cf his greatest ...ermons were
on social areasemphasizing problems of family life in an industrial
society, the relations between employer and employee, wealth and
property as stewardship ana the municipal duties of the Christian.
He also spoke to various specific local and national issues as they
arose. Dale stressed the virtues of socialism but he was also
aware of its weaknesses, realizing that there would have to be a
rauical transformation of human nature if socialism was to succeed.
A popular description of socialism states,
"socialism says, 'What is thine, is mine;'
Curiatianity says, '-*hat is raine xs thine;'
the difference is infinite."
Dale added his emphasis:
"Christianity really teaches us to say,
•what seems chine is not thine; what
seems mine is not mine; whatever thou
hast belongs to God; and whatever I
have belongs as God; you and I must use
what we have according to God's will.'"(149)
Dale fully believed in tne gospel as being applicable to the
person and to the social order. The will of God was to be done in
all of life, secular and sacrea orders are inseparable.
fie was frequently entangled in social controversies, Many felt that
ue shouia remain silent on political issues, but ne believed that
to ao so would be treasonous to his nation and to his faith. '.There¬
fore, he took an active role in politics ana stood in the ranks
(1^9) -W* ■' • Dale, pAv.Kt Cx ofinxsr xon sCsHOh mils, P.95
t1>0) Ibid., f*5•
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of the Liberal party. He was interested in conflicts between the
poor and the rich, between labor ana management, between aristocracy
and the common man. dale's sympathies were clearly with the side of
the common poor, and he called for reform in the economic system,
insisting that every man should have the opportunity to work and
to earn a aecent wage. He not only preached aoout such Issues,
but he was willing to become involved in the political machinery
necessary to bring about reform, and yet, his sermons are
characterised by a balanced blending of social concern, Christian
aoctrine and personal appeal. One of the most outatanuing social
/ ^ |~ 4 \
sermons of this period by dale was entitled "Christ and the btate,"
in which Dale strongly preached for a just government, social and
political reforms, the Ltate as a divine institution and social
redemption.
If a nation has tue good fortune to discover such
a man as our Lord waa - a man so upright, so fearless,
with such pity i'or suffering, such hatred of injustice,
and with resources so immense - what can it do better
than place in his hands supreme political power, all
legistlative, judicial nd administrative authority. . .
He will give us an iueal economic and social order,
just judges, an equitable system of taxation, insti¬
tutions which will relieve ana diminish existing
poverty and will gradually make poverty impossible.(152)
one of the most strininto and characteristic arts of iiis
ethical teacning is what has been called "Christian Civics" -
that is, the political responsibility of Christians. It is also
a civic duty for till Christian citizens to use their votes with
discrimination. Lot to vote is irresponsibility; to vote
(151) h. Dale, liuLLOwottll ■..ITH CHRIST, pp. 192-215.
(152) Ibid., 1.192.
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corruptly is felony; it is to appropriate to our own purposes what
we have received as trustees for trie town or nation. Dale's
Congregational church in Birmingham included professional, middle
class aid working people; welded into unity because he refused to
accept the distinction between "sacred" and "secular" callings, or
between "..rofessional" and "trade" occupations.
"Civic Kighteousness" was his predominant pulpit
theme, an appropriate one for the leading Free
Church minister in Lngiand's second largest city. . .
He recotnized that social justice was the legis¬
lative expression of love for one's remote
neighbor. He miuht have assented to the bold
dictum of a younger Congregational minister who
became a member of Parliament and declared:
"The ballot-box is the sacrament of brotherhood."(15i)
Joseph Parker (1&p0-1902) was a convinces evangelical who not
only tackled theological issues but also cared deeply about social
( 1
concerns of his day. lie renounced social evils and auvocatea
the reconstruction of parts of London. Parker was a crusader against
alcohol and a champion of the poor, the ignorant, and the under¬
privileged; he gave much of his income to charity. But not only
did he preach against the evils of society, but he also was willing
to become involved in the social structure in an effort to correct
them, becoming a candidate for Parliament for the City of Lonuon in
1o50. He preached a sermon entitled simply "Back to God," in
which he concludes:
(1^p) Horton Davies, 0£. Cit., P.pd^. quoted partly from a saying
of the dev. Bilvester Home, M.P.
OjA) Phillips Brooks was an American minister during
this period who preached on social issues, and was quite
outspoken in regard to slavery. He tried to minister
sympathetically to poor people who suffered because of un¬
corrected injustices, but at the same time he sought an end
to the injustices themselves. lie opposed radical socialism
because it trusted in the ability of man himself instead of
God to destroy all evil and suffering. He favored personal
development over revolutionary efforts to cnange society.
One social sermon is entitled "Christian Charity." oee
Phillips Brooks, 1'ds OF I'LL hO-riP, pp.ppb-D^.
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Here is the great call to young preachers, to
missionaries of the Gross, to Christian leaders
of society, I know you have your altruism and your
socialism, ana your schemes for making yourselves
longer holidays; I anow you have your fcattlin^s
ana your strikes and your lock-outs and your
various social confusions and misunderstanuings:
but unless the Lora hath forsaken my soul, and
left that soul as an empty tenement. I will say
that tue only way out of all personal sin and
social trouble is by getting back to the divine
intention in the making of men and in the con¬
struction of society. (1>J?)
Charles haudon opur^eon (16>4-1892) led in the establishment of
the stoCKweil Orphanage and although he did not oecome aeeply
involved in public affairs to alter social injustice, he did speak
on injustice in socuety and on immorality in personal life. His
hardest blows were aimed at alcohol, but he also pled for more
humane treatment of workers, criticized the rich who preyed upon the
poor, stressed the importance of family, condemned slavery, preached
the evil effects of war, and sought for a higher standard of rignt-
eousness for society, social work was for him an ordinary expression
of Christian character. Although he felt he was primarily called
to preach the Oospel, he did encourage others who were involved for
the oppressed. Under his guidance and inspiration, schools for the
poor, orphanages, homes for the aged, and uay schools were established.
He encouraged his workers to see that the noeas of the poor were met.
when his church was moved to the Metropolitan Tabernacle, the old
property was sold ana the money usea for new schools and for houses
for the poor, he often contributed to t~e neeus of the poor out of
his own pocKet. He encouragea William Crsman and others wno were
Joseph larker, al'UDlmn lb TnX'i'o: bun rAhlhf, CHUnCH,
AfliD SCHOOL. TTW.
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working to provide shelters for the homeless. In his efforts, he
preceaea tne work of the welfare state.
The sermon "songs in the Night" is a product of the youthful
opurgeon. In it he Saows his concern for the industrial oppression
of the poor, as he comments on tne wages of the opitalfields
weavers:
I am preaching tonight for the poor weavers of
opitaliields, Perhaps there are not to be found
a class of men in London who are suffering a darker
night than they are; lor while many classes have
been befriended ana defended, there are few who
speak up for them, and (if 1 am rightly informed)
they are generally ground down within an inch of
their lives. . . In an inquiry by the House of
Commons last week, it was given in evidence that
their average wages amount to seven or eight
shillings a week; arid then they have to furnish
themselves with a room and work at expensive
articles, which my friends the ladies are wearing
now, and which they buy as ci.eaply as possible;
but perhaps they do not know that they are made
with the blood and bones and marrow of the
Spitalfielas weavers who, many of them, work for
less than man ought to have to subsist upon.(156)
The same concern for the poor is shown in the sermon
"The Blind Han*s namest Cries:"
where diu that lie first come from - txhe lie
that the religion of Christ is xiot for the poor?
Is it because so many of our sanctuaries are
gorgeous in architecture? Is it because it is
usual on the ounaay, and very properly so, for
people to put on their best clothes? and does
tne working man chink that therefore he would
not be welcome because he happens to be out of
work, or has not a good suit of black to put on?'
Then, by all means in the world let us break
down this prejudice, arid show to tne working man
that he is welcome here.
I have often noticed you ^ive a seat to a
navigator or to a labourer in a smock frock
when you have left very respectable people to
(15b) THL pjtQT-oTxCTT rULPIT, 0£. Cit., P.120.
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stand in the aisles, ana 1 do not blame .you for it}
well-aresseu people may be less fatigued than those
who have been toiling all the week; I admire the
choice you make, because 1 hope it will ^o to prove
that the workinu man is not a speckled bird among
us.
Why, it is all nonsense because we see a congregation
well and respectably dressed to think that they must
all necessarily belong to the upper class. A certain
preacher said to me the other aay, "You preach to the
rich, 1 preach to the poor." how this was from want
of knowing better. We have, I am happy to say, some
rich among us, whose princely gifts enable us to do
much for the Lord's work; but still our great
multitude is made up of the genuine working class.(1p7)
opurgeon's sermon "India's Ills and England's borrows" must
rank among the most fascinating ever preached. In places Spurgeon
luxuriated in the purplest of prose, but the overall theme is an
illustration of his application of spiritual truths to current
events and social issues.
"Long have I held that war is an enormous crime. . .
As a rule 1 do not believe in the utility of
capital punishment, but the crime has been attended
witn all the horrid Uuilt of the cities of the
plain, and is too bestial to be endured."(1p8)
Get you on your feet; ye that have voices and
might, i_o forth and preach the gospel, preach it in
every street and lane of this huge city; ye that
have wealth, Oo forth and spend it for the poor, ana
sick, and neeay, and dying, the uneaucated, the
unenlightened; ye that have time, go forth and spend
it in deeds of boodness; ye that have power in prayer,
go forth and pray; ye that can handle the pen, jo
forth and write down iniquity - everyone to his post,
everyone of you to your gun in this day of battle;
now for God and for his truth; for Gou and for the
right; let every one of us who knows the Lord seek
to fight unuer his banner! G God, without whom all
our exertions are vain, come now and stir up thy
church to greater diligence and more affectionate
earnestness, that we may not have in the future
such cause to weep as we have this uayl
(157) Charles xiaadon Lpurgeon, I'iis HLTxtOPCLlTxh* TABukNACLL xULLlf, 11:462.
(156) Charles Haddon opur^eon, TAn IhiRK hlKi-mil iULx IT:
CGKTAINIilG oxifu'XOLo , 'j •5^3$
I
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dinners, believe on the Lord Jesus; he hath died;
look to him and live, ana God the .almighty bless
you! To God the Father, Don, and Holy Ghost, be
ulory lor ever and ever.(159)
William sooth (1829-1912) began his mission work in oast London
in 1865, nnd by 1878 this became the Salvation army, booth had been
always aeuicated to evangelism, but the horrible conditions of the
poor made him realise that something had to be done to alleviate
their suffering, so he commanded his army to move to taeet the neeas
of the poor. t«ith maturity he realized that persons need more than
a religious experience to climb above the horrors of poverty in
Lonaon. booth saw men and women sleeping outside in winter, with
notxiing but paper to protect them. He saw thousands of children
sold into prostitution before they were fourteen years old. He saw
alcoholism, unemployment and slums, with the wealthy growing even
wealthier on the suffering of the poor.
he moved to establish numerous services and institutions.
His book iK -liGL.'iNl) -utL THs »AY OUT set forth his plans for
social action, ana he said,
"we saw the need, we saw the people starving, we
saw people going about half-naked, people doing sweated
labour; and we set about bringing a remedy for these
things, we were obliged - there was a compulsion.
How could you do anything elseVdbO)
one of his outstanding social sermons is entitled "'Darkest
. ,, , „(161)oiigland' ocneme."
(159) Ibid.1 5*5^8.
(1b0) Richard Collier, fab GnNniLd-. LzaT TO GOD, 2.175.
Tpe maerican, T. DeWitt Talmage (1852-1902) was also a
social preacher uuring this period, preaching against
corruption in civil government and uencuncing specific
cases of fraud.
oee Fant a rinson, o£. Cit.. 5*27o.
(161) Tim £ oUriDgn ortnftQ rmnlH I n ox iUr «nITihGo
OF wIi-uLvM nOOHl, pp.151-98.
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I sorrowfully admit tuat it would be Utopian
our present social arrangements to dream of
attaining for every honest englishman a jail
standard of all the necessaries of life,
oorne time, perhaps, we may venture to hope
that every nonest worker on mnglish soil
will always be as warmly clad, as healthily
housed, and as regularly fed as our
criminal convicts - but that is not yet.
neither is it possible to hope for many
years to come that human beings generally
will be as well cared for as norses.(l62)
Booth then goes on to preach six essentials for
of a national scheme to meet the social neeas of his
The essentials to success
The first essential that must be borne in mind as
governing every scheme that may be put forward is
that it must change the man when it is his character
and conduct which constitute the reasons for his
failure in the battle of life. If he is a drunkard,
he must be made sober; if idle, he must be made
industrious; if criminal, he must be rnaue honest;
if impure, he must be made clean; and if he be so
deep down in vice, and has been there so long that
he nas lose all heart and hope, and power to help
nimself, and absolutely refuses to move, he must
be inspired with nope ana have created within him
the ambition to rise; otuerwxae he will never get
out of the horrible pit.
(162) Ibid.. P.151.
(163) Horace Bushnell (1602-I676), the juaerican, preached about
equality, the political order, politicians ana the
relation of religious ana political matters.
Theodore Parker (131G-1560), the American, was forth¬
right in his application of scriptural principles to
oocial injustice, taking strong stands on controversial
issues, e.g., war, poverty, slavery and alcohol.
He described in harsh terms the sins of nhe wealthy
and the corruption of the private property system,
oee his sermon entitled "Poverty,"







secondly: The remedy, to be effectual, must change
the circumstances of the individual when they are
the cause of hia wretched condition, and lie beyond
his control, i-usong those who have arrived at their
present evil plight through faults of self-indulgence
or some defect in their moral character, how many
are there who would have been very difierently
placed today had their surroundings been otherwise?
Thirdly: Any remedy worthy of consideration must
be on a scale commensurate with tne evil with which
it proposes to deal. There must be no more
philanthropic tinkering, as if this vast sea of
human misery were contained in the limits of a
caruen pona.
fourthly: hot only must the scheme be iar0e enough,
but it must be permanent, to Oo on dealin^ with the
misery of tomorrow and the aay after, so long as tnere
is misery left in the world with which to grapple.
Jf'ifthly: xiut while it must be permanent, it must
also be immediately practicable.
sixthly: The indirect features of the scheme must
not be such as to produce injury to the persons whom
we seek to benefit, here charity, for instance,
while relieving the pinch of hunger, demoralines
the recipient.
seventhly: «hile assisting one class of the community,
it must not seriously interfere with the inte ests
of another. In raisin0 one oection ox tne fallen,
we must not thereby endanger the safety of those who
with difficulty are keeping on their feet.(164)
(164) Ibid.. pp.'ij?>-1p4.
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Among the great preachers of Lngland during the nineteenth and
the early twentieth centuries there is a noble line of prophets,
in the proclamation of the will of God to society and state as well
. ... . (16>)
as to tne Church*
(16^) Washington Gladden (1dp6-lyi8) was one of the most out¬
standing of .American social preachers uuring this time.
His sermons are filled with references to social issues.
He was particularly concerned about subjects related to
economics anu labor-management disputes. At first he
urged tne application of tne spirit of Jesus to the con¬
flict in the economic area. Then later he felt that more
was needed, and believed more and more that some form of
socialism with its public ownership of production and
distribution was the answer. Gladden was also active in
social involvement, wrote over forty books on religion and
social problems, and was known as a prophet of social
justice. His .ttitude is well su..jnarizcd in the conclusion
of "Heligion xid tne social question:"
I trust my brethren, that I iu.ve made plain to
you my own deep conviction that tne work of the
ministry in these days must be deeply concerned
with social questions. I trust that you will
all find in your own hearts a growing interest
in these questions, and that yo- will be able
to communicate that interest to the people to
whom you are sent; to ninule in their hearts
the enthusiasm of humanity, and t,uide them in
their thoughts nd labors for their fellow men.
And I trust that you can also see this social
teaching and social service is not something out¬
side of religion; that religion is ana must be
the heart and-soul:of it all; that it means
nothing but x-eligion eomin& to reality in everyday
life; the divine ideal descending upon nuraaa
society and transforming it from glory to glory,
even as by the spirit of the Lord.
Gee Washington Gladden, sbdl.-sL. s.tLv'..JIGH, pp.2y-p0.
Host of that which Gladden preached in his social
sermons came to pass by the midule of the
twentieth century.
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3. Nineteenth Century Scotland.
Nineteenth century religion in ocotianu tended to be legal¬
istic, moralistic and pietistic. There was a significant relaxing
of discipline on economic activity and the cessation of almost all
social criticism* The Church had lost its control and influence
in society. There was mostly pulpit silence on all tne public
issues of the times.
It was tne Christian duty of those at the base of the social
pyramid to be content because their position was assigned to them
by the immutable will of God. The poor should be content with their
lot because tneir condition also provided tne rich with an opportunity
of Christian activity.
Thomas Chalmers (17^0-18^7) was called to the parish of Iron
in Glasgow in 1819« The city was filled with problems common to
those cities in the midst of the Industrial devolution - teeminb
masses packed into apartment house slums. He began an extensive
church program to reach and minister to all elements of society in
Glasgow. It was the poor who especially attracted his attention,
and he began work to improve their conuitions. ne started schools
and insisted that the poor should be cared for by tne church through
free-will offerings rather than by the state through a program of
enforced taxation, /or eight years he labored under the strenuous
demands of this ministry, and then he accepted the Chair of Moral
Philosophy at at. andrews University in l82j>» believing that this
teaching position would afford him more opportunity to do what he
felt he must do within the Christian movement, ^gain in at. jcadrews,
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his attention was turned towara the poor. In 1623 Chalmers was
elected to the Chair of Theology at the University ox Edinburgh,
where his fame as a preacher increased. He also held special
classes for the poor of the city apart from his regular teaching.
He believed chat the three essential qualities of a parish church.
were to preach the Bible, to teach the young and to care for the
poor. He was not just interested in handouts, but tried to give a
helping hand* allowing the poor to maintain their own dignity. He
frequently preferred to preach in the churches of the poor, spending
much of his time in a ministry in westport, a district of the city
where poverty abounded. There he establishes Christian agencies
for the impoverished population, and a tanner's loft was his
preaching place.
Not only did he minister to the poor himself, but he urged
others to ao so. Thomas Guthrie came from a beautiful parish to
ot. John's in Edinburgh, and one day he stood on George IV Bridge
looking with discouragement at the slums which were a part of his
new parish. A voice behind him then said,
"A magnificent field of operations, sir -
a magnificent field of operations!"(166)
The voice was that of Thomas Chalmers.
lie spoite of tne blight of poverty created by the ups and downs
of the economic life of murope at that time. His sermons ring with
the seal of social reform, as he sought to awaken the merchants of
Glasgow to a sense of guilt, for their indifference to t..e ^reat needs
of the poor.
(166) Harry C. Howard, ralNC^o OF Thn CHKl..TIhi .U-ucif hiD
jrwXOlwti'g, I . 1pi>.
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He was disturbed by the crushing effects of industrialism and his
sermons mirrored that concern. Chalmers believed that the 6ospel
must lie at the heart of all personal and social reform, and he
believed that mankind's evils are rooted in sin. Therefore, there
was a balance in his piety and social zeal. An illustration of
this would be in his most famous sermon, preached in st. John's
Church, "The expulsive lower of a New Affection," where he mentions
wealth, social and domestic moralities and the needs of society.^1"''''
He preaches against corruption in government.
... almost everything connected with the
interest of the public comes under the
putrifying touch of money or of politics -
that corruption has iixsinuated itself into
every department of state - that men are
summoned up into offices of distinction who
are only calculated to cover a nation with
disgrace, and expose it to the uerision of
its enemies - chat public voice has lost
its energy, ana the united inuignation of
a whole people is often unable to ura^ to
punishment those delinquents wnom patronage
has exalted and the smiles of a court have
sheltered from infamy.(165)
But Chalmers also preached in a sermon that there was
"... nothing in the progress of religion which
is at all calculated to level the gradations of
human renits, or to do away with the distinctions
of human society."(16^)
(16?) Fant & liuson, C£. Cit., 3s^00->1h.
(166) ibid., 3*252.
(I6y) w. nana, inw-kl-ii OF f'Hm nlFm ,-i1D r.nlTlHGo OF
THOMAS Ciirtilinks, Vol.IX, 1.202.
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Chalmers was evidently partly blind to the fact that the
massive destitution was an inevitable derivative of the existing
social pyramid. A tragic dichotomy between the world of the soul
and the present life of society was a main feature of the thought
of the times. Chalmers preached at the laying of the foundation-
stone of the new Free Church College in LdiaburghJ
..e leave to others the passions and the
politics of this world; and nothing will ever
be taught, I trust, in any of our halls, which
shall hve tne remotest tendency to disturb the
existing order of things, or to confound the
ranks and distinctions which now obtain in
society. But there is one equality between man
and man which shall be strenuously taught -
tne essential equality of uuman souls; and that
in the highest court and reckoning of eternity,
the souls of the poorest of nature's children -
the raggedest boy who runs alon0 t. e pavement,
is of like estimation in tue eyes of heaven with
that of the greatest and noblest of our land.(170)
But although Chalmers did apparently accept the existing class
structure of society as right ana inevitable, he certainly was not
opposed to a higher stanuard of living for the poorer classes.
The social work of Chalmers remains a bright light in the social
history of the Church in Scotland. He divided up a large urban
area into small sections so that tue voluntary woruer could have
personal knowleage of the poor and their circumstances; and in
this respect his example has been largely followed. Ke taught the
evil of promiscuous and sentimental giving and so anticipated by
many aecades the arguments of Ch.rles Loch and his associates in the
Charity Organization society. He pleaded for real understanding of
THn June 6, 1846, F.2.
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all applications for relief, even at the cost of time and trouble
on the part of the investigator. He proclaimed the necessity of
exhausting all possible sources of help before resorting to public
funds. He gave some attention to the selectioxx and training of
his workers.
"Dearly a century before organised formalized
training began, Chalmers was thinking out wnat
would be the best kind of people to supervise
the districts ^nd wnat auvice on principle and
method he could give them. It is, however, of
interest that there was still some bifurcation
between the social work and the social preaching
of this renowned social reformer and preacher.
.During the mid-century times, the response
of the churches to the uestitute masses and vhe
appalling conoitions of the lower classes was
meager. The minister of Free st. David's Church
in Glasgow preached in 1849 that all men ought
to fear God and honour the king:
... those who are best acquainted with such
matters will be the first to state that the
discontented, on such occasions, unemployment
uemonstrations/ mainly consist of persons who
make no profession of religion at ail; and
that their uissatisfactions are restrained and
rendered safe by the sounder ariu more loyal
principles of their fellow-workman, who, as
part of their religion, 'fear God' and nonour
the king."(171)
There were, however, a few rare exceptions among the ranks of
clergy who seemed somewhat suspicious ox the motives of those wno
preached the Christian duty of submissiveness, like william Anderson
mn 1620, of John btreet Church in Glasgow who was involved in some
of the public movements of the day:
(171) John C. Lorimer, ChuIuTliU. ^oYhLTY, P.29*
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There are some preacners who presume to
inculcate that it is unbecoming of Christians to
tari.e a part in political disputes, ana they will
prostitute the scriptures in their aavocacy of
the perpetuation of abuses, calling upon us to
"meddle not with then that are ^iven to chanue,"
as if all desire of change implied a discon-
tentedness of disposition which nothing will
satisfy. Those disclaimers against politics
will usually oe found to be themselves the most
violent political partisans in the defense of
corruption, that it be allowed to fester
undisturbed.(172)
nurin^ the 1630's come clergy were castigated for using their
/ *1 n p \
pulpits in support of the Tories. One clergyman wrote that
it is,
"... by moral remedies - by the preaching and
the teachin,, of the word of God - that the evils
of such a state of society are to be permanently
healed."(17^)
rassive obedience was the strong contemporary theme of the day in the
pulpits. The Gospel was preached as the wonderful consolation of
the poor in many sermons.^
But churchmen began to express more alarm at the degraded and
miserable conditions of ^oorer classes caused by uestitution.
George Lewis spo^e ox the condition of the poor in his parish of
Gt. David's in Dundee, remarking that every sixth family was deprived
of the father due to epidemics which swept the poorer districts.
Yet the surviving widows and children received only a pittance in
relief (1/- or 1/6d. per week).^^^
(172) william naaex-son, "CH.-.IsxTAx< go'Y^sXT To ^>.unsi wklhCns.11
quoted from G. Giliillan, ili^ ut ^L'V P.107.
(173) lim Ghnlsll.ui JcU-uuLi, January 1d38, i.oj
Ih-s GHUnCH Ox oGOTLiuiD ftsiGnnlnju, Hay pp.55-GO.
(17k) George Lewis, xsm, CrlUixCh Is Tim xi-m, 1.16.
(175) J lis oGOIXTsh Cnuioxinh Hah.-.LP, June 22, 1d39, pp.383-386.
ft. nanus, ed«, GsuuGhB BY X'hs Luis fLoivijm> wu/iLHBno,
Vol.VI, P.387.
(1?6) Geor0e Lewis, ins 1uih.-mn bIsB Cn? PUuD.~n, r.k.
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The early Chartist :;dnisters tended to blame tne misery and
poverty of tne lower classes on the human depravity of the victims
themselves arid upon Goa's providence, not on unjust laws and
(177)
institutions or on the exploitation of the rich.
The first half of the nineteenth century was one of almost total
prophetic failure and social conformity. There were, however, a
few scattered exceptions among the churchmen of this time like
ratrick Brewster of Paisley Abbey, he was deeply shocked by the
indifference of the privileged classes to the poverty and misery
of the masses ox wonting classes. Brewster drew his inspiration
from the prophetic tradition of the Old Testament and the example
of tne early Scottish Reformers, and became a dynamic and forthright
(176)
prophetic preacher on the great public issues of his day.
he claimed that it was the privilege and duty of ministers of
the Church of Scotland to subject government and natural life to
(179)
tne criticism of the sovereign word of God.
Brewster held that secular affairs and politics were to ue
regarded as an essential part of the duty of tne minister.
he maintained that those who preached tne word of God but neglected
its application to national life were perverting the Gospel and
... .. „ .. (181)
robbing it 01 its power.
(177) ujihtmfimf July 4, Id^O, pp. 165-166.




Ill one sermon he preached that it was not possible to
"separate religion from politics."(162)
Brewster critized the clergy for preaching passive obedience to
the lower classes, charging that such preaching play3 into the
/ 1 O v \
hands of the exploiting classes. ihe social preaching of
Brewster is clear and powerful:
Never will man be restored, permanently, to
his right as a man and never will Christianity
be brought back to its native dimity and power,
till it is again preached in its unmixed purity,
and unshorn strength, - till it is made to
penetrate the rnLACB of the rich, as well as
the COTTAGB of the poor, - and the CQTTAGB
of the poor as well as the PALACB of the rich;
ana to strike with the thunder of its rebuke
and the terror of its frown, the proud heart of
him, who, by his consent to a wicked law, is
accessory to the daily perpetration of ten
thousand robberies.
... If to preach such doctrines be politics,
then such be our politics nd our preaching,
for they were the politics and t- e preaching
of the holy Prophets and apostles - aye and of
the ^reat Lora of the vineyard himself, who,
ae^cen^in0 from the glories ana blesseuness
of eternity, met shame and contempt and death,
that he mijit bring deliverance in time, and
salvation through eternity, to the sinful, the
suffering and the oppressed children of men.(184)
Brewster perceived that the cause of widespread distress and
poverty was the grossly unequal distribution of wealth.
He used some sermons to launch an attack upon the selfishness,
ureed and prejudice of the rich.^^^ He uenouaced the consequences
(187)of the exercise of irresponsible power by privileged classes.
(162) Ibid., pp.63-64.





Patrick Brewster became involved in constant controversy
because of his preaching and was the object of several investigations
by the church courts, accused of inciting the lower classes against
/ 4 O Q \
the rich by his preaching. ° eventually, the General Assembly
suspended him from his ministerial duties for one year, although
C189)
the actual suspension was evidently never carried out. He was
more the victira of political persecution against his association
with the Chartists. He vigorously championed the working class
causes of his nay - views mostly diametrically opposed to those of
Chalmers anu the vast majority of the churchmen of the time. He was
among a small minority wno were for a national system of education.
He was stron^y concerned about the poor and the unemployed.
Brewster preached that it was because of the Church and the
aristocracy which resisted poor law reform that the sufferings of
Scotland's
s
"poor from unrelieved destitution are a
thousanu-i'old greater than in nn&land."(19Q)
He preserved tne nistoric propnetic tradition of social preacning in
tne first aalf of tne nineteenth century, during times when it was
for from easy or popular to preach social justice and rignteousness.
he was actuely aware of this when he preached:
(1o8) XHh snlhvsn nnVlsn .-isD ^C^XXIeh nsslj—oiiioXIs-JL i-LiG/vsiNn,
July l6p6,
(169)
si THh CHUnCii oF sC^Xj_itHD, June 1oh2, pp.292-297»
(190) Ibid.. P,9b.
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Any Christian minister preaching the word of
God in its universal application and attempting
to inculcate the exercise of those virtues upon
all classes of men equally without respect to
persons, and deaianuing of tne rich and powerful, -
not purity, gentleness, peaceableness, and all
that beautiful train of virtues . . .
but only a single virtue, the virtue of JUGTICE. . .
any such minister need not be surprised if he
meet with opposition, reproach and persecution. (191)
It was indeed tragic that there were not more clergymen durinto
these critical years who had the courage for social preaching.
Patrick Brewster kept alive the authentic spark of Christian social
criticism in the Scottish Church w.en it had almost disappeared.
Gtewart Mechie has written the following about some accusations
against Patrick Brewster:
ns for ti.e charge of preaching worldly politics,
lie said his accusers preached worialy politics as
much as ne: they preached submission to the civil
power, without anyone questioning them; oat fault
was founu with him when he preached justice for
the oppressed anu bread for the hungry. He denied
ever having called the aristocracy heartless
murderers of tne poor; but he did insist that they
haa no such absolute unqualified right to their land
as to deny a sufficient supply of foou for the poor.(192)
Mechie agrees tiat,
"The Chartists and Military sermons are certainly
clear, vigorous, and forthright; but it is hard
to see how they could provide grounds for a libel."(193)
Brewster was strongly against slavery and slave trade, and promoted
abstinence from intoxicating liquors. Mechie says that Brewster was
"decidedly a man in advance of his time."(19^)
(191) Ibid.. P.2^0.
(192) stewart Mechie, THg sHUkCli mvi) CCbi'TlBK aOClAL
amV-sBCPMshT 1 /iB/0. P»109«
(19j» Ibid., P.116.
(19M Ibid.. P. 116.
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James £ebg was deeply involved in promoting better housing for
the working class, although his sermons reveal little of his social
concern. «illiam Chambers, writing to ^dwin Chadwick, admitted that
housing conditions were poor in Edinburgh, arid says
"They have gravitated to a point of wretchedness
from which no effort of the pulpit, the press or
the school-master can raise them."(1y£j
During the latter half of the nineteenth century in Scotland,
there was a gradual development ana recovery of social criticism.
Churchmen regretted the growing gap between the rich and the poor
but they were blinu to see the real causes of the social disintegration
of society - the social and economic inequalities of the people
which had arisen out ox' che changes brought about by the Industrial
Kevolution. The Church seemed obsessed with the need to preserve
intact their divinely-ordained social class pyramid.
A Moderator of the General Assembly, A. H. Charteris, stated
proudly in 1892:
"The ministers of the Church of Scotland from tneir
very position are naturally, for the most part, on
the side of those who maintain the institutions of
the country.(19o)
The famous Horatius Bonar expressed that a diversion of
attention from moral reform to social reform would be damaging
to the spiritual life.
I decline pulpit politics altogether, and oread
the engrossment of political questions anywhere or
in any shape. I remember one words of fir. iiarrin0ton ovans,
"ardent engagement in political disputes is one great
hinderance to the spirituality of the soulj" and I have
seen in a long u.inisterial experience tnat when politics
come in, religious life goes out.(197)
(195) Ibid.. 2.122. quoted from u-a-GhTo Oil Ton fntAIT^nvY CohDll'iwN
UJT inn i-uiBOualhG rUPULATIOh Ui sCOTLalD, 1842, pp.1p^f«
^19*7^ i'iObnnaTOAQ* oiiG«-^InG l8pG—190D< ifol.^, r.27.
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It was felt that there ought to be a strong emphasis on
private virtues, ana that this with individual spiritual re0eneration
would inevitably proauce a just society. It was optimistically
expected that, with Christianity
... leaving the education of our chiluren -
pervading our literature - and faithfully
preached in our pulpits, we aiay be certain that
men will make progress in their social welfare -
that oppression ana vice will gradually disappear -
that society, though exhibiting irregularities,
will be one vast family whose members are united
to each other by love, and gill by the same tie
to one God, and that peace aria prosperity will
thus become universal.(19$)
By 1Bp0, it v;as quite obvious that the working classes were
alienated from the life ana worship of the Church, hut clergymen
blamed this on moral nd spiritual causes, being blind to the Church's
anti-working class bias, social aloofness, and iniudle class pattern
of church life. One of the more enlightened clergy, Thomas Goraon,
in a sermon, blamed the Church's inaifference to the social conditions
of working classes ana stated that as a consequence,
"... infiaelity is at present claiming to be
the champion of social reform, ana foremost in
such movements are many who make no pretensions
to holiness, but who thouja they fear not God,
are eager in shewing their love to men."(199)
He further preached that many workers had come to regard organized
Christianity as an enemy of social reform,
. . . the Churcn as a contrivance for Keeping the
people in ignorance, - and the clergy as mere state
tools, wno care not for the poor. Gocialism and
secularism are held up as levers, by which the
working classes may be freed from their present
James fiankin, A jiAftiDJBOQn Or' fhm CHUkCH OF GCUTLAhD. P. 128-229.
(199) Tim . ^•ih..Vu.>uii CHkloTliJ'^ n,\uIP -, March 1dp6, P.ppb.
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hardships and obtain a fair share of those profits
of which they are at present defrauued. The aristo¬
cracy and the clergy, masters ana capitalists, are
represented as combining to enslave and starve them.(200)
There were a few who saw the divorce in the Church between
"the spirit of Christ and the actual affairs of life."(201)
One writer maintained that the reason for tne situation was an
inadequacy in preaching - it was
"too exclusively uoctrinal and abstract,"(202)
unrelated to real life.
The Church generally was ethically insensitive and unaware of
her prophetic responsibility, although during the last half of the
nineteenth century there was a strong evengelistic concern, philan-
tnropic seal, and social alarm among the Christian middle classes.
The Church emphasised norne mission work - preacninb the Gospel to
the poor.
here was an example of charity without justice, as the Church
taught its people to visit the poor, teach them the bible, give them
advice, alms, unwanted clothes and soup. fieligious revivals gave
great impetus to philanthropic endeavor and home mission work.
Dedicated men and women spent their lives in evangelistic and
charitable work, although it was tragic that so few Christians
airected their energies to the basic causes of poverty. Charity
and evangelism were the substitutes for social justice.
(200) Ibid., 2.355.
(201) THn ii'kss oHUhOH HAGAblhm, May 1350, 2.129
(202) Ibid.. 2.1p0.
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When the trade union movement began, apparently the view of
the Church was that the activity of trade unions was disruptive
and violated moral virtue. As one Church writer complained:
Its whole tendency is to paralyze industry and
enterprise. It inverses the moral conditions on
which prosperity and progress depend. We have been
accustomed to think that the hand of the uiiligent
maketh rich. It has been our fancy that the con¬
scientious servant watches the interests of his
master as if they were his own, and that, according
to the New Testament doctrine, he wiil be rewarded
for doing so by the Great Taskmaster.(203)
In spite of the new political and economic power that was
coming into the hands of the working classes, the Church remained
blind and still cherished and defended the old order of society.
The anti-trade union sentiment of the Church probably further
alienated the working classes from its worship. In general, the
Church still attributed poverty to God's providence or their own
moral and spiritual failings. The Church still had her class
bias, her moralistic tendencies, and her individualistic presup¬
positions. The Church, as a whole, gave little attention to the
critical social issues of the nineteenth century, although during
the latter half of the century, one progressive clergyman
George Lewis, declared in the General Assembly that:
(203) THs NOkl'ii BnlTlsn nsVImarch, 1567, P.31
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'We are seeing now what we aid not even in
Dr. Chalmers' days, that to honour the whole of
human nature as God's production - man's soul
and his boay - and to seek to raise the whole
at once, is the only possible way of solving
this problem. . . . we now see that we must not
only have churches and schools, but we must
have cleanliness next to godliness from our
magistrates ana from our government}
we must have the dwellings of our people improved,
and our people must have a pleasant home on
earth before we can raise them to the thought
of a nome in the heavens.(204)
another clergyman, James Begg, boldly proclaimed that among
the many factors which allowed the appalling social conditions
among the poorer classes to continue was the prevalence of
"... a dumb and unfaithful pulpit."(203)
Thomas Guthrie (1003-1673) was a defender of the rights of
the poor, a philantropist, an innovator in education, and an
ardent aavocate of total abstinence. It was in these ways that
he aisplayed his social concern. His ministry was a mixed balance
of evangelistic interest, social concern, and foreign mission
interest. He linked together evangelism, missions, pastoral care
and social concern in a refreshingly effective manner. Great
crowds would pack his church, where the rich and poor alike
found their way to the slum parish in Hdinburgh.
(204) PriQC ,-pDihGo aHD Dimno OF Tin) rt.ooia-.nLY
OF Iii£ OhUnCH oh dCbT-uAND, 1636, 2.144.
(203) iiin aGMH .uiJ ndCuaD oF Tun ChUnCH
01' sCOTLaND, September 1060, P.37.
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Guthrie blended, his social concerns with his other preaching:
How many more sinners might I have warned:
how many more wretched mi^it 1 have blessed;
how many more naked might I have clothed;
how many more poor might I have fea;
how many in hell may be cursing my want of
faithfulness; how few in heaven are
blessing God for my Christian, kind
fidelityi Ah, the best of us will be
thankful to bo taken to glory, not as
profitable servants, but as
sinners saved.(206)
Alexander HacLaren (1626-1910) was little affected by new
ideas concerning social reform. He was concerned about moral and
social issues, but he didn't believe in changing persons tnrough
the changing of social institutions, social Tightness was
merely a projection of personal Tightness; if persons could be
made right, then society would be right. Bocial evils would
disappear, if Ohristians would only do wnat the gospel demanded
of them, if Christians were just in their economic dealings,
there would be no economic injustice, socialist theory had
little appeal to HacLaren, which is interesting since his
father had such liberal leanings.
But although MacLaren's ideas of social reform were
centered in the individual, he did attack social ills.
(206) Thomas Guthrie, Thn ..'.-hi TO LIl'L:
sLHHCHs, 1.309.
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In a seraon entitled "The Christian Attitude to social Sins"
he preached:
what was it that kept slavery alive for
centuries? Largely, that Christian men solettaaly
declared that i*c was a Divine institution,
what is it that has kept war alive for all
these centuries? Largely, that bisnops and
preachers have always been ready to bless
colors, and to read a christening service
over a man-of-war and, I suppose, to ask God
that an eight-ton gun mi^t be blessed to
smash our enemies to pieces, and not to
blow our sailors to bits. And what is it
that preserves the crying evils of our
coiiiciunity, the uioraiities, the urunkenness,
the traue dishonesty, arid all the other things
that 1 ao not need to remind you of in
the pulpit? Largely this, that professing
Christians are mixed up with them.
If only the wnole body of those who
profess and call themselves Christians
would shake their hands clear of all
complicity with such things,
they could not last.(207)
MacLaren also called for direct action by Christians against
social problems, arid in the same sermon he declared:
This task is laid on the shoulders of
all professing Christians. A silent abstinence is
not enough. . . .
If Christian people think tney have done all
their duty, in regard of clamant and common
iniquities, by simply abstaining from them
and presenting a noble example, they have
yet to learn one very important chapter
of their duty.
(207) Gaius Glenn Atkins, ed.,
ThL omoT On' ALmAANDnh KAOLa&eH, P. 50.
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A dumb church is a dying church, and it
ought to be. For Christ sent us here
in order, amongst other things, that we
may bring Christian principles to bear
upon the actions of the community,
ana not be afraid to speak when we
are calleu upon by conscience to do so.(206)
MacLaren felt that evangelism and social concern must go
together. He built his preaching upon the authority of the Bible,
and applied it to the needs of his people - both as persons and
as members of the social order. He did not become involved in
social and political activities as did some preachers of his uay,
but he did not ignore social evils in the pulpit.
Alexander ahyte (1836-1921) was the outstanding Scotsman who
eventually became Principal of New College. Social issues never
became a major concern for *hyte in his preaching or ministry.
But he did not completely neglect them. His alary illustrates
his concern for the public betterment and his efforts to enlist
/ -j""?A \
church officers in the campaigns. He aavocated total
abstinence when such a policy was unpopular in his church.
Possibly Whyte so seldom became involved in social issues because
of his fear of controversy in the church, for he preached only
indirectly of social issues.
(206) hoc. Cjt.
(209) Pant & Pinson, Oj). Git., 5:j>6.
in this sermon MacLaren refers to many of the
problems in society.
(210) G. F. Barbour, fiih LIPh OF nLBXANDmH whYPh, D.D.,
pp .219"*220«
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waiter .tcauschenbusch wrote in CHRlsTIAnlTf AhD oUCLiL CRIqIq (19'12):
^reaching on social questions is not an innovation
in the history of the pulpit. The Church Fathers,
the great mediaeval preachers, the leaders of the
Reformation - all dealt more boldly with public
questions than the classical sermonizers of the
generations just preceding ours. In all the
history of preaching tiie pulpit has perhaps never
been so silent in this direction as in the nine¬
teenth centux*y before the social movement began
to affect Christian tnoUj^ht. ( 211.
(211) waiter Rauschenbusch,
CnRl*jfliihlff iixiii OOol^li Cnlolo, F#*
(.\auscheubu3ch attributes some of this thought to
Rathusius, hliV.^vd^l'T ilmri KIRCik., F.4o7)«
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G. CONCLUSIONS
There is a prophetic line of social preaching that can be
traced from biblical nays to the twentieth century. we have seen
a panorama of social preaching aown through the centuries - along
with differing social structures and changing social responses.
.Response to social concerns in history was also seen to stem
from the state, other sectors of the Church and private individuals.
The Church responded to social issues in many ways; for example,
Church legislation, social preaching and social welfare work.
These responses had a relationship to each other, as well as to the
state arid individual responses, for example, when the Church could
not legislate itself, it would at times try to persuade through
preaching or to be especially benevolent to the poor, when the
Church did legislate or tnaKe primitive social pronouncements, social
preaching and individual benevolency tended to lessen.
Locial preaching has been seen to be rooted in the old Testament
prophets. Jesus, the writer of tne New Testament and the church fathers
further developed social preaching, when the Church dominatea all of
medieval life, the general quality of primitive social preaching
diminished - to be renewed in the reformation period. Then the
penaulua of pulpit social concern swung away a^ain until the nine¬
teenth century, with a few notable exceptions like John .vesley.
social concern reflected in preaching became increasingly
evident among the clergy during the latter part of the nineteenth
century. The notion that existing social conoitions were sacrosanct
began to slowly die, ana the prophetic pulpit began to regain its
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courageous voice. Enlightened attitudes became more evidenced
towards progressive social reforms. This recovery of social
conscience appeared to develop in mngland several uecaaes before
it evolved in Ecotlana, although the social conditions were
toenerally worse in Scotland. A few great names stand out in nngland
in cne field of social preaching, while in Scotland generally the
lesser lights brightened the way towards more social enlightenment.
It is too early for a full comparison of the pulpit social
response of England and Scotland, mngland, however, did have a
head start in its social tradition and tueology, while Scotland's
social preaching appears to have developed later, Englanu's recovery
of social criticism in the pulpit was perhaps more due to the
study of theological doctrine, wnile in Scotland (as will be more
clearly seen in a later chapter) social preaching was given rebirth
by the rediscovery of the social message of the prophets. .Renewal
of an authentic Christian social tradition in mn0land was sparked
by Maurice and his followers with their emphasis upon the importance
of human beings and the concept of fellowship or community, during
the middle of the nineteenth century. The recovery of a social
conscience in scotrans was sparkeu more by George adam smith and
others with their renewed emphasis on the prophetic preaching of the
Old Testament, at the end of the nineteenth century, social preaching
did not actually have an aaequate social theory or theology of
society until the twentieth century.
it is interesting that so many of the acknowledged great
preachers of history, aealt with social issues in their preaching,
IpG
even though it often took the immature form of an exhortation to
charity rather than justice, ierhaps the social preaching of these
men is one reason why they became so renowned - their messages were
highly relevant to their times.
The picture of social preaching has been a varied one, using
many types of homiletical techniques, theological themes and psycho¬
logical approaches. At times the social voice of the pulpit has been
strong; at other times it could hardly be heard. At times it was
wise; at other times foolish. At times it was negative and critical;
at other times it was positive and constructive. A wnole range of
issues and subjects i-ave been topics of the social pulpit. A wide
range of theological aoctrines and sociological theories have been
related to its social message. But, generally, there has ueveloped
through ti»e centuries a wiser and more sophisticated methodology of
social preacning.
one of the traditional themes of social sermons has been the
extravagance of the rich and the neglect of the poor. Other widely
used themes have dwelt with general social conditions, slavery,
usury, political measures, and more personal areas of ethics line
temperance ana tne Oabbath. The educational concerns, however, were
not u.entioned nearly as frequently, oocial areas were perhaps preached
about most, with political areas also beixig strongly used as social
preaching themes during some periods. It should be noted that
prophetic protest was generally stronger when economic conuitions
declined.
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One senses the need for further investigation rid critical
study in several areas - possible subjects for other theses.
These include the comparison of the social theories of Luther and
Calvin. Traditionally, in their social outlook Calvinism has been
seen to be activistic, Lutheranisa more conservative; Calvinism
to be more for the transformation of the state by the Church,
Lutheranism more for the subservience of the Church to the state.
More examinations need to be made in the relationship of capitalism
and Protestantism - the views of such men as Troeltsch, Tawney,
weber, Liebuhr anu others. The question of tne medieval influence
is still with us to some extent, with the tendency toward individual
rather than socicd. aspects of religion, mother separate study
might be made on tne possibility of Scotland drawing more of the
social theory of Calvin, while Lngland was, perhaps, drawing more
on tne social theory of Luther. The social effects of the evangel¬
istic revivals appears to need further investigation also.
The Church has 0enerally been seen as a markedly conservative
institution, strongly supporting the existing order of society;
usually blind to the real source of social problems, conforming to
its environment and exceedingly slow to change. But there have
always been men who possessed courage to preach relevantly to the
social issues of their times. Toward the end of the nineteenth
century a definite trend is in evidence toward a renewal of social
criticism and construction in the pulpits of Lngland and Scotland,
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as will be more clearly brought out in a later chapter, we will
witness a strong resurgence of social preaching at the turn of
the century.
In tne next chapter, we will look at some of the national
social issues - to which clergymen responued by social preaching
in our own twentieth century.
CHAPTEH III. ECONOMIC-..ELFAHE IoSUES OF BEITAIN
CHAPTER III. ACOKOMIC-«iuUFARR ISSUES OF BRITAIN
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"Han has changed more in the last hunared years
than in the previous thousand."(1)
It is the purpose of this cnapter to portray some of the larger
national social issues of tne twentieth century in nn^land and
Scotland. This is imperative, of' course, in order to calculate the
coverage of the issues by social preaching ana other responses of
the Church. It is almost impossible to condense many aundreas of
books on economic history, educational history and welfare history
into a brief chapter. Therefore, this is an attempt to describe
the wore important controversial national issues in the economic,
education and welfare areas during the present century, education
has been includeu because of its close relationship to economic and
welfare factors. General historical facts will be largely left out
of this study, although some of tne more important trends ana move¬
ments have been included. The issue of war has been excluded from
this particular study; however, the effects of the wars on social
issues have been briefly included. The social service acta of more
direct economic significance have been include-, in the economic
s-ctions, while the welfare sections have been used to include a
variety of social issues, other than economic and educational.
Various periodicals and newspapers have been consulted for certain
periods.
(1) G, H, Trevelyan, -n.^LIoH oGGl.-L hi~iWY, p,97.
1$b
There has been a radical revolution in the social order during
the twentieth century. The older social problems have largely
persisted and many new ones have come to li^t. hquality has been
the key issue, taking many forms. This period has been called
"the century of tne common man,"
"the era of violence"
and
"the age of the working class."
It will be remembered for its social legislation, a breaking down
of class divisions, the spread of equality, growing affluence,
devaluation ana inflation, a breaking down of ethics and coaes and




Many Victorian consciences had been roused by the terrible
inequalities in the distribution of wealth made evident from about
177C onwards, and some reforms had been made by philanthropic indiv¬
iduals and societies as well as by several of the succeeding
British parliaments or governments. A new spirit of freedom began
to rustle through Britain, as horizons were widened and ambitions
were stimulated. But many people deliberately turned a blind eye
to any signs of the seething resentment of the oppressed working
class.
Britain haa been transformed into a democracy by the Parliamentary
keforai Bills of 18.52 and 1867. The earlier bill improved the
representation of the industrial regions although people were still
not allowed to vote unless trey possessed a certain minimum of
property.
The sufferings of the unemployed after the Napoleonic wars
were appalling and led to the Chartists riots of the 1840's.
These were suppressed ana many of the poor continued to suffer and
starve. During the midale of the 1800*3, the upper and middle
classes were prosperous, while the bulk of the population was
crying for the bare necessities of survival. These living conditions
remained a disgrace until well into the twentieth century.
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a. o. Turner in ±0 iaUIA describes some of the nineteenth
century working conditions for the little boys who labored in small
flues:
Many boys were beaten as a matter of routine
before being sent up the flue, and beaten again
if they failed, when failure was caused by their
clothing ruckinu up, they were stripped naked,
beaten and then sent up once more. Boys who
could not be terrified by beating were threatened
with a return to the parents who had sold them to
the sweep; and this was as potent a threat as
any. Cuts and lacerations sustained in a boy's
first ascent were rubbed with brine beside a hot
fire in oraer to harden the skin. . . .
But, finally the 1875 Act abolished the climbing boya.^1""^
The publication of the Children's amployment Commission in 18^2
brought some improvement. The report described how married women
worked for twelve or more hours in the mines, then spent half the
ni^ht trying to keep their sordid little homes. Children as young
as four or five were employed in the mines to carry heavy baskets
of coal on their baCKS. some children were founa to have remained
in the pits for thirty-six hours at a time, while there were cases
of ^irls of six years old who had to carry half-hundredweights of
coal. This startled and snocked into action some of the Victorian
consciences. A Mines Bill made it illegal for boys unuer ten years
of age to work in the pits or for women ana ^irls to be employed
unaerground, although the general lot of the miners remained soul-
aestroying anu hopeless, working twelve to fourteen hours a day,
and the majority contracting silicosis or tuberculosis and dying
before they were forty-five.
(2) a. B. Turner, aOAuB rO A'UIA, pp.55~*56» 5&.
rj>7
Conditions in tiie factories were no better. At a stocking-
weaving factory the whole family could earn 11/4u. in a seven day
work week, living on bread and porridge.
The knifegrinders of Sheffield, working continuously
in a bent position and inhaling metal dust particles,
died in their late twenties or early thirties.
Men, women and children in the potteries spent long
hours dipping finished pots into fluias containing
lead and arsenic, Their hanus and clothing were
always wet and their skin became softened and sore.
Into the wounds the lead and arsenic gradually
penetrated and within a few years they became
victims of paralysis, epilepsy and tuberculosis
or died of poisoning. The lace-making industry of
Nottingham employed children of seven or even
younger as rummers, their work bein^ to follow the
threads in the elaborate patterns of lace, destined
to adorn some Victorian drawing room, ana withdraw
them with a needle. The work was so detailed and
fine that after a few years many of the children
became incurably blind. The bobbin lacemakers were
usually very young girls. They had to sit for hours
bent almost double over their cushions, and as they
wore stays with wooden busks, their ribs became dis¬
placed and they usually diea early of consumption.
The makers of neckties contracted to work sixteen
hours a day for k/6a. a week, and shirtmakers,
working i'roia four or five in the morning till mid¬
night, received 2/6d. to j>/~ a week. Dressmakers
worked in similar intolerable conditions, in work¬
rooms which were ill-lit and cold.(p)
oome, however, had been aroused by these appalling social
conditions.
as early as 18<g}» Thomas Hood, in his
"Dong of a bhirt" had exposed the evils of the
sweating system, a few years later, Charles kingsley,
performed a similar service in his novel, Alton Locke,
which was published in l84y.
Public interest in the matter, however, was not
fully aroused until the report of a select Committee
of the House of Lords was published in 1588. This
report exposed the sweating system in all its ugliness.
(3) M. C. Borer, LKITaIL - TwshTILTH CsHTUr.Y, P.2k.
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The public conscience, which was already ^rowing
uneasy over the 0reat extremes of poverty and
wealth, was profoundly stirred by the report.
An Anti-sweating League was founded, ana an
agitation began to secure by law a minimum wage
and improved conditions of work for workers in
domestic industries.
Although the matter was kept constantly in
the public mind nothin^ concrete was done until
after tne General election of 1906.(^0
some nineteenth century legislation was passed to improve
some conditions.
nn Act of 1602 marked the beginning of factory
legislation, and in 1&33 the first substantial
factory act was passed. This Act limited hours of
work for children and set up a national system of
inspection. Tne act of 164? set a maximum of ten
hours a day on women's as well as children's work;
meanwhile „he act of had introduced the first
safety measures. (The scope of all these early acts
was limited to certain factories, mainly textile.)
The first »sorkmen's Compensation net, making the pay¬
ment of compensation for accidents at work compulsory
and an employer's liability, was passed in 1c>97»
The early factory acts prescribed for employed
Children a certain minimum number of hours' education
each week, successive Acts increased this minimum
until it was no longer necessary in view of the
raising of the age limit below which employment was
illegal and the introduction of compulsory
education.(3)
The housing was especially disgraceful for most of the
industrial workers - squalid back-to-back cottages, devoid of even
the simplest amenities. In Manchester, Glasgow and suinburgh the
slums Were appalling and sageIs in i'hn GOkuITIoH's UP 'i'iia ..OnnlMG
In ^Gh.ihD IM iwrote:
"... in London fifty thousand persons 0et up
every morning not knowing where to lay their
heads at night."
(4) Milton Brings and Percy Joraan,
aGOSoiilG op nhGLrdiD, P.693*
(p) -AjojUIL Id LSXTAIL, P.2.
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#ith the Poor Law of I8j&, many -.ore hated and dreaded
workhouses were built, the only alternative for the destitute.
The Highland land reform story ought to be mentioned, with
all the account of the continuing practice of forced evictions
in the Highlands. James Lege, an 18^5 objected to the feudal state
of Scotland whereby all the lana was in the hands of only some
three thousand persons.Hujh Miller in 18^9 continued to
(7)
condemn thousands of evictions that year. about half of Scotland
was owned by a few dozen men, and agitation against the existing
land laws became widespread in the Highlands, until finally a
Loyal Commission was appointed in 18o3 to study tne grievances of
the crofters anu suggest remedies, wnich brought about the
Crofters' Holdings Act of 1o86 giving protection in the lanus
occupied.
iiiVen government pressure couldn't atop the formation of unions;
their increasing strength brought fresh aemands for Parliamentary
representation. Unions were at least recognized as legal bodies
and in 16b1 the first Trades Union Congress was held, axthough the
method of collective bargaining supported by strikes was stxll
illegal ana punishable by imprisonment.
The Lecond Parliamentary Heforai Lill gave workers in industrial
areas the right to vote, irrespective of property qualifications,
and in 1t>73 the trade unions were strengthened by the legal right
to strike. Until the 1670's, the iron law of wa0es prevailed, and
any wage regulation was frowned upon. The Church generally held
(6) James Begg, ±AUrnnlU-i .-Pis Tiih POuk LAwh, P.28.
(7) THn wIThnCS, September 12, 18^9, P.2.
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to natural economics - that as the xiation prospered, workers would
also prosper. Agricultural workers were given the vote in 1884,
although voting representation by women was rejected as unwomanly
and foolish.
During the last half of the nineteenth century, the validity
of 'laissez faire' and economic individualism was largely undoubted.
Darwinism and Herbert Hpencer's theory of the 'survival of the
fittest' seemed to lend support to these economic theories as
being the immutable uivine law of life. The 'Tories held to the
unqualified rights of private property while the Liberals held to
the unqualified rights of free competition.
This was a society of unparalleled prosperity for the wealthier
classes and the more aggressive and shrewd, cut it was a society of
untold misery and hardsnip i'or the victims at the bottom of the
social pyramid - the unemployed, the ill in nealth, the aged, the
poorly educated, the mentally dull, and hosts of others who could
not compete well in the ruthless competition lor wealth ana power.
This was the self-help age, when thrift and trying to help
oneself was a strong prevailing social philosophy. The self-made
rugged individualist was idealized.
Hut there was mounting industrial conflict and class hatred
between capital and labor, while the Church largely ignored the
^rowing demand for social and economic justice and sought to soothe
discontent by urging reconciliation based on the existing social
order. During most of the latter half of the nineteenth century
1VI
the Church seldom doubted the automatic workings of the competitive
economic system, or that any of the evils which plagued society could
to«Ca ,T"> e
be cured by tampering with industry. The Church increasingly\middle
class in composition and in outlook, while the working classes
became more and more alienated. The prosperous and powerful middle
class was well satisfied with the existing oraer of society and
therefore the Church was also.
There were, of course, the aggressive voluntary actions of the
more benevolently minded through cooperative building associations,
friendly societies, charity organizations, ragged schools,
provident and savings banks, and other means, society became
increasingly aware of the connection between the incidence of
epidemics and disease and that of bad sanitary and housing conditions
through medical and sanitary reformers, and the first steps were
tauen by the large cities to improve the basic conditions of health,
sanitation and housing.During the period 1866-187^ seventy per
cent of the houses built in Scotland by private enterprise were of
one or two rooms, which became the slums of the latter part of the
(9)
nineteenth century.
The census of 1861, the first to include housing statistics
for Scotland, revealed the shocking conditions that over one third
of the Scottish people lived in one-roomed houses, and seventy-two
per cent of all the houses in Scotland being of only one or two rooms.
Co) Thomas Ferguson, iim DAiaii LF sGGTTIsH GGGLtl.
oGOXTlsH qsCX.iL .'.iwLFHi-uJ 186h-191^.
C9) George s. Pryde, sCuih^liD FhGM 1603 TO Turn DhY,
pp.2pp-2p'9.
H. Warwick, mGUwi .1G JsV'ansr Maiu's Is VIGTCklitN -XOxL/JMD,
pp»2l8f•
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The overcrowding was unbelievable - with many of these housing
six to sixteen persons.
... in 1867 ndinburgh's Old Town had one close,
with 39 rooms all served by a "a steep, aark stone
stair, common to the whole1', ana occupied by 243
persons belonging to 36 families, although "in
this huge congress of dens there is no water, no
water-closet, no sink."(10)
In 1888, the Pi-esoytery of Glasgow set up a Commission to
study the housing of the poor in Glasgow. After three years of
study it presented a two hunared and fifty page report entitled,
"deport of the Commission on the housing of the Poor in Relation to
their social Conaitions." Its recommendations were disappointing
ana it concludea,
so long as the wage standard remains as at present,
single-apartment houses are a necessity, as men
and women with low wages cannot pay a higher rent
than £5 ^.""per year/, and the only practical policy
is to make the best of things as they are."(11)
No effective remedy could be offered for the worst aspects
of the housing problem. The general feeling of the Church seemed
to be that the lower classes could help themselves, if they would.
The last quarter of the nineteenth century brought a more
prolonged economic slump until about 1896. The London Dock strike
came in 1o89» Unemployment became esrjecially critical in the years
18791 1oc>6 and 189^ with a more critical attitude developing toward
the existing social oraer than during the boom years of the mid-
century. A more militant trade unionism evolved, a revival of
(10) George o. Pryde, GCoT-UlID fRQM 1609 TO THR PRnoRNT DAY, P.253.
(11) Rim.-0nT OF Tah CU-PilDoluN oh Thh hsUDINC of Tkh POOR
IN Rh&ATlON TO 1'hwJR SOCIAL CuRDlTloN, P.8.
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socialist thought took place arid small socialist movements appeared.
By the turn of the century, it was becoming clear that the middle
class uominance was soon to be seriously challenged by tire working
classes. The important .orkman's Compensation Act of 1897 made it
possible for most workmen to claim compensation from their
employers for accidents at work.
During the last decades of the nineteenth century, there were
some important changes giving rise to social awareness. There was
the rapid ^rowth of socialist thought and influence, with its
criticism of 'laisses faire' individualism, the iron laws of
classical economics and the idea of a divinely oruered social class
hierarchy. As we will see in a later chapter, socialism had a
profound effect upon large numbers of churchmen; this was a socialism
marked by a high moral aua ethical tone and was not Marxist or
anti-Christian.
it laid bare the worm-eaten condition of the
previous conventional Christian ethic, which, at
its best, offered something for the ethics of the
family and the inuividuul, but which, on the other
hand, had no message for social ethics save that
of acceptance of all existing institutions and
conditions, much to the satisfaction of all in
authority.(12)
another important factor was the inquiry into social
conditions and the Orowing awareness in society of the part played
by environmental factors in producing social evils.
"from 1 oo^f onwards, Commissions on sweated Trades
and on Housing. . . examined depths hitherto
unplumbed. Investigation was the watchword of the
hour, and the results were not consoling."(13)
(12) srnest Troeltsch, fifa suCI-d. ThnCHIHCi Of Tia. GHHiBTlAK
CHUHChho, Vol.11, i.72o.
(13) G. 14. Trevelyan, luITIsh ..l.,Io..f lb TiiB KIHmT^iTH
ChKTUnY, P.400.
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scientific study of society nd the effects of social conditions
on persons, made increasingly clear the extent to which men were
moulded by their social environment.
another factor of change which gave rise to increased social
awareness was the decline of classical political economy. These
dogmas come under attach by the socialists as well as others.
^lfred Marshall, a leading orthouox economist, rejected the view
that self-interest was the only effective economic motive,
insisted that ethical considerations could not be i^iored and
claimed that extreme poverty was not inevitable but could be
removed.
Other factors that increased social concern were the recurring
periods of economic depression and mass unemployment, the influence
of a more uemocratic electorate, the rise of a militant and





The Church controlled education curing the Middle Ages,
but gradually there L.rew tne grammar schools, some as day schools
and others as boarding schools. Parents had to pay for the
education and thus the poor were unable to take advantage of
schools since they couldn't afford them and had to send their
children out to work as soon as possible. In the eighteenth
century a few charity scnools were founded, itobert Saikes intro-
(14)
auced the three k's into the Cunday schools about 1?C0,
but most people assumed that it would cost far too much to provide
all children with an euucation. Several societies sprang up in
txie nineteenth century to help build schools and encourage
education, but the
• government played no part in education until
Che year 1&55» when it gave a yearly grant of £10,000"(15)
to several of the voluntary societies# Other attempts to obtain
government help for education were unsuccessful because the
Church of nilgland and the nonconformists could liot agree on what
kind of religious teaching should be ^iven ana the government u&red
not to offend either. Thus Christians indirectly uelayed the
coming of education for all. By 1846 the government was giving
£100,000 a year to education and this rose to a million pounds in 1857#
(14) Milton Briggs & Percy Jordan, Og. Cit., P.6?0.
(15) John F. Munby, ah ^CGhu-ilC uIoiwY, P.191.
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Training colleges and a board of education with a government
minister were set up in 1836.
about 1869, there was a Government inquiry which showed that
the unsatisfactory private scnools of earlier years still existed
in large towns:
In a squalid little room 14 feet 4 inches by
8 feet, in a back, street, I found, on descending
to the basement floor of a small house, 33 children
crowded together, of whom 16 were boys, The
master is standing in his shirt sleeves near the
fire, over which some stew is preparing for dinner.
Ifhe room is hot ana close, nd the children move
with difficulty, owing to the clunsiness of the
household furniture with which it is nearly filled.
The master has been here for 30 years. . . .
His own knowledge and qualifications are of the
humblest kind, and his method of instruction is to
hear the lessons of each child one by one, while
the rest are •learning off their spellings'. ...
The scholars are broadly divided into the
•fourpennies1 ana sixpennies'; the latter,
consisting of those who write in copybooks. . . .
Ho other written or memory exercise are given
and the children are deplorably inactive and
ignorant.(16)
..orking crass education had grown very slowly. The Factory
Act of 1833 had contained provisions for the compulsory education
of all factory child workers, but it was never put into operation
because the Act provided no funds for the project, down to 1870,
working class education was mostly provided by private indiviuuals
and religious bodies, although the state aid uive some grants
after 1833»
A national system of education developed slowly in ungland
since there was little room in a strict •laissez faire' theory
for either state education or social service, also education
(16) s. J. Curtis, hlsTSaY oF uJUCaflCN xn ChunT naliVdh. 1.11.
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was thought to be a matter for the individual parents anu not for
the Btate. Then too there prevailed the upper and middle class
feeling that the education of the masses was dangerous to the
existing social order. But the greatest obstacle was, of course,
the religious issue - the conflict between the Church of Lapland
and the nonconformists for the control of the schools.
Finally, other factors transcended the religious issue and
the Blementary Education Act of 1870 was passed; essentially it
was a compromise. The voluntary or Church schools were retained but
they received no aid from rates, nvery local authority was obli¬
gated to set up a school Board to build schools where needed.
Less money, however, was now available to the Church schools than
to the new board schools and thus many Church people sent their
children to the new schools, even though they didn't teach any
denominational doctrines, /mother concession to the nonconformists
was the 1870 Cowper-Temple clause by which any parent had the
right to withdraw a child from perioos of religious instruction in
a Church school.
The act of 1870 generally marks the beginning of a national
system of education, although compulsory attendance even after 1oo0
was difficult to enforce and fees were still charged. The 1391 Act
made elementary education practically free, but the complete
abolition of fees was not achieved until 1918.
"Wothing did more to restrict the nature of
education xn the elementary schools than the
system of Fayment by Kesults. The salary of
the teacher was considerably affected by the
results achieved by his class and the annual
examinations."(17)
(17) M. L. Hutchinson, nDUCAflCh Ih ■unli/iln, F.p7*
1^tO
Munuella's net of 18o0 fixed the age of leaving scaool at
thirteen, although children of ten or over who reached a certain
standard might attend for only two hours a day, while others who
reached a slightly higher standard might leave school altogether.
It was until 1891 that a small charge was made in the Board schools, °
but from this time on this type of education was mostly free for
(19)
both boys and girls.
The educational outlook thus brightened considerably between
1870 and T9OO, and in 1o99 the important Board of education was
established.
The State began to take an active part in
education in mngland and ««ales in 18?0 when the
elementary education act provided for the setting
up of schools in areas where the voluntary
societies, which had been receiving Btate ^rants
since 16pp, had not already established them.
By the end of the century, when, in 15^9» the
Board of education was created, elementary
education had become compulsory and available
free of charge to every child.(20)
By ljuO an adequate number of Board Schools had been built,
and in London alone there were four hundred and eighty-one.
Luring these years there grew steadily an increasing interest in
education.
(18) The Board Schools were those set up by the local authoritys*
School Boards. The British term "Public School" refers
actually to private schools in Britain.
(19) John F. Hunby, uOoNCKIC i-ilSTCnY, p.194.
(20) oOvLuj In BklTAIN, P.2.
1^9
b• ocotland
The history of fiaglish and Scottish education is markedly
different. There was not the wide gulf separating primary and
secondary education in Scotland, that existed for so long in mngland.
Also the Scottish people were not so class conscious as the onglish.
The tradition had been more democratic, largely due to the
Presbyterian influence, so that the capable student had a greater
opportunity. The old Scottish parochial school,
"gave access to instruction to the lowest and the
poorest as well as the highest, for the laird's
and the ploughman's son, the sons of the carpenter
and of the Lord of the session met together. * .(21)
In the Church of Scotland, there had been a school in every parish
(22)
since the seventeenth century. Kay-ohuttleworth tells of the
tolerant character of the parish school in which members of all
religious denominations and of all social classes could come
together, and writes at the middle of the nineteenth century:
Thus, sentiment has overleaped the barriers which
divide society into classes, to acknowledge the
claims of personal feeling, and to lift humble
merit from obscurity.(23)
John Knox had proposed a school for every parish or associated
with every kirk, and although the plan was never fully carried out,
it became a living ideal for the Bcottish nation.
(21) G. J. Curtis, aloTOlg OF aJuCnllud IK GknnT BKIT^li'l, pp. 196-197.
quoted from H. 0. Graham, fhs ouCI.-vL LliTB Oi?' oCOTn/diD
IX Thn ^IGHT^TH Cnia'UiJf, P.433.
(22) John F, Munby, hM *C0fl0klC nloTCKY, P.191.




In many parishes where no school-house existed,
classes were taught in the kirk or in any barn
or stable which happened to be vacant. In others,
the school-house was often in a seed-ruinous
condition with leaky roof, small windows, often
unglaaed, and very little in the way of furniture.(2^)
There emerged the 3. P. C. K. schools, the .Ragged schools
with the Reverend Thomas Guthrie, the parliamentary schools and
the Hospital schools. Only for a period after the Great Disruption
in 18^3» when some four hundred and seventy ministers left the
established Church to form the Free Church, was religion a formidable
problem in Scottish education, stipends for teachers were gradually
raised and in 166^+ the Payment by Results system was partially with¬
drawn. The Act of 1861 placed the teachers of the parochial
schools more under the control of the universities, than of the
presbyteries.
The momentous education (Ocotland) Act of 1872, was much more
comprehensive than the English elementary Act of 1870 - the religious
basis of education was retained, tee ocottish education Department
and representative local ocnool Boards ..ere set up to control all
schools (except Roman Catholic and episcopalian), all 0;dluren
under thirteen were compelled to attend school and more schools were
built and enlarged. However, there was still the muddle of various
kinds of schools, secondary education was left in chaos and a
modified version of Payment by Results was still in operation.
(2k) Ibid., pp.212-213.
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The Scottish education Department was reorganized in 1885
with Henry Craik as its secretary. The last traces of Payment
by Results were abolished, the curriculum was greatly enriched,
by 1895 elementary education was free throughout Scotland for
children from three to fifteen, a stronger foundation of finance
was built, the Leaving Certificate Lxaaination was instituted in
1888 which did much to alievate the chaos of secondary education




In the public field, conditions during the middle of the
century were especially squalid, 'with closely packed houses without
any water supply and relying on a pump in the rubbish-strewn streets
of the mill towns, with sewage often filtering back into the water
supply. The people, together with their children, often sought
solace in the cheap and plentiful gin. It was a long time before
the state or the Church penetrated these streets. With mushroom¬
like rapidity towns grew and the sanitary conuitions were deplor¬
able. The Public Health Act of 1848 set up a Central Board of
Health and provided for local Boards of Health. The present sanitary
code is based on the Public Health Act of 18?5» which consolidated
all the sanitary legislation of the previous tnirty years. The local
authorities must regulate and provide sewers and urains, cleanse streets,
highways and ditches, inspect lodging-houses and food, regulate
nuisances and offensive trades, provide a water supply and means for
(25)
the prevention of epidemic diseases.
"In spite of the efforts of the local government
board, conditions in many of our larger cities
remained appalling until well into the present
century."(26)
During the last several decades of the nineteenth century,
social conditions remained about as degrading and corrupting as ever,
although there had been some improvement. The plight of the lowest
classes was about as aesperate as it had ever been.
(25) Milton Briggs & Percy Jordan, nC^hnHIC liUTunY CP P.689.
(26) M. a. Hutcninson, ^DUC.i.flOh In nnlfAlH, P.189«
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oidney aebb, after a thorough investigation,
"came to the conclusion that there existed in 1&97
•a greater sum, though a smaller proportion, of
hopeless destitution than at any previous time.'"(2?)
some studies at the turn of the century inaicated that no less
than tnirty per cent of the British population, some tiiirteen
million people, were liviu^ at or below the poverty line. °
almost all of these were evidently sufferin0 from chronic malnu¬
trition and ill health, living in insanitary and overcrowded
conditions.
In spite of the advance of medical knowledge, the infant
mortality rate for Scotland which was one hundred and twenty-five
per thousand in 1b55» was still one hunored and twenty-six per
(29)
thousand in 1913» sixty years later. o^s late as 1b97, this
rate had reached the peak of one hundred and thirty-eight per
thousand.^""''
There was considerable contrast, of course, between the rates
in the middle class areas and the working class districts, some¬
times the infant mortality rate was twice as high ill the poorer
districts.
(27) T. Johnston, Tkuu HlaTOrtY of l?ha ..OhKIhG CLssBss
Ik ssCf, r,297*
(2d) David .vatson, sool^iL rnOBsshs .a<D film ollU-Cil's jUI'Y,
P.20. iViliiam Muir,
Oliii OhUsoil .-ms sOOxvJL ■^liss'Irohs, f.1#
(29) T. Johnston, lam Hlsx'Oaf OP Phs ..u.uPL.G vJij^-vsoss
1H sOOXLAi'iD, P.297.
(30) T. Perguaon, sGvffish solium. 1b6W)91^. P.^36.
1j4
some of the developments in penal methods perhaps ought to be
mentioned briefly. The early prison reformers, John Howard and
Elizabeth Fry, were mainly concerned with the welfare of those who
/ y \
would shortly face death. J Most prisons still in use today,
apart from the open prisons, date back to the large prison building
programs during the middle of the nineteenth century.
Police forces, crime detection and centralization of the penal
system grew. The punitive philosophy was one of complete isolation -
with hard labor, hard fare and a hard bed. The Prison Act of 1877
transferred all prisons to the Home Secretary, thus ending some
local abuses. Machines such as the treadmill and the crank were
used, because of their unproductive and therefore uegrading effects.
A turning point in the attitude of the state towards the offender
came with the Gladstone Committee deport of 1895» which observed
that the prisoners were treated too much as worthless and hopeless
members of the community and that neither crime nor recidivism had
decreased. A penal philosophy of rehabilitation was suggested
along with greater differentiation in treatment, the abolition of
unproductive labor, more training and education and other modern
penal ideas. The Prison net of I898 incorporated the recommendations
of the Gladstone Committee and marked the beginning of a new era
in prisons.
Scotland, of course, retained its own system of law at the
union with hngland in 1707« but the development of thought and
(J1) Tiki THnATmnNT GF OFPhhDhhs IN anlTAIM, P.J.
O2) Ibid., pp.j-if.
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practice on the treatraent of offenders followed about the same
pattern as in Oakland.
The alcohol problem issue was quite strong at the turn of the
century. In one investigation on the Sunday morning of September 19»
189?, between one and taree o'clock, two public houses in iiewington
were observed with the entry of the following persons:
1,511 men
188 women earring 34 babies
158 girls under 15 with ju^s or bottles
125 boys under 13 with jugs or bottles
132 girls under 13 without jugs or bottles
98 boys under 13 without jugs or bottles
2,246 total, of whom 547 were infants and children
under 13 (33)
The issue of women's rights grew stronger during the last part
of the nineteenth century. Those who argued a0ainst this equality
aid so on some of the following grounds:
(i) That women were physically and mentally inferior to men,
always had been and always would be.
(ii) That women were intuitive creatures, men intellectual
creatures, and whilst intuition was pretty ana charming
it was no match for men's intellectual prowess.
(iii) That biologically, as cuildbearers, women had physical
disadvantages as compared with men, which made them
unreliable in any field of endeavour outside the home.
(iv) That they were the source of "Original Sin", temptresses
one and all, and needed a strong male hand to keep
their natural sinfulness in check.
(v) That they were near, sweet creatures, compounded of
innocence and light, for whom the rough world outside
the home was anathema. They needed a strong male arm
to lean on, and God and nature alike had rightly
provided for this.
(33) h. S. Turner, -.onos TO 2UIN, P.196.
1j?6
Cvi) That their job was to acquire such smatterings of
accomplishments, in a strictly axaateur way, as
would make them attractive in the marriage market.
It was for marriage alone that woman was created.
If she failed to get a husband, she was a pitiable
creature who had failed her apprenticeship examinations.
(vii) It was only those women who were so unattractive, so
self-willea, so masculine that no man would spare
them a glance who went in for this "women's rights"
business. They were motivated by their deep aesire
to revenge themselves for being conaemned to spinster-
hood, and so they stirred up happily married women
to demand their rights, although these idyllically
contented creatures had had no idea that they lacked
rights before the trouble-makers pointed it out to them.04)
The fact that ...any of these assertions were self contradictory
and contradicted each other was no deterrent for prejudice.
The society for Promoting the Employment of Women came into being
and gradually more and more opportunities became available,
gueen Victoria looked down on the wicked folly of women's rights,
but slowly the movement gatnered strength and the Married ..omen's
property Act gave her at least the right to her own money. But
women's suffrage was not to be won until well into the twentieth
century.
(p4) Martin kamelson, THE PhTTIGO.iT —BULLION, p.16.
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C. FRIOR TO «CnLD bAR I
1• Economic Issues
At the beginning of the twentieth century, Great Britain
ruled a vast nmpire. The 'Great white queen across the waters',
was the symbol of British solidarity and allegiance; the
emotional force linking the widely differing races who were part
of the Empire. Britain had become the greatest industrial and
manufacturing country in the world, with a population of more
than thirty-two million. Half the world was in British hands,
yielding bountifully in food and raw materials. Food was
deliberately imported from the mmpire because it was more practical
and cheap. Many farm laborers joined the ranks of factory workers,
to help meet the universal demand for manufactured goods from
Britain. The London docks were already the largest in the world,
but they had to be rebuilt for they were too small to accommodate
the vast flow of trade. This was Britain at the beginning of the
century - busy, powerful, wealthy, the hub of the great Empire and
the workshop of the world. Her Unionist government led by
Lord Salisbury, of Conservatives supported by Liberal Unionists,
was following a general policy of isolationism. Britain did not
need foreign alliances for she was supreme and impregnable; with
her mighty navy, she was safer than any country in murope.
But the ramifications of the Industrial ^evolution had come
too quickly for the people to assimilate. At the beginning of
the twentieth century, Britain was still a class-conscious country,
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sharply divided, by birth, wealth and education. At the top of the
social pyramid were the nobility arid great landowners, since the
ownership of land on a large scale was the highest social distinction.
oome ten per cent of the population were domestic servants to this
class. Below the nobility were the rich upper classes, composed
of the lesser landowners, squires and some of the professions. They
were trained to think benevolently upon the lower classes. The
core of the middle classes were the merchants, the less socially
acceptable professions arid lower-^rade civil servants. The lower
classes included the artisans, factory workers, miners, industrial
workers, fishermen, farm rands, dockers, seamstresses, domestic
servants, shop assistants and a large number of casual laborers and
vagrants. Their working hours were incredibly long for starvation
wages; they had little or no education and they were appallingly
housed. There was no unemployment pay, little medical attention
and no pensions for old age. Most of the people evidently accepted
the state of the poor unquestioningly, believing that the existing
social structure was the plan of an all-wise God, whose ways should
not be questioned, wealth was a divine right and poverty a burden
to be borne, realising that things would be better in the next world.
One of the hymns had a verse;
The rich man in his castle,
The poor man at his gate,
God made them high and lowly,
ijad ordered tueir estate.
At the beginning of the twentieth century, the basic social
problem of the previous century remained unsolved - mass poverty
in the midst of the wealthiest society in the world.
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In 1901, over twenty-six per cent of Glasgow families still lived
in one room, while another forty-four per cent lived in two-roomed
houses. By 1911 in Scotland, fifty per cent still lived in one or
two roomed houses. The Town Planning Act of 1y09 was a landmark in
the history of housing; local authorities were to control building
to be purchased from private enterprise. However, the housing
shortage increased, there was the total cessation of house building
between Tyi^ and 1919 and the problem.:was envisaged as being, beyond
private enterprise.
Living arid working conditions in some industries were especially
degrading.
The overall picture was a consistent one of
unappetizing food, monotonous and badly served,
cad sleeping accommodation, with of^en five beds
in a room, and a cheerless sitting-room, like a
waiting-room at a railway station, assistants
worked seventy hours a week and at the end of the
day were usually too tired for anything but bed.
One report, which told that ''washing accommodation
was inadequate, food badly cooked, table service
not clean, men's sitting room, three chairs and
a broken table for the use of twenty men," also
stated that "every apprentice is required to
attend a place of worship at least once on a
ounday."05)
^mother scandal that persisted well into the thirties was
the pay for the women workers, especially in the tailoring and
dressmaking businesses, but also in many of the hand work trades.
They worked in their homes, collecting the work from
the factories and business houses and returning it
when finished. Neither their hours of work nor their
rates of pay could be supervised, and they were shame¬
fully exploited. By working fifteen or sixteen hours
a day the best and quickest of them might earn ten
shillings a week. . . .
(95) M. C. Borer, n-IT.-IH - -wuiil'InJH ChnTlhtY, P.79.
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The long monotonous hours, the drudgery and
hopelessness of it all dulled them into apathy.
"Can you suggest anything that anybody could do
for you which would induce your master or perhaps
compel liim to tpLve you a fairer or a larger wage?"
one woman was asked. "If he would only time an
article," she replied, "and state how long the
article would take to make, and give you a certain
rate of so much an hour, it would be fair, if it
was only a living wage, we only want to live."
They only wanted to live! That is what so many
people forgot. They aid not want charity. Large,
organized charities certainly existed. They were a
feature of.Victorian and ddwardiaa times. But charities
are little more than a sign of indifference to tue
fundamental problem, an effortless palliative to
quieten the stirrings of conscience. The brief moment
of compassion passes and is usually forgotten as
quickly as the cause which aroused it.(p6)
In 1906 the average earnings for women of the laboring class
were about 35/3d. a week and about B1 for men. There was hard
urinking, when they could get the money for it. These laboring
classes hardly ever went to church, which was considered more for
the wealthy, although tney sent their children to ounday school.
There was a slight improvement in some working hours and wages from
the bitter past, but the situation was still deplorable, heal wages
actually averaged ten per cent less in 1913 than in 1896.
The many studies ana investigations at the turn of the century
had snowu many revelations about poverty.
Booth showed that 30 per cent of the population
of Lonaon were living in permanent conditions of
abject poverty, and that kO per cent, of the working
population over sixty-five pears of age were in
receipt of Poor Law relief some part of the year.
(36) Ibid., pp.76-76.
(37) Milton Brings & Percy Jordan, sGOhOMIC hlsTOkY
Of nhGLAND, P.327* "
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Some years later ifowntree published the results of
a similar investigation in York in which he found
26 per cent of the inhabitants below the minimum
standard of a decent life.
These revelations of social canker in the richest
country in the world stirred the public conscience,
and were not without effect on the ruling classes.
a^ain, between 1867 and I9QO, large sections of
the working classes gained the franchise. The
wording population could no longer be ignored by
the Government.(26)
'The 1902 Poor law Commission studied pauperism and concluded,
"The main cause of pauperism was not idleness or
disease or drink or ill-health, not trade depression
or new machinery, but casual employment."(29)
"The remedial treatment of unemployment in this
country sprang essentially from laborious dis¬
covery of facts and making them so plain that action
followed from the aroused conscience of the nation."(40)
This koyal Commission of 1902-9 had the task of shedding Poor Law
administration of all functions that could be performed better by
other institutions, and to ensure that no sti^jia be attached to
public relief. They analyzed the causes of poverty comprehensively
and recommended that childrens' problems would be transferred to
education authorities, health problems to health authorities arid
that unemployment should be under a special labor authority. They
also recommended a more thorough classification of all persons who
came under the Poor Law. The minority wished to abolish the Poor
Law altogether, while the majority wanted to retain the Poor Law
for those that could not be suitably relieved in other ways but
proposed drastic changes in administration; each council should
(^8) Ibid., P.296.
(29) -illaim H. Beveridge, PLahNIhG UkDBK SOCIALISM, P.71.
(40) Ibid., P.72.
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appoint a Public Assistance Committee. The Government accepted
the majority report but conflicts and the war prevented it from
being implemented until 1929.
socialism was beginning to make its plea for the workers, the
submerged four-fifths of the population. The novels of H. G. Wells
and Arnold Bennett were uncovering more social evils, and the
leaders of the trade unions were becoming stronger. The general
attituue seemed to be that the poor were unfortunate, but they
were lazy and didn't know how to spend their money well anyway.
But it was becoming increasingly apparent to the working classes
and to the more socially enlightened people that the nineteenth
century economic and social theories could not secure for the great
masses a living wage, steady employment or tolerable conditions of
life.
In 158^ the Fabian Gociety had come into existence led by
Beatrice and Bidaey Webb, with its own brand of socialism and
converting more and more leaders of the traae unions to socialism.
The Independent Labour Party was a union of socialists and trade
union leaders. The influence of Fabianism on the development of
social organization in Britain has been enormous.
British socialism of the late nineteenth century
had two main strands which gradually became closely
connected. The first strand was the socialism of
heir Bardie and the Independent Labour Party.
The second strand was the Fabian society. Bpeaking
broadly, the Independent Labour Party supplied the
rank and file of the movement; the Fabian society
supplied the brains and the policy. The great achieve¬
ment of heir Bardie end his party was to detach trade
unionism from liberalism; that of the Fabians was to
create modern British socialism.
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The Fabian society, which was formed in 1583,
owed much in the early years of its existence to a
small &roup of intellectuals, especially
George Bernard nhaw, Graham wallas, annie Besant,
and above all Mr. and. ora. sidney v«ebb.
These people were aiudle-class intellectuals and
were neither revolutionaries nor Marxists. They
did not believe that full-blooded socialism could
be or should be brought about by sudden and
violent revolution; on the other hanu they held
that complete socialism was an ideal for the
distant future to be reached by a 0raaual process
of evolution.(^1)
Joseph Chamberlain's policy of tariff reform roused another
storm, when people remembered the sufferings caused by the Com
Laws and the high price of bread during years of unemployment.
At the 1903 General election the Liberals were returned to power
with a large majority. It was in this Llection that the Independent
Labour Party, which haa been founded in 1893 ana had won mast Ham
for Heir Hardie, the first Labour Member of parliament, now entered
the political arena with twenty-nine candidates being returned to
the Commons.
The trade union movement steadily increased during this pre¬
war period, as did also the parallel combination movement in British
industry. In the Taff Vale Case, a union haa been sued, arid the
important Trade Disputes Act of 1906 ruled that trade unions could
not again be sued mid that peaceful picketing anu collective
bargaining were legal. The 1913 Trade Union act allowed for more
political activity by the unions. The Coal Mines Act of 1908 marked
the first time that tne law controlled airectiy the hours of labor
of adult men. Boards of arbitration were instituted by the
(A1) Milton Briggs & Percy Joruan, nCQLOHXC LI^IGuY Gf' nMGnaND,
pp.Ato-V+I.
I6*f
Coal Mines Act of 1912, as well as other laws formulated to bring
increased safety. Railways and mines were the greatest centers of
labor unrest and strikes during this pre-war pei"iod. seeds of
bitterness in industrial relations were sown which were to bear
unwelcomed fruit during the inter-war period.
Between 1906 and 191^+, many important social reforms were
carried through by the Liberal government, with pressure from the
socialists who demanded the end of sweated labor and pleaded for
more humane working hours and better working conditions. The
foundations were laid uuring this period for the modem welfare
state.
The Factory act fixed the number of hours that a worker could
be employed. The first Trade Board Act of I9O9 cake largely-
through the efforts of Winston Churchill and fixed a legal minimum
wage for factory workers, and in 1912 a legal minimum wage for coal-
miners was fixed. The first Old Age Tension was enacted in 1909»
and in 1911 the highly controversial National Insurance Act came,
whereby one could obtain free medical service and insure against
loss of wages during sickness or unemployment. It was during these
years that the workmen's Compensation Act and the sweated Industries
net were passed. Labour exchanges were set up and the Unemployment
Insurance Scheme came into operation in 1912. However, conditions
were still far too grim amongst the poor, evasion of the law far
too frequent and the number of inspectors too inadequate for the
amelioration of conditions auring the span of a few years.
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In his book XHB CONDITION OF Ar<g.uliD, C. if. G. Masterman
wrote in 1909 of Britain's laboring people:
They work in unventilated rooms. They are stinted
of holidays. They are compelled to work overtime.
They are fined and cueated in innumerable ways.
Their life is often confined to a mere routine of
work and sleep, fet they endure; and even at the
heart of foul and impossible conditions retain
always some rags of decency and honour.(42)
Aural life had been disrupted with use decline of farming aad
the importation of cheap food. Prices collapsed and many farmers
were ruined. Thousands of farmers left the land, although the
uuiry farming continued. Prices improved some during the Boer war
ana toward 1914, but agriculture was generally regarded as a
depressed industry.
The Titanic struck an iceberg on the niuht of April 14, 1912
and sank with the loss of some one thousand five hundred lives.
The nersey deport which followed this disaster led to more stringent
regulations at sea.
Changes were slowly coming and the government was becoming
more and more sympathetic to the demands of labor. There was a
growing understanding that charity, however well organized, was
actually aggravating some of the problems. The solution was to
give people higher wages and more security, so they could become
responsible citizens. But instead of more social progress,
Britain was suddenly plunged into the first world war and the
wheels of social progress went into reverse.




During the opening years of ndward VII*s reign, the Conservative
government was led by Arthur Balfour. One of the first acts of the
new government was the education net of 1902, whereby the control
of the elementary and secondary schools passed from the old School
Board to die County Councils. Kany more seconaary schools thus came
into existence, as well as technical schools and training colleges
for teachers. The Church voluntary schools also ca^e under the
councils, supported by the rates. The Liberals, many of wnom were
Nonconformists, bitterly resented this concession to the Church of
^ngland schools. Kany Nonconformists became passive resisters and
refused to pay rates.
few topics more steadily held national interest in
Great Britain at the openin0 of the twentieth
century than the religious i^.sue in state schools,
should schools unaer the control of churches receive
financial aid from public sources? should religious
instruction be included in the aaily timetable of
schools? ><ell-known men from all walks of life entered
into heated uiscussj-on - aristocrats, statesmen,
members of parliament, civil servants, scholars,
literary figures, journalists, educators, clergymen,
industrialists, trade unionists, socialists. The
immense literature on the subject bears witness to
the intensity of the debate. Newspapers and period¬
icals carried frequent editorials and articles.
The printing presses poured forth a never-ending
stream of pamphlets and books. The public forum -
demonstrations, parades, meetings, legislative
deliberations - yielded a plethora of addresses and
speeches, for the people on the British Isles the
controversy provoked an emotional excitement not
unlike that generated in France by the contemporaneous
Dreyfus affair. Hie strife produced court trials,
1u7
prison sentences, distraint of property, election
issues, exchanges between opposing church leaders,
and negotiations in political circles. The nation
was in deadly earnest over the adage that he who
molds the child holds the man.(A3)
Other .education Acts were passed in T90A, 1906, 1 JO? and 1908
which nad further bearing on this controversy. It could, of
course, be argued that this was more ox a religious issue than
a social issue. However, this study will treat it as partly a
social issue, since the whole process of education was largely
affected and it became an issue of national concern.
The Morant auministration gave a new statement of educational
policy in 190A which set the tone in its preface.
The purpose of the public elementary school is
to form and strengthen the character and to develop
the intelligence of the children entrusted to it,
and to make the best use of the school years avail¬
able, in assisting both girls oAm. boys, according
to their different needs, to fit themselves, practi¬
cally as well as intellectually, for the work of life.(AA)
dor the following forty years this statement was to be a guide
in education. Training was to become more suited to the working
classes, rather than only to the middle or upper classes. Only
exceptional children were to be prepared for secondary education.
The oreary formula of Payment by hesuits was largely offset.
But there still lurked the problems of distinction between elementary
and secondary schools, the distinction between elementary and
secondary teachers and the problems of inspection and recruitment cf
inspectors; upon all of these national opinion was split from top
(Ag) Benjamin oacks, TAs nhLlGIcU- In shm hi'Ain odhOQLb
Of idSl) wALBs 1902-191A, P.v.
(AA) s. J. A. sagleshaia, IHx. FoUAPnllbA' ox T.vshflmfH CavTUnY
mJUdjifXOh 1A nhua-rih-U, P.33.
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(45)
to bottom. The question over the quality ana efficiency of
the local inspectors came to a head in 1911 ovei' the Holmes circular.
The Provision of Meals net came in 1906 arid in 1907 Town and
County Councils were given the power to have school children
medically examined.
"By 1912 there were a hundred clinics in the country;
twenty-five years later there were two thousand."(46)
It was found that a large proportion of children were suffering
fi•orn malnutrition and physical defects.
A horrifying amount of disease ana disability was
thereupon uiscovered; defective teeth, eye-sight
and hearing, diseased tonsils and adenoids, deformities
dUe to rickets or infantile paralysis, and (whether we
like it or not) parasitic conditions like ring-worm
and scabies, and infestation with vermin, chiefly lice.
The Medical officer and school Nurse did much to
educate parents, and the school aentist and school
oculist did valuable work; slowly, very slowly,
things grew better. And in 1918 the Medical Inspection
scheme was extended to secondary schools.(47)
Home of the working classes were delighted with their children
receiving some education, while others still thought it was a waste
of time. The early elementary teachers commonly had to struggle with
classes of fifty or sixty young children, poorly clad and often
hungry. Very gradually educational conditions improved, only to
face more set-backs during the war.
(45) Ibid., P.97.
(46) M. a. Hutchinson, xiDUCAi'ION Ik HxITnlN, P.57*
(47) J. Howard Brown, GCHuCLG IN aNGLAND, P.62.
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b. bcotland
The developments in education were markedly different in
.Scotland. The 1901 Act raised the school-leaving age to fourteen
and recognized a break at twelve between primary and post-primary
education. The Merit Certificate marked the division, and in 1903
a qualifying examination was substituted. There was thus a certain
element of gradation in the educational system. Improvements were
made in the training and certification of teachers. John Ctruthers,
who followed Henry Craik, accentuated controversial separation
between primary and post-primary education, ocottish tradition
had considered the parish schools as supplying secondary education,
but otruthers saw that these schools didn*t have tlie buildings, staff
or equipment for the task. He maintained that greater efficiency
could be obtained if secondary education were restricted to certain
well-equipea schools. This reorganization was strenuously opposed
by some.
The education (Scotland) Act of 1906 was the first .Scottish
act to recognize essential unity in educational agencies.
"It enlarged the functions of education till they
included practically everything connected with
the well-being of the child physically and morally
as well as intellectually."(^5)
One survey of school children in moinbur^h in 1y03 hau showed that
about seventy per cent of the children were suffering from some
(qq)
xind of mental or physical defects.
(**8) Alexander Morgan, hlQn iiHH pxOGnHHb OF oCOTTIOH EDUCATION, H.1o4.
(Vy) A. M. Mackenzie, oGuT-Udto Ik HOXkau. TIMoO 1720-1939. P. 193*
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This .ri.ct gave the school Boards wide powers, provided for medical
examinations of children and provided for the education of physically
or mentally defective children. The IpOh report of the Physical
Deterioration Committee had stirred up public opinion and some
schools were already experimenting with medical inspection, school
Boards coula compel the attendance of cnildren between the ages of
five and fourteen, and were also empowered to establish compulsory
continuation classes for those up to seventeen.
The next aavance came in 1918 when the country, instead of
the parish, became the educational administration unit. This meant




At the beginning of the twentieth century, business was
booming and there was little to worry about. There was the
coronation of King Ldward VII, Florence Nightingale had greatly
reduced the death rate in surgical wards from the appalling rate
of two in every three patients, and business was comfortable with
a plentiful supply of workers to keep the wheels turning. The
people were still sharply divided; the life of the upper and
middle classes was extremely good, but the lower class situation
had not changed much from Victorian times.
Intelligent middle-class women were becoming increasingly
indignant at the doveminent's refusal to give them the vote.
Lmmeline Pankhurst and her friends founded the women's social and
Political Union, seeking to try peaceful means of persuasion.
The Suffragettes, as they were called by the press, furthered their
claims at political meetings, organized processions to London,
chained themselves to the railings of the Houses of Parliament and
were sent at times to prison. The opposition to the Suffragettes
was bitter, illogical and adamant, -airing the Ldwardian years their
campaigns grew in intensity, but they achieved little other than
sympathy from some and more resolute opposition from others. One
of the most tragic events of the campaign of the suffragettes
occurred in 191.9 when maily Davidson threw herself in front of the
King's horse at the Derby and was killed.
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The koyal Commission of 1912 (Gorell Commission) favored
broadening the grounds for divorce to include willful desertion,
cruelty, incurable insanity, habitual drunkenness and imprisonment
under a commuted death sentence; but many wished to keep adultery
as tue only ground for divorce. The publication in 1J12 of
T« A. Lacey's important book, &ikklAGB Ik ChUnCH oTATB insisted
on the right of the Btate to legislate more liberally.
muring this period alcohol problems were studied, books
written and bills passed, as the .Licensing Bill of 190%. The public
was aroused over these emotional and debatable issues of drunkenness,
licensing procedures and related problems.
The employment of children issue was growing stronger during
this period as can be seen in BABY TCl-Uaku, written in 190? by
Olive Malvery. in 1pQb, the Children's Act set up special juvenile
courts, maue ill-treatment of children a serious offense and forbade
the sale of tobacco to children. This children's charter made it
illegal for a child under four-teen to enter a bar.
"This .i.ct put an end to the spectacle of drunken
parents brawling in the public houses late at
night with babies in their arms - a spectacle
that inspired G. A. Gims to write s sensational
series of articles in TLB THIBUhm, 'The Cry of
the Children.'"(pO)
Betting was another issue that came to the public attention.
B. Beebohm kowntree edited a report on betting and gambling in
1902 and J. M. Hogge wrote Thn FACl'o OF GAMBLING in 1907*
(pG) n. n. Turner, ilmB Is .vbln. 2.201.
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The infant mortality issue gave rise to severed studies and
books, as George Newman's IN-PANT MOhTALITY in 1906. Others were
concerned about the declining birth rate, as A. Newsholme's book
Tin. DnCLINIhG BlhTH-nATfi published in 19*1*1 • The Mental Deficiency
xict was passed in 1915* During this period, maternity and child
welfare, and anti-tuberculosis work were added to the public
health services. The shocking Heport of the Inter-departmental
Oommittee on Physical Deterioration of 1904 was a study of the
military autnorities high rate of rejection on medical and
physical jrounds.
17k
D, WORLD WAR I TO WORLD WAS II
1. Economic Issues
The war generally aggravated social problems and created new
ones. But it certainly was also responsible for a great develop¬
ment in the socialist tendencies of Government control. The
income tax in 1915 was raised to unprecedented figures, railways
and mines were taken over by tae ^tate arid there was increasing
state control of farming. Then on 11th November 191o the war
ended ana the lights scarted to flicker on again across hurope.
The world was now to be made safe for uemocracy; the Peace
of Versailles and tue League of Nations were the symbols of peace.
But the world prestige and power haa drifted from Britain, leaving
her in economic plight, employing classes tried to get wages
back on a supply and demand basis, but Trade Unions refused to
accept less pay for their workers. Railways and mines were again
the c.-ief storm centers. Britain could not compete well in the
trade markets of the world; jobs became more and more scarce and
i,.any men returning from tne war could find no work at all. There
were more than two and a half million unemployed in Britain by
July 1921. The situation improved during the next few years, but
then in 1950 it sharply grew with well over two million unemployed
again. The queues for work arid for the uole grew steadily longer.
Gome joined the services again, others emigrated, while for years
more than a million managed to eke out an existence of the dole.
Cheap food was again imported, bringing disaster to the farmers.
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Much of the older social aristocracy had collapsed under the
economic pressures of taxes and prices, while lower social groups
had risen markedly. This dramatic shift in the balance of power
in society was evident in the growing influence of the trade unions
and in the rapid success of the Labour Tarty. By 192L Britain
had its first Labour Government with a ocot, Lassay HacBonald, as
Trime Minister. Less than a year later, Labour was defeated and
the Conservatives returned to power with itanley Baldwin again as
the Trine Minister. Lome felt that if wages could be reduced,
more could be employed. A noyal Commission was set up to inquire
into conditions in the coal mining industry, which iound that the
mine owners were receiving too much profit, tne miners were being
paid too highly, and that it was on the verge of bankruptcy; it
recommended nationalisation. The government recommended a thirteen
and a half per cent cut in wages and longer working hours, where¬
upon the Trades Union Congress threatened strike action. The
government stood firm and the unsuccessful General strike began
on prd May 1926, involving nearly four million men. It was
pronounced illegal and calleu off nine nays later, but unemploy¬
ment figures rose and queues for the dole ^rew longer. The Trade
Union Act of 192? (repealed in 19^5) imposed drastic limitations
on trade unionism and aroused bitterness without precedent in trade
union circles.
The background of the 1920's was one of increasing economic
uifficulties and tragic unemployment. The lower classes, of course,
felt most the deepening depression and the blight of unemployment.
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Many more of the rich were now largely impoverished by taxes and
had to abandon their mansions.
a.fter the Armistice of 1918, the housing problems had become
too vast for private enterprise to cope with it. In 1919, the
responsibility of housing the working classes was 0iven to the
local authorities, who were allowed to levy a rate for that purpose.
i'he Government assisted the local authorities with generous
housing subsidies. Between 1919 and 1923 a large number of houses
were built, but with a crushing burden to the tax and rate payors.
ihe bills were tnen amended so as to limit losses and to stimulate
private building. Between 1929 and 1939 house-building increased
in momentum yearly. In 1930 and 1935 it was even possible to pass
acts to promote slum clearance. But in 1931» fifty-five point four
per cent of the people in Glasgow and fifty-six point two per cent
of the people in Dundee still lived in one and two room houses,
(51)
while the national figure was forty-four per cent. according
to the Housing Act of 1955»
"overcrowding in Scotland in the middle thirties
was more than six times as bad as it was in Bngland."(32)
During the war the nation saw the danger of relying almost
entirely on foreign food imports. Under the Corn production net of
1917, the farmer received guaranteed prices. Although this part
of the Act was repealed in 1924, the principle had far-reaching
implications in later demands for agriculture protection, fhe
Agricultural Marketing Acts of 1931 and 19f>3 were passed,
(51) G. O. Pryde, BCu'i'LAk'D PAQM 1603 TO I'llB r.inaGAT DnY, P.302.
(52) A. H. MacKena'ieT nCOTBAftiP IB M0DB.q-i i'L.no 1720-1939, P.379.
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establishing Marketing Boards to regulate selling prices and
distribution of products.
In 191$, a new Trade Boards Act was passed, extending the
principle to a large number of trades - in order to prevent
sweating and unfair competition. By 1922 Trade Boarus covered
some twenty-nine trades and the worst evils of sweating were being
eliminated, although it was still a problem well into the 1950's.
The whitley Committee's reports of 1916-1918 identified and
recommended what are still some of the main principles of industrial
relations in Britain. Another landmark came in the 1925
Contributory Tensions Act for persons who had reached the age of
sixty-five, subsequently lowered to sixty years for women. There
was also the Blanesbur^ii xieport and the Unemployment Insurance Act
of 1927. ether acts passed during this period had to do with coal
mines, railroads and labor relations. In 1929 & comprehensive
Local Government ^ct was ^assed which included a reor0anization of
the Poor Law system. But this was not a final settlement; the
minority report by the ..ebbs led eventually to the National
assistance ".ct of 19^8.
In the General election of 1929» Labour was returned and
kamsay MacDonald became rrime Minister, with his promise to
nationalize coal, transport, power industries and life insurance,
and also to increase the taxation of the rich. But the depression
was deepening and markets were increasingly tiireutened. The world
slump came, the MacDonald government resigned and an emergency
National government was formed authorizing uevalution of the pound.
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At the beginning of the 1930's, the government faced the
financial crisis, the shaken value of British sterling, the inter¬
national trade problem and rapidly rising government expenditure
largely due to unemployment benefits. Drastic economies were the
only hope as everyone was urged to economise and wages were reduced.
Unemployment figures rose during the early 19pG's to nearly three
million, wldle unemployment payments fell, some of the working
class would rather have starved than to submit to the inquisition
of the ioor Law. In the depressed areas of Britain people were
literally aying of starvation, with such a large deficiency of
proteins in their oiet. home would rouse themselves from their
bewildering aespair and organize protest marches to London, like
tue Jarrow Crusade, but the Government could conceive of no plan
to help them.
Unemployment was the chief social problem of this inter-
war period. It was the year of 19p1 that witnessed the start of
the most serious depression. The unemployment rate of ucotland
increased from an already high eleven point four per cent in
19B7-19B9 to twenty-six ^oint two per cent 1931-193.51 with the
corresponding figures for Great Britain as a whole being ten point
one per cent and twenty point three per cent. In some towns,
more than half of the total population was unemployed, the
situation was serious in some places until the war broke out.
Three months after the war had begun, Scotland still had ten
point six per cent of her insured workers unemployed.
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•villiam H. Beveridge's book, G^Uo-.o niiD GUnno OF UhnnPLOYMBNT,
was published in 1991• The Unemployment Act of 1992* set up a
•Statutory Committee with Beveridge came out in 199^, in which he
stated:
The practical economic problem, in general terms,
is that of using the means of production - labour,
land and capital - by division of functions to
secure the maximum of welfare. . . Broadly speaking,
we have the choice between two types of governor
for this purpose: between the pricing process
under capitalism and oraers from a planning centre
under socialism.(99)
He went on to discuss the disadvantages of capitalism and
the advantages of socialism.
The whole question of working conditions in factories again
came under review, and the /actory ^cz of 1997 was passed to raise
the health, safety and welfare standards. Other important legis¬
lation during this inter-war period included the Unemployment
Insurance Act of 1920, the widows*, Orphans' and Old Age Contributory
Pensions net of 1929 and the Unemployment <nct of 199^ which set up
the Unemployment Assistance Board (later to become national Assist¬
ance Board), /mother problem tiiat was being recognized was the
incentive problem in work, connected to the piece rate issue.
J. M. Keynes' book, ^nN-^unL IIisoKi OP LGYikj.iT, Ii.i'—vn^T ji&D
AOhnY, came out in 1996.
nven cefore World war I, the iuea was emerging that the social
services should not be regarded as a charity but as a right of
(99) william H. Beveridge, j-wu»K1x»G UhThm. pp.^-9»
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citizens of a civilized state, on par with defense, justice,
education, law and order. One of the best early examples of this
is to be seen in the famous Minority Keport of the Poor Law
Commissioners drawn up by socialists Sidney and Beatrice Webb and
published in 1909. The foundations of the modern welfare state
had been laid early with the introduction of old age pensions in
1906, national insurance in 1911 and the first drafts of medical





There was still a marked difference between the education
of different social classes, and there was generally still the
separation of boys and girls. One problem of the present century
was to get rid of the inequalities in education. The very factors
of economics necessitated the development of a more skilled,
disciplined and educated working class, educational reforms were
held up by World War I, but then the Fisher Education Act of 1918
abolished part time schooling, raised the leaving age to fourteen
with power to extend it to fifteen, established scholarships from
school to university, provided for nursery schools for those
between two and five, ana for Continuation Schools for those
between fourteen and eighteen, abolished fees for public elementary
education, obliged all education authorities to establish secondary
schools and stated that no child under twelve could be employed.
Unfortunately, a depression began in 1921 and the cry for economy
was heurd everywhere which led to the postponement of the operation
of much of this act. oome of the legislation was permissive instead
of mandatory, however, and thus Geddes Axe cannot be blamed entirely.
R. H. Tawney's book, EECOMDARY EDUCATION A*R ^iLL, came out
in 192^. This view had been gaining support after the war and the
Hadow .Report of 1926 suggested a complete break for children after
eleven, and special schools for older children until they were fifteen.
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Technical high schools were recommended in addition to the secondary
schools. This report, entitled lan mPUCnTlOK OF Tun .JX^LnnCmNT,
proposed the classification of all elementary schools into infant,
junior and senior schools. It emphasized that all children are
not suited for the same kind of education, and that each child
snouid receive the kind of education to which he was naturally
suited. It argued that the practice of keeping the more backward
children at the bottom had harmful psychological results.
Incidentally, the raising of the school-leaving age had become a
burninu question, as the trade unions had come to regard it as a
means to ease the burden of unemployment. The number of secondary
schools increased slowly auring the thirties ana the leaving age
of fifteen would have come into force in September of 1999> if it
were not for the outbreak of the war.
The religious issue still remained. .<ith the cost of
euucation steadily rising enureses coulu not hope to meet these
costs themselves; hence,
"the proportion met from grants grew bigger, until
in most cases virtually the whole running cost of
the school was met from public funds.
(5^) A. C. G. Peterson, A hUhihoh) h,^ OP j-DUOuTIOh, P.^.
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b. Scotland.
During the war years, education proceeded under great
difficulties, being understaffed by mostly women teachers. As in
nagland, an education Act followed the First World War - the
education (Scotland) net of 1918. The parish was far too small a
unit for educational administration, but the Scottish tradition
was too stron^, and ad hoc authorities were substituted for the
County Councils. The Act created a partnership between the
central and local authorities; some nine hundred and forty-seven
school Boards gave place to elected education authorities, sach
local authority was uiven the duty of submitting schemes for the
constitution of school management committees for managing schools.
The act enunciated the principle of equal education, supported
primary, intermediate and secondary education, instituted a scale
of salaries for teachers, permitted nursery schools for children
between two and five, raised the school-leaving a<_,e to fifteen,
with continuation classes until sixteen and eventually up to eigh¬
teen, restricted the employment of chiluren under thirteen, permitted
voluntary or denominational schools to be transferred to the local
education authority and established an Advisory Council and Local
Advisory Councils. The Act was, however, resented by many who
believed in the tradition of the parish school providing both
elementary and secondary education. The Scottish Act of 1918 suf-
(33)
fered Geddes Axe and the raising of the school-leaving age
together with the institution of compulsory continuCation classes were
not carried into effect.
(33) These were needed measures of economizing in government.
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In 1921, Struthers made many more drastic reforms - examinations
were abolished and primary and secondary schools were recognized as
being the two types of schools. Further uevelopments in the training
of teachers was made in 1920. After the period of financial string¬
ency, local authorities be^an to experiment with various types of
post-primary organization.
The Local Government (Scotland) net of 1929 transferred the
function of tne ad hoc education authorities to the county councils
of the counties and the town councils of the burghs of Edinburgh,
Glasgow, Dundee and Aberdeen.
Parliament also passed the education (Scotland) act of 1926,
extending the school-leaving a0e to fifteen and applying the term
".Secondary" to all forms of post-primary education. The outbreak
of the world war II made this Act inoperative.
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5» welfare Issues
During the inter-war period the health and general well-
being of the low income groups still reflected the poor state of
their environment and their continuing poverty:
It was estimated, towards the end of the 'thirties,
ehat something like half of the population of ocotland
were in what could not be described as good health:
ana in Glasgow seven school-children in eight were in
need of soaie kind of medical attention. (56)
There continued to be a marked difference between the condition
of people in middle class districts and those in poorer districts.
The shocking extent of the contrast is reflected in the infant
mortality figures for 1950, of poorer and wealthier districts:
Glasgow: Calton 161, Cathcart 57;
Dundee: Hawxhill and blackness 127* Droughty Ferry 65;
Edinburgh: at. Giles 111, Colinton 12.(57)
It is evident that conditions of living among the lower income groups
was stiil highly deplorable.
Among the most important advances of this period were the
Children and Young Persons Act of 1955 and the Children and Young
Persons (Scotland) Act of 1957* These Acts imposed considerable
restrictions on the employment of children under school-leaving age.
They made provision for children and young persons in need of care
or protection, dealt with the prevention of cruelty to children,
made it an offence to give intoxicating liquor to children under
five or to allow children under fourteen to be in bars and brought
about many improvements in the running of the juvenile courts.
(56) a. H. Mackenzie, sCOX'nAND In MODkkH Fi:-.~s, 1720-1959. P.579-
(57) nil's nhD .<0hk MAGAslfti-h, September 1950, P.p86.
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For children seventeen and older who were persistent offenders,
the first Borstal institution had been established in 1902. More
of these were built, but the prisons generally remained grim, over¬
crowded, hopeless, soul-destroying places, mostly unchanged from
early Victorian times.
Under the legitimacy Act, 1926, as amended by the Legitimacy Act,
1929* a child could be made legitimate by the marriage of its parents
to each otaer after its birth. In Scotland, under common law, an
illegitimate child could be legitimate by the subsequent marriage of
the parents, provided they were free to marry at the time the child
was concexved. Legal provision for adoption was i'xrst made in
Lngland in 1926, and in ocotland in 1930. The main ncta relating
to guardianship during this period are the Guardianship of Infants
net of 1925 and the Illegitimate Children vacotxandj Act of 1930.
The act which became the basis of the law controlling juvenile
urinking was the so-called 'Lady Astor's Bill' of 1923» which made
it illegal to serve any kind of intoxicating liquor to those under
eighteen.
In 1916 the National Birth-rate Commission presented its first
report - dealing with the moral and religious aspects of birth con¬
trol and reported on its investigation. In 1920 it presented its
second report of some four hundred and fifty pages which had a large
circulation. In 1921 a special committee was appointed on
'The Prevention of Venereal Disease.' 'fouth and the Lace' was the
third report which incluued birth control. During this period there
was a marked decline in family size, intensified by the economic
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depression of the 19j50*s. During the comparatively short periods
of population growth, following the »orld ».ars some were concerned
about 'population explosion.'
In the betting ana gambling area, there was a select committee
in 1929, a noyal Co-jaission in 19L2-T9jc>» and the controversial
nace-course netting Control Boara. There had been a Orowth of bet¬
ting uuring the post-war period, and the iiettin0 and Lotteries act
of 19^4 placed restrictions on the facilities xor organised gambling.
There was a considerable amount of study, reports, finance acts
and several licensing acts related to alcohol problems during this
inter-war period. The 1921 Licensing Act containing various provi¬
sions affecting liquor licenses and set up the state Management
scheme. There were Aoyal Commissions on .Licensing in both jigland
and Scotland aurin0 1929-1991. The Licensing net of 19dA contained
modifications in the Licensing net of 1921.
There was some development in the health services and hospital
service was improved, though many of the hospitals were old and there
was little money for rebuilding. However, no legislation of out¬
standing importance was passed between the two wars on public health.
The war nad hastened some social developments, which were
already beginning to appear before 191^+. women finally were allowed
to vote and the sex disqualification Act of 1919 0ave them access
to a wide range of new posts. They won tne complete franchise in
1928, when they could vote at the age of twenty-one, ten years after
it had been given to women over thirty.
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In 19^7 the Matrimonial Causes act (Herbert net), desertion,
cruelty and incurable insanity became auditional ^rounds for divorce.
.Fewer and fewer people concerned themselves with religion during these
restless years, and the power of the Church declined. Psychology
became a diversion for those who could afford it. The work of
Adler, Freud and Jun& was making its impact, but it was somewhat
ill-assimilated and was to have some harmful effects in years to
come.
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ii. WOULD w'iiU II AND AFInRwARD
1* Economic Issues
Dunkirk was one of the greatest epics of the <»ar,
Winston Churchill instilled, strength ana courage in the people,
and the Battle of Britain set back the invasion of Britain.
But these long; *»ar years were austere 5 there were long working
hours and the amenities of life were few. Food was scarce but
adequate, the prices were controlled and the main concern was the
anguish of the war. The allies landed in Normandy on 6th June 19^*
the atomic bomb was dropped and the end of the war came at last.
But the British people found themselves in a largely different
world, as they faced the future and the dawn of the atomic Age.
after the ..ar, hopes were running high. Britain stood on the
threshold of a new way of life, in which there would be opportunity
for all to live fully and with dignity. But the stark economic
truths soon became apparent. Britain had sold much of her invest¬
ments to other countries to purcnase war supplies. The income from
that source was Oone and couldn't be usea to finance imports.
Bxport trade shrunk to less than a third of its pre-war volume.
Half of her merchant shipping had been sunk and there was a debt of
some three thousand million pounds over her. Britain faced bank¬
ruptcy or strict economies and hard work, she was no longer the
world's worksnop, overseas markets were scarce and the days of
cheap food were gone. During the early post—var years rationing
continued and life became ^rimmer. The 1919 unemployment situation
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was not repeatea this time, however, as industry was called into
maximum production.
Many of the lower classes knew for the first time in their
lives the comfort of living in some financial security. Labour
was at a premium, the power of the trade unions greatly increased,
and also the strength of the Labour Party.
The coalition government made plans for post-war reconstruction.
Committees were set up and reports issued on an extended National
Health service. Housing schemes and secondary education for all
was considered. Then came the Beveridge keport of 19^2 creating
nation-wide interest and iiope for all those who had been dreading
the future after the war. Beveridge declared that the great evils
(58)
to be conquered were want, disease, ignorance, squalor and idleness.
He outlined the principles for a social insurance (without a means
test^ which was tne right of every citizen, including complete
health service and family allowances. This social security would
establish a national minimum of living for all. Basically this was
an insurance scheme - extensive benefits provided for weekly contri¬
butions. The famous report was to have profound influence on
subsequent social legislatxon. It emphasized the essential unity
of the social services, and it was mostly due to its recommendations
that the insurable services were unified.
It was during these years that the idea of social
security for all 'from cradle to 0rave' was first
given expression under official auspices in the now
famous Beveridge keport on LLC1.1, XHBUk^hCL .JJLILD
anRVICLB published in 1y42. Its recommendations rested
on three prerequisites:
(58) aOGlxiL o-ahfICnm I'd B,JT.iIH« pp.5-6
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(1) a system of children's allowances}
(2) comprehensive health and rehabilitation
services for ail}
(j>) the avoiaance of mass unemployment.
It laid down three main principles:
(1) that future proposals should be <_,uided not
fettered, by the past}
(2) that the organization of social insurance
should be treated as one part only of a
comprehensive policy of social progress;
(5) that social security must be achieved by
co-operation between the individual and
the State.(59)
Many received the report enthusiastically, while others wex-e
not prepared to go the whole way. But as early as 19^+5, the
Government pledged its acceptance of most of the Beveriage plan,
in a speech by John Anderson. THL XlMnS commented that
"no speech ever delivered in the House of Commons
had committed a Government to more far-reaching
measures of social advance."(60)
The year 19^5 came with a uevastating defeat for ><inston Churchill
and the Conservatives as Labour won with a majority of one hundred and
forty-five seats over ail the other parties. The British people had
associated Conservatism with the miseries, privations, vacillation,
unemployment acid old class distinctions of the thirties and were
unconvinced of the Conservatives' intentions about the Beveridge plan.
The war in the Far Last ended a few days after the new
Parliament met in 19^5» and it was now the task of Labour to bring
the peace ana prosperity for which Britain was hoping and planning.
The War had been accompanied by great social changes,
including a levelling of personal incomes.
(-59) Horton Davies, Varieties of iinglish Preaching, P11j>.
(oC) quoted in M. L. Borer, Britain - TanN'Ti^TH C,ivi'U--Y, P.216.
(61) diehard M. Titmuss, r^GnLLi-IG CF ~QGLu_i rOLICY, is an excellent
volume revealing some of the social effects of the war.
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But the position of the lower income groups had eased only slightly.
Taxation remained high because of the comprehensive scheme of
social reconstruction. The war had shown the inequalities of
medical services and that there was still much to be desired in
the health of the people. The six years' standstill in house¬
building accompanied by the destructive effect of air bombardment
had swept away the good effects of the pre-war campaign against slums
and overcrowding, leaving behind a massive housing shortage.
The depressions and the wars had delayed the implementation
of basic social changes, but
"nothing less than a social revolution was effected
by the main legislation of the years 19^6-19^3."(62)
Since the end of the Second world war, Britain's
public social services have been reorganized and
enlar0ed to form a comprehensive system of social
provision, a series of acts forms the framework
within which this system is still developing.
The Family Allowances .-tct, 19^5 (effective August
19^+6), the National Insurance Act, 1996 (fully
effective pth July, 19^3), and the National Insurance
(Industrial Injuries) Act, 19^6 (effective 5th July,
19^3), were all based on the proposals in the
Beveridge deport. The National health service act,
19^6, and the National Health oervice (Scotland) set,
19^7 (also effective pth July, 19^3)» established tne
machinery for operating the new health services,
while the New Towns net, 19^6, the Town and Country 5
Planning Act, 19^71 and the Town and Country Planning
(Scotland) Act, 19^7 (effective 1st July, 1yA3),
created the conditions necessary for rebuilding
Britain in a rational and ordered way.
The National Assistance Act, 19^3 removed the
last traces of the old Poor Law by providing that
anyone in need should be assisted out of central
Government funds under a national scheme of assist¬
ance, while the Children Act, 19^3, provided for
better care and a more equal chance in life for the
child who lacks normal parental care. These acts also
took effect on pth July, 19^3.(05)
(6k) G. a. Pryde, sCOT-gdlD FhOM 16QJ> To Tha pAn^LNT iLiY, P.31S.
(65) SOCIAL SLaVICsS IN BRITAIN. Plbl
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The National Health Act provided free treatment for everybody
and nationalized the hospitals, although it was not passed without
considerable opposition. Perhaps more than any other measure, the
National Health Service has come to be associated with the idea of
the welfare state. Undoubtedly it has brought health to the lower
classes.
The housing shortage was one of the greatest social problems
of this period. It had been neglected for many years before the
war, and the bombing had intensified the situation. The Government
helped councils to build small houses, which were allotted on the
basis of need. But for a lonu time to come tne demand far out¬
stripped the supply.
Between 19^5 and 1930, the country was governed
by Bocialists, aetermined, rightly or wrongly, to
build houses on socialists principles. The private
building of houses for sale was made practically
impossible, as buildin^ materials and licences for
that purpose were withheld. An important source of
the supply of houses, which had none much to meet
the need between 1919 and 1939i was thus cut off.
In 1932, the Conservative Government began to
tackle the housing problem on pre-1939 lines, ana
their efforts met with much success. Boon the
Government cculd report that houses were being
built at the rate of over 300,000 a year. Then
the pace of local authority building slackened,
but was offset by increased provision through
private enterprise. There was still a shortage,
however.(64)
The growing population and the development of new slums have
prevented this problem from being resolved.
British troops were still needed in divided Berlin and tne
iron curtain of silence dropped. In 1949 a new crisis of confidence
(64) Ml ton Briggs ck Percy Jordan, nCCNOMC nlsfonY OF nBGhnBD, P. 692.
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forced devaluation, and another major crisis in the balance of
payments came in 195*1 •
The norean war broke out in 1950, which meant more sacrifices
and economies for the British people. The bill for the war was
crippling and plans for the welfare state hau to be modified,
oat gradually the general living conditions improved. There was
still full employment, wa0es were rising anu controls were becoming
more and more relaxed.
Trade unions increased in strength enormously durin0 these
post-war years, with strikes becoming increasingly frequent for
shorter working hours and increased wages. But as wages went up
the cost of living rose so that little was gained. Hugh Gaitskell
in November of 1950 suggested that the increase in wages should not
•jo beyond what is justified by increases in production, but the
unions would have none of it.
The October 195*1 election came with Labour promising welfare,
peace and international cooperation. The Tories promised stability,
social amenities that could be afforded and an end to nationalization.
The Conservatives won by a small but working majority, so that
Winston Churchill was back as Prime Minister, although in 1955 he
handed over the office to Anthony ^den, who held an election and
won an increased majority for the Conservatives.
King George VI died in 1952 with -4ueen Elizabeth II being
crowned in 1955* The Cold war with kussia continued, industry
revived, both prices and wages remained high and there was full
employment. In 195^» meat, the last of all the commodities to be
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still rationed, was freed. Trade began to boom as Britain re¬
established her markets, although she seemed to be constantly
running into balance of payments crises. Change seemed to be
evident everywhere - the clearing away of the old and the re¬
placement of the new. The coal mines were modernized and re¬
organized and new industries arose.
In 1957 Anthony nden passed the Premiership to Harold Macmillan.
In the 1959 General election, the Conservatives increased their
majority, using the theme of growing prosperity. Harold hacmillan
resigned in 19&3 was succeeded by .GLec Douglas-Home, who held
an election the following year. But after thirteen years in office,
the Conservatives were defeated and the Labour Party returned to
power, using the issue of slow economic growth. Again in March,
1906, Harold Wilson's Labour government was returned with an
increased majority.
One special feature of Labour's policy had been the setting
up of public corporations. This nationalization of basic industries
was strengthened by the two world ware and concerned the Bank of
nugland (19^6;, the coal industry (19^6), civil aviation (19^7),
public transport (19*+7)» electricity (19^7), uas (19^+0) ana the
steel industry (19^9J which provoked the most opposition, x'o
prevent the House of Lords from blocking the measure, the i.-arliament
net of 19^9 reduced the Lord's delaying power from two years to
only one. awkard problem presently concerns the degree of control
that Parliament should exercise over these corporations.
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It is clear that the present situation is far from satisfactory;
resistance to the extension of nationalization has been shown in
the recent elections of 1991» 1995 1999 and Labour has moved
away from this socialist policy.
Since 19^9 there has been the problem of unofficial strikes,
especially among the miners and dockers, since 1999 the machinery
for conciliation and arbitration has been widely extended and the
Minister of Labour has acquired extensive powers. Great advances
in the direction of industrial peace have been made, but the situ¬
ation is not yet fully resolved, wages since 19^5 have risen con¬
tinuously all around, but real wages have tended to move in the
opposite oirection. The White Paper on Employment Policy in 1944
committed all parties to maintaining employment and to the general
acceptance of iveyne's teachings. The wage Councils Act of 1949
was for the purpose of wage settlements. Minimum standards for
working conditions were laid down by statute, as in the Factory
nets of 1997 and 1946, with inspectors enforcing statutory regu¬
lations. The Monopolies net of 194S set up a commission to
investigate, the Restrictive Practices Act of 1996 gave more power,
and the Resale Price Maintenance Act of 1964 was passed to stop
manufacturers from forcing fixed prices. The January 1996 pamphlet,
POSITIVE EMPLOYMENT POLICIES, showed a highly positive approach and
emphasized the re-training and re-allocation of workers. There was
a deep suspicion about automation in the early 1990's but it has
eased considerably. Concern for the increasing cost of the National
Health Service led to the REPORT OF Tils CeMMITTEn OF sii-JJIRY INTO
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'XH-l. COhT OF ThE NATIONAL BlaLTH onRVlCE in 19^6. onClinlTY AND CHANGE
in 1961 showed that considerable had been done since 19p8» but that
a very 0reat deal remained to be accomplished anu the necessity of
joint efforts of employers and employees. The National Economic
Development Council (NEDY) began its work in 1962. There was some
depression in 19G2-19Gi in Scotland; a white Paper came out in 1966
entitled Tan oCOTfi^B EJOBOhY 19G9-197Q, regarding more industry in
Scotland and life in the highland#.
The outbreak of the second world War had a^ain brought
agriculture under direct control of the state through the County
agricultural Committees. But the 19^5 situation was markedly dif¬
ferent from the 1919 one, since cheap food was not as plentiful.
The Government developed a definite and comprehensive policy in
the Agriculture Act of 19^7. agriculture was mechanized, guaranteed
farm prices were set and farmers were encouraged to produce as much
as possible. The Agriculture Act of 19D7 promoted efficiency and
subsidized more cattle industry (especially in the highlands of
Scotland). Trade unionism became nearly as important in the agri¬
cultural life of the rural 'worker as in factories. The major present
agricultural issues include the high subsidy and the role of Britain
in the Common iiarket.
John F. Munby has stated:
The ideas of laissez faire have been abandoned.
Instead, a welfare state has been created In which
the government accepts that one of its main duties
is to see that its citizens are fed, housed, educated,
given medical treatment when needed and provided with
opportunity to work, mother task accepted by governments,
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because the poorer people form the majority of the
electors, is the redistribution of wealth through
taxation and pensions, so lhat the rich become less
rich and the poor become less poor. At the begin¬
ning of the 20th century p/A of the wealth of the
nation were owned by 2/- of the population, fifty
years later the richest 2D owned slightly under
half of the action's wealth, a substantial redis¬
tribution in favour of the working people, part¬
icularly as the total wealth available has increased
considerably. . . . we have reached a stage in
economic history where the collective society is
well established, but it is quite possible that
there will be a return lo some of the laissez-
faire ideas at a future time in nistory.(6p)
The present century has witnessed a momentous revolution in
social services, but the changes have brought some new problems.
To relieve persons according to their needs is ideal,
but there have recently been murmurs against the
continual rise in the cost of National assistance,
despite auditions to retirement pensions. For
political reasons, public men tend to remain silent
on the subject ox social services, but the rising
cost of public assistance, which increases with every
wave of inflation, is causing uneasiness in many
quarters, ana some people fear that the welfare state
must ultimately collapse under the weight of its own
burdens.(66)
There is the problem of wages and prices to be faced every
year.
Under any social system it is impossible to share out
more than there is to share. In Great Britain, the
redistribution of income through public finance and
rationing has already Oone so far that any substantial
general increase in real wages can come only from
greater output per worker.(67)
Despite the welfare state and growing affluence, cases of
poverty still remain.
(6j?) John F. Munby, .d< sOohuhlO Hlmi'OkY,pp. 177-176. 211.
(66) hilton Briobs a Percy Jordan, hCCKQKlJ iiloTORY OF
mNGluiND, pp.A01-602.
(67) Frederic Eenham, mGohOrilGm, P.516.
m
Other national issues include devaluation, incomes* policies, the
sinking of trawlers, subsidies for the fishing industry, the
closing of coal mines, redundancy and others.
Major questions of trade, balance of payments and the




During the early years of World ^ar II it was the concern of
the government to send all school children and expectant mothers
or mothers with very young children out of the danger areas of the
big cities. Country people were shocked at the poverty of the
townspeople, but the people of Britain at last learned to know each
other. The sharp cleavages between town and country, rich and poor,
were bridged as many long-standing social barriers were broken
down.
Generally, conditions for the teachers were extremely dif¬
ficult, and educational standards inevitably declined. But there
had grown a tremendous upsurge of interest in education, a
recognition of many inequalities in the present system and a
growing number to be educated.
The Butler Education act of 19^ was the greatest single
advance in the development of nnglish Education. For the first
time there was a fully coordinated system of national education
arranged in three successive stages. It was one of the greatest
(68)
reforms in English history. The passage of the bill was
remarkably smooth and with few conflicts or issues. The Act made
the following widespread changes.
(66) M. E. Hutchinson, nDUvh.ElU, Ifl BAIlnlE, 2.^6
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(1) All schools for children below 11 are •primary'
(instead of elementary;, ana those for children above
that age - whether grammar, technical, or 'modern' -
^sre 'secondary.* The Modern schools take three-
quarters of the children, but all are of equal
standing, x-rimary schools have 'managers' and
secondary schools 'govenors.'
(2) 'ihe Dual system continues, and voluntaryCnon-
provided) schools may choose between 'controlled'
and 'aided' status; in t e latter, the managers j>ay
half the cost of repairs and alterations, but retain
certain privileges.
O) .Religious instruction must be given in every
school, accoraing to an agreed syllabus; arid every
school aay must begin with collective worship,
though parents who wish to do so may withdraw their
children. Thus a grounding in the Christian faith,
far from aisappearing, has been made compulsory.
(4) From 19't7 the school-leaving age is raised to 1p.
(3) No fees may be charged for day-pupils in any state
school in receipt of grant, including Grammar Schools.
(6) Private schools outside the state system must be
inspected and registered.(69)
The fundamental object of the act was to establish a system of
education for all, according to the individual students abilities
and needs. It was an attempt to democratize education by giving
parity of conditions to all tjpes of schools; it sought to ensure
that no one type could claim superiority over another. It estab¬
lished a complete educational ladder from tiie infants' school to
the University, by means of Btate scholarships and grants. Thus
even poverty was no bar to a University.
The Act did cause a drain on financial resources, but in
general there was no reduction in the educational provisions. The
ixct tried to find a permanent settlement of the religious question,
(69) J. Howard Brown, BCKCGLS IN i^GLAND,pp.65-66.
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but the dispute seemed to be perennial and already in 19^9 it was
being openly questioned.^ ^
The Norwood Report and the .Report of the Secondary School
examination Council of 19'*7 engendered some controversy over the
age of external examinations. The Robbins Committee Report of
19o3 included the recommendations of more places in higher education,
the founding of six more universities and the establishment of
five special institutions for technical and scientific education
and research.
The Local Government Act of 193& provided for the replacement
of the percentage grant system by one of a block grant for various
(71)
services, and was bitterly opposed by educationalists.
More recent educational issues have involved the shortage of
qualified teachers, the cost of education, the effectiveness of
education, the transfer age, the best size of school, the future of
the Public Ochools, the closing of small country primary schools,
methods of discipline, the need of tecimical education, new methods
of education, students leaving school early, curricula, examinations,
the philosophy of education, adult education, remaining inequalities,
further education and others.
(70) a. D. C. Peterson, a hUNDneD Ydakh of aLUC.niON,
(71^ "» G. Lester »->mith, uui/sRM-ihHT IN eDlis. aioR, P«1^»
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b. .Scotland
Parliament passed the education (Scotland) Act of 19^5
which generally applied to Scotland the policy that the Government
had decided upon for nngland in education was to be usually
provided free and Directors of education were to be appointed,
ho specific form of religious instruction was prescribed, although
it did provide for research, better salaries and superannuation
revisions. However, Scottish education did not have the problems of
the Dual system as in hngland.
The Advisory Council on education published three important
reports - mlKuuxY ^UC^TIuN in 19^6, TECHNICAL SDdC.-.IiGN in 19^6
and ShCohDAAY DDUCalTOli in I9V7.
The PnlAivaY EDUCATION report emphasized twelve as the transfer
age, better school buildings, cooperation between home and school,
more modern curricula aid methods, the abolition of compulsory
homework (replaced by forms cf voluntary work) and the value of
research. It criticised the 'bookish' tradition of Scottish education
and was strongly concerned with the value of teaching Scottish
traditions in schools. Circular 122 accepted in principle the main
suggestions of the valuable report, but warned against being over-
zealous on Scottish traaitions and of abolishing compulsory
homework.
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The oi&OhbAnY nDUCATlOfl report emphasized three general
principles.
(1) hot only must every child receive a secondary-
education suited to his age, ability, and aptitude,
but his education whether academic or practical,
must have equal importance in the eyes of the com¬
munity and be provided for with equal care and
generosity.
(2) The good school must in its variety of types
ana range of ability reproduce something of the
richness of a natural environment.
(p) while the school should be large enough to
allow for a fully varied curriculum, it should not
be of such a size that the headmaster's personal
influence is lost and he becomes a mere admin¬
istrator. in the liJit of this principle, 600 is
su0gested as the maximum enrollment number for a
seconaary school.(72)
The iaea of the multilateral school was rejected, the nnglish
tripartite system was criticized, and the School Certificate
preferred over the external examinations.
(72) S. J. Curtis, hlniOhY 02 hDUCifTICN, P.jbS
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5* Welfare Issues
By 19^5 the continuity of tradition in Britain had been
disrupted, people had been bombarded with propaganda of every angle
of opinion and some of the standards of ethics had crumbled away.
Only one person in seven went to church ana half the population
claimed that they didn't believe in a personal God, although most
aumitted they still had the general Christian ethical codes.
Psychiatry was immensely popular, although it was little understood.
Bome people justified their behaviour by their being victims of
subconscious instincts.
During succeeding years life has in many respects become
increasingly core complex. Electronic brains and computers,
radiation and nuclear power stations have now been generally accepted.
Medical science has been producing new drugs and developing new
techniques at an astonishing rate. The space race began in 1957»
with the individual person becoming less and less si0nificant, as
his universe became greater and greater.
Dome of the older social concerns have been swept away, only
to find wider and perhaps more devastating social issues that appear
to be growing increasingly incomprehensible, and with the lengthening
shadow of the hydro0on bomb ever present.
within the family circle, however, life for most people has
become materialistically more comfortable than it has ever been,
with more money, financial security and more leisure. Television
became such a erase for a while that it changed people's living
habits, come have more recently protested that this is the
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source of too much violence, sadism and sex, but the BBC has
aefended itself stoutly on this issue.
After 19^3 the birth rate rose rapidly so that by the 1960's
there were five million young people between fifteen and twenty-
one, a large proportion of wnom had left school at fifteen and v/ere
earning their own livin0s» oorne were barely literate and it is
sobering that some three million adults could neither read nor
(73)
write, even though they went to school. Yet these youths do
possess a strong collective spending power, amounting to a quarter
of the total amount spent on consumer goods.
delinquency was increasingly recognized as a social problem
during the 1930's and 19oQ's.
This increase was a marked feature of the war years
(1939-9-3) and the immediate post-war period, but it
has, although less steeply and with fluctuations,
continued since. In 1936 the number ol crimes reported,
to the police in nngland and wales represented an
increase of more than 120 per cent over 1936. In
Scotland, although the increase was smaller it was still
significant: the total of crimes reported in 1936
being 73 per cent greater than the 1936 total. Through¬
out Great Britain the increase has been greatest among
males between 17 and 2h years of age. . . .
There are sx^ecial provisions governing young
offenders, and the Critainai Justice Aet, 19^6, and the
Criminal Justice (Bcotland) ^ct, !9^9, provide that
courts shall not sentence a person under 21 years of
age to imprisonment unless they consider that no other
method of sealing with him is appropriate. In mn^and
ana wales, the .first Offenders Act, 1936, lays down that
no aault ©ay be sent to prison by a magistrates' court
for a first offense unless there is no appropriate method
of dealing with him; in such a case the court must state
its reasons for imposing a sentence of imprisonment.(?^)
(73) M, C. Borer, BBIXA1M - T.-nBTIsTH OmHi'UBY, P.2p3.
(7*0 i'iln Ti-cn.i.T.^iT OPwiIB Bnl'lV.IB, P.1.
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In 1933 L. T. rtilkins* IHB juXfLMos.dNT IN BRITAIN was published.
The 1963 Newsorn Report, IhtLF QUA fUTUHB, included the specific
questions of sex instruction. The British Medical Association
report, Vnn.nh.naL ulo^-voM .dip YOUNG rnOPhh came out in 1964.
Michael schofield's ThM MAX snhnVlGUh OF Yu'u'nG PzgPLn was
published in 1963*
Grime and corrections have been a growin^ issue during this
period. Tiie Criminal Justice net of 1946 abolished penal servitude,
hard labor and corporal punishment, accepted the principle that the
aim should be as far as possible reformation and restoration to
normal life and include many other reforms.
The average population of prisons and borstals in
midland and -.ales on any one day in the immediate
pre-war years was 10,000 to 11,000. in 1936 the
daily average prison and borstal population in
-mgland and ..ales was 23»108 (in Scotland it was 2,672
and in Northern Ireland 4o6). This increase has had
to be absorbed, in the main, by already existing
prison builuings unsigned for smaller numbers, ana by
the bringing into operation of open prisons.
It is the consideration of such factors which
has lea tlie United kingdom Government to formulate
now that economic conditions allow, a large-scale
programme for the builaing of new prisons, borstals
and other institutions for the treatment of offenders,
and for the reconstruction or replacea-ent of a number
of old prisons; for improving the quality of the
training given in these institutions; and for
encouraging the prosecution of research into the
causes and treatment of delinquency. A /.hite Taper
incorporating the Government's proposals for the
uevelopment of institutional treatment in sngland
ana ..ales was issued in February 1939$ while a com¬
mittee to examine the working of the probation
service was appointed jointly by the Home secretary
and the secretary of state for Scotland in May 1939*(73)
(73) TUB ThhATMnNT OF OFFm. -As IN Brvli'alN, P.2.
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During the 1950'a and 1930's there was an increase of crime.
There were also tne riots, Lunger strikes and escapes from the
prisons. Many reports were written, covering the field of corrections.
The ROYAL COMMISSION ON C^ilVJ, rUNIOKHnN'T 1949-1953 nnPORT was
published September, 19d5, proposed changes in the law of murder,
^ome ox the other important acts included the homicide Act of 1957»
the Police Force «ct of 1934, the Firearms *ct of 1935 and the
Murder ^ct of 1935*
Children's welfare became a national issue during the 1940's.
Iilh nEPORT ON Tdg CnRm OF CHILDREN ,LD YoUNG r~houNS IN Ei<GL.-diD
AND ivAhno was published in 1946. This Curtis Report shocked the
country regarding conditions of life in some of the local authority
homes.
"The homes where children were boarded, like the
home where little Dennis O'Neill had diea, were
not only ^iven no careful inspection but were
subject to two sets of rules - those under the
Poor Daw Act of 1950 and those under the Children
and Young Persons act of 1953»"(73)
There was also the CoiiMifTnn ON hOn-hLooo OnILD-,EN (Scotland) ..mi-ORI
of 1946. These two reports led to the Children's Act of 1945,
providing further welfare reforms for children. The tragic effects
of thalidomide, given to expectant mothers during this period, was
not discovered until hunureds of babies had been born with deform¬
ities. i'lin R-SPOrI OF i'nh COMi-ill'Inn UN ChlLDnUiM xu<P foilDC PnROONS
(Ingleby Report^ of 1930 led to the Childrens and Young Persons
Act of 196p.
(73) Pauline Gregg, THE .^EeF.-UwE oTATE, P.272.
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Marriage and divorce has been a national issue for much of
the twentieth century. The Marriage *.ct of 1949 included some
matrimonial reforms. In 19i>1 Mrs. mirene White's hill to permit
divorce at the petition of either party after seven years of living
apart was withdrawn, and the Morton Commission was appointed,
in 1995 this hoyal Commission suggested additional reforms, but
encouraged the retention of the principle of the matrimonial
offense. In 19&3 another bill similar to Mrs. White's was suggested,
mxicludiag provision for divorce after seven year's separation.
The many articles and periodicals attest to the persistence of
divorce as a national issue.
The issue of homosexuality appeared during the late 1940's
and 1990's. Alfred Kinsey's SjHXUiiL BflKAVlOUH IK ThL hUthli KALS
was published in 1948, and John .jolfenuen's iiOMOohXUilL QFFxiwLo
.u«i) rKosi'ITUTlGK in 1997* The wolfenden Committee had made a
thorough study of the problem of homosexuality in angland, and
recommended that homosexual benaviour between consenting adults in
private should no longer be a criminal offense, although the laws
against indecent assault and the corrupting of youths should be
maintained. Although this report received almost unanimous accept¬
ance in the Lnglish press, majority opinion in both the House of
Commons and the House of Lords was initially against it, perhaps
more for political reasons. Michael ochofield's SOCIOLOGICAL
ACr'hCTC Of HOMOLLXthiLITY came out in 1965# The House of Lords gave
approval on May 24, 19&5» but it was rejected by the House of
Commons. On February 11, 1966, after much debate, the House of
Commons finally approved the Bill.
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Abortion has been a strong national issue during the last
part of this period. Many magazine articles were written about
this issue, especially in the 1960's. A Medical Termination of
Pregnancy Bill was introduced into the House of Commons in February
of 1961 and was talked out. Another bill, to amend the law on
abortion, was introduced in June of 19b9» but it died. A new bill
was introduced in November 1969* In 1996 the Medical Termination
of Pregnancy Act was passed.
Housing has continued to be a national concern. Slum
clearance and new towns were the subjects of many reports during, the
1990's and I960*o.
"rtt the end of 1969 there were still some three
million families in Great Britain living in slums,
in near slums, or in grossly overcrowded conditions:
the worst areas were in the North of Magland and on
Clyaeside.'*(77)
nace relations has become a growing issue during the 1960's,
as can be seen in the Commonwealth Immigrant's Act of April 1962
which gave rise to bitter feeling since it controller the immigration
of Commonwealth Citizens for the first time. This Act did not work
very well and in 1969 the hijily controversial nace Melations Act
was passed (carried by only nine votes), which legislated against
discrimination. This was followed by the controversial 1966 Act
restricting immigration.
(77) Pauline Gregg, THB slAin, pp.291-292.
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Drug taking became an alarming national issue during the first
part of the 1^60's, as can be seen from the considerable number of
articles in periodicals on the problem. DRUG ADDICTION. ahrORT OF
■i'Hi-j IIvlaRhiurRklRhRTAL oui-U'ili'T^n came out in 1961, and DRUG ..sDICTlON,
onCuND iihrUAl Of TiLR liii'mid)nr.-iA!E'h^«TAL GCnhll'T.aj was published
in 1965*
netting was forced off the streets by the betting and Gambling
act of 1960, based partly on the recommendations of the Royal
Commission on -Betting, Lotteries and Gambling of 1949-1951.
Alcohol problems continued to be a national concern during
this period, especially during the 1950*s with statistics revealing
a large increase in male orunkeness. Alcohol related to driving
was a subject of recexit legislation.
Population changes have periodically been a concern during
the twentieth century. A .Royal Commission on Population was
appointed in 1944 over concern about the falling birth-rate. The
.Report in June, 1949 revealed that the falling population was no
longer a major problem, although aspects of it still were, as the
growing group of those over sixty-five. Scotland had considerable
population loss during the 1950's and 1960's throu^ emigration.
The Phillips Report of 1954 took a less serious view of future
population trends.
Other important issues of national concern during this period
include birth control methods, safety of new uru^s, highway safety,
leisure, equal pay for equal work, family poverty, mental health,
and illness, crafting conditions, disabled persons and old age.
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The following ought also to be mentioned: smoking, artificial
human insemination, euthanasia or mercy killing, obscenity and
censorship, violence, medical transplantation of organs,
(7&)
sterilisation, initiative, the nberfan disaster, materialism,
demonstrations, student movements, Hithergreen and devolution.
The social road for Britain from 1900 into the middle years
of the twentieth century has indeed been tumultuous and
revolutionary.
To examine the present is like peering into the waters
of a stream which has come from the past and flows to
the future. The future is dim and barely discerned;
of the past we know a little and can assess the rest
but imperfectly. The present, for all our probing,
is difficult enough to understand, iven when fill is
calm the moment cannot be caught. The water that laps
my hand was - is - will be - and is different at one
and the same time. The wind whips up ripples that give
false impressions of the water's movement, the current
is disturbed by bolaers, a thrown stone causes ever-
widening circles that beat the farther bank. The on¬
looker can only record what he sees and try to estimate
the effect of such action as dredging the stream to
make it flow more clearly, removing the boulder to
prevent diversion, or stopping the bystanders from
throwing stones. But, for all our uifficulties of
assessment and interpretation, we can be certain that
the present channel is well and deeply cut. Accident
or diversion may stem the flow or divert the current,
but nothing can stem or oivert the main movement to
welfare within a society of equals which was begun a
quarter of a century ago when Britain arose out of the
devastation of war to build again.(79)
(7&) This issue is emphasized by diehard M. Titmuss in assays on
•The welfare Btate,' pp.11^-118.
(79) Pauline Gregg, Tint wBbinnh BlnTB, P.^12.
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This chapter will present some of the twentieth century sermons
on social issues. Fifteen clergymen will be studied, chosen
primarily because they were some of trie more outstanding preachers
of their uay and their sermons are presently available,
waiter Kauschenbusch has been included because of the extensive
publication of his works and wide influence in Britain. He also
was a pioneer and model in the resurgence of social preaching.
This critical research is presented in three themes, in order
to portray the relationships between the social preaching of a
particular clergyman and his response in other social areas.
The fifteen clergymen chosen were among the most prominent of their
time. Five of them are examples of occasional social preaching
with minimal response in other social areas. Another five clergy
are examples of moderate social preaching with moderate response
in other social concern areas, and a final five clergymen are
examples of strong social preaching with strong response in other
social concern areas.
There is almost always a direct correlation between the extent
of social preaching and the extent of activity in other areas of
social concern.
Economic-welfare issues will be primarily included, although
other social concerns will be alluded to when felt to be important
to the subject. It is interesting to note that many preachers
during this twentieth century also preached on social issues, at
least occasionally. Many possessed a social concern which resulted
in social action in their lives as well as in preaching from their
pulpits.
2H
A• GCCAoivjIHeL FRHACHXHG >VXXh MINIMAL kidbiGHSH
Xix OXHHH HOCXjHJ CGNCHRN aaHAH
The following are examples of occasional preaching with minimal
response in other social concern areas.
G. Campbell Morgan (Idoi-I^p) was one of the great preachers
of all time, known primarily as a biblical expositor. His ministry
took place during times of deep crisis in both sugland and America.
Theological storms raged as the liberals and modernists conflicted.
The rise of scientism and secularism brought uark clouas to the
church horizon. t»orld wars left their deep scars on both the people
and the churches. The devastating depression of the 1950' shook
both nations.
Morgan was not oblivious to these social crises. He stated
his conviction that the whole intellectual world was under the
mastery of the physical scientists. Convinced that materialistic
and rationalistic philosophy dominated the scene, he tried all the
harder to proclaim oiblical revelation. He was deeply aware of the
horror of war, and became a pacifist. He would not allow toy
soldiers in his children's nursery, and preached that war was
contrary to the mind of God and was always displeasing to God.
He believed that a Christian was not to obey his government, when
government called him to do what was against his conscience.
He asserted,
"1 do not believe that a Christian should at all
times support his Government; but I do believe
he is bound to do so when the Government is acting
in the interest of righteousness."(1)
(1) Jill Morgan, ed., i'HIo HIH rnlTH (westwood, M.J.:
Fleming H. Hevell Co., 1'9i>2), F.jAX).
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Morgan did not dwell as much on current issues as some other
preachers of his day, but he did not neglect them, he wrote,
"It never was my habit in pastorates. ...
to preach on current events. But there have
been hours when it was necessary that from
the pulpit there should sound the prophetic
voice to some national or international
situation. I never found an hour when I hau
to bo anywhere except to my Bible to find the
message for such an hour."(2)
Morgan did preach on specific social issues as well as on
social injustice in general* for example, in one sermon he
attacked the effort to legalise trade in narcotics. Morgan did
generally preach on the great themes of the Bible, but it is untrue
that he never preached on contemporary issues. This fact is
(3)
attested to by his sermon 'Highteousness or revenue' in which
Morgan opposed legalizing dope, through a contemporary development
of Matthew 6:2^,
"Ye cannot serve God and mammon."
These words occur in that part of the Manifesto of
Jesus in which, after enunciating His laws for the
government of human life, both in its human and
Divine relationships, He declared the necessity for
a super-earthly consciousness in dealing with all
the things of the earth. . . .
sngland has twice declared, through her elected
representatives in Parliament assembled, that the
opium traffic is 'morally indefensible.' Bince
doinb so, within the last two years, the Government
has steadily resisted China's efforts to rid ner-
self of it. It is said that we must proceed slowly,
that there is the need of policy. I know nothing
about policy* I face the facts. I stand in the
presence of China's undoing, and I can hardly speak
of this thinb as I feel it. I know perfectly well
(2) ndgar De»itt Jone3, ni'iDnlCrtfl ?HhnCti.&w OF TuD^Y
(Hew York: The Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1933)» 2.267.
(3) Tils inSiiCHlhu Or' G. C/hiMBnil, HOnGAH, The Westminister Pulpit,
Vol.4, (Old Tappan, H.Y.: Fleming H. Hevell C©., n.d.),
PP*59-70.
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that some people will say, the preacher was in
danger of getting excited. I an terribly in danger
of it. 1 can haraly possess my soul, where attempts
have been made in certain quarters, during the last
two years by China's government, to put an end to
this traffic, our Government, by its agents and
representatives, has declared tnat it cannot be done
because of existing treaty rights, and that there
must be a 0radual ending of the thing. Chat is
where we are.
This is not a question of politics, party politics.
By unanimous vote, not merely of men sitting on one
side of the House, but of the whole Assembly, anglanu
has said throu^ her elected representatives, this
thing is morally inuefeasible J but we are nalting.
why? There is only one word. Revenue!
... what a chance to show the awakening world
conscience that we prefer righteousness to revenue.
. . . when I have said all, 1 have not said half that
anould be said. when I have said all, the last thing
and the best thing is that X should get down, and
that you should get aown before Goa, taking the sin of
our nation into our own hearts, we maue our boast
that we are of Great Britain. Her shame is ours also.
Let us 0et down bo-fore Him in humiliation. Let us cry
to Him that He will at this moment guide, direct, and
aeliver us from this shame, to the glory of His name.(A)
Ci>)
nrthur John Gossip experienced many dark days
(
economically in Ccotland. Depressions with accompanying unem¬
ployment plaguea the land. People suffered terribly from these crises
and cried out for economic reform. The socialist movement vained
momentum in Great Britain and swept to power during Gossip's lifetime.
(4) hoc. Git.
(p) Arthur John Gossip (167^-1^5^) was bora in Glasgow, graduated
from the University of Edinburgh, and was a minister of the
United Free Church in Scotland, serving as both pastor and
professor, ocotland has 0iven the world many famous
preachers and one of them certainly was A. J. Gossip, who
pxeachea the famous sermon "But when Life Tumbles In,
«»hat Then?" after the aeath of his wife in 1927*
(6) John Muchline, "The Late Professor A. J. Gossip, M.A., DD., L.L.D.,"
LXPOGITORY Titiant July 195^» P.301.
T. & T. Clark.
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There was great effort to apply the Christian faith to social issues.
But apart from war, Gossip seldom spoke directly on any of these
issues.
Gossip seldom dealt directly and explicitly with social issues.
Apparently he thought that encouraged and transformed individuals
would be better able to reform a corrupt social order. His message
was directed more to individuals than to society. He believed that
better persons were needed, and that these in turn would create a
better society.
However, Gossip's indirect emphasis is strong, lor example,
in nis sermon "Tne Clash of age and Youth" he preached;
Yet, on the other side, you have acuter consciences
by far concerning certain social sores, simply can't
understand how we could tolerate them, look at us in
a way that we find most uncomfortable, much as we our¬
selves were wont to .glance scornfully at -he pious
who, prior to our day, served uod with what they
believed to be a convinced and honest earnestness,
while yet thrusting little shivering frightened souls
of six and eight down for long, dreadful hours into
the uarkness of the mines; and just as others down
the centuries will look back at you too. For as yet
it is a very crude and elenentary Christianity we
have workeu out, wnich our successors, please God,
will leave far behind. Meantime, when you look at us
so hotly, we can only say that, though we cannot well
explain it now that our eyes have been directed to
them, the fact is we did not see these wrongs that so
infuriate you - somehow, we never noticed them.
"You see," we stammer, "they were always there;
and our eyes ran across them." "well, we do see them,"
you say grimly, "and we can't stand them - and we won't."
nnd that is well. Only you seem to be touched by what
Halei^h calls the "idiotic simplicity of the revolutionary
idea;" seem to imagine that something external, economic,
political, can change this tangles world for us into all
that it ought to be, while you and I remain just what we
were. It won't, says Christ.
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It is new men that are needed - another you, another I,
another all of us - Orown into new and Christlike
creatures, with His new ways and thouijits and dreams,
and you can be quite certain Christ is right. Still
you do see that what, because it looked uncomfortably
difficult to live, we pushed aside as obvious metaphors,
not to be taken literally, are not metaphors but laws
that we have got to learn to work out somehow. You
are keen to ao something: your hands itch to begin to
bulla; to change tnese ruins into a 1'eiaplo of God.
You nave indeed set happily to work, and everywhere
there is the tinkling of the trowels on the stones,
the sound of busy saw and hatmaer. Well, God bless
you and Oivo you tpoa speed!
And what I would say to each of you is that you must
be true to tne li0ht of your own generation. There
is an old prophet who asks indignantly how people
can bear to live in their own ceiled houses, while
Goa's house lies in a blackened heap! «nd in this
day of awakened social conscience, of endeavour to be
helpful to each otuer, are you, for your part, going
to hold aloof, to taae no part in the characteristic
enterprise of your own age, to spend your life aully
ana commonplacely upon your own ends, just as if these
new visions had not risen on men's minds, to be so out
of date ao to think living for oneself is the only
thing.(7)
Gossip's sermon "On the Imitation of Christ: A warning" preaches:
For o e thing, Christ refused to be a legislator, to
provide us with a set of rules, laying aown the proper
conauct in evei-y conceivable situation, a boon of the
words with an elaborate inuex, so that, when in doubt,
all we have to ao is to look up the appropriate heading,
such as, say, the ideal social system, or the like, and
xina it all set down for us in uetail. «nd, because of
that refusal, aiany tell us impatiently that Christ is
out of date, tin admirable guide, no doubt, in the region
of personal religion, but with nothing to say about
those social and economic questions which we find ao
urgent, and so clamant, and so insistently demanding a
solution. For help, there, so we are told, we have to
look to the Greek thinkers, and not to Christ at all. . . .
Mercifully, what He lays on us are principles, and a
spirit, which we must apply for ourselves in each
situation. . . .
(7) Arthur John Gossip, inn HmHC Ik xi-iY ooUL
(kuinbur^h: T. a X. Clark, 1925), pp,k9~oj>.
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Or, take the Law of Brotherhood, that central
Christian rule of life. Usually it means kindness
and sympathy to all our fellow-men. But when,
ana if, some of our brothers persist in maltreating
certain others of our brotners, and will not desist
tnerefrom, then wnat uoes one doY Does the Law mean
that, because the wrongdoers are our brother^, we
must be patient and unruffled towaras them, protest
perhaps, but take no violent action to check and
arrest tneuu have the wronged brothers Oot no
rii^hts? have they not the first call upon the Law
of BrotherhoodY Can we obey it, and allow them to be
maltreated-' "But who is my neighbourY" -skad a
captious mind. "I'll tell you a story, ana you'll
answer that yourself," said Christ, and improvised
the immortal parable about the iriest, and tne
Levite, and the good Samaritan.CO
(8) Arthur John sossip, Laisklnnus wOrnv^rii iiuPL




Donald Macpherson Baillie (1887-193^) revealed a
considerable amount of social concern in his sermons, although
it is fairly general arid less in quantity than that of his
brother. He has been chosen also because he was a distinguished
theologian.
(9) Donald Macpherson Baillie (1687-193*0 was born in Gairloch,
in Wester Boss.
.Baillie entered New College, Edinburgh University,
in 1909; where he was influenced by such men as
James Beth, Alexander Martin, H. H. Mackintosh,
H. a. A. Kennedy, A. H. Macswen, and Alexander Whyte.
He began assisting at North Morningsiae in 1913,
where Dr. D. W. Forrest was minister. When the *ar
broke out, he served with the Y.M.G.A. in France.
Then he ministered in the Border parish of Bt. Bosweils,
where there was; the need for a locum tenens, and
where he regained his health, being plagued by asthma
most of his life. In 1918 he was callea to the United
Free Church in Inverbervie on Kincardinesnlre coast.
For another five years he preacned at Bervie at the
United Free Church there, where he also wrote articles
for the BabCBITUB ana otner journals. In 1923
Donald Bailiie was inducted into St. John's Church
at Cupar and served there until 1930.
"Faith in God and its Christian Consummation" was
Baillie's subject for the Kerr Lectureship of 1926;
and he continues his ministry for four years at
Bt. Columba'o Church at Kilmalcolm, where he experienced the
loss of his mother, although several overseas colleges
made him offers he -went in 1933 as Lxaminer in Divinity,
to Ldinburgh, and then on to at. Andrews in 193^
accepting the Chair of Systematic Theology, after
receiving the honorary uoctorate in Divinity.
Baillie came to be in the front raim of world
theologians, gave the Forwood Lectures at Liverpool
in 19^7, the Moore Lectures at Ban Francisco during
an extensive tour in 1932, held the chairmanship of
the local refugee committee, sponsored the lorta
Community, was active in the ecumenical movement,
and became Convener of the Church of Bcotland
Committee on Inter-Church nutations.
CDonald Baillie, TO .HIGH BHALL ,.t, GO?, F. 18. )
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The area of economics was of little concern apparently
to Donald Baillie, and this included his own personal economic
matters. Thus it is not surprising to find very little concern
shown in this area of his sermons. However, he does mention
the unemployed.
Perhaps my greatest sin is that when there were
three millions of unemployed folk in this country,
and hundreds of thousands of youths being ruined by
it in body and soul, I didn't care anything like
enough about it. and if we don't care enough yet,
and if, when that Kind of problem comes again, we
haven't cared enough to find a way out - we
Christians - that will indeed be the day of
judgment for the Church of Christ, showing that
it has substituted self-centered sentimentalists
for the Pentecostal spirit of community.(10)
There are some references to the family area of social
concern, although Donald Baillie never married and had a family
himself.
He described the culture surrounding the family of his
day, and said,
"But we can't close our eyes any longer to the
change in world civilization - social, industrial,
political, moral, and religious changes."(11)
(10) Ibid., P.70.
(11) Donald M. Baillie, oUT CP kABAnhlH, r.pl.
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Donald Baillie makes come general references to the
affairs of politics and nations.
I ao not for one moment mean that the Christian
Church or pulpit should preach political programmes.
But it ought to uenounce social evils, ana it ought
to stab awane the consciences of its members about
the great sin of their social callousness. Again;
1 do not suggest that everyone who shouts slogans
of social reform is near the Kingdom of God or the
Gospel of Christ. It is quite easy to th » s
kind of thing an escape from God and Christ. It is
dreadfully easy, especially if we have some dis¬
contents of our own, to shout slogans about a new
social order, and even to get fussy and busy about
social reform, without really caring a scrap about
our fellows. . . .(12)
Dr. Johnson (loth Century) could practice his
religion in a realm apart from the ^reat affairs
of nations. But no one can draw that line today,
and any wide-awake Christian would be ashamed to
try to draw it. Our minus are all the time being
bombarded, through radio and the newspapers, with
news of catastrophic events on every part of tne
surface of this planet, and it is in that whirl¬
wind that we have to live our Christian lives. . . .
Cur very religion becomes a religion of problems.(15)
Justice is mentioned a few times, ao also is the area of
MM
race. In regard to persons in need, Baillie says
"what do we see when we look at someone who seems
to have made a mess of his life? . . . Bometimes
we just see the wretched fellow as he is, in all
his shame and failure, and our hearts reject him,
without imagination or pity."(15)
Donald Baillie, XO ..horn Dh/uLL GOV, P.70.
Ibid., P.ob.







In his mind (Pharisee) all humanity were divided
into two classes, the good people (of whom he was
one) and the bad people. He had no use at all for
the bad people, no interest in them. . . .
He (Christ) looked at those people with the
indefatigable faith that they could yet be made
into sons and daughters of God.(l6)
In his sermon entitled "The .Religious Life,''1 Baillie
portrays the Christ of everyone.
But Jesus lived among men, moved about among them
and shcu-eu in tseir activities, their social joys
and sorrows; going as a guest to all sorts of
houses, taking part in wedding feasts, carrying on
His beneficent work in their towns and villages;
so that people even used to contrast Him with John
the Baptist, and to say that this Jesus was every¬
body's companion.(17)
Professor Donald M. Baillie revealed a worked through
theology of society. He described some of the social needs.
.... student®in Curope and nsia today who have to
live their lives and pursue their studies in conditions
which would seem to us quite impossible, with shortage
of money and food and rooms and books and time and
everything that university life would seem to require.
That is the world we are living in. Curely in this
present age more than in most a^es young people like
you are bound to awaken and ask themselves what they
are living for. In such a world you can't accept all
your privileges complacently and set out to have a
good time for yourselves.(1d)
You will perhaps wish impatiently to remi.au me that
many an honest sceptic has had hi^h moral ideals,
and that, Goa or no God, our moral convictions stand
fast. You will tell me that many who do not profess
to believe in God have a 0reater social concern, a
finer aevotion to the cause of reform among their
feilowman, than many Christians. You will perhaps
remind me that the great Dr. Hansen himself was an
unbeliever, and yet he worked out his dreams for the
relief of suffering humanity in a way that would put
most of us to the blush. Yes, indeed.
(16) laid., P.103.
(17) Donald Baillie, OUT CP RnCnRmTH, P.118.
(18) Donald Baillie, PC <.RGR sHRHn GO';. P.23.
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But I wonder how long that kind of thing can last -
high ideals and noble service without any faith.
For one generation, perilaps, and then mainly by
living unconsciously on the religious capital of
the last generation.C19)
I wonder how far Christianity can live up to that
in the world of today. There is plenty of dark-
necs and plenty of despair. There are plenty of
people aSxing wistfully where they can 0et light
upon tne terrible problems of our- age. (20)
Baillie asserted that there is a need to serve in society
today, and 0ives the example of:
.... a labouring man. . . . Perhaps he is thinking
of God. Perhaps he is bringing the light of his
faith to bear upon the great issues he has been
reading about in his newspaper - labour troubles,
party politico, war and peace among the nations.
Perhaps he is connecting all these things with
the God he believes in. why not< fie is a working
man. so was Jesus, nad you don't know what depths
ox Christian faith there may be in the heart and life
of that ox-uinary man. ... It may be that behind the
scenes of what seems a very commonplace existence
there is a brave unselfish life of burden-bearing for
other people, sustained perhaps by the fellowship of
the Church of Christ and by a living faith in God.(21)
what wcula the life of the Church of Christ, what would
the life of this country of Scotland, have been through
all the centuries without that mind of thing happening
quietly ana deeply among all sorts of people, from
cottage to castle up and down the land':. . . .
The one aim and end of all we have inherited, all we
have been taught in our Christian homes and in the
Church of Christ, is that we should, each one, and
all in fellowship, come to have Jesus Christ as our
own Lord and Piaster, the eternal God as our Father
and our Friend, in the communion of the Holy -spirit. (22)
(23)
In his sermon "Bought with a Price" he states that,
". . . . That kind of individualism is just selfishness:
hard mean irresponsible selfishness. . . . men and women
living among their fellows with no thought but their own
security and prosperity, without sympathy or compassion








He talks about a 'crusade for the Kingdom of Heaven' in this sermon
and frequently uses this phrase or 'His kingdom,• 'Kingdom of Christ,'
or 'Kingdom of God.' He preaches,
"kemember what really matters in the Christian life
is not our feelings, our emotions, our moods, but
now we live, with dedicated wills, in faith and love.
-ind thus we ought to be looking away from ourselves
and our own feelings to God above us and our fellow-
creatures around us."(25)
In the sermon entitled, "The Community of the Holy Gplrit,"^
Donald Baillie devotes the sermon to the clarification of the social
Gospel question, using acts 2:bWt7 his text.
Is Cnristianity an individual Gospel or a social
GospelY Is it a matter of 'my soul and God,'
or is it concerned with the social and political
oraer? wherever I go just now I finu that question
being asked, ana xndeed hotly debated, with two
opposite answers ^iven. On the one hand I am told
that a Christian's primary concern is with the
salvation of his own soul in preparation for tne
world to come, and that the Church ought not to be
directly interested in social or economic reform,
because che real evil is the moral arid spiritual
evil in man's nearts, and it can only be dwelt with
by inoiviuual conversion. ->o true Christianity is
an individual Gospel, well, that sounds pretty
deep. But then, on the other hand, I am told that
true Christianity is a social Gospel, with a prog¬
ramme for the transformation of human society and
a passion to make this world a better place for all
sorts and conditions of men. Therefore, the
Christian Church can't possibly stand aside from
the social evils and problems of the age. It dare
not keep silent about them, its message must be
vitally concerned with them, tod as for the indi¬
vidual, if he is more concerned with saving his
own soul than in securing social justice and opport¬
unity for his less fortunate fellows, his religion
is a religion of selfish escape, whereas true
Christianity is a social Gospel.
(25) Xbiu., 2.1p5»
(26) Donald Baillie, TO wuOM BiaenL ..s GO*, pp.66-72.
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These are the two sides of it, and they are constantly
put up against each other in these days. On the one
hand: "what's the good of a social Gospel if our
individual souls have not been saved?" and on the other
hand: "what's the good of an evangelical Christianity
that doesn't ueal with social evil?" well, wnich of
these is right? Is true Christianity an individual or
a social Gospel? Does it speak to us of an individual
salvation, or of a new social order?
~urely the rijat answer is "Doth." <uid both together.
They can't be separated, or they both jo bad.(27)
Daillie asserted tnat at Pentecost, religion became more ueeply
a social thing tuan it had ever been before.
There spran^ up a new mind of care for the poor, and
presently a new attitude to slaves. They had a new
sense of loyal responsibility for all their fellow-
creatures, and they started to spread the good thing
that had made them xnto a community. Of course, they
didn* t embark upon a programme of social reform.
They uidn't even try to banish slavery, now could they?
They had no political power in the great nomaa empire;
most of them hau no vote; they had none of the
opportunities of modern democracy - -hat was far beyond
the horizon. But the spirit was there - a spirit of
community with all mankind - a new community without
distinctions of class or race, in which every man was a
child of God, a slave just as much as iiis master.
That was Christianity.
Yes, and that is still true Christianity, ma now
that we ao live in an a0e of democracy, where we
all have voting power, and must all snare responsibility
for the dreadful evils of our social system, the
Christianity that aid not care about social reform
would not be genuine Christianity at all. . . .
"Being saved": .»hat does that mean': It does not
mean a passport for a place called neaven. It means
being transformed into the sort of person that can't
separate his own welfare from that of his fellows. . . .
sin is equal to self-centeredness, and my supreme
sin is that I uon't care enough about the welfare and




Then as almost a summary of his theology of society,
Donald Baillie preached:
.... if we are Christians we must believe that
Christianity has the answer to the problems, and
I am sure that in certain quarters Christianity is
facing the issues, thinning them out and 0iving
hopeful lead in a hopeless world. But how far is
our Christianity sharing in that lead, or even
conveying to the world any impression of possessing
a faith and hope that we can hold on to? A great
deal of our common Christianity is not live enough
for that, and not intelligent enough. ...
to make a plea for a more intelligent Christianity,
a Christianity that has to some extent thought itself
out, and knows what it means and believes, and can
toive some answers to the world's pathetic questions.(29)
.... Christianity. ... is not a religion of easy
rosy optimism in such a world. You can thank God that
this Christianity which has come down to us is a
religion that faced the worst and went down into the
depths and endured the Cross before it rose up and
proclaimed the victory and the glory in its Gospel. . . .
to call you to His royal service in this tragic world.(pO)
Professor Baillie preached that Christ came to end all misery
and set up His kingdom.
(31)






James Gtuart Btewart ^ 1096- ) has touched millions
arouna the world# His ability and dedication took him to the
heights as a preacher in Scotland during the middle portion of the
twentieth century, iiirough his writing he made an impact for Christ
on every Hnglish-speaking country in the world.
02) James Stuart Stewart was born in Dundee, Scotland,
July 21, 1896. He attended school in Dundee and
then studied at St. andrews University in Scotland,
.fcrom this University he received both the M.A, and
the B.D. degrees. As a student he excelled in
scholarly gifts. In further work at Hew College
of the University of suinburgh, and in Germany at
the University of Bonn, he continued to display great
intellectual talent.
Stewart attained fame as an author and as a
preacher, .sfter completing his formal education, he
served as pastor of at. xuadrews Church in Auehteraraer,
the Beechgrove Church in Aberdeen, and the North
Morningsiae Church in Edinburgh.
In 19*7 he was invited to become professor of
New Testament language, literature and theology at
New College, University of Edinburgh, Scotland.
Stewart's pietistic nature and evangelistic
spirit caused him to be something of a controversial
person in Scotland. He encouraged the Billy Graham
crusades in Scotland while numbers of Church of
Bcotland ministers opposed Graham's meetings.
A churchman of the Free Church stripe, he refused
to back down from his stance in favor of evange¬
lism. His writings inoicate his deep concern
about the proclamation of the gospel. He centered
his preaching on central themes of the faith such
as the incarnation, crucifixion, and the
resurrection of Jesus Christ.
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Stewart also occasionally displayed a concern for social
problems. In i'HIML lb i'HL KiNGLCM ne said:
If with the New Testament we believe that the
eternal .»ord took upon Himself a body of flesh,
we have no right to preach a disembodied Gospel
dissociated from material and mundane concerns.
The indicative of the incarnation carries with
it a revolutionary imperative. It implicates us
inextricably in history. It compels us to see
the circumstances of man's corporate life as the
raw materials of God's eternal purpose. The
mysticism which would bypass earthly conditions
it brands as a nauseating irrelevance.
".is the'Father sent Me into the world," said
Jesus to His men, "so send I you."
The proclamation of Christ lays the axe to uhe
roots of the tree of serfdom ana superstition,
of radical discrimination and social injustice.
From the hour when the <Jord became incarnate
ana the love of heaven struck aown the plagues
and confusions of the world, the Church received
the marching-orders of its mission. Like its
Master, it was to take upon itself tne buraen
of the plight of men, ana to involve itself
in all the conditions of their life on earth.Cpp)
His ability as a preacher and nis ^ifts as a scnolar have
been widely recognized by numerous honors given to aim. In 19i>2
he became a Chaplain to the <tueen. He delivered the Lyman iseeclier
Lectures on Preaching at Yale in 19P.5* In 19G.2 he was elected
Moderator of the General assembly of the Church of Scotland;
taiding a leave of absence from the University of Edinburgh, he
gave a year in denou,inational service. Churches of various
denominations, seminaries and Universities have sought nim as a
preacher.
Oj>) James G. otewart, THINs Is TiiL hlNGJuM (sdinburgh:
Gaint Andrews Press, 19i?6), pp.^2-Vt.
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James Ltewart has been called
(5k)
"one of the glories of the Scottish pulpit."
Kis preaching is marked by assurance and definlteness; he announces
good news rather than petty moralisms. Horton Lavies has said,
"The only appropriate term for his preaching
is 'heraldic'.1"
John Mclntyre, in his book '1HL oihdr'^ Of CliHIcIOLQGY, said
If one were to try to track down in human terms
the secret of the power of the preaching of
Professor James o, atewart, he mibht first
mention the carefully chosen descriptive language,
his constant practice of interpreting ocrrpture
by scripture, but the secret, I feel, lies in the
way in which Professor stewart so presents the
biblical situations, so reconstructs the motives,
attitudes, reactions of our Lord to those whom he
confronts, that we ourselves are drawn into these
self-suaie situations, ourselves confronted,
challenged, judged, forgiven. (j>5)
htewart believes in an honest Interpretation and exegesis of
the scripture. Interestingly enough, i^any have accused him of
allegorizing scripture, or at least of spiritualizing it.
stewart himself urged honest exegesis:
There are some sermons which, starting out from a
word of scripture, proceed quite flagrantly to
violate the ixitention of the original writer. . . .
To say this is not, of course, to suggest that
alie;_orizing is necessarily bad: no# does it imply
a rigid and excessive literalism distrustful of
all spiritual lines of interpretation. There is
no reason why you should not, occasionally at
least, extend the reference of a text beyond its
immediate setting. . . . But the strongest and
moat helpful preaching is that which expounds a
text or passage in dynamic relationsiiip to its
actual setting in Scripture. Loyalty to the word
of God demands scrupleus care in exegesis.(p6)
Horton Davies, VAnl^-iTI-wo Of sWusjIoH pAi-^iChlWG, 1 pQO-1960
tnaglewood Cliffs, W.J.; Prentice-Hall, 19&PJ, P'.2p1.
John iiclntyre, TLB oliAPh OF ChnlGTsLGGY (Philadelphia:
Westminster press, 19Gb), P.12G.
James G. Stewart, hartahLL OP uGD (Wew York:




The sermons of stewurt give indication that he is
aware of the needs of the people to whom he preaches and the
(3?)
relevouce of tne gospel to his own aay and time.
In his »arracK: Lectures he wrote:
The Gospel is not for an age, but for all time:
yet it is precisely the particular age - this
historic hour arid none other - to which we are
commissioned by God to speak. It is against the
background of the contemporary situation that we
have to reinterpret the Gospel once for all
delivered to the saints; and it is within the
framework of current hopes and fears that we
have to show the commanding relevance of
Jesus.(id)
(39)
Gtewart recommended beginning where your hearers are
meeting them on their own ground.
It is obvious that Stewart had great gifts as a preacher
Therefore, one might conclude that his social preaching would
probably have been highly effective, had he practiced it more
(37) Ibia., P.119.
(3d) Ibid., P.11.
(39) nil of Stewart's sermons are well illustrated. The con
elusions are quiet rather than dramatic; he believes
that the day of the florid, self-conscious climax has
passed. People are rightly suspicious of sermons cul
minating in a blase of literary fireworks, "like a
sonata with a noisy coda." He wrote:
Diminuendo, not crescendo, ought to be the rule
as you draw near the end. Much better conclude
quietly and even abruptly than indulge in any
ueclamatory pyrotechnics. . . . fou will never
weaken the force of your final appeal by keeping
it restrained. In nine cases out of ten, quiet
notes are better there than crashing chorda.
Ho doubt there are exceptions. . . . Let your last
wcrus of appeal have in them something of the
hush that falls when Christ Himself draws near.
(Ibid., pp.137-40.)
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It appears that his background in good communities, churches
and schools did not afford much direct contact with the social
evils of his day. Also, the more conservative theology would
not have placed much emphasis on social concerns. Seldom do
we hear a solid social note sounded in his preaching. He might
be con6iuered a negative example, in view of the fact that he
does not begin to measure up to the model of social preaching
as found in kauschenbusch.
xiobert James McCracken (1904- ) was born in Motherwell,
Scotland, received the M.A. and the B.D. from the University of
Glasgow, and pastored churches in Hdiaburgh, Glasgow, Ontario, and
hew York City. McOracken was the successor to Harry Htaerson ifcsdick
at the aiverside Church.
In a sermon entitled "Hole of the Church in the Crisis,"
McCraCAen spoke of the Christian's responsibility in the world
around him;
It is the uuty of the church and of every church
member to see to it that the glory of God floods
all the activities of men. . . . Christian men
and women in all walks of life. . . . should be
informing, arousing, stimulating the public
conscience, intervening in any situation where
wrong is being uone, lifting up their voice
against injustices and corruption, embodying
and establishing Cnristian principles of social
action.(40)
He showed a strong concern for public affairs in his sermon
"Beware of Melancholy":
Officials in the capital seem to be saying that
we have taken on so much in the world, in the
cities, with the races, that we have raised
expectations beyonu our capacity to fulfil.
The visions of a Great society, a war on poverty,
and a compassionate ana vigorous nation fighting
for a world of decency and order have faded.
The melancholy is not confined to Washington and
the administration but is rife throughout the
country. . . .
(WO) "Hole of the Church in the Crisis," fULrif uIGrnGT
(June 19p1): 27,-5^.
.... If you are in the grip of melancholy
aon't yield to the temptation to resign from life,
to disengage yourself from involvement ana
responsibility. When they are in low mooas,
the temptation besetting men in the
administration at Washington must be to
quit poiitics.
.... But when God is our Hock and our
strong Tower, melancholy may afflict us,
it cannot master us. Why art thou cast down,
G my soul? ana wny art thou disquieted within
me? Hope thou in God, for I shall yet praise
him who is the health of my countenance
and my God.(^1)
In "Heligion: ascape or Involvement" McCracken preached:
The Hegro churches have become rallying
centers in the struggle for social justice.
Shouldn't they be? Isn't that a function
of all churches? Instead of being pleasant
6ardens walled around, instead of being
self-contained institutions and appealing
to those outside, to attend their services,
to take part in their activities, they
ought to get from behind their closed
doors and involve themselves in the
establishment of a just and equitable
order.
(41) (unpublished) , pp.65-69.
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I am glad Dr. Lugene Carson Blake in this
pulpit aavocated for Christians caught up
in the stru^le for social justice concrete
lines of action - demonstrate, write
senators and representatives, join civil
rights organizations, use personal influence
to see that jobs are open to Negros
who are qualified, breact down prejudice
and segregation in your community.
.... in 1520 Harry Lmerson Fosdick stated the case
thus:
The great social neeus and the projected
social crusades of our days, which so
depend on faith in Cod, may well themselves
create the atmosphere in which we find God.(^2)
"Commitment Unlimited" is a strong social action dialogues
It puts special stress on the Christian
becoming Giore and more involved as a
Christian in the life of the world,
in the crusade for civil rights and a
just and equitable society, in taking a
stand on a moral issue like the war in
Vietnam. It is impatient with Bunuay
worship services if they are remote from
the crises of our generation, if the hymns,
prayers, and sermons seal worshipers off
from the preaicaments of modern society.
It insists that the churches, too often laying
stress on personal piety but nothing like a
corresponding stress on Christian social
responsibility, too often narrowly
individualistic and falsely otherworldly,
need to be involved in movements as
auveiiturous and risjiy as that of the
worker priests in France. ...
.... Love of God and our neighbor





The ministry of Robert McCracken possessed the balance
which some threat preachers demonstrate: the balance between
heart religion and head religion, the balance between evangelism
and ethics, he was quite bold occasionally in his social
preaching, although he apparently was never very active in
other social areas, perhaps because of the demands of a large
congregation. It appears that some of his social preaching-
was delivered in America, but all of his background was in
Scotland.
B. KODEkATE BOUIiiL PKEnCiiING wITH MGJEHATE PESPUNSE
IN GXHimi SGOPAL GGNGEHN AHEAS
The following are examples of moderate social preaching
with moderate response in other social concern areas.
£ltk)
John Watson (1t>p0-iy07) believed that Christians
have serious responsibilities as citizens, and took an active
part in public life. He did not involve himself directly in
active political life, but he did not hesitate to state his
views oil politics. Host of his views were conservative, but
he aid have toleration for the views of others* He believed
that the church itself should not become directly involved in
political affairs, but that the local church should encourage
members to take active roles in city affairs. He emphasized
this theme so strongly, that often he incited his critics.
Watson was deeply sensitive to the needs of the poor, and he
longed for the uay when they would not feel alienated from
the church.
(hH) John Watson OdpO-190?) was born in Karmingtree, England,
(graduated from the University of Edinburgh and from
New College, was ordained to the ministry of the Free
Church of Scotland and became pastor of the Logiealiaond
Church. Later he became pastor of the Free St. Matthew's
Church in Glasgow, the pascor of Seffcon Park Presbyterian
Church in Liverpool, and was elected Moderator of the
Synod of the Presbyterian Church of England. In 1&j6,
he delivered the Lyman Beecher Lectures on Preaching,
Yale University, and lectured in the United States.
He died on May 6, 190? in Mount Pleasant, Iowa,
while on a lecture tour.
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He believed that government should not be iule in the face
of man's needs but should become an active force for the advance¬
ment of justice in the social oruer. education on all levels
also received special attention from aatson, and ne encouraged
teachers to consider their role as one of great Christian
responsibility .
One of the direct results of his emphasis on civic
responsibility was that many members of his church became
active in civic affairs, six became Mayors or Lord Mayors of
Liverpool, and many others were prominent in the City Council.
During his years in Liverpool one of the most thorough reforms
ever known in any city was carried out. Every good cause
seemed to find an auvocate in John watson. noon wutson's fame
began to spread beyonu the limits of Liverpool, although much
of his reputation was uue so his book, LnolDn i'iin bCiml-. MIER
niloh, where he used his pea name, "Ian iiaclaren."
Watson was an outstanding preacher, able to preach to
intellectuals or the poor. He was evangelical but had broad
sympathies which increased as he grew older. His pastoral care
influenced his guiding rule that the primary end of preaching
was comfort. The sermons of Watson are highly interesting to
reaa, and his sermon "Ihe uiory of the City' may be the finost
ever preached in praise of trie city. "The Divine Character
of the state" anu ".public opii-it" show the civic-conscious
spirit of watson.
(45)In his social sermon "The Glory of the City," <vatson
uses develation 21:2 for his text. He describes cities all
over the world, and then finally presses his point, that every
citizen needs to do his fair share.
"nvery year the welfare of the country depenas
less upon the House of Commons and more upon
the local council. There are two kinds of
revivals - the spiritual, which aeals with the
individual, and the social, which regenerates
the community. «e have haa spiritual revivals
in the past, we are now at the beginning of a
social revival. . . .
Missions are most acceptable to-day when they
care for the body as well as the soul, and set
themselves to relieve the sufferings of
women and children. People have ceased to
care about theology, but they are ready to
hear the Sermon on the Mount. They are
wearying of arguments regarding Christ's
person, but they have an open mind to what
Christ said we should do with our fellow
men.
May the day not have to come to us of which
Isaiah spake to Jerusalem in the beginning of
his prophecy, when he preached his social
gospelV May not God have a controversy with
us because, though our theology be correct,
and our worship reverent, we have not uone
our auty by the poor and needy? Ahat if God
be calling us, not to build more churches
in the cities, but to see to the houses in
which His children are living; not to spend
more money on organs and choirs, but to
relieve the miserable and helpless?
should not the Church of Christ use her
influence more directly for social ends:
to settle as far as possible on the iand,
that we may have a contented and strongly
country population; to secure in the cities
that every man for whom Christ died shall
have his own house where he can live in
comfort and decency with his wife and children;
(^5) John fcatson, film Ih-ipInnflOn OP sUh PAlXn (New York:
A. C. Armstrong U son, 1505), pp.262-75*
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to abolish the gross temptations of the city -
the puclic-houses at every corner of the poorest
districts, and the scenes in Piccadilly Circus;
and to bring it to pass that every man who is willing
to uo honest work shall have a fair wage'.'
»hen, according to Isaiah, we relieve the
oppressed and judge the fatherless, then, and no
sooner, shall the promise be fulfilled,
•Though your sins be as scarlet they shall be
as white as snow, though they be red like
crimson they shall be as wool.1
It is good that a man build his own home in
righteousness, and protect it with peace.
He must have regard also to the commonwealth
of which he is a part, and by which he has been
blessed. It is needful a man care for his own
soul and enrich it with good things; he must
remember also the multitude at his doors who
are labouring and heavy iaden.
It is not enough so for us to live that at
last we shall attain Heaven in another world;
vie must strive to bring Heaven to the city
where v/e live in this world by filling it with
health and gladness, with the knowledge and
love of God. According to the words of an
Lnglish prophet:
I will not cease from mental fight,
Nor shall my sword sleep in my hand
Till we have built Jerusalem (:f)
In nuglaud's green and pleasant land."
Watson's social sermon "Public spirit" ' shows his strong
civic-conscious spirit, and has the text of Philippians 2:^,
"Look not every man on his own things, but
every man also on the things of others."
Although he is conservative, he very strongly preaches for persons
to get involved, in public affairs, like the administration of the
Poor Law, interesting oneself in the family life of some toiling
household, sharing the management of a working-boy's institute, or
doing something for the poor children of the city.
(Ho) ibid., pp.269-7j>.
(b7) John Watson, hsLPnGTALLL SING (New fork: London:
liodder & Gtoughton, 1909)» pp»229-97»
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When I plead for public spirit, 1 am not inviting
any person to neglect his own home and busy himself
with committees, or administer church matters,
while his own are going to ruin. What I do plead
is that our own interests should not become a
prison, that we should have winuows from which to
lock out upon the world, and a door through which
we can go to its affairs. To have, if possible,
some field of service outside our own home and
our own business - that is public spirit in its
reasonable and Christian form.
My first argument is that we cannot separate the
things of others from our own. . . . fou cannot
disentangle one life from humanity, arid split human
society into units. We are dependent one upon
another. . . "why should I spend my spare time
upon the poorV" If they are neglected, 1 do not
give raucn for the security of your riches.
"What is it to me that a working man's son be
educated'*" If enough lads be left without education,
then good-bye to the prosperity of the country.
My argument stands on the rock of pruuence;
the things of other people are your own things. . .
Has your culture taugnt you to taae a broad view
of things'* Then think charitably of working men
whose vision has been cramped by the workshop, and
aid them from the fulness of your knowledge.
According to your ability ana your time, serve
the great public among whom you live - in the
council of the city, for instance, which can do
so much, and has done so much, to establish God's
Kinguom among us; upon committees which manage the
elementary education of the city; and upon the
boards of the hospitals, where talents of the head
and heart are so much needed. Take a hand in the
administration of the Poor Law; interest yourself
in the family life of some toiling household;
attempt a class in the Cunuay-school; be an officer
in a Boys' Brigade; share the management of a
working-boys' institute - do something for the poor
children of the city.
The uoors of service are now innumerable; and my
plea is that you should find the door that suits you,
and enter through it into the service of your brethren.
No man or woman does anything for other people in
Church or State but he or she strengthens the common¬




J. K. Jowett (1864—1923) demonstrated a deep social
concern, founding Digbeth Institute for the poor and underprivileged
of Birmingham, which ministered to the whole person. Jowett's
ministry was characterized by his compassion for the personal
problems of people and his sermons were directed toward human hurt,
above all to bring the healing balm of the gospel. He aid not
become involved in the theological controversies of the day, nor
aid he speak often concerning social issues. In his Yale lectures
he stated;
I can clearij see this danger, that the broadening
conception of the preacher1s mission may lead to
the emphasis of the Old Testament message of reform
rather than to the New Testament message of redemption.
Men may become so absorbed in social wrongs as to
miss the deeper malady of personal sin.(pO)
anu yet Jowett was not at all indifferent to social issues.
He had a very deep concern for the problems which pla0ued men's
lives in the social order. He was outspoken against war and he led
the Crusaae of the British Jfree Church for world teace. He warned
against substituting social action for evangelism, but he also
recognized that a gospel which does not call men to grapple with the
social problems that warp lives is not the whole gospel. He
demonstrated that evangelism and social concern must go hand in
hand, by his action ana his preaching.
(49) J. H. Jowett (186'+-19B3) 0raduatea from tne University of
mainburgh, and served with distinction at tne Carr's Lane
Congregational Church in Birmingham. Though a political
liberal, he took no part in the political life of Birmingham,
in marked contrast ot his predecessor, nobert bale, who was
one of the most politically active ministers in the history
of the British Tree Churches.
(>0) John neary Jowect, THm pnnACHLk: BIB juLi'su tZiD wCkK
(New York; George H. Doran Co., 19TB;, pp.<30-01.
Jowett did believe in preaching raox*e on the grand, themes
of the Christian Faith, rather than on the topics of the times.
But his sermon entitled "The True Imperialism" plainly shows that
Jowett applied eternal principles to contemporary issues. In this
sermon he speaks about imperialism, the annexing of territories,
txie modern novel, and the plight of the business world.
"Thou hast abundance of goods." "I hunger."
What is the remedy? Where is the satisfaction
to be found? ...
Put some work into your listening! In the senate,
in the council-house, on the exchange, behind the
counter, in the study, in the pulpit, be intent on
hearing the highest, and incline your ear unto Qod.C^I)
.another sermon with social implications is "The shield of Faith."
Such are the experiences of the man who gave his
strength to proclaim the all-sufficiency of the shield
of faith, who spent his days in recommending it to his
fellowmen, and whose own life was nevertheless noisy
with tumult, and burdened with antagonisms, and crippled
by infirmity, and clouded with defeat. Can this life be
said to be wearing a shield? we have so far been looking
at the man's environment, at his bodily infirmities, at
his activities of labour, at his external uefeats. what
if in all these things we have not come within sight of
the realm which the apostle would describe as his life?
when Paul speaks of life he means the life of the soul. . .
He always measures life with the measurement of an
angel, and thus he busies himself not with the amplitude
of possessions, but with the quality of being, not with
the outer estates of circumstances but with the central
keep and citaael of the soul.(p2)
Jowett aid state:
It seems to me that some preachers have made up
their minds to live in the Old Testament rather
than in the New, ana to walk with tne prophets
rather than with the apostle and evan0elist.
(p1) J. H. Jowett, aPOoTOPIC OPTXHloM AhD CXHhR oimthONo
(London: Hodaer Btoughton,'1902), pp•26-2?.
(92) J. H. Jowett, IHB whOLB AKKOUH OF GOD (London:
Hodder & Btoughton, 1^16)» pp.68-69.
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Amazing differences are determined by a man's
choice of central home; whether, say, he shall
dwell in the gospel of John or in the Book of
Amos. (95)
Jowett actually lived in both, through his social sermons
and his social action. Both themes are a part of the same revelation,
and Jowett did maintain some balance.
() r, . s
B. Parkes Canaan (1864-1956) stressed various themes -
the need for the Christian Faith, the value of the ecumenical
movement, and social reform. He was a pioneer in the talkback
format of preacning and was outspoken and courageous about social
issues. Cadman believed that preaching should have its social
dimensions as well as personal application. But in the same way
that he opposed careless handling of the scripture, he also objected
to the careless handling of social concerns.
Sermons upon contentious social matters may vibrate
with feeling but if they are deficient in facts and
logic they are not to be excused. . . . The carp¬
like avidity with which some pulpiteers gulp down
the latest revolutionary theory is an evidence of
their intellectual inferiority or of their desire
after a spurious reputation for originality. ...
.Reform of any sort is not New Testament regeneration,
nor is the worship of humanity the worship of
holiness. . . . Greek culture was the best the
earth has had, and yet its ablest modem interpreter,
Matthew Arnold, reminded us that man could not
live by it. . . .
Nations steeped in artistic sentimentalists and
scientific lore have bewildered us by their relapses
into barbarism. These moral aberrations show that
social redemption has to be coordinated with
individual regeneration in order that wickedness
you lament may be assailed from within and from
without. The New Testament has placed imprimatur
on these tactics and your Master is their supreme
mxemplar. (p5)
Ibid., P.G1.
B. Parkes Cadman. (1864-1956) was born in Bngland and also
ministered in New York. In 1925 he was chosen in a CHRIBTIaN
G-BNTURY poll as one of America's greatest preachers.
B. Parkes Cabman, /JiBAoGADORG OF OOP (New York:





Cadaian recofomended that the surest way to overcome social ills
was by a courageous, positive message rather than a negative one.
Make war on recognized evils, whether they stalk
abroad or skulk in secret. . . « Upon tubercular
areas, fevered dens, windowleas tenements, child
labor. ... Do so in the spirit which overcomes,
not by denunciation alone - a habit that may give
you far more relief than it afforus the causes
you espouse - but by instruction axid by the
affirmation of righteousness. . . .(p6)
In his sermon "A New Day for Missions" he preached:
Our culture must be the passion-flower of Christ
Jesus. To be more anxious about intellectual
pre-eminence ox* ecclesiastical origins than about
"the trial of the immigrant" and the conditions
of the coloured races is not helpful. "There is a
sort of orthodoxy that revels in the visions of
apocalypses and x-efuses to fight the beast,"
says Dr. Nurgan. Such barren indulgence is excluded
from any glory to follow. Technicalities, niceties,
knowledge remote and knowledge general must be
appropriated and made dynamic in this life-and-death
conflict; any that can not be thus used can be sent
to the rear for a further debate.
Diplomacies in church government and adjustments in
church creeds can wait on this consecration, this
baptism of unction. I never heard that the statesman
who formulated the peace in 1515 at Paris got in the
way of the Household Brigades and the Highlanders at
•A'aterloo and Hougomont. They played their commendable
game, but they could not have swept that awful slope
of flame in which Ney and the Old Guard staggered on
at Mont St. Jean.
Let us redeem our creeds at the front, and prove the
welding of our weapons and their tempered blades upon
every evil way and darkness and superstition that
afflict humankind.(97)
(96) Ibid., P.122.
(97) THE w'QHLD'o GhsATEST GnkHOMS, comp. Grenvilie Kleiser,
10 Vols. (New York: Funk St wagnails Co., 1909),
10;20p-16.
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John Baillie^^ (1o86-1999) made references to areas of
social concern in almost every sermon published.
(98) John Baillie (1856-1999) was born at the Free Church Manse
of Gairloch, Scotland} the son of a rigorous Calvinist
minister.
His professors at hew College included Alexander whyte,
H. 2, Mackintosh, K. A. A. Kennedy and A, K. MacEwen.
He heard the preaching of John Kelxaan at St. George's
and *'« M. Macgregor at St. Andrew's Drumsheugh.
John Baillie first assisted at Edinburgh's Brcughton
Place Church for two years. Baillie offered his
services to the Y.M.C.A. for educational work during
the war. In 1916 he met Jewel Fowler, who was also
with the Y.M.C.a., and the were married in 1919.
He accepted the Chair of Christian Theology in
Auburn Theological seminary, New fork State, for eight
years where his only son, Ian, was born. Tiiree years
at Emmanuel College, Toronto, followed} and in 1990
he was appointed to the Hoosevelfc Chair of Systematic
Theology at Union Theological seminary, New York, for
four years where he was friend to Keinhold Niebuhr,
Henry Coffin, Pitney VanDusen and Paul Scherer.
In 1994, Yale University conferred on him the Honorary
Degree of D.D., aad the same year he returned to
Scotland as the Professor of Divinity at Edinburgh
University.
Baillie helped again during the second world war
with the Y.M.C.A., in charge of the educational and
religious work for the troops in France. The Church of
Scotland appointed him as the convener of a commission
of its ablest men "for the Interpretation of God's will
in the Present Crisis," which reported from 1941 to 19^9,
anu uealt with raany of the social concerns of Scotland.
In 1949 he was elected Moderator of the General Assembly
of the Church of Scotland} and in 1990 was appointed the
Principal cf New College and Dean of the Faculty of
Divinity until he retired in 1996.
He was Fosdick Visiting Professor at Union seminary
after retiring} and -was given his appointment by the
-tUeen as a Companion of Honour. During his last years,
John Baillie was active in the ecumenical movement, the
British Council of Churches, and the aorld Council of
Churches, becoming a member of its Central Committee.
(John Baiiiie, CEnlSTIaN DmVOIION, ?,xxiv.)
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Although he made few references to specific economic areas in his
sermons, he mentioned business, money and stock exchanges in his
( SQ )
serajon, "The Meaning of the Incarnation." but there are few
direct references to economics as a matter of strong social concern,
although he was obviously highly knowledgeable about them.
The social concern area which John baillie mentions the most
frequently in his sermons is the family. He aeals at length with
tiie social conditions surrounding the family. He describes the
secularization, industrialization, and scientific advancement
together with their challenges to family life.
He also quotes several others concerning the significances
of human life. He mentions that there is concerii about. ...
"how to make ends meet in the feeding of his family. .
And then he says:
"but even if we have no household cares, no dishes
to prepare and no dishes to wash, our lives still
incline to the same confused pattern."(61)
He tells of how much more complex life has become during the last
two thousand years. Bailiie summarized by saying
"Our modern lives have enough and to spare of
diversity in them, but they are sadly lacking
in unity."(62)
(39) John Baillie, A HBASOMbD FAITH, pp.123-130.




And he asks the question,
"Where is. . . . our proud boast of belonging
to a higher culture?"(63)
John Bailiie also gives his suggestions for the confused
family situation of his day arid emphasizes its importance.
"There is first the inmost circle of ay o»m family,
and to that my attachment is greatest of all."(64)
Think of that most precious of all our national
institutions - the family life of the home circle,
•ihat do you think ordinary family life would be
like today if saint Cdlumba and Saint Ninian had
never carried the Gospel to our Scottish shores?(63)
The unity of mankind is a subject about which John Baillie
has much to say.
"be have broken down the old barriers of race and
colour. We have developed a new sympathy towards
oppressed classes."(66)
"The Jews hated the Gaaiaritans, not because they
were far away, but because, being different in
race and religion, they were so inconveniently
near at hand."(67)
His sermon entitled, "The Unity of Mankind," is almost
wholely on prejudices.
(63) Ibid., 2.66.






The unity of man can neither be established in
theory save as a corollary of the unity of God,
nor be realised in practice save on the basis
of a common worship, and on the other hand,
the unity of God can never be properly under¬
stood, but must remain as a remote and
speculative aojaa, until it is brought into
intimate relation to this other thought of the
unity of the human race. . . . The Hebrews
conceived of the whole human race as a
single family. . . . Yet even more damaging
than our unhappy denominational divisions
are the secular divisions, the barriers of
nationality and race and class and party,
wnich we allow to invaae the Christian
fellowship, making a mockery of the unity
it professes to enjoy.(69)
Baillie emphasizes the debt that we owe the Christian
religion, for the hospital systems, the dignity of women; ^0)
says that,
"nil social service wrought in Christ's
name and spirit is wrought to hia."(7"1)
He deals with the problem of scientific advancement and
social service.
"He left nothing outside man's control," says our
text. It was His mercy that He did this; for think
of ail that advancing science has enabled us to ho
for the relief of human suffering, in healing the
sick, in feeding the hungry, in clothing the naked. . . .
To put the slightest brake on our scientific thought
might be as fatal to the continuance of the race as
the wrong application of it of which we are now living
in fear; for it raight prevent developments of
medicine, agriculture and engineering which may






In his sermon entitled "The Necessity of the Cross," he states,
"Then memory returns to burden us, the memory. ...
our mismanaged human relationships. ... We pass by the
slums and the prisons. . . . everywhere around us are
the signs of selfishness and greed and social injustice
and the feuu of the rich and poor. "(7-5)
Then in the sermon "None Other Name," Baillie says that we need,
". . . .a gospel which should transcend all
differences of race and tongue and tribe and
natron - with 'one body, and one Spirit. • .,
one Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God ana
one Father.of ajl, who is above all, and
through all, and in you all. '"('A)
John Baillie has a lot to say about the relationships of a
person ana his neighbor and his God. He states,
"We are to stir up one another to love and to
service. For Christianity is in its very ess¬
ence a corporate affair. You can't be a
Christian all by yourself. You cannot retire
into your own shell or into your own corner and
live the Christian life there."(73)
"For it is the love God has shown me in Christ
that constrains me to the love of my fellow men."(76)
.... The love of God is somehow contained in the
love of my xieighbour, and the love of ray neighbour
in the love of God. To put it otherwise, I know
that the love of my neighbour would not be the sort
of love that is required of me, if it had not some
such overtone as is meant when we speak of the love
of God. -J.truism can be a very sorry tning, if it
is not pervaaea by a sense of the Holy, by a sense
that my life is a sacred trust. In knowing that I
must love and serve my human brethren, I know also
that I was put here to do this very thing, so that
I have here a clue to the meaning of my own life,
but some clue also to the meaning of the universal
system in which I am enmeshed.(77)
(73) Ibid., P.1>7.
(7^) Ibid., 0.166.
(73) John Baillie, C-nlaflan DLVcTIeN, P.3.3«
(76) John Baillie, F.Jfn, p.119.
(77) Ibid.. P.118.
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John Baillie has a complete sermon on, "A Point of Law:
who is My Neighbour?" in which he develops this truth which
appears to be at the heart of his theology of society. His text
is Luke 10:29» una he asserts that,
"My neighbour, then, is whoever needs ay help. ...
His (Jesus Christ) desire was to lead us on from
this mere natural neighbourliness to something
altogether higher and more difficult, to what can
only be called a supernatural neighbourliness."(79)
.... He so reinterpreted the word neighbour
as to make it include not only the neighbour,
the man wno is nearest to us, but also the farbour,
the man who is furthest away from us. He did this
in at least three ways. First, he insisted that,
if we are to possess the highest Christian neigh¬
bourliness, we must be prepareu to transcend the
principle according to which our inmost circle
consists of our own next of kin. . . . oecondxy,
as in tuis parable of the Good naaarxtan, He
taUjpat that not only oux* fellow-countrymen are
our neighbours, but men of otner countries too,
and all men everywhere need our help, thirdly,
He tau^t that the word neighbour in its Christian
meaning must include our enemies quite as much as
our friends, and those whom we naturally oislike
anu who dislike us quite as much as those whoa we
naturally like and who like us.(t>0)
Baillie says that we need to have a balance in our concern,
for those close to us and those far from us. He then concludes,
". . . . who is my neighbour? ... .aid Jesus'
reply was that any man is my neighbour, be he
Jew or oamaritan, be he near at hand or far
away, if he has any need of any help that I
can give,"(ol)
( uP)
In his sermon "Christian Vigilance" John Baillie puts





(o2) John Baillie, Ci..-J.~id.a< ^sVufluk, pp.2o-55«
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When we read of those who have rendered most
distinguished service in God's world, we are apt
to make excuses for ourselves and to say that so
few chances have come our own way. But to read
the life of Jesus Christ is to know that, as the
hymn says:
The daily round, the common task
Bhould furnish all we ought to ask. . .
He (Jesus Christ) had only to hear the sob of a
bruised heart. He had only to see a human body
racked with pain, or a home stricken, or a life
broken, or a soul going astray, in order to be
aware of the divine call to service and be quite
sure that just He had been sent for just that.
But you and 1 will often stand before human need
that cries out to us with a voice loud enough to
rend the heavens, and yet not be stirred by the
least sense of vocation. . • . WE see only a
chance encounter where Jesus heard the call of
God.(65)
The social preaching of Baillie illustrates more of the
indirect method, since he does not come across as a strong and
direct social preacher.
(G5) Ibid., B.52.
William Bdwin Songster (1900-1960) had the motto
"Service Before Services." His own approach to preaching
followed these words. In his book IHL APPROACH TO PRnACHIHG
he wrote:
I have tried to make my own preaching part of
my life. In the week preceding the Sunday,
and during the days, therefore, when I have
been preparing the sermons for delivery on that
Sabbath. 1 have tried to ^ake them auto¬
biographical, to live in them, to incarnate
in my own life the truths 1 was leu to
proclaim, to know the thing in experience
before I uttered it in words.(69)
The ministry of a, S. Sangster was a living testimony
to the efxectivexiess of his efforts to live up to his motto.
(54) W. jjj. Sangster was born in London, ongland, in 1900,
the son of working class parents. He attended
shoreditch Secondary School, then served in the
First norld .>ar. In these early years, as he
indicated in his writings, he definitely sensed
a call into Christian ministry. Sangster studied
for the ministry at Handsworth College, Birmingham;
.Richmond College, London; and the University of
London, where he earned the B.A., M.A,, and Ph.D.
Degrees. The Methodist Church ordained him to
the ministry in 1926. After several charges,
he became pastor of the Westminster Central Hall
in 1999-
He had served as minister in Bognor aegis
from 1929 until 1926, in Colwyn Bay from 1926 to
1929, in Liverpool from 1929 until 1992, in
Scarborough from 1992 until 1996, and in Leeds
from 19_>6 until 1999•
(89) >'• *->• aan^ster, THL APPROACH TO PxibACHlNG
(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1992).
P.111.
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oangster's activities took, him beyond the bounds of his own
church. He served on the Board of the University of London. He was
in charge of shelter welfare from 19^0 to 19^5« He wrote numerous
books and articles, many of them dealing with the themes of prayer,
evangelism, and preaching. In 19^0 the bombing of London by the
\
Nazis be^an. oaagster reinforced the basement of his church and
opened it to those who had been blasted from their homes. Hundreds
of persons used it as permanent quarters. Bangster and his family
also made their home there; they lived in one cramped room for five
years. His wife provided meals each night for tnose in the shelter,
aangster moved through the distressed people bringing comfort and
hope. He told stories, joked, and encouraged optimism. He offered
religion only when it was asked.
Boon after the basement became a home for so many, the people
asked for evening prayers. These were followed by increasing numbers
of religious services, as well as other activities. There was a
weekly lecture on current affairs. A Baturday concert provided
entertainment. On Sundays, Saugster preached to congregations that
increased in size each week. In his congregations sat men and
women of the lower arid middle classes as well as University
students and professional people.
Bangster believed in prayer, evangelism and personal ministry.
In many ways he was a pietist. But he was no gloomy, sanctimonious
preacher; he radiated an infectious humor almost constantly.
lie Had a wide range of interests, including a great concern
for the social injustices suffered by the people around him.
From his own early years he realized keenly disabilities that
adverse economic and social conditions could impose upon people
His concern for the total needs of men and his effectiveness in
meeting those needs, led to many recognitions and honors.
In 1990 he was elected President of the Methodist Conference
of Great Britain. Three years later he was made Chairman of
the Evangelical Committee of the World Conference of Methodists
and in 1995 he was appointed as head of the Home Mission
(Rf }
Department of the Methodist Church of Great Britain.
Gangster approached preaching from a biblical perspective.
In THE CRAFT OF SERHQH COKSTKPCTIOH he defined a sermon as
"a manifestation of the incarnate word,
from the written word, by the spoken
word."
(86) Progressive muscular atrophy began to take its toll.
By 1998 he was seriously affected. For two years
he endured suffering with unlimited courage.
(William n. oangster, A DAUGHTnU'E ThIBUTE.
i960. P.13. a pamphlet.)
In 1960, death finally ended his magnificent life.
Gangster believed in doctrinal preaching and he resented
the idea that it was necessarily dry. He admitted,
"home men, of course, could make any subject
dry! Their capacity in dehydration is
unlimited. But doctrine is not dry of itself."(07)
Bangster regarded the evangelist objective as the
principal concern of Christianity:
"Unquestionably, the great end of Christian
preaching is to win men and women to a whole-
souled committal to Christ and to their spiritual
upbuilding in Him. where the evangelical
appeal is rarely or never sounded, an awful
incompleteness hangs over the whole work."(06)
He insisted that evangelism should not be narrowed to
mere emotional appeal nor preached to the exclusion of the other
themes in the Christian faith. True evangelistic preaching
would inevitably lead to social reform beginning with the
individual and spreading to the church and the community as a
whole. In this way evangelistic preaching exercised an
incalculable influence for the good:
"In this indirect way, the evangelist may
serve the explication of the social gospel
beyond even his most ambitious dreams."(09)
But Bangster was equally fond of insisting that the





The congregation that never hears of the social
nature of the gospel will be narrow in its out¬
look i small in its thinking, and spiritually
debilitated. ... It is less than the truth to
say that the gospel has social "implications."
It is social in its nature. That man is purveying
skim milk who rigialy confines himself to what
he calls the "personal gospel." And it is not
even "personal," seeing that "person" implies
relationsnip. It is merely individual and
engrossed with man in his separateness.(90)
Gangster believed that both evangelism and social emphasis
had their place in the preaching of the gospel; but whenever
one denied the rights of the other, confusion resulted.
Evangelism must not be denied by the man with social concerns
but neither should the evangelist deny social emphasis;
"But he will not deny as an evangelist the right
and the duty of preachers more able v/ith social
problems than he is himself to deal directly with
economic questions on occasion, and he will bless
God for the man who can do it with assured
knowledge, penetrating insight and unmistakable
spiritual power."(91)
The language of Gangster's sermons is indirect, his
sentences clean and uncluttered. He avoided theological jargon
(92)
and hackneyed cliches.
In the sermon "drunk and Mad," Gangster preached;
let, surely, it is the world that is mad, and
not those vital Christians who scorn convention
and selfish ease, discerning men have seen the









We burn food, while people starve, Is that sane?
The factories have been crammed with garments
while the poor have lacked protection from the
bitter winds, and all their piteous need could do
nothing about it until someone had mane a profit
on those clothes. Is that saneV we have drifted
into war again though it is murderous, evil,
wasteful, and the very essence of wickedness.(93)
In the sermon "Good without God," based of Micah 6:6-8,
oangster explores the relationship between morality and religion:
The old problem of the relation of morality and
religion is assuming a new importance in these
days, People who are constantly on guard against
national bias, ana who have an acute concern lest
they claim a righteousness of their own nation
which it aoes not possess, are nevertheless deeply
impressed by the fact that respect for the rights
and liberties of others, respect for the truth,
and indeed, respect for most things precious,
have been manifestly undermined in those countries
where religion has been persecuted or destroyed.
Protests made by preachers in the piping days of
peace, come back with new meaning and, in the
light of current events, no longer seem the puritan
patter that once they did.
Is there a deeper connection between religion and
morality than common thought has been willing to
concede?
.... hut, even despite this neglect of His
teaching, He has exerted such an influence on the
world that it is probably no exaggeration to say
that, without it, ordered existence would have
perished lonu ago iii anarchy and strife, every¬
body born into modern civilisation owes Him
therefore, an unpayable debt. Though the origin
of hospitals ^oes back to pre-Christian times, it
cannot be questioned that Christianity gave an
immense impetus to all work for the care anu cure
of the sick. Schools, orphanages, nomas for the
aged poor, have all come to earth by the power
of His influence. The only holidays the poor had
for centuries were begotten by Him, and are still
enjoyed at the festivals of His Church:
(.) .villiam a. oangster, TdkoO fHlivuo .-voldm Clondon:
Hodaer & otoughton, pp.13>-i+1*
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Christmas, Caster, and nhitsun, require Christ
to explain them. «'<hen serfdom held the world in
thrall, and the poor had no class-consciousness,
they would have had no holiuays at all too, for
His Influence.
. . . . Ana if this be true the compass of an
inaividua! life, it is not less true in the life
of nations. Ctifle the religion of Christ, aeny
the pulpit liberty to apply the gospel to social
and national questions, kill or imprison her
pastors, and you have wounded the community in a
vital place. If nothing is none to staunch the
wound, it will bleed to death. ...
It is only a coincidence that most things precious
began to decay when Christian teaching was stifled,
or is there eviuence here that moral strength and
rectituae depend upon the plain proclamation of the
gospel? An old book said it long ago:
"righteousness exalteth a nation."(9^)
(9*0 Ibid., pp.s7-9p
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0. ETKONG ECGlAL PnEACHING ttlTH STNONG NESPGNSE
la Ox'ii 1 iK 60CIAL GONCEnN nAEAE
The following are examples of strong social preaching with
strong response in other social concern areas.
David Watson (1859-19^5) was the main architect of the Scottish
Christian Social Union and one of the leading exponents of social
Christianity in the Church of Scotland for half a century. Watson
v/rote a series of articles in the Church of Scotland newspaper
SAINT nNDHEw in 1901, ixi which he outlined proposals for the form¬
ulation of a Scottish body similar to the Christian Social Union.
He planned that the new body:
would gather up and focus the opinion of the Churches
on social questions, and would furnish a strong and
broad platform from which effective action could be
taken with regard to the most pressing social problems
of our time. It would evoke the enthusiasm and
gratituae of the working classes. The benefit to the
Church, in more ways than one would be incalculable.(99)
Thus the Scottish Christian social Union was formed among
Presbyterian churchmen in Scotland and sought similar objectives
as the English body. (Temple was involved in the Christian Social
Union in England.) At the founding meeting of the Union, its
purpose was stated to be:
(a) To claim for the Christian law the ultimate
authority to rule social practice.
(b) i'o affirm the social mission of the Church,
and make practical suggestions as to how that
mission may best be fulfilled.
(c) To investigate, whore necessary, the social
ana economic facts in different departments of the
national life, and to study how to apply the truths
and principles of Christianity to the problems arising
therefrom.
(d) To take action, as occasion arises, for the
furtherance of specific reforms.(96)
(95) David watson, THE .SCOTTISH CHRISTIAN UNION AND HOW IT
CAME TO BE FORMED, P.1
(96) Ibid., P.15.
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watson claimed that tie
Church is only awakening to her social mission,
we are only beginning to understand the meaning and
scope of Christ's social teaching. My profound
conviction is that the special glory of this new
century will be its social reform achievements,
and if that conviction be well based then the work
of the Christian social Union will be the work
of the century.(97)
There was an encouraging response to Watson's suggestion from
many established and United Free Church ministers, leading to a
founding meeting on April A, 1901, when the national organization
of the Union, composed of many prominent Scottish churchmen, came
into being. Local branches were set up in several of the major
towns in Scotland, in the months and years that followed.
The President was the Lord Provost of Glasgow, and the Vice-
rresiuents included John Marshall Lang, George jvuam health,
A. b. Charteris and K, H. Story, Principal of Glasgow University.
On the executive were taany ministers who were noted for their active
interest in social questions, such as James Paton of St. Paul's
Parish Church, Glasgow, J. Wilson harper of Chalmers United Free
Church, Alloa, George Keith, David M. Ross and Watson himself.
Until it ceased publication in January 1907» the Church of
Scotland paper, SjJLKT AHDrichv, frequently commented on trie activities
of the Union. In June, 1901, it reported that the first local
branch had been formed at Glasgow. Members of the branch at
Helensburgh in October, 1901, were said to include the local Provost,
(97) Ibid.. P.2.
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United Free Church minister Adam Welch, and Glasgow M.P.
Andrew Bonar Law, a future Prime Minister, who was a Vice-President
of the branch. In 1902, it was reported that local branches of the
Union had been formed in Glasgow, Edinburgh, Greenock, Helensburgh,
Dunfermline and Clydebank. Further branches were expected to be
formed shortly in Hothesay and Craigmore, Alloa, Aberdeen, Perth,
Dundee and several more towns.
watson was minister of St. Clement's, a poor working class
congregation, from 1oG6 until 1936. Very early in his ministry in
Glasgow he became interested in social problems and was one of the
first to auvocate that the Church herself should actually engage in
social work. Two years after the established Church's social Work
Committee was formed in 190A, he became Vice-Convener for twenty-
one years. In 192?, he became Convener of the Committee, a post he
held until 1939* He aid not regard social work as a substitute for
social reform and social criticism, and played a large part in promoting
the establishment of the Church and Nation Committee in 1y19t becoming
Convener of the Committee on Social ana Industrial Life, one of the
three main sub-committees, from 191? until 1930.
He was a prominent speaker on social questions at church
congresses and other official gatherings, and throughout the first
quarter of the century, was the most prolific writer in the Church
of Scotland on all aspects of contemporary social problems. His most
outstanding works included SOCIAL PkUB-UnKS iaiD Pinii ChUHCH'o DUIY
published in 1906, Ifin -CC1.-JL. aXrvk.ooION OF ClLilv>TI.J>iITY published in 1919t
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and DOCX^di ADVAiNCn — XfS oCALXiiG, iinfnOD ^uvD GG^Hj published in 1911.
This last volume, which formed the Gunning Lectures delivered in
-.ainburju in 1910-1911i was concerned with the sociological factors
which lay behind existing social evils, as well as the practical
problems. It was a valuable contribution to the social science
literature of the time. ..atson was a strong critic of the existing
oruer of society, although he disavowed socialism. As society now
is, he said,
"Christianity has been frankly excluded as inappli¬
cable ana unworkable, and self interest has been
accepted as the proper basis of action in social,
commercial, political and international relations."(98)
He expressed no surprise at the prevalence of social and
industrial unrest in society, and said it was an indication of a
truly Christian inspired aiscontent with social wrong and the
cruelty of ti.e existian industrial system.
It is, in the last analysis, a revolt of the soul
against mechanical industrialism which reauces men
to things and hinders the development of personality.(99)
He saia:
We want more of that Divine discontent with the existing
order which is the true guarantee and the impelling
motive of all true reform. It is social reconstruction
on Christian lines and on a Christian basis we want
which will give us a new social oraer marxed by solid¬
arity, unity, co-operation and mutual aid, and in which
no place will be found for social caste or class war,
or the extremes of 'wealth and want, luxury and misery,
mansions and slums, culture and ignorance, sucn as
aisfigure the present social regime.(100)




David Watson aid confess that
frequently in the past religion has had the effect
of mailing people contented with their lot, perhaps
•when they should not xiave been contented with the
hovels in which they were housed, and the inadequate
wages they received for their labour. . . .
Unrest admittedly is better than apathy and stagnation,
where there is aspiration, there will be unrest. ...
Industrial unrest is only a part of a larger unrest,
the general unrest of Society caused by deep dissatis¬
faction with the existing social order.(101)
In his works on social questions, Watson frequently did
express the opinion that large numbers of the working classes were
alienated from practicing Christianity because the nineteenth
Century Church had failed to be obedient to her social mission.
In his Gunning Lectures, he declared that
many held aloof from the Church from the conviction
that she has not done all she might have done for
social amelioration; that she has acquiesced in,
and so helped to stereotype their environment and
those bad conditions under wnich they groan. That
undoubtedly is a shortcoming lor which the Church
should now stand in sackcloth, she has not preached
sufficiently the Gospel of the Kingdom, she has not
applied Christian etiiics to social, economic and
inaustrial conditions, she has emphasised charity
more than Justice.(102)
when ne wrote several years later, he said that the Church's
Teaching and her methods have both been at fault.
Her message has been too individualistic. . . .
she has not always been a home for the lowly.
Che inaavert<Sutly encouraged social caste, and social
stratification fafj offering mission halls to the poor,
ana splendid churches to the well-to-do, a practice
abhorrent to the very ^enius and spirit of Christianity,
she has paid too much deference to wealth and rank, she has
not honoured the poor as Jesus did, nor always championed
their cause, she has not raised he voice as clearly and
fearlessly as she might against social injustice and social
wrong. Had she uone so, these wrongs miJit never have been
committed, ana today the common people would have heard her
gladly instead of forsaking her sectaries. (103)
(101) Ibid., pp.150—1.
102) David watson, sGsXAL ADtfAhOL — lis HkAHXNG, imfiiGD iliD vkniL, p«*
(103) David watson, THIS s001.iL ^XDitssGlOH OF CHRIoTI.UIITY, pp.16-17.
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David Watson's sermons clearly portray his social thought.
"The goal or objective of all social effort is the
realisation of the Kingdom of God on earth, but it
is becoming increasingly clear that our way to the
Kingdom is throu0h the individual. If the 'indivi¬
dual withers,' tne race can not survive, Socialism
has done one excellent service: it has taught us
the eternal value of Individualism."(104)
He preached that:
ot. Paul has clearly enunciated the Ghristian law of
social auty in these words: "we „hen that are
strong ought to bear the infirmities of the weak."
It is the duty and the privilege of the strong to
succour the weak. Simply because they are strong,
they ought to do so. The mere possession of
strength involves such a use of it. Capacity always
involves responsibility. No gift is to be selfishly
used, strength as well as wealth is a trust, a
stewardship, and the faithful steward will employ it
in the service of the weak. . . .
Now who are the weak in these modern days': I think
first of the children growin^ up in our city slums,
the helpless victims of fate and circumstance.
evil heredity plus an evil environment, that is the
heritage of the slum-child. . . .
I plead for the slum children. They are among the
weak ones of the earth whom we ought to safeguard
and make strong. ... we should so change social
conditions for these little ones that rescue work,
with all its costly machinery, will be unnecessary;
so change social conditions that it will be possible
for a child in any quarter of a great city to grow
up pure and healthy and good. That is surely not
too much to ask in this twentieth century for Christ.
Again, I think of the poor, the ill-housed, the ill-
clothed, the underfed, waging - and. often heroically
and uncomplainingly waging - their everlasting struggle
with poverty, many of them physically and mentally
unfit co fight the battle of life at all, ignorant,
uatraineu, inefficient, handicapped from birth.(10p)
(10*0 David watson, i-^-u'DOl' MANHOOD, P.vii.
(I0p) Ibid.. P.211-12.
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Watson, claimed that what we need is to have adequate knowledge,
a broader conception of the Gospel, realization of our Lord's
teaching and example in support of social work, and a fuller con¬
ception of the function of the Christian Church - as the body of
.. (106)Cnrxst's redemptive tiurpose on earth.
Again, he px'eached about what is needed - social knowledge,
sympathy, which is the fruit of social knowledge, sacrifice which is
sympathy in action, and enthusiasm and fervency of spirit which
(107
will keep the goal of social serviceableness steadily before us.
David watson strongly concluded this sermon:
Jhe r.oal of manhood is reached in the very act of
living the strenuous, helpful, sympathetic, sacri¬
ficial life. God's kingdom endures. There is no
more fertile or inspiring thought in our day than
this thought of the Kingdom of God - the dream of
the poet, the watchword of the reformer, the theme
of prophet ana preacher, the ideal of all excellence,
of all social and spiritual good, the enduring
factor amidst the changing and transient, it links
past and present, and binds the ages together in
one grand, progressive whole. It secures continuity
and permanence for all good work. Individuals pass,
but the v/ork goes on, "without haste and without
rest." In this grand succession let us gladly
take our place and play our part.
"Hail to the coming singers!
Hail to the brave light-bringersl
Forward I reach and share





In another social sermon, Watson concluded, in a similar
highly positive way which is characteristic of him:
Give us regenerated lives, and we shall soon see a
regenerated society. Give us men full of the spirit
of Christ, ana then will break in splendour the
^olden dawn of a truly Christian year.
"we sleep and waive and sleep, but all things move;
The Gun flies forward to his brother Gun;
The dark Garth follows wheel*d in her ellipse;
Ana human things returning on themselves
Move onward, leading up the golden year."(109)
David watson strongly believed that the Church must emphasize
three great social laws of Jesus: the law of Gervice
the law of sacrifice and
the law of Love.
It must create the guide for public opinion, instruct and cultivate
the social conscience, evoke sympathy and quicken the sense of social
duty. Ghe should encourage her members to take an interest in
education, in poor administration and in municipal affairs - for in
these they discnarge their civic duties and exert their Christian
(110)
influence. To neglect these is social sin.
The Kingdom was not something to be realized only hereafter,
but something to be realized here and now,
"a new world-order - spiritual, ethical, social -
and the divine instrument for its realization is





David Watson, sOCIaL pnCBnuiG fdiD ills CiiUKCH's DUTY, D.191
David watson, sgCI.JL, „'u<D iniODsnMs, P.176.
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(112)
waiter Rauschenbusch (1861-1918) made an impact upon
the lives of butchers and professors, government officials and labor
union organizers, millionaires and laborers. His life altered the
course of politics, theology axxd economics. There may have been no
more influential preacher in American history thaft waiter nauscnenbusch.
Because of this, his influence in Britain and his social preaching,
some of his contributions will be briefly summarized here.
He sought to treat basic causes, ratner than minister to
symptoms, at a time when poverty abounded in the midst of luxury
and unchecked business interests held the nation in a vice-like grip.
Churches, cau.Jit in the middle of the struggle between the liberals
and the conservatives, were usually silent. Then liberal theology,
liberal economics, and liberal politics joined in alliance against
social problems, and theological conservatives felt ill-at-ease in
the struggle for social reform. In the midst of this turmoil,
Rauschenbusch sounded a note for progressive social views without
(112) waiter Hauschenbusch (1861-1918) was born in Rochester,
New York, had schooling in Germany, graduated from the
University of Rochester, the German department of the
Rochester Theological seminary, and the Bullish Depart¬
ment of the Rochester Theological seminary. He became
pastor of the second Baptist Church in New York City
in 1o86; became deaf in 1888} was appointed professor
of New Testament, German Department, Rochester Theological
seminary in 1897} became professor of church history,
naJLish Department, Rochester Theological seminary;
published CiiklBTIiililTY xtRD THB sCCXAL Cnlsls in 19071
and died in 1918 in Rochester.
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embracing radical theological concepts, Many of the ideas that he
aavocated came 'co pass later in the twentieth century, for example,
unions, labor legislation, and tax reforms. He preached that the
essential purpose of Christianity was to transform human society
into the kingdom of God by regenerating all human relations and
reconstituting them in accordance with the will of Goa.^^^
a
His written prayers pricked the conscience of the nation, and were
published in PuuiYmto CI film G. He blended piety
with social righteousness, although personal evangelism superseded
social redemption.
Most Christians say: wait until all men are
converted, then a perfect social order will
be possible. Most social reformers ~ay:
wait till we have a perfect social order,
then all men will be good. «e say: Go at
both simultaneously; neitner is possible
witnout the other. They all say: wait'
we say: repent, for the Kingdom of God is
at hand.(114)
it has been largely overlooked that kauschenbusch regarded
the pulpit as a primary medium by which the church had effective
power in society. He emphasized that the church must preach about
social concerns - especially property, political questions and
causes of poverty and economic suffering. He regarded his preaching
as a reflection of what Isaiah and Micah and Amos and Jesus preached.
He believed that he was obeying the Bible, by preacning social justice.
(11.2) waiter Hauschenbusch, CiutlsI'lANlTY Ah f) ThM -.QCI--.L Chlolh
(New York: Macmi11an Co., 1909), P.xiii.
(114J Paul Lamourne Higgins, PhMACHKHs OF rOw-H
(New York: Vengage Press, 1990), P.64.
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The sermon "National Salvation" shows Hauschenbusch's use
of history in practical application of Christian principles to
national interests.
I am speaking of national salvation tonight.
The Old Testament prophets made this their
main theme. But we neglect it. . . .
we have filled the world with admiration.
we have outstripped angioma in wealth.
«e can put down the knives made in Sheffield
and the watches made in Geneva. Just at
this time there is the invention of steam.
We are seeing the multiplication of human
labor. The machines of Massachusetts
alone do the work of two hundred million
slaves, we enjoy wonderful comfort.
We are used to eating bread in knights'
castles that would raise a riot in the
poor-house. Our clothes are luxurious.
Life is longer, our general stature finer. . . .
There are dangers that we will not be true
to our destiny.
1) Corruption in politics. Then the people do
not rule; the machine does, we must have
ballot reforms, and reforms, and freedom
from party spirit.
2) Infringements on separation of church and
state, chiefly from Lome.
j>) Social inequality. In the United States
this has not come from family differences,
but from money differences. Here is the
trial of our institutions. While there is
plenty of land, where unfortunate people
could go elsewhere and everybody could hope
to get rich there is injustice. Many are
afraid of overthrow. I am afraid of
maintenance of the present.
2?1
We must remember our duties as individuals.
We must take part in politics. That is not
one-sided; our minds must be open. Good
men must assert themselves. We must study
the social questions.(115)
"The Kingdom of God in the iarables of Jesus" shows his
ability at careful Biblical study, using Matthew 1J>, Luke 1^-16,
and Mark k.
One of the religious discoveries of our day
is the conception of the Kingdom of God.
Just as the great teachers of the Heformation,
rediscovered the doctrine of justification
by faith, which had been crusted over by the
clavareous deposits of scholasticism, so we
today have uncovered in the teachings of
Jesus the great thought that moved aim and for
the realization of which he wrought and
suffered. Men have always talked about the
Kingdom of God, and its visions have been
the motive-power in many of the noblest
movements of Christian history: but not
till our own century, under the scientific
and historical impulse of our day and with
the critical methods which we have learned
to apply, have men gone back to investigate
patiently how Jesus himself viewed the
Kingdom of God and what it meant to him.
(115) This sermon is from kauschenbuscn•s handwritten
notes, from materials in the American Baptist
Historical society. (This sermon was written
on april 2d, I089, only three years after
Hauschenbusch's graduation from Hochester.)
One of the best sources of information is the
parables. They are crystallized in form and
less touched than other portions of his teaching
by the blunting fingersTtradition. They will
not tell us all of his thoughts about the
Kingdom} but those that he did embody in
that form are well preserved for our use.
Let us try to gather the points of information
about the Kinguom scattered through the
parables.(116)
"The social Problem, Our Problem" displays Kauschenbusch'
concern for social questions and their relation to the Kingdom
of God in various countries of the world.
The nature of the Social Problem.
It has been defined as the abolition of poverty.
Poverty - the inability to satisfy conscious
material needs.
The causes of poverty are three-fold;
(a) In nature (Farmers of Vermont. Settler
breaking ground out west).
(b) In individual character (Man born blind.
Man badly or uselessly educated, e.g.,
students from abroad. Mental stupidity.
Physical inertia. Drunkard).
(c) In construction of society.
(116) This sermon is from Kauschenbusch's handwritten
notes, from materials in the American Baptist
Historical Society. (This sermon was read at
a meeting of the Brotherhood of the Kingdom
in the Church of Mr. Wheat on Long Island,
about 1S95.)
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In England, public thought is steadily advancing.
In Ireland the social question looms under the
political question. Land is especially an issue,
also in Scotland among the crofters.(117)
In the sermon "Peace" he preached:
It is comparatively easy to understand the issue
of the past; it is the hardest and rarest thing
to understand our own times. In the din of voices
to recognize the call of God; in the eddying swirl
of movements, to discern the sweeping current of
His will, that is wisdom indeed. And then to have
courage and faith to seize the opportunity, and,
bracing your feet against the Hock of Ages, to
swing the unwilling world around; that is the
true service of the Kingdom of God.(115)
"Wanted: A New Type of Layman" presents Kauschenbusch's
interests in the lay movement. He was convinced that the kingdom
must progress through the work of laymen.
Christianity at the outset was a lay movement.
Jesus was neither priest nor clergyman, nor
did he breed those within the apostles. It
was a movement of laymen who 'were filled with
a great conviction and set out to make it known.
Other religions have their religious experts
and their holy class; Christianity did not.
(117) This sermon is from kauschenbusch's handwritten notes,
from materials in the American Baptist Historical
society.
(Hauschenbusch delivereu this sermon many times;
at the Carrael Baptist Church, New York, February 11,
1891; to German students at Hamburg, November, 1891,
at Mount Pleasant Baptist Church, Newark, January
k6, 1d92, at Hizpah Chapel, 37th otreet, March 20,
1893» ut the German Church at Hoboken, npril 9,
1893; among others.)
(118) FiiTCBUHGh irOGT, 6th March 18^9.
(This sermon was preached at the International
Peace Conference, a movement by the clergy;
it was kauschenbusch's first sermon on the issue.)
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But they came in again. One of the strangest
things in Christian history is to see a
clerical class grow up and walk off with all
the ri^/ita and powers of the common people.
Originally the plain Christian did the
speaking and praying, church discipline,
administration, etc. A couple of hunared
years later they were almost wholly passive.
In the Catholic Church the hierarchy equals
the Church, Avery great reform movement of
the church was an outflow of lay energy.
.... The scientific and the social movements
are reacting powerfully on the church. . . .
The old type of religion is one of withdrawal
from the world; asceticism and evangelism.
«e need a new type that will attack evil.(lly)
It is interesting that nauscheabusch pastored only one
church for a short time. Perhaps this made it easier for nim
to preach social sermons, especially in America. Nevertheless,
he is a primary model of social preaching.
(119) This sermon is from Rauschenbusch's handwritten notes,
from materials in the American Baptist Historical
Society. (This sermon was preached on February 20,
1906, to the Men's Guild of the Third Presbyterian
Church of Rochester; and again on May 22, 1906,




Hugh Hichard Lawrie Sheppard (10&0-1957) was assigned
as lay secretary to the Bishop of Stepney after finishing college.
He worked with the poor and initiated programs for their benefit.
More than anything, he wanted to help the downtrodden of the world.
He stru0gled with the question ox whether this could best be done
within or without the structure of the institutional church; for
Sheppard, that wa3 no easy issue to resolve.
Finally, in the light of his own experience and the wise
counsel of others, he determined to become a part of the institutional
life of the Church of hri0land. In 1906 he went to Cuddesdon College
to study theology. The following year he was ordained to the post
of Chaplain at Oxford house, Bethnal Green; two years later he
became Head of Oxford House. In this post he initiated creative
ministries to all classes. Ke hurried about the houses of the poor
cheerfully bearing a message of comfort and hope. Increasingly, he
chafed under the image of a church caring more for personal security
than the needs of the masses.
Boon his ability and personality gained the attention of
church superiors. When it. Kartin-in-the-Fields became open, he was
appointed vicar. On his first Bunday at St. Martin's he declared
to the people his vision of -
(120) Hugh Kichard Lawrie Sheppard (1050-1957)» popularly
Known as Dick Sheppard, thcrouipily shattered the
image that most englishmen had of a typical
iUiglican churchman. In his churches class dis¬
tinctions disappeared. In spite of bis life-long
ill health, he joked and laughed in his sermons
and made the Christian faith real to persons in
every walk of. life.
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"a ^reat and splendid church standing in the greatest
square of the greatest city of the world":
I stood on the west steps, and saw what this church
would be to the life of the people. There passed me,
into its warm inside, hundreds and hundreds of all
sorts of people, Ooing up to the temple of their Lord,
with all their difficulties, trials and sorrows. I
saw it full of people dropping in at all hours of the
day and night. It was never dark, it was lighted all
night ana all day, ana often tired bits of humanity
swept in. And I said to them as they passed,
"where are you going;" and they said only one thing.
"This is our home. This is where we ore going to
learn of the love of Jesus Christ. This is the altar
of our Lord, where all our peace lies. This is
st. Martin's." It was all reverent and full of love
and tney never pushed me behind a pillar because
I was poor.(121)
In a striking phrase, oheppard once said that the church
often failed because it loved tne souls of people but not people
themselves. Lheppard had no patience with those who cared not
whether people had the chance of a decent earthly existence, so
long as they held the catholic faith or had good prospects of
heaven. He wanted the church to becoaie vitally related to the
issues of the current world. But he did not want the church to
become an aavocate of any particular scheme, nor dia he want the
church to lose itself in worldiness.
(121) Hazel Tourtel. al. ihiKl'Ih-Ih-lHi^-^ininto:
A onOnT HIoTOhY (a booklet prepared by the
parish historian of st. Martin-in-the-2ields),
P.25.
see also ulCk oHsifbdti) BY lils
^Lonaon: Hodder & otoughton, 19>d),
up.25-29.
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Many things were done at St. Martin'6 to make it the kind
of church Sheppard envisioned. Reserved pews became a thing of
the past) and people could come and sit wherever they wanted.
Parts of the church were turned into overnight lodging for persons
with no other place to go. The canteen was open to provide hot
nourishing meals for workers in the area. A strong visitation program
was introduced to contact each person living in the vicinity of the
church and to let him know of the care and concern of St. Martin's.
People were put to work both within the framework of the church
institution and in the community. Parties were held to bring life
and laughter to the congregation.
Unique services of worship were instituted. A special
service in the afternoon for military men curing the war proved a
great success. Saturday afternoon music concerts were held. Perhaps
the most exemplary service of the church was the 'People's Service'
on Sunday afternoon:
Svery Sunday afternoon the church was packed with all
sorts and kinds of people, mostly 'tired bits of humanity,
coming to learn something of the love of Jesus Christ.'
when all the pews were filled, they sat wherever they
could find room - on the floor, on the pulpit steps,
on the step of the Communion rail, and those who found
nowhere to sit just stood. The music was provided by
a Guards band in the Chancel, and the service consisted
of hymns, prayers, a lesson, and a very simple talk,
in which Christianity was related to everyday life. . .
About pO per cent of the Confirmation candidates every
year were people who had first learnt through the
People's Service what the love of God meant and that it
was concerned with daily life, and they came to attend
the ordinary services of the church because of what they
found on Sunuay afternoons.(122)
(122) Ibid., pp.146-^7.
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In order to reach people Sheppard utilized drama, radio
broadcasts, arid newspapers, GI. MakTIH'S i-chVthe church paper,
attained international circulation. He pioneered in radio broad¬
casting; in drama, he frequently participated as one of the actors.
George Bernard Shaw, an admirer of Shejjpard, said that he was a
splendid actor and could have carved a great career for himself on
the stage.
Apparently Sheppard achieved much of his ideal for St. Martin's.
A. nllis Roberts deocribed the church as follows!
St. Martin's Church became the church of the soldiers
and the down-and-outs; the church of the classes and
the masses; the church of fellowship and of privacy;
the church of the cneerful and the church for the
desperate; the church for the healthy and the sick;
of the young anu the old. It was the church in which
the congregation was no more shocked at hearing the
minister pray for street-walkers than pray for school¬
teachers, for crooks than for the clergy, for black¬
guards than for bishops; no more shocked than when the
Vicar laughed and told a funny story in the pulpit.
It became a refuge for the unhappy, and the home of the
homeless. In short, it was a Christian church.(123)
(124)
His life was one long crusade. And yet He was not
the typical crusader - harsh, antagonistic, and combative.
(12p) kichard Mllis noberts, 11. A. h. SHhxPintD: niiTB /u<D LhT'ihHG
(London: John Murray, 1942), P. 93 •
(124) Plagued by ill health, Sheppard resigned St. Martin's
in 1926. He wrote TBL InPATIsHCL OF A PARSON while
in semi-retirement - a book which rattled the com¬
placency of the Anglican church. In 1929 he accepted
the deanery of Canterbury and served there until 1931
when he was again forced to resign because ox ill
health. In 19^*4, after his health improved, he
became Canon of St. Paul's Cathedral. In 19j>7 He was
elected Lord Hector of Glasgow University; in running
lor this office he defeated several notable candidates,
among them, Winston Churchill. He lost his long battle
with illness; aeath claimed him on October 31» 1937•
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Though he stood for aany of the things advocated by his friend,
Btuddert Kennedy, he approached life in a far different way.
His main emphases differed from Gtuddert Kennedy's; where his
friend stressed the economic aspects of social justice, Sheppard
emphasized more the peace issue.
He helped found the Peace Pledge Union and led many pacifist
demonstrations in Great Britain. He instituted program after program
to accustom people to the idea of pacifism. He could not tolerate
war: in THE IrLPATInnGn OF A PAHGON he wrote;
"war cannot be reconciled with Christianity:
there is no such thing as a Christian war."(125)
To him pacifism was an ardent adventure; he did not Know if it
would work, but he felt it was worth the effort.
Ghepp-rd was an amazing minister: as a churchman, he was deeply
critical of the faults of the church; as a man of wealth and
culture, he sided with he poor; plagued by ill health, he led a
robust life. He left his mark upon his church, upon England, and
upon the world.
Ernest Jeffs heard Gheppard early in his ministry and wrote
these impressions of him:
I heard him once or twice in those early days. Ky
recollection is that I prophesied one of two aestiniea
for this young rebel. 1 thought he might continue
his rebellion and either inspire a big new social
movement in the Church of England or gradually be
blanketed and silenced by the pressure of the machine,
the institution.
(12>) H. R, L. Ghepparu, THE IEPATInHGE Of n rAndOfli
(londons Hodder & Gtoughton, 1927), P.p2.
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and at the same time another possibility came into
my mind. This young clergyman had such pleasant
manners and such an engaging appearance and person¬
ality that I thought I saw Success and Promotion
written ominously across his brow. The Church of
itngland is kind to -well mannered and gentlemanly
young clerics. . . .
•sell, young Mr. shepparu is now the Very Reverend
Dr. Sheppard, Dean of Canterbury. That part of my
prophecy has been fulfilled. But I am only too
happy to add that this promotion has not been
bought at the price of any retreat or betrayal.
"Dick" Sheppard is now what he always was: a fear¬
less critic of cold and conservative institutional-
ism in the Church, and of time-honored injustice and
inequalities in the State.(126)
But there was another quality to his preaching, one just
as unmistakable - Sheppard was an eager, impetuous preacher, given
to action rather than reflection. He was impatient with conditions
as they were and his preaching reflected his impatience. He was
possessed by a passion for social justice. He fought in his sermons,
as in his life, for what he believed. There was nothing of
'soothing sentimentalism* in the themes of his preaching, no matter
how much some of his illustrations might have offended his sterner
hearers. It is true that the church was packed with those who
loved the warmth and friendliness of his style - people who were
tired and exhausted with modern life, and who sought fortitude from
the sermons of Dick Bheppard. But many came to hear him preach because
of his denunciation of a dead ecclesiasticism that did not involve
itself with the practical needs of suffering humanity.
(126^ nrnest H. Jeffs, PklNCnS Of TUB HGDnHN iULrl'T IK nNG-LJtD
(Nashville: Cokesbury Brass, n.d.), pp.27^-75.
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Characteristically, oheppard listed as the one text he would
preach if he could preach on no other,
"Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy
laden, and I will give you rest";
but he never forgot the social implications of that text when
preached in an urban and industrialized culture, rirnest Jeffs
summarized Sheppard's kind of preaching in a penetrating paragraph:
Is Dr. Sheppard a great preacher? Not by the
ordinary standards of criticism. This simple,
coaxing, colloquial style is not what we have
in mind when we call up memories of the princes
of the pulpit. Yet there is no preacher today
who does with ureater effectiveness two of the
primary things for which preaching exists:
first, to comfort arid strengthen, second, to
pierce home to conscience.(127)
oheppard enjoyed the challenge of the city more than the
country:
I have been tolu that oheppard had little love
of natural beauty or the country; his imag¬
ination was fed by humanity; he had the rare
capacity of making real to himself the person¬
alities of others. ... He saw the misery of
people so clearly, often more clearly than they
felt it themselves, that he was liiaself incap¬
able of rest while it remained. He foresaw the
horrors of war so plainly that he could not be
quiet even for a day when something, however
little it seemed to avail, could be done to
avert them.(12d)
sheppard was the first famous radio preacher in Ingland.
His successes as a broadcaster were due to his sympathetic imagination
and his desire to present the gospel simply and understandably.
In every sermon he appealed directly to the individual listener,
(127) Ibid., P.278.
(128) DICK dHnr'1'..-kiD BY HIJ /..l^wo, pp.22-23.
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as if Dick Sheppard were talking to a single person rather than
to a vast audience. His subtle mingling of humor and sharp visual
imagery gave his words a reality which more complex sermons would
have lacked. These same qualities can be seen in his printed
sermons.
hrnest Jeffs provided the best reason for remembering the
sermons of Dick Sheppard:
In him, more than in any other preacher of our time,
the new glory of the pulpit is illustrated - not the
glory of sublime oratory or profound thought, but the
greater the man who stands in the midst of
the people, a friend and brother, pouring out his
soul in the passion of service and love.(129)
oheppard emphasised the kingdom in his social preaching.
also, he did achieve a fair balance:
All that we are asked is, so far as we can in
uifficult times and uifficult days, in wealth
or poverty, illness or iiappiness, to be alive
unto God. That is all.
I think it is tne most wonderful thing in the
world to be a minister of the Christian gospel,
because we tuiow that if ever we are able to help,
it is only because Christ has been able to make
His way through us, ana when we have failed and
fallen, we nnow that we have Him again to stand
by our side and 0ive us fresh hope and fresh
courage.
All 1 have tried to do this afternoon, all humbly
in your presence - and I say that in sincerity and
not as the kind of thing that ought to be said from
the pulpit - is to encourage ycu and myself in not
spreauing our energies too far afield, not attempting
to have too many great programmes of every kind for
the alleviation of everything and every kind possible
except ourselves, but as we love our God in Christ,
to take our stand in Christ, for Christ and by Christ.
Christ in our hearts, lives, eyes, souls. That is all.(130)
(129) hrnest H. Jeffs, Op. Jit., P.282
(190) CHnioflaH r'JLPIT, 29th April, 1937*
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william Templev ^ (1881—19^*0 has been described by
(131) William 'Temple*" ^ (1881-19'+^) was born October 13,
1ob1, in the Bisnop's Palace in Lxeter, Lnglana.
His father was to become Bishop of Lonaon and
ultimately .archbishop of Canterbury.
From nugby, Temple v/ent to Oxford where he
continued his studies and proved his ability as
a scholar. In 190^-, he was elected a Fellow of
^ueen's College, Oxford, and Lecturer in
Philosophy. He displayed an increasing interest
in social issues.
Temple was made a Deacon in 1908, and oraained
a priest in the Church of Lngland in 1yC9«
In 1910, ne took a post as Headmaster of
fieptoa school and became Chaplain to the archbishop
of Canterbury.
His preaching ability soon gained wide
recognition. In 191^» he became Hector of St. James,
Piccadilly, London, where he moved in ever-widening
circles of influence. Preaching, social work, and
ecclesiastical involvements consumed his time.
He served as Chairman of the Westminster branch
of the Christian Social Union.
Temple's social concern steadily increased.
He demonstrated at every opportunity that he believed
the Church of Lngland must awaken to the needs of
the poor and the downtrodden.
He became Bishop of Manchester in 1921;
prior to this office he had served two years as
Canon of Westminster. In 19291 be became





"the most renowned Primate in tne Church of Hngland
since the Hngliah Kevolution. It was the life span
of sixty-three yeurs for a man whose role in the
Church was unique and influential beyond any equal."(1.52)
He was an excellent communicator of Christian concepts,
he displayed great interest in the ecumenical movement, and he
was a Christian social reformer. His efforts were dedicated to
providing better education for the masses, economic improvement
for workmen, better labor relations for all, and improved care
for children. He clearly set forth the theme of his social
emphasis in CHHIBTInHITY /UP THL SOCIAL ORDHR, a popular book
published first in paperback in 19^2. In that book he wrote:
The claim of the Christian Church to make its
voice heard in matters of politics and
economics is very widely resented, even by
those wno are Christian in personal belief
and in devotional practice. It is commonly
assumed that keligion is one department of
life, like Art or Hcience, and that it is
playing the part of a busybody when it lays
down principles for the guidance of other
departments whether Art and Ccience or
Business and Politics. (1j>3)
Temple soundly refuted this compartmentalized concept
by his life and by his writings.
(132) Joseph P. Fletcher, wILLIAH TmMPLH:
Tw-hhTIBTH C^vI'UnY CHRISTIAN (hew York:
oeabury Press, 19^3) P.23^»
(133) william Temple, CHKIST1AH1TY AHD TUB SOCIAL OHDmR
(London: CCM Press, 1930), P.9*
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Toward the end of CliHIOTlAKITY MP XHn SOCIAL OaDHR he states:
There is no hope of establishing a more
Christian social order except through the
labor and sacrifice of those in whom the
Spirit of Christ is active, and that the
first necessity for progress is more and
better Christians taking full responsibility
as citizens for the political, social and
economic systems under which they and their
fellows live.(1^4)
Attention has centered on his work as a cleric, as a
philosopher, and as a theologian. But he was also a distinguished
preacner. mrnest Jeffs argued that Temple should be remembered
as a "Prince of tne Pulpit" as well as a "Prince of the Church":
"He is probably the ablest preacher that has
ever filled either of the provincial thrones."(1>i?)
Temple seldom spoke on strictly personal issues;
no doubt his official position influenced his choice of subject
matter. He addressed himself to wider issues, to larger concerns;
but he believed in applying these truths to the personal level
of experience.
OjA) Ibid., P.100.
Brnest Jeffs, Oja. Cit., P.219*
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Temple believed that evangelism could only take place in the
twentieth century against a backdrop of social concern; he felt
that social action was 'pre-evangelism.' Because of the nature of
the modern world, Temple believed that the Christian had to learn
to demonstrate his love in the social world, in that complex world
in which modern man really lived. If modern man had lost his
interest in individual salvation, it was because he saw no trans¬
formation of the society about him through Christian effort. The
first-century world was preoccupied with the question of individual
salvation and life after aeathj the early church manifested
Christian love by dealing with men on the level of that concern.
Modern man, according to Temple, is now preoccupied with the chaos
of society; modern Christianity must therefore demonstrate the
genuineness of its love for man by uealing with the threatening
problems of society.
Temple believed that if the church showed its power and
effective love in the social areas of life, modern man would seek to
learn the secret of this transforming power; then the church would
have the opportunity to lead him into individual regeneration in
Christ. But Temple did not believe that either preachers or
ecclesiastical organization could accomplish this task of evangelism:
it must be accomplished by laymen. In his preaching Temple laid
great stress upon the importance of evangelism and called it the
distinctive challenge of the church for this age.
i-
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His approach to evangelism is typical of Temple's general
approach to preaching# He did not ignore the role of the individual,
but he was not a pastoral preacher. He aid not attempt to solve
problems on a strictly individual basis. Naturally preaching of
this sort did not lend itself to illustration; Temple rarely
referred to individual experiences at all. The few illustrations he
used were Historical, but he showed real gexiius in his use of those.
He rarely painted word pictures, yet he was a master of language.
His sermons were excellent examples of beautiful ideas, rather
than colorful pictures or lovely sentiments. ^ He was as
passionately devoted to the concepts of the Christian faith and
their usefulness for human life as other preachers have been to
the mystical experience of the faith.
(136) we might expect this kind of truly intellectual
preaching to require the preparation of a complete
and weighty manuscript, laboriously worked and
tediously aelivered. Nothing could less describe
Archbishop Temple's preaching. He did not use
a manuscript; if he carried anything at all into
the pulpit with him, it would only be a small
half sheet of notepaper with a few headings on it.
He was as much at home in the pulpit as on the
platform, and he felt no sense of restraint in
preaching, "ieople ask me," he once said,
"whether X am not wearing myself out with all of
this speaking. The truth is that what wears one
out is not what one aoes but what one uoesn't do."
(Frederic n. Iretaonger, wILLIAh i'mWrha.,
iiiTLOhdlshCP Oil CknTAh'dUiOf * His olrxj o LsTXiaRs
(London: Oxford University Press, 19^9)t F.'+op.)
He found it no more difficult to speak five times
a uay than once a day, and he was known to decide
on his subject with only five minutes' notice.
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His biographer said of his approach:
"To this it should be added that he possessed
to an unusual degree those qualities by which
an audience is moved and held - obvious
authority, intense conviction, and a mastery
of words which placed him among the most
lucid teachers in Christendom."(137)
Perhaps Temple was at his best in his chatty radio talks.
In "The /irraour of God" Temple preached on war:
To win the war is not enough. we long to
make, this time, a true peace and a better
world. We long to see the nations dwelling
side by side as members of one great family,
enricning one another by their varieties of
material resources, of tradition and of
culture. We long to see all citizens within
each nation united in the fellowship of real
brotherhood. We have an experience of that
brotherhood in the war in our unity of
purpose and in the fellowship of suffering,
a fellowship lately brought home to us when
the Duke of Kent died on active service,
uniting the koyal Family with the simplest
and humblest in the common sacrifice.
But this real brotherhood of man can only
be actual and lasting for those who know
God as the one Father of all men, in
serving each other because His love
embraces all.(138)
In "The Sovereignty of God" Temple emphasized the
Kingdom as love:
Is the Divine Kingdom, then, something
which will be actual in the future but
has no actuality now'i
(137) Ibid., P.485.
(138) William Temple, THB CHUHCH LoOKG FQRWAJcU),
pp.86-90.
Assuredly not. In the course of individual
lives and in the history of nations, God
asserts His sovereignty by the judgments
which follow neglect of His law. "Morning
by morning He bringeth His judgment to
light; He faileth not."
.... The Kingdom of God is the Sovereignty
of Love - since God is love. That great
proclamation brings comfort and courage to
all those hearts that are attuned to it;
for if God is Love, then Love is the ultimate
power of the universe, and every purpose or
policy promoted by Love - by the aesire to
serve rather than to ^ain - will reach its
fulfilment, whatever tne sacrifices that may
first be required of it, because it is
allied with the supreme power. But the
proclamation that God is Love is not only
a source of consolation; it is also a
principle of judgment; for every purpose
or policy that is alien from love and is
based on selfishness or acquisitiveness is
bound to end in aisaster, because it is
resisting the supreme power. . . .
Luch a vision may be prophecy if we will
have it so; the conditions to be fulfilled
by us, who now thank God for our King and
v4ueen and for their coronation, and seek
to dedicate this Luipire to His service,
so that in heart and policy and act we fully
acknowledge the sovereignty of God.
"Thine is the kingdom, the power and the
glory, for ever and ever. Amen."(1p9)
"God's Call to the Church" is another Temple sermon
where he mentions economic problems:
At least in our own nation the Christians of
every denomination and every social class
could come together in conferences both local
(1William Temple, ThL KOHL Of a NLw wOKLD (Hew York
Macmillan Co., 1), pp. 11 »
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and national to seek unaer the guidance of
their common Lord the solution 01 our economic
and industrial problems. And some steps are
open to us here and now.OAo)
"Other •vorldinese" points out the need to balance social
concern with pietism:
Thus wilberforce, the hero of the abolition
of the slave-trade, explains in his PHACTICaL
oYoTxd'i OF CHNILTIiihm, that Christianity makes the
inequalities of the social oraer less galling to
the poor, largely by insisting on the shortness
of the time auring which such inconveniences have
to be endured in comparison with the eternity of
happiness to which the Christian looks forward.
.... ioid it is not so very long ago, as I have
been told, since a speaker ueclared in the
General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, amid
much approbation, that "It is no part of a
Christian's duty to make the world a better place;
this world is a mere stage through which we pass
on our way to glory." That probably strikes us as an
almost ideal expression of the view we desire with
all the passion of our souls to repudiate.
Over against that older view is the conviction
that we are called as Christians to the service
of God here ana now; that on earth as in heaven
His Name is to be hallowed, His Kingdom to come,
ana His Will to be done. . . .
The Christian's duty in regard to slums is not
merely to tell the inhabitants that their squalor
is of small consequence because soon they will pass
to the house of many mansions, but to abolish the
slums. The Christian's duty in regard to sweated-
labor is not merely to comfort the oppressed with
the reminder that earthly conditions are transient,
but to destroy the system which makes sweating
possible. ...
(1A0) »illiam Temple, Fsl.LGaGHIP allH GOD (London:
Macmiilan a CoT^ 1920), pp.I4p->6.
There are two supreme problems that will have
before long to be solved. One is international;
one is industrial. Both are in the last resort
0ioral questions. (1^1)
Temple was one of the primary men in the areas of
social theology and social leadership. His influence is still
felt, especially in Britain.
(141) Ibid., pp.205-19.
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Geoffrey Anketell Studdert Kennedy (1059-1929)
from the beginning of his ministry showed the relevance of the
^ospel to the deepest needs of man and society. He was a fighter -
a fighter for social justice and human, rights. At .Rugby, as one
of the many curates on the staff of the parish church, he immediately
began to minister to the down-and-outs. His unconventional sermons
shocked the hearers. But his superiors supported him in his stand.
while at Leeds he developed his punchy speaking style.
Encouraged to enter the free-for-all forum of the public square,
he quickly became a favorite of the masses. He soon learned what
people listened to. And he used everything he had learned in the
streets when he stepped into the pulpit to deliver a sermon.
The poverty which had surrounded his youth and early parish
service, alon0 with his experiences of the horrors of war,
(1^2) Geoffrey Anketell Stuudert Kennedy (1509-1929) had the
nickname "Woodbine Willie," given to him by the battered
troops of the British forces to whom he ministered in
World War I. The name suggests that he was loved and
respected by the common people, and also that he was
a fighter.
This Anglican priest was born in Leeds on June 27,
1559, the son of the vicar of a downtown Leeds parish.
He grew up among the desperately poor, and as a boy
encountered the two basic passions of his life, the.church
and social reform. Throughout his life he would minister
in places where these interests were met most ur0ently;
he was a curate at Rugby in an industrial neighborhood}
later he became his father's curate in his slum parish
in Leeus; next he became vicar of St. Raul's, Worcester,
where he ministered to three thousand persons in a
poverty-stricken area} and during world warI he served
as a chaplain.
Though noted for his unconventional speech and shocking
manners, he had been reared in a cultured home and attended
fine schools. A brilliant scholar, he took two first-class
honors in 1902 at Trinity College in Dublin. Two years later
he was awarded a silver medal at Trinity for scholarship.
His training at Hipon Clergy College stretched the horizons
of his mind and deepened his intellectual ability.
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darkened Studdert Kennedy's preaching with the blackness of tragedy.
He emphasized the God who suffered; he stressed the Gross more
than the Resurrection. In spite of his bursts of laughter, frequent
practical jokes, wisecracks ana funny stories, his life and sermons
lacked something of the sunshine of hope.
«fter the war he joined another army - the growing army of men
and women dedicated to rooting out social injustice in England.
He threw himself into the task with a fury, as a messenger for the
(143 )
Industrial Christian Fellowship he roved across kngland speaking
to huge meetings. He applied the teachings of Jesus Christ to such
social issues as war, poverty, industrialism, politics and marital
breakdown.
His earliest social concern was the plight of the poor.
He had seen what the bleak industrial environment could do to human
life. He had seen men's spirits broken by poverty and injustice.
He knew what it was like to live constantly in the black night of
economic despair. He could not keep silent; his prophetic voice
rang out again and again against the cruelty and injustice of the
economic system in Great Britain.
Yet he never believed that men's lives could be totally
salvaged by adjusting an economic system. He realized that malformed
human personality rested at the root of the trouble. He cared about
man's relation to God, because he Knew if that relationship were
right, it would create a new man who was concerned about an"old
and corrupt order.
(143) The Industrial Christian Fellowship was formed by tiie amalgamation
of two existing bodies, The Christian social Union and the
Navvy Mission. It was notable in the work of improving
industrial relations.
He attacked churchmen who used pious fronts as excuses for doing
nothing about poverty. Sometimes his sermons became somewhat similar
to the social preaching of medieval times in the use of sarcastic
criticism. In a blistering sermon in his book exxtitled hlika!
he declared:
There is one class of people who make me feel as
that old lady felt (a desire to strangled and that
is the class who meet all plana to abolish poverty
with a superior smile, and the words, "Impossible,"
"Human Hature," and, finally, "The poor shall always
be with you."
There is more real blasphemy in those words than in
the most lurid sergeant's speech that ever turxxed
the air of Flanders blue. It is sheer bland atheism.
It would make Christ blaze at its dishonest stupidity,
as it makes the ordinary man in the street swear.(1nk)
He also rebuked the institutional church for its part in the poverty
of Lhglaad. He warned that the masses would revolt from a church
"which damned souls to build churches, sweated work¬
people to endow charities, and manufactured prosti¬
tutes by low wages to build rescue homes for fallen
women and buy a peerage."(169)
Studdert Kennedy's concern for the poor ran deeper than mere
words; he took a personal interest in the poor. He seemed drawn
to them. He went among them not out of a sense of duty, but because
he aesireu to uo so. He really cared for the tattered, downtrodden
wretches crowded into teeming slums, cared as few men have cared.
Once when he found an old invalid trying to rest on a hard couch,
He fetched a pillow and sheets, and ultimately a whole bedstead,
which he carried through the streets himself. He wandered in and
out of the flophouses and bars, wherever he went he brought com¬
passion axxd encouragement. He comforted the uyiug, cheered the
(1¥*) G. a. Htuadert Kennedy, HILL I (London: Hodaer <* Stoughton, 1919),
(1^9) Horton Davies, tfAkinTILL OF nHGLlLH LknaCHIHG, 19QO~19oO
(Lnglewood Cliffs, H.J.: Lrentice-Hall, 1963), F.113*
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hopeless to look forward to a better day, and tried to encourage
the drunks to a better way. The people loved him.
Often an indication of a man's true concern is where he puts
his money, Btuddert Kennedy put his money with tue poor. He gave
it away with such utter abandon that his friends often feared for
his own bankruptcy. lie gave all the proceeas from one of his
enormously successful books to the at. Dunstan's fund, a fund for
the blind.
Stuadert Kennedy was no shallow populariaer of a social gospel;
he grasped too clearly the depth of a man's sin to be dragged into
any false optimism. And he was too serious to be content with
froth in his speeches, lie read and studied about economic forces
and conditions. Later, as he shifted his intellectual interest from
economics to psychology, he studied deeply again. His interests
were broad. He devotou sermons, books, and poems to such issues as
the nature of the church, the claims of Christ, the church and the
world, labor-management relations, class struggles, poverty,
political corruption, war, sex, narcotics, and a multitude of similar
subjects.
His hard-hitting approach gained him many enemies: some
disliked Kirn because they misunderstood him; others disliked him
because they understood all too clearly what he was saying. But
those who knew him best never doubted hxs sincerity and his utter
unselfishness. The following account by william Temple is a
description of otuddert Kennedy's approach and personality, and also
a tribute to the selfless ministry of "woodbine Willie":
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I distrusted what then seemed to me an affected
violence of language; he appeared to rejoice in
administering shocks to respectability for the
mere fun of doing it. In otner words, I thought
of him as a conscious poser. It is hard now to
believe; but the fact is so. I was already
fascinated by his brilliance, nearly always in
agreement with his argument, greatly impressed
by his intellectual grasp of his subject; yet
I wished he would not say things just as he did.
Then I made his acquaintance.
My wife and I were the guests of the Headmaster
of the king's school at Worcester, and he was to
meet us at dinner. He arrived very late, and we
had began the meal. He sat down, very hot aid
rather breathless, and talked without a pause
for about twenty minutes. Then he abruptly fell
silent, aid scarcely uttered another syllable
for a period almost as long. He had arrived keyeu
up by the effort of hurrying; talked continuously
and delightfully so long as the impulse moved that
way; when it was expended, he ceased till it stir¬
red a^ain. There was a convincing sense of utter
unself-consciousness. It was the exact opposite
of ail that I had expected. Neither speech nor
silence was for effect. He was not thinking about
himself at all. fie aid not know he was there.
Lelf played no part.(196)
fie gave himself so unselfishly to the tasks of relating the
message of Christ to the hurt of the world that he pushed himself
toward an early grave. Never healthy, his body was racked by the
pains and disability of asthma. Yet he refused to slow down. Then,
in 1929, shortly before his forty-sixth birthday, he died of influ¬
enza. in a whirlwind of activity he had packed more into his
brief life than most men do in a full life span.
(196; Leonard Cutts, ed., fin. L-.-.T Ci? C. LpULhinil Y:
f AO* a iiit-f wkXfXHos iiY .\ x.i—
(London: fiodder & otoughton, 1997), P.16.
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Kenneth Mozley, Canon of St. Paul's Cathedral and a
longtime friend of Stuuuert Kennedy, summed up his approach
to life:
He aroused enthusiasm but never through courting
the breeze of popular favor. He aroused opposition
and refused to modify his message to avoid it. He
was brave enough to try to tell all sorts and con¬
ditions of men the truth as he saw it. and, finally,
he combined in a most remarkable maimer a very vivid
and rich personality with an absence of that self-
centeredness. ... He was not busy with himself,
but with the work which he had to do. His entire
lack of self-consciousness was, if expressed
positively, just that simplicity of nature which leaves
no room for the obtrusion of self.()
The sermons of Btuddert Kennedy are impressionistic, abrupt,
shocking, intensely emotional, sometimes racked with anguish,
sometimes stubbornly tenacious, sometimes exploding with fiery
vision. There are no other sermons in the Christian tradition
quite like those of Studdert Kennedy.
otuddert Kennedy was so natural and casual in his manner of
preaching, so much a part of the congregation, that his sermons seemed
unstudied examples of natural rhetoric. Hothing could have been
furtner from the truthi
To most who heard him his speaking appeared to be
brilliantly extempore. In fact, it was nothing of
the sort. Meticulous preparation backed by a
powerful memory was of the essence of it.(148)
All of his preparation did nothing to make his sermons more
orthodox. He seldom used a scriptural text, at least not in the
usual sense of the term:
(147) Ibid., pp.237-3tf.
(148) william Purcell, wCcDBIHL .vlhhln
(London: Hodder & Btoughton, 19&2), P.196.
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I have for some time now, whether in sermons or
lectures, abandoned the practice of preaching
from a text, partly because I believe that a
text divorced from its context is often an enemy
of truth, and partly because 1 found by experience
that when I began in the ordinary conventional
way, saying that in tne tenth cnapter of at. Luke's
Gospel and in the fourth verse, you find these
words, people had a tendency to compose themselves
as for long and uninterrupted slumber.(1^9)
Obviously this method of using Scripture does not lend
itself to exergesis or exposition. He rarely used historical
Bible settings or biblical background details. Nor oiu he
emphasize biblical phrases or terms.
Because he was preoccupied with the vexing questions of
his uay, he usually followed a problem-solution approach to
the sermon. He would begin with the social problem and work
toward the solution, usually using the one-point technique,
which can be quite effective today in social preaching.
His conclusions are never summaries. Ltuddert Kennedy's
sermons build toward an emotional climax, since he usually
followed a one-point, impressionistic development, it is often
hard to tell where the body of the sermon ends and the conclusion
begins. It might be more accurate to say his sermons have endings
rather than conclusions; but tne term doesn't matter - whatever
they are, few men have ever stopped a sermon with greater force
than otuddert Kennedy.
(1V9) G. A. Btuddert Kennedy, THB ..ICKnT GATh
(New York: Doubleuay, Doran & Co., r.1pp.
Studdert Kennedy was a master of style. He used shocking
statements and imaginative poetry to capture the imagination of
his auuience. His preaching represents a genuine break-through in
the art of communication. Sometimes his words soar with eloquence;
at times they thunder with wrath and social passion. His vocabulary
could paint a sunset. There is a quickness and urgency about his
style, ail irrepressible seal that cannot be boring, whatever else
it is.
The sermons of Btuadert Kennedy are like the paintings of
Picasso: it is difficult to ueacribe them - they must be seen to
be believed.
In "Beware of Christ!" he preached:
From the beginning of history the stronger peoples
have exploited the weaker ones, invading their ter¬
ritories and either exterminating them or reducing
them to the position of serfs or of slaves; and they
have done this without any qualms or scruples of
conscience, he may take it as a mark of progress that
the stronger can no longer exploit the weaker without
protest, ana that the welfare of the weaker peoples has
become a matter of public concern and debate. . . .
Beware of Christ. Because his power is bigger than
you think. He has got hold of all sorts of people
who never name his name. He has got right into the
hearts of the civilised peoples of the world, and
his laws ana his dreams hang around them. There
are thousands who curse us parsons, but they curse
us because we are not Christian enough. Lots of
men who never bow the knee to him - he has gotten
hold of them, and he is weakening them, undermining
their primitive power, undermining their savage force,
and making them dream dreams of justice and the hope
of a better world. It is a fatal arearn unless Cod
means at.
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If God does not mean that this world should
become a finer and nobler place, tnat men
should be built up into some sort of brother¬
hood resting ultimately upon justice, then it
is a fatal and deadly thing to try - it is
only one of these ideals.(ISO)
Kennedy preached that people were more important than
profit, that business must become more responsible, and that
our economics must be tested.
In "Lead Us hot Into Temptation," he said;
There never was so great a need, as there is today,
for personal religion - conscious contact of the
inuividual soul with that soul's saviour. The call
to redeem the world - the call of the full social
message to the building of the Kingdom - means not
less, but more, personal saactification; not less,
but more care ana caution, lest we, who preach and
seek to save others, should ourselves become
castaways.
.... ,5ie must oppose ourselves relentlessly to all
false and superficial ideas of education; and first
of all, to the idea that education is confined to
schools, and that factories, mills, workshops,
theatres, streets and the homes of the people are not
educational institutions. Knowing, as we do, that the
factor of suggestion is far more potent educationally
than the factor of information, we can have no sympathy
with the present-day over-emphasis on the intellect in
the training of old and young. The actual information,
imparted in our schools, matters much less than the
atmosphere in which it is imparted; and the atmosphere
of the schools matters much less than the atmosphere of
those places in which our people, of necessity, spend
the greater part of their lives. The factory exists,
not merely to produce cotton, but to produce character.
This may not be business, but it is truth. To produce
a great quantity of cotton at the expense of a bad
quality of character, is to produce, not wealth, but
poverty. Constantly we must cry over our working people,
"Lead them not into temptation, but deliver them from evil";
(I30) fih-. CIlKIoTIAK C^uTUuI, December 4, 1924,
Christian Century Foundation,
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and we must remember that the answer to our prayer
will come in the inspiration that God gives us,
so to order their working conditions, so to tackle
and solve the intricate problems which industry-
presents, that it may become the means of producing,
not quantities of cheap goods, but multitudes of
fine people. Kobody wants grandmotherly legislation,
or any attempt to produce virtue by law; but we must
see to it that vested interests and money power do
not prevent the real voice of the people from being
heard, and their real will to better things having
its effect. . . .
If we want to produce clean people, we must give
them decent houses, decent factory conditions,
decent wages, ana the sense that they work, not
merely for their wage, but for their country and
their God. . . .
We can lie in business, we can lie in war, we can lie
iii politics, we can lie in commerce - get that far,
and there soon won't be anywhere where we cannot lie.
The lav; of love is not allowed to operate in business,
or in war, or in politics, or in finance; very soon
it won't apply to anything. The sanctity of vows has
ceased to apply to marriage, or to treaties between
nations, or to agreements between employers and
employees; in fact, it is a little doubtful where it
does apply - certainly nowhere its application is
in the least inconvenient - we tend to regard it as
ridiculous, to keep a vow once it iiurts us.
If there is in any country a solid body of people
who are living with God and holding fast to Him, their
life can, for a while, support a large number of care¬
less and godless moral parasites who feed upon their
vitality; but once the parasites get the upper hand,
the body politic becomes rotten and is destroyed:
and there is a very real danger in these days lest the
parasites may 0et the upper hand. Because we love and
fight for the 'bottom dog,' there is no need to senti¬
mentalise over niiB, and paint him as an angel. The
bottom dog is very often a thoroughly 'dirty dog,'
ignorant, credulous, cruel and full ox hatred. The
fact that it is not altogether his fault does not
make him any different from what he is, or any less
dangerous, nor does the fact that it is partly his
own fault relieve us of responsibility for him.
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To point out that the bottom dog is often lazy,
thriftless, incompetent and loose, and then dis¬
miss him with a shrug of the shoulders, is the
attitude of a fool. All this applies with equal
force to many of the top dogs, who have reached
the top, but still remain dogs and oirty dogs.
That they should be at the top is a greater peril
than that the others should be at the bottom. It
is easy to get out of the trouble by sweeping
generalisations which enable you to take sides
and shift the blame to someone else. It is easy
to say that the workers are work-shy, and the
employers greedy, and so turn the problem into
a battle. It is always easy to get out of
thinking and praying by fighting, always easy -
and always useless and mean. But with that sort
of nonsense Christianity can have nothing to do.
Always and ever we must be making an effort, so
to oruer our world that our people be not led
into temptation; and so to educate them, that,
in such temptations as they must meet, they will
have Gou to aeliver them from evil.(1^1)
In "Lies and Drugs" he preached:
We are very tired. and very irritable, and we want to
get back to business as usual, beer as usual, pleasure
as usual, sleep as usual, and wake up in hell as usual.
You can see it coming. The great mass of people are
calling out for the common drugs - women, beer, and
business, and the social reformers are drinking deep
of the drug of furious action based on no principle
and no purpose. The one side want to change nothing
and the other to change everything, but God alone
knows what they want co change it for. Lvery one is
really clamouring for more drug to dope themselves
with. We are falling back on the old lies. Mutual
distrust and suspicion, class-war fostered and
formented from abroad, selfish greed and personal
ambition for power, are putting all industry more and
more on a war basis. Talk about the great moral
ideals for which we fought is hackneyed now, and
platitudinous, everybody tends to take all that for
granted, which means that they do not take it at all.
(Ipl) G. o. otundert Kennedy (London: Hodder « at ughton,
1923)i pp.212-^0.
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Democracy - that great word which was worth a war
to keep in the dictionary - is being degraded as
usual into a name for free drug stores, free pleasure,
free leisure, free comfort, free everything. Get all
and pay nothing. Why, doesn't the Government do it?(1!?2)
"The Church in Politics: A Defense" is an excellent example
of social preaching:
The idea that politics in the true sense - that is,
the art of managing our human relationships on a
large scale - must remain a separate department of
life, distinct from morals and religion, is ultimately
irrational and absurd, and is an idea with which no
responsible teacher ought to have anything to do.
We have a right to uemand of educated and responsible
critics who earn their living and are paid to help
people to think and act rightly that they should be
scrupulously careful in what they say and use terms
carefully defined. ...
.... Because of the critics of the Industrial
Christian Fellowship and myself, like all other men,
live through and on the labor of our neighbors, and
are fed, clothed, and housed by them, we can not remain
Christian without pondering over and endeavoring to
adjust our relations to them and their relations to one
another in the light of the Christian gospel or good news.
.... There is a sense in which economics and politics
are and must ever remain branches of ethics, ethics
being the science of conduct, and it is inaccurate
thinking and bad teaching to lose sight of that fact. . . .
What about the sweet sanctities of homes in Southward
and in the mining villages and the innocence of little
children who sleep ten in a room? Can you really enjoy
the glory of your own children, and not be concerned
with these other things? Neither morally nor intell¬
ectually would that be respectable teaching. . . .
He can be redeemed only as a member of society,
and immediately he is so redeemed the burden of
setting right his human relationships is laid
upon him.
That is the meaning of bearing the cross. As soon as
I say, Christ is my Saviour,and as soon as I see him
in the world, and the world, in him, which is the meaning
of conversion, at that moment do I become acutely
conscious of the injustice, cruelty and oppression
involved in my relationships, s a white man to coloured
men, as a comparatively strong man, in the sense of
(152) G. A. Btuddert Kennedy, Gg. Cjt., pp.223-45.
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being able to affect my environment, to comparatively
weak men, and as, by inheritance, a comparatively
fortunate man to comparatively unfortunate men. . . .
so the Labor movement, the Conservatives, the pacifists,
the imperialists, and all the other ists and isms would
like to get nold of Christ and use him for their purposes,
iie must not so be used and can not so be used; and I
am sick to death of saying this. It is true that if
the Church falls into the hands of any section or party,
it will be crucified, and not crucified with Cnrist,
but crucified with the thief who suffered justly as the
due reward of his sins. Christ must not and can not
be used merely for temporal ends. . . .
Salvation begins here on earth and must be wrought
out with fear and trembling in the sphere of our
present human relationships, wrought out through our
aaily work, our trade, our commerce, our finance,
through the use and abuse of our money, through the
use and abuse of our money ri0hte, ox our property,
of our property rights; and there has never been any
other idea in truly Christian teaching but that that
must be so. . . . Uur purpose is the purpose of our
Lord, our method is the method of the prophets, ana
our only strength is in his grace.(133)
Kennedy was an outstanding social leader of his time,
although not a trained social thinker. He was the messenger of
the Industrial Christian Fellowship for nearly ten years, in the
line of succession from Stanton, Lolling and wainright, identifying
the Church of Christ with the cause of tne poor by his own selfless
devotion to, and understanding of, their needs. Unemployment and
deepening distress had followed the brief period of prosperity,
a circumstance that widered the public knowledge and appreciation
of his work. This, and his courageous attacks upon the apathy and
complacency of the comfortable, constituted his practical social
message.
(1p3) nu-ilL--T'iC HnVlLw 91 (Jan.- June 1'9H6) : 33-37*
(This sermon was preached at the annual service of
the Industrial Fellowship in Lt. Martin-in-the-Fields,
London.)
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This chapter has remonstrated clearly, that the impact
of the preachers cited, plus their umnentioned colleagues,
was considerable in changing the social awareness, consciences,
policies, laws and regulations of the period.^1 ^
The next chapter will be based largely upon this chapter
for illustrations, actually, tne following chapters will
provide more of the summary themes and primary conclusions for
this chapter, which has studied some of the relationships
between the general social responses of clergymen and their
social preaching, during the first half of this Twentieth
Century.
(154) Come of the more prominent American preachers who snowed
evidence of social preaching include the following;
Charles Jefferson (ldGO-1957), Charles k. Brown (1862-1950)
Billy ounaay (18o2-1935)» henry -oioano Coffin (1877-195*0
Harry Bmerson Fosdick (1078-I./69), Halford Luccock
(I085-T96Q), Ralph Bookman (1£$9-1970), George Buttrick
(1592- ), Herman Vincent Feale (10?0- ),
Billy Graham (191B- ), and Martin Luther Ring, Jr.
(1929-190.8).
(155) Norman Vincent Feale (1898- ) is an example of a
clergyman who hau difficulty keeping a balance in his
social response, marly in his ministry he became
involved in political issues and supported specific
candidates. From time to time he repented of this
position and pulled away from active participation
in politics. But frequently after a short recess
he was back in. the midst of political activity. There
needs to. be an appropriate balance in social response.
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In reading countless sermons, I have concluded that many
preachers who made an impact on the world were those who spoke
on the social issues and needs of the day. Many conclusions
have already been suggested, but there are some definite
theological themes, homiletical techniques, and psychological
approaches which may be concluded as implications for social
preaching today. This study has deeply enriched ray own life
experience. I have found myself very close to these men and
their labors i'or God. My faith in the preacuing of the church
and in the Kingdom itself has been strengthened by my acquaint¬
ance with their ministries. It is my prayer tnat this same
spiritual experience ana social tradition may come to others,
in that they may be encouraged toward the relevant social
proclamation which characterized the preaching of many of these
heralds of God.
It is hoped that the author of this thesis can rewrite
it in order that it can be published, perhaps under the title,
"The Courage to Preach," as a guide to social preaching and
the recovery of the responsible social pulpit.
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A. THiiOLOGICAL SHEKBS
1. Earlier Theological Trends
The first half of this century was a time of new theological
trends and movements within the church, seeking either tighter or
looser orders. The church was 6oing through a period when she had
to define her own position, and this was obviously affected in many
instances by political events. The social gospel came as a result
of American activism, Old and New Testament studies, continuation
of interest in social matters after slavery, the rebirth of the
Christian socialist movement in Great Britain, eighteenth century
humanitarianism, liberal tendencies in the theology of the times,
an inherent concern for social justice, gains made in social
psychology and social policy, ethical studies, and the influence of
political economists and journalists.
The social gospel was to some extent a defense mechanism
called forth by the attack upon religion by labor leaders, sociologists
and reformers. The church had to come to terms with pietists, who
had postponed efforts for social regeneration until the inauguration
of the reign of Christ. There were also battles on other theological
fronts. A new theology was the result. The tneological concept
basic to early pronouncements of the church was the Kingdom of God.
.From Morse's book '1KB KINGDOM OF CHKIBT, to kitschl, to ^auschenbusch,
and from the iractarian sacramental view of the universe and the
profound incarnational theology of oUX 1-iUNDl, we see at least two
theological trends, both of which include a view of human personality
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never quite reached before - of man who is a child of Qod, the Father,
and is therefore brother of every man. At this point, the democratic
idea is projected into the kingdom of God with the doctrine of
equality. In this world men have the promise of a kingdom realized
in fellowship in a universal society, or through the sacraments of
the church, or in acts of Christian charity. Christ is Lord not only
of the past and the future, but also of the present. Thus the
pulpit of the church grew stronger in speaking of the social issues
of the day. It had been influenced by many factors and now spoke
unceasingly with a clarity and effectiveness.
We note, however, that churches caught in the middle of the
struggle between the liberals and the conservatives were usually
silent. Then liberal theology, liberal economics, and liberal
politics joined in the alliance against social problems, and theo¬
logical conservatives felt ill at ease in the struggle for social
reform. In the midst of this turmoil, hauschenbusch sounded a note
for progressive social views without embracing radical theological
concepts.
I
2. .Specific Theological Themes
We nave seen many possible themes such as: brotherhood,
charity, gospel, incarnation, justice, kingdom of God, neighbor,
salvation and others, however, by way of summary, the primary
theological themes include those of gospel, Kingdom of Gou,
justice and love.
One primary theological theme in social preaching was that
of the law of love, including the themes of neighbor, oneness ana
brotherhood. John Baillie was very strong in proclaiming the unity
of mankind. Baillie had a lot to say about the relationship of a
person and his neighbor and his God. We have already looked at
John Baillie's sermon entitled "A Point of Law; Who Is My Neighbor
We have seen that some preachers very strongly emphasise the onenes
of mankind, while others scarcely mention this theological theme.
The following sermon is a delightful example of preaching on
the theme of brotherly love. It is "The Noble Order of St. Andrew,
by Stuart Nobertson of Lisbon, based on the text of St. John 1:Llf,
"He (_ Andrew/ first findeth his own brother. . . .
and he brought him to Jesus."
In St. Giles' Cathedral in Edinburgh there is
a beautiful chapel: it is the chapel of the Knights
of the Thistle. That is Scotland's chief order of
Knighthood, like the Order of the Garter in Lngland.
Now the Order of the Thistle is also called the
Graer of St. Andrew, for St. findrew is the patron
saint of Scotland, and the jewel of the Order bears
a figure of St. Andrew on his cross. Legend says
that St. Andrew preached Christ in Greece and kussia,
and was crucified on an X-shaped cross. In the fourth
century a Greek monk called Hegulus brought the bones
of St. Andrew to Scotland, and landed in the east of
Fife, where a church was built and a town grew up
round it called at. Anurews.
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Scotland adopted St. Andrew as her patron saint*
and his cross as her national flag, and when
James I founded a Scottish Order of Knighthood
he called it the Order of St. Andrew.
Now the legends about St. Andrew may, or may-
no t, bo true, we don't know. But what we do Know
about him is that he was the first missionary of
our Lord Jesus Christ; that, when he had found
Jesus for himself, he went and found his brother
and brought him to Jesus. 'He first findeth his
own brother Simon . . . and he brought him to Jesus.'
I don't know whether St. Andrew's bones ever
came to Scotland, but I would like to think that
his spirit is in Scottish folk. I know it is in
some, and I want to tell you of two who were, in the
very finest sense, knights of the Order of St. Andrew.
The first was a little Glasgow girl, like many
poor children she had to be something of a little
mother and a little more, as well as a little sister.
One day she was carrying her little brother to the
park and he was nearly as big as herself. A friend
of mine spoke to her, and said, 'You've got a heavy
burden there.' She replied finely, 'Its no a burden;
it's aiS. wee brither!' Beckoned in pounds avoirdupois,
and in terms of her slender arias, it was a heavy
burden; but because oehind her muscles was the
strength of a loving heart she could carry it gall¬
antly and gladly, not a burden, but her brother.
A little Knight of the Order of St. Andrew.
The second was a little Dundee boy. It was a
bitter morning of frost. The ground was iron and
the wind was icy. A bunch of boys were gathered
for a morning meeting, and as they were before their
time and the door wasn't open, they were doing a
bit of orill to keep themselves warm. A passer-by
watched them for a while, and noticing one of the
bigger boys without a coat, spoke to him. 'Aren't
you cold without a coat'?' 'Ho, I'm no.* 'Would
you be the better of your coat'?' 'Kebbe I wud, and
rnebbe I wuona. • 'Have you not got a coat"?' 'Aye,
I've a coat.* 'Well where is it"?' 'Ha wee brither's
got it on.' another Knight of the Order of St. Andrew.
He didn't feel cold because he had taken care that
his little brother should be warm. Do you remember
how once Jesus was tired and hungry by a well-side
long ago and how He forgot His own hunger and wear¬
iness in His concern for a poor woman whose heart
was tired and hungry'* 'I have meat to eat that ye
/mow not of,' He said to tue disciples; arid the
Dundee laduie had a source of warmth and comfort
the Kindly passer-by knew not of.
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That sort of tiling is the best proof that any one
has found and come into living touch with Jesus Christ.
He caiae seeking His brothers to bring them to God}
and His spirit in any one sets them off at once on the
same task. That is Christianity. That sends mis¬
sionaries abroaa, and moves people at home to care
for the poor, to bring warmth to cold hearts and com¬
fort to the comfortless, and never feels these things
a buruen because 'it's ma brither.*
There are only sixteen Knights of the Thistle;
and you and I can never have our names on its roll,
its jewels on our breast, or a stall in its Chapel.
Hut we can all be members of the noble ordex* of
St. Andrew and have its jewel in our hearts; for
its jewel is Brotherlinesa and its motto is not
•Kemo me impune lacessit' - which is a prickly motto
well befitting a thistle! - but, 'Andrew first
findeth his own brother. . . and he brought him to
Jesus.'(1)
In the theological theme of the kingdom of God, we also see
a similar theological continuum, ranging between the kingdom of
God within us and the kingdom of God in society. Gheppard emphasized
the Kingdom in his social preaching and did achieve quite a fair
balance. David Watson and William Temple emphasized very strongly
the kingdom of God as love in society. Donald Baillie talks about
a crusade for the kingdom of heaven and frequently uses this phrase,
or the kingdom of Christ or the Kingdom of God. Stewart also
frequently uses this term, as in his sermon "Thine Is the Kingdom,"
but his emphasis is more personal in approach than it is social,
we have seen that David Watson and William Temple emphasized the
nowness of the kingdom of God.
(1) TUB nXPOGITQnY Tli-iSS, Volume 30, 1938, pp.78-9.
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Among the stronger social preachers, the theological theme
of the Kingdom became an almost messianic and very high concept of
social Christianity. The following is an excerpt from a sermon
entitled "The Kingdom," which is an example of this high view.
The author is unknown, however, H. liensley Henson•s book,
THL KIHGDQH OF GOD, was quoted in the sermon. The text was St. Luke
17J20-21, concerning the kingdom.
St. Luke relates that on one occasion the
Pharisees asked Christ bluntly when the 'kingdom
of God' was coming. The phrase was both familiar
and very suggestive. It had perhaps been taken over
from the Book of Daniel, and had come to stand in
common usage for the fulfilment of that great expect¬
ation of national triumph which the prophets were
understood to authorize. It is essentially the same
question which the Apostles are reported to have
asked on the Hill of the Ascension when they came
to their risen Master, saying: 'Lord, dost thou at
this time restore the kingdom to Israeli' To this
question which plainly had behind it so great a
volume of popular faith and feeling, Jesus made reply:
'The kingdom of God cometh not with observation:
neither shall they say, Lo here I or, There! for lo,
the kingdom of God is within you.'
This short, pregnant sentence, 'the kingdom of
God is within you,' has been understood in two ways,
for the Greek admits of two renderings, we may read
'the kingdom of God is within your hearts,' or 'the
kingdom of God is actually present in your midst.'
The difference is not so great as it sounds. The
difference is whether our Lord had in view the
rigntful state of men's hearts, or rather was thinking
of those disciples in whom that rightful state already
existed, He was bent on disallowing the notion of
an external system in which taen as they actually were
could be gathered, and wnich the question of the
Pharisees implied. The Jews were eagerly looking
for a social upheaval or political revolution which
would suddenly enthrone them as the world's rulers,
and thus establish Jehovah's Kingdom on earth.
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.all the mischief to their minds lay in the con¬
ditions under which they were living; they never
suspected that it had a deeper and nearer root in
their own sinfulness. Christ pointed them to a
transformation of men's hearts, slow, silent,
searching, from which, by an inevitable consequence,
the whole intercourse of society should be cleansed
and exalted.(2)
another primary theological theme in social preaching is that
of justice, which brings up the love and justice issue, including
the just wage. We have seen that some preachers emphasized that
charity was needed for the poor, while others have strongly emphasized
justice by the sharing of wealth in some way. Reinhold iiiebuhr, in
his liOi-oJj Huh .a.D IfihUruLb COCl-ofl, says we can no longer buy the
highest satisfaction on the individual life at the expense of social
injustice; we cannot build our individual ladders to heaven and
leave the total human enterprise unredeemed of its excesses and
(3)
corruptions.
Reinhold Niebuhr entered actively into efforts
to transform the social order. Pronouncing the doom of the
capitalist society, he participated wholeheartedly in the activities
of the socialist party. He visited strikers, talked to unions,
walked in picket lines and entered political campaigns. Later he
dismissed what ne called "Utopian illusions" and broke with the
socialist party. But he did not cease his political activity.
Scores of political organizations felt his influence.
(2) f'Hh LXPGSlTO-xY TILLS, Volume 1933» P •o5.
(3) Heinhold Niebuhr, LORAL HAH AHL It'iHGKAL SOCIETY, P.277.
I
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Niebuhr insisted upon the failure of man to create his own
Utopian society, personal or corporately. Interestingly enough,
with all of his emphasis on the social aspects of the gospel,
Niebuhr was scathing in his denunciation of the social gospel.
Perhaps he did not recognize clearly enough certain valuable
contributions of that moment, particularly as expressed in liberal
theology, but he was devastatingly accurate in revealing its
limitations.
Niebuhr believed that the first business of the Christian
church is not to find an answer to all questions of a moral and
political nature; the church's first business is to raise and
answer religious questions, within the framework of which these
practical moral issues can be solved.
Perhaps Niebuhr 'was too pessimistic about the church's role
in social reconstruction; but if so, it was because of the wide
gulf in all of his thinking between the ideal and the attainment
of it. The tone of his own sermons is always one of challenge,
never of uespair.
Niebuhr was convinced that the Kingdom is not of this world;
that is, the world is constantly denying the fundamental pattern
of life, a pattern that sin obscures and that Christ restores.
But the Kingdom is of this world, in that it is not some remote
realm of eternal perfection which never touches human experience.
It constantly affects man's every decision and aiust be involved
in his every action.
Heinhoid Niebuhr once wrote an article for Life Magazine which
criticized Billy Graham for various inadequacies, among them his
negleet to explore the social dimensions of the Gospel, He
admitted that Graham had. sound personal views on racial segregation
and other social issues, but Niebuhr alleged that Graham almost
ignored all of them in his actual preaching. Niebuhr was undoubtedly-
right in reminding Graham that the great revivals of Finney had
been accompanied by equal emphasis upon the issue of slavery.
In his "Proposal to Billy Graham," Niebuhr suggested that Graham's
sincere aiipeal should be coupled with a strong ethical emphasis.
Graham took Niebuhr's criticism seriously - though it must have
stung at the time - and increasingly touched on the complete
spectrum of social issues, from the racial controversy and juvenile
delinquency to alcoholism and housing. Graham later acknowledged
his debt to Niebuhr;
"when Dr. Niebuhr makes his criticism of me,
I study them."
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j>, The Relation of evangelism to the Social Gospel
In the recent film "The Presbyterians" made by the United
Presbyterian Ghurch in the United States of America, there is
strong emphasis upon our two-legged gospel including both ardor
and order, both individual and social salvation. *e have seen
that some ministers have tended to emphasize the individual gospel,
while others have tended to emphasize the social gospel, and still
others have maintained a fairly good balance between the two.
Temple believed that evangelism could only take place in the
twentieth century against a backorop of social concern, which he
felt was pre-evangelism or demonstrating God's love in the world.
If man had lost interest in individual salvation, it was because
he saw no transformation of the society about him through Christian
effort. Modern Christianity must demonstrate the genuineness of
its love for men by dealing with the threatening problems of society.
Temple believed that if the church showed its power and its effective
love in the social areas of life, modern man would seek to learn the
secret of this transforming power. 'Then the church would have the
opportunity to lead him into individual regeneration in Christ.
Social concern and action should be first. Then people would be
interested in the church, after seeing the transformation of society
because of the church. Laypersons could then accomplish the task of
evangelism.
On the other hand, Kennedy cared about man's relationship to God
because he felt that if religion was right, it would create a new man
who was concerned about an old and corrupt order.
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He thus attacked churchmen who used pious fronts as an excuse to
do nothing about poverty.
Donald Baillie revealed quite a thorough theology of society
throughout his writings and sermons. He hit very hard at indivi¬
dualism as just selfishness, and promoted a sense of social
responsibility. In the sermon entitled "The Community of the
Holy spirit," Donald Baillie devoted the sermon to the clarification
of the social gospel question asking, "Is Christianity an individual
gospel or a social gospel?" He concludes that the answer is both,
and both together. They can't be separated or they both go bad.
He asserted that Pentecost religion became a more deeply social
thing than it had ever been before.
Stewart portrays a deep concern about the proclamation of the
gospel and has the strong stance in favor of evangelism, with his
central preaching themes being the incarnation, crucifixion and
resurrection of Jesus Christ. But he has little to say about the
social implications of the gospel. Both Morgan arid Gossip were more
conservative. Gossip believed that if the individual is transformed
first, then society would be transformed, because better persons
would create a better society. Jowett felt that evangelism and social
concern must go hand in hand, or else the whole gospel was not being
presented. Gangster also believed that evangelism and social emphasis
should go together. Gheppard held to a kind of balance between the
two themes, although his style and emphasis was apparently more
toward the social.
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h. The delation of .Religion to Morality
The relation of religion to morality has always been a more
controversial one in theology. For example, strong social
preachers have usually based their preaching on the premise that
all of society has some kinds of moral and immoral meanings.
The realm of the kingdom of God involves every part of society,
according to such men as Bauschenbusch, David Seatson, Temple
and others. The following is an interesting social sermon which
deals with this question. The preacher is M. M. Hughes.
must moralise social relations. - During
the last hundred years intellectual progress has
outstripped moral progress. There has doubtless
been an advance of moral enlightenment, but an
increase of moral energy and power is not so
obvious.
.... It is a good thing that industry has been
organized and that the prosperity of the country
has been built on sound foundations, but industrial¬
ism has brought with it certain attendant evils which
are not necessary - slums, sweating, extremes of
wealth and poverty, class strife, the ethics of the
Manchester school, the deification of wealth, and
the materialization of the standards of life. If
we are not careful, machinery will drive us instead
of our driving it. Our intellectual achievements
outstrip our moral achievements.
That is where the unraoralized intellectual leads
us. tie cannot build up a new society on scientific
categories alone. The intellect must be moralized,
we need a strength which is not our own if the
spirit of man is to triumph over the blind forces
which the intellect has liberated. ».e must bring
•every thou^t into captivity to the obedience
of Christ.'
..e must emphasize the fact that the iaeal
social order can only be built on spiritual
foundations. - In the last analysis, ail our
problems, social and international, are problems
of the mind and heart and will. We cannot solve
them unless we can produce a fundamental change
in human nature. If Capital and Labour would
both act on the Golden rule they would find a
straight path out of their difficulties.
.... Cur seal for social reform springs
from our recognition that all men have a
spiritual nature, because we all have
immortal souls, we all have a right to a
share in shaping the environment in which
our souls have to live and grow.(4)
/aid then the author concludes by preaching that these are
great nays of opportunity for refashioning society, but that it
will not be easy - it will be a desperate battle.
"It is for us to take up the challenge, to throw
ourselves wholeheartedly into the fray, and to
seize this opportunity of branuing on the fabric
of the social order the marks of the Lord Jesus."(p)
»e have already quoted from a sermon by Gangster in which
he asserts that there is a direct relationship between religion
ana morality. lie builds a case that moral strength and rectitude
depend upon the "plain proclamation of the gospel," and that
"Righteousness exalteth a nation."
fhe following quotation is from a sermon entitled
"The Christian Rule of Life." It reveals the prevalent view
that the basic social morality is of God.
At the same time the divine right of the state
in its true sense is upheld and enforced in the
Christian teacning. some organization of society
is necessary for the moral order of things, and so
(^) 1Kb mXrOsITGivY lIALs, Volume 991 1925, P.^13.
(p) Ibid., P.A19.
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the Christian faith in practice has been the
strongest bulwark of the authority of the Ltate,
that men may lead a quiet and peaceable life in
all godliness and honesty. Constituted authority
has rights over us by virtue of our existence.
The social order is of God: law and its represent¬
atives have their source of power in God; and it
is the duty of Christians to give honour and
willing obedience in so far as conscience permits.
This is a lesson of our Lord's own life, who came
not as a revolutionary and advocated no political
propagandism, and who pointed to duty to God as
the great standard and test of all life.
The text may be reaa not only as a plea for
obedience to lawful authority and the recognition
of the supremacy of the state, but also as a plea
for active interest in public affairs by all who
have pledged themselves as citizens of the Kingdom
of heaven. This is especially so in a democracy,
when government after ail is tne embodiment of the
people's will, when it is representative of ourselves.
If we blame it, we have only ourselves to blame.
It has claims on us: we have duties towards it,
and what have we done to make tue kingdoms of
this world the Kingdom of God and His Christ'.'
if we complain of civic or national government,
if we lament about public life or social needs
or reforms or the want of reforms, if we sneer abuut
politics as a game, a sphere for personal ambitions,
whose is the fault'.' The responsibility for tne
otate, the law, fjolitics, and social conuitions
is ours. The gospel is concerned with soul first,
but the life that is offered to God must spend
itself in the service of men.(6)
(6) THK iLu'QoITO.-Of Ili-nud, Volume 'lb, P.'/'/.
5# More recent Theological Movements
T. S. Mliot has written:
The church exists for the glory of God and the
sanctification of souls. ... It wants everybody,
and it wants each individual as a whole. It there¬
fore must struggle for a condition of society which
will give the maximum of opportunity for us to lead
wnoily Christian lives, and the maximum of opport¬
unity for others to become Christians. It maintains
the paradox that while we are responsible for each
of our own souls, we are all responsible for all souls.(7)
nliot portrays an equilibrium in his theology, a balanced
theology in the area of these theological themes.
More controversy has ranged around what is called the social
gospel than any other section in the classification of the subject
matter of sermons. There are those who would make it the whole
substance of preaching. There are others who would exclude it from
the pulpit altogether, Social preaching would include the fighting
of social evils, but also the out-working of the Bible doctrine of
society in the community and the world, involving the most complex
problems of economics, of social policy and of international
relationships.
The Church of Scotland had been traditionally socially
conservative. But we have seen a resurgence of social awakening,
evidenced in social sermons, publications, social action, addresses
and pronouncements. Throughout the nineteen twenties, most Scottish
churches carried on a vigorous criticism of various aspects of
(7) .-a:thur Cowan, 1'KB TklMACY OF rltfrAChlMG TO-DAY, T.pJJ.
quoted from T. S. kliot, THk Iihm'.' vF A CHRISTIAN SOCIkTY.
contemporary social, economic and inausrtial life. In 1920, the
first report of the Church and Nation Committee contained another
strong iiidictment of these same industrial systems. Claiming that
the teaching of Christ provided a standard by which the present
order could be tested and judged, the report presented a statement
of those teachings which pertained to industrial life:
1. The Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood of Man.
2. That-every soul is of infinite value in the sight
of God.
3. That men are more than things, that personality
is sacred, and must not be subordinated to
material gain.
k. That labour is honourable and should be justly
and adequately remunerated.
3. That fidelity and loyalty in word and work is
an imperative moral duty.
6. That life should be lived under a solemn sense
of stewardship, and in accordance with the three
great Laws of Love, Sacrifice and service.(d)
Concerning the existing industrial system, the report stated that in
so far as it violated these principles or made their operation
difficult, it was unchristian. David Watson was a convenor of the
Church of Scotland's Church and Nation sub-coauaittee on social and
industrial life and was one of those strongly influenced by the social
and theological liberalism of the post-war period.
The Wars brougnt a maturing of social criticism. By the late
twenties, much of the superficial optimism that had marked both social
and theological liberalism in the post-war period had begun to fade.
Hope in the coming of the kingdom of God upon the earth as a result
(o) itm'GBTs CD Dm CJb CHUkCn oCO'i.n/u'iD, 1920, 2.32b.
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of God-inspired human effort lessened as the idealistic basis of
such liberalism was challenged by realistic thought. This decline
of liberalism was hastened by the shattering events of the nineteen
thirties, total depression and total war, when such a theology
with its romantic conception of the icingdom of God had so little
to say in the midst of the tragedies of the time. This process of
decline was quickened in the nineteen thirties by the revival of
the more biblically-centered reformed theology, which orew its
inspiration not only from its own earlier Gcottish reformed
tradition, but also from new theological movements, sometimes loosely
referred to as neo-orthodoxy, on the Continent and in the United
States.
On the Continent the new movement was associated with the
names of the Swiss theologians Karl Barth and Emil Brunner.
It represented a reaction against the rational religion and the
natural theology of liberalism, with its exalted views of the nature
and possibilities of man, and its idea of God immanent in man and in
culture, working out His will through revolutionary, moral, spiritual
and social progress. The new movement sought to lift contemporary
theology out of the sphere of human and spiritual values into the
category of divine revelation. It stressed the uniqueness of the
judging, saving word of God, which stands over and outside man and
human culture. Consequently, it urged a more realistic social ethic,
based on a biblical understanding of the sinfulness of man, and of
the real possibilities as well as limitations of Christian social
action.
Karl Barth, in 191)?i under the influence of two theologians
who headed the Bwiss Christian social movement, joined the social
Democratic Party. But by September of that year, he had become
thoroughly disillusioned with the movement. In a letter to a
lifelong friend, mduard Thurneysen, he wrote,
"The religious social affair is out,
getting serious with God begins."(9)
keinhold Wiebuhr, reviewing nGAlHCT THa hTrnhaH, reacts
strongly to Garth's decision made in the assertion of freedom:
In short these essays reveal political naivet&,
posing in the guise of theological sophistication,
together with a consequent incapacity to make any
prudent or sensible political or moral judgments.
The whole performance prompts revulsion against every
pretension to derive detailed political judgments
from ultimate theological propositions. ..hen a man
lacks ordinary common sense in reacting against evil,
no theological sophistication will help him. he may
even,'as Barth, think that the distinction of moment
for Christians is that the Nazi tried to corrupt
Christianity wnile communism only tries to kill it.(10)
In making actual decisions, Barth urives men away from the position
upon which he is trying to build.
J. B. Oldham saw how impossible this position was, that in
fact, to thimi that we exercise such complete freedom is an illusion.
Heinhold Niebuhr, who reveals the sinful pretentions of
human reason to establish natural law, has often been represented as
denying the efficacy of reason and of natural law. He is so aware
of tne character of human sin, that he declares there must be a
radical criticism of all systems and principles and laws.
(9) "Bchieiormacher, kitsch!, Barth: A Gequence,"
Tils hlnB-uni' Jwlhuhih, ^October 19p1) H.p2.
(10) Keinhold hiebuhr, "The Peril of sophistication" (Book keview),
GhnlGTlAHIif .JID CCGIhTY, («uturan 199^0: 19»B9.
i
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The transcenence of the love commandment provides a perspective
under which all of these are kept in their proper places. There
can be no social ethics without 'the contribution of reason' but
'reason can do no more than synthesize the given
forces of a human situation into some kind of
harmony,'(11)
Love is both the criterion for all judgment and also the law of
life, but ultimately love ceases to be love if it is law, if it is
obligation. Love presupposes a soul which is sinless, but because
sin is a factor in all huiaan existence, there comes the love
commandment, 'Thou shalt love. . . .' Yet no one lives by the law
of love.
'The love commandment is not only an ultimate
criterion of judgment upon all human actions
which fall short of love. It is also a guide for
the approximations of justice and love which make
up the woof anu warp of everyday existence.'(12)
n.-a\L xWi'il AiYb .lADidhL iOLXIXCB is a recent book edited and
translated by George hunsinger. Now for the first time its avail¬
able in nnglish, translations of some of Barth's early political
writings and the controversial article by Fredrich-wilheim Marquardt,
"Locialism in the Theology of Karl Barth,"
with significant responses by Helmut Gollwitzer, Hermann Diem,
Dieter Lchollong, Joseph Bettis and George Hunsinger. This volume
seeks to clarify Barth's theological position as it related to his
radical political views. This would appear to be a good possible
subject for another thesis. However, we nave not seen In this
thesis, any strong social preachers who were also strongly
influenced by Karl Barth.
(11) OhnlBTInK xrJtTh KKD GuHmuh nlfh, Ox. Ber., Vol.IV, pp.92-95*
(12) Ibid., pp.70-79.
6
The influence oi' American neo-orthodoxy in Scotland in the
nineteen thirties and forties came particularly through the
writings of Deinholu Diebuhr, and was especially applicable
to the field of social ethics.
The Church of Scotland ^ave her warm approval to the social
security scheme known as the Beveridge Deport. This report,
publishea in December 19^2, formed the basis of the modern
welfare state which came into being between 19^6 and 19^+d.
The neport recommended a comprehensive national health service,
unemployment insurance, national assistance, workman's compen¬
sation and family allowances. LIhi AnD wODK HAGABlDs in January
19^9, declared that the Deport marks a long step toward that
social security for all classes which is one of the great aims
of all good government. One is glad that trie proposals are on
such a massive scale. Any mere tinkering would have been worse
than useless. Apart from modifications in detail which may prove
necessary, the general purpose of the scheme will assuredly com¬
mend itself to a churcn which knows only one answer to the
question, 'Am I my brother's keeper'/" The General Assembly
said tney welcomed the Beveriage Deport, believing that the
adoption of its proposals would ^o x'ar to provide the necessary
safeguards against tue worst forms of poverty, preventable ill
health and the evils attendant on unemployment. They were
concerned that it be put into force as soon as possible.
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The church preaches the present kingship of Christ over
all things and regains as a living witness to the kingdom
which has broken in. Che must show society by word, by
pronouncement, and by action that this is so; that society
too has a hope, but a hope which chastens and judges all the
pretensions of society. For it may be that God will not leave
a stone stanuing at the latter day in the upbuilding of the
new society. For the present, the church works for the change
of society into one which is more tolerable, more just, and
more responsible, wherein dwelleth righteousness. That which
is now visible in the church may become visible in the world
when the kingship of Christ is acknowledged in every heart,
by every class, nation and race; and in all places in the
earth.
B. HOMILETICAL TSCHNI^USS
1. The Views of Homiletical Writers
Books on homiletics, other books on preaching and lectures in
this field are in partial or direct disagreement on social preaching.
Some churchmen strongly urge preaching on social subjects.
undrew w. Blackwood wrote PLANNING A YuAh'B PULPIT WQJRK.
He has a chapter on "Preaching Bible Nthics", in which he also
deals with preaching on social issues.
An ethical sermon is a sort of searchlight for
the layman's soul. Partly for this reason the false
prophet leaves such delicate issues severely alone.
.shile he may be a kind of biblical preacher, he
never elects anything ethical. However, we need not
think much about him, for he never reads this far in
a book about a teaching ministry. On the other hand,
there is a fairly large school of devout believers
who keep exhorting one another to eschew pulpit ethics,
so as to preach the simple Gospel. To them in all
kindness Phillips Brooks would say: "No powerful
pulpit ever held aloof from the moral life of the
community it lives in. . . When a strong, clear
issue stands out plain, the preacher has his duty
as sharply marked as that of the soldier on the
field of battle."(1$)
Arthur Cowan, as the minister of the Inverleith Church,
Bdinburgh, delivered the warrack Lectures for 193^ entitled
THL PnIKACY CP piulACBlNG TO-DaY. He strongly suggests social
preaching:
Our preaching should express social concern,
and insist that the gospel does not stop at re¬
deeming individuals but proceeds to redeem society.
(13) Andrew «. Blackwood, PLANNING .■>. fN.-di1S x-ULPlT wOHK., P.12&.
quoted from Phillips Brooks, nBCTUNLB ON PNnAJiiING
pp*137» 1k2,
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The Christian religion is not content with personal
salvation but advances to social salvation. The
slogan, "No politics in the pulpit," is long out
of date, but the church should never allow itself
to be captured by any political party and become
the advocate of its programme. The Christian view
is always larger tnan any state policy and so it
is not partisan. What is the Christian aim? It
is a transformed social order which will honour and
obey the Lorct of love. That being so, how can any¬
one who is committed to Jesus Christ be indifferent
about industrial conditions which stunt and crush
workpeople for whom He died <'(1*0
John Kelman, as minister of St. George's United Free Church,
Edinburgh, wrote TKL WAK MP PRSACHING, in which he has a complete
chapter entitled "The Preacher as Statesman." Ke asserts:
You cannot preach to the individual rightly
unless you include his relations with society.
If this be so, it is not enough to concentrate
your preaching "wholly" upon the individual, and
to hope that through him you will ultimately form
and guide a public conscience. Social preaching
also is demanded, bearing directly upon social,
national and international themes.(15)
James Beid delivered the warrack Lectures on Preaching,
entitled IN .JJLST OF nnALITY, when he was the minister of St. Andrew's
Presbyterian Church, nastbourne. He said
"A large part of our message, then, will have to deal
with our social, industrial and international life."(1.6)
Other churchmen suggest preaching on social subjects occasionally.
W. Ldwin Sangster, as minister of the Central Hall, Westminster, wrote
TEN CNAFT OF SLHL0N CONSTRUCTION in 19^+9* He recognises the




Arthur Cowan, THE PHIHACY OF PHLACHING TO-JAY. P.28.
John Kelman, 'TEH WAR AND PRLACHING, P. 127.
James Heid, IN -3CLST OF REALITY, P.106.
^0
Some preachers are so enamoured of one kind of
preaching, and so equipped by study said temper¬
ament to employ it, that they tend to ueny the
legitimacy of all others. . . .
still otuers say; "we live in an age of
overwhelming social concerns; social preaching
is the clamant need of the hour.". . .
More controversy has raged around what is
called 'the social gospel* than any other
section in the classification of the subject
matter of sermons. There are those who would
make it the whole substance of preaching.
There are others who would exclude it from
the pulpit altogether.
Let us make sure, first of all, what we mean
by the term, and then it will not be difficult
to see that both extremes in this controversy
are wrong.
Two segments ox preaching are really covered
by this phrase.
First, the fighting of social evils; the
campaign of the Christian conscience against those
sins which entrench themselves in strong vested
interests and batten on the moral degradation of
men and women, e.g., intemperance, gambling
slums. ...
Ceconuly, the outworking of the Bible doctrine
of society in the community and the world, involving
the most complex problems of economics, of
sociology, and of international relationships.
Both aspects of the subject bristle with dif¬
ficulties, though it cannot seriously be doubted
that the second are more complex than the first.(17)
I feel that it is of great importance for us to realize how
many outstanding ministers and homiletical writers not only recognized
social preaching as a valid form of preaching, but were also strongly
in favor of it, and preached social sermons themselves.
(17) w. hdwin sangster, Xhh CnAiT OF oLknON dOhoxhUCXIOk,
pp.2>40.
I-
Dr. H. Leonard Lmall, minister of St. Cuthbert's Parish
Church of Edinburgh, delivered the barrack Lectures on Preaching in
1959 in which he stated:
A sermon must at times be topical, dealing straightly
with some great issue of the moment, like some pro¬
nouncement on the vexed question of nuclear weapons,
what the preacher has to say on such a problem ought
not to be coloured, merely or mainly, by his own
political opinions, whatever shade they may be, but
rather, compellin0ly and unmistakably by what he
believes about Christ, about His place and power in
history, about the new bad conscience He has given
and still gives to mankind. A man may well fi*d it
laid on his soul and conscience to preach on subjects
that are "difficult" and not quite "nice," such as
legislation, currently debated while these lectures
were being prepared, for cleaning up vice in the
streets of our large cities. Purely no such sermon
can be adequate without some reference to our Lord's
searching words about the streetwalkers going into
the Kingdom before the "unco guid," the ultra-respect¬
able folk of His day, and without leaving the final
emphasis on His patient and passionate concern for
the last, the least and the lost. A sermon which
carries no reference, direct or indirect, express
or tacit, to the Gospel Christ preached, or the
good news of His salvation, cannot really be a
truly Christian sermon. (18)
David H. C. Head, as Chaplain to the University of Ldinburgh,
delivered the Warrack Lectures for 1951, entitled THE COMMUNICATION
OP THL GOsPLl, in which he said:
There is thus, inspite of the various ways in
which the Church is caught up in the processes of
the modern world, a strong pressure upon us to
retreat from our responsibilities, and to deny our
solidarity with the world for which Christ died.
Even if we are aware of the falsity of the antith¬
esis between spiritual and material, we may still
be tempted to seek escape. For it is hard to accept
our full involvement. The moment we seek to embody
our Christian faith amid the ambiguities of our
social and political life we shall certainly find
trouble, and we shall surely make mistakes.
(18; H. Leonard small, wITli AKDQUK MP ACCUHACY, pp.28-29•
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It is easier to lead a prayer-meeting than to prepare
a report for the "Church and Ration Committee." It
is easier to preach on the sovereignity of God in
glowing images and thrilling illustrations from
ancient history, than to suggest its application
to the contemporary scene. It is easier to aevise
a beautiful Remembrance Day Service than to face
the problems of the Church's attitude to war.(19)
H. Heasley Henson, as Canon of Westminster and Hector of
Caint Margaret's, Westminster, and sometime Fellow of All Cauls'
College, Oxford, wrote THF sIBHkIY OF PHOPH-iSYIMG, in which he
declared;
We may add a practical consideration, which may
commend the argument in some quarters where theoret¬
ical considerations carry little weight, whatever
moral impressiveness may attach to the preacher's
action, when at a crisis he gives free course to
his personal convictions as to the Tightness or
wrongness of specific policies, will depend on his
ordinary aloofness from party politics. The preacher
who is continually delivering himself on political
issues in the superlative language of perfervid
assurance has no reserve of power to draw upon in
those rare but decisive moments when a clear voice
of disinterested guidance is the service which the
nation requires from the Christian Church.(20)
Thomas M. Morrow wrote in WORSHIP MP PATCHING in 1956 and
used the terms "social preaching" and "social sermons."
It is our task to show the social nature of the
Gospel by stressing the need for Christian action
and behaviour in industry, politics and inter¬
national affairs. It is also our task to make
people aware of the social evils of today -
intemperance, gambling, the misuse of leisure,
and the threat to the sanctity of marriage. . . .
To exclude social preaching is to be blind
to the social nature of the Gospel, but to preach
nothing else is to run the risk of feeding our
congregation on an unvaried diet of problems





David H. C. Keaa, . Hid COMMUNICATION OF 1H£ GOoPDL, P.57
H. Kensley Henson, THli LIBMHTY OF rnOPKBSYIRG, P.I77*
Thomas K. Morrow, wGHoHIP AMD PHiliCRIhG, P.69.
But apparently the majority of churchmen were still rather
skeptical about preaching on social subjects. They either never
mention it in their homiletical writings, or they give slight
mention of it, or they appear to try to straddle the fence on the
issue.
Ilion T. Jones wrote PhlhCIPLBB AMD PRACTICE OF PRBACHING
in 195S* He treats the area of social preaching in the following
way:
In the minds of too many people life-situation
preaching is identified with preaching on conterm-
orary social problems. Sermons of this sort certainly
deal with life situations. The number of such
problems is limited, however. When the list has been
exhausted a preacher is likely to find himself going
around in circles, rehashing his pet social peeves,
problems and schemes. Any preacher is in a bad way
when one member of his congregation says to another
"I can tell you ahead of time, that before our pastor
finishes this morning's sermon, he will bring up at
least one or more of these subjects: alcoholism, race-
prejudice, Communism, economic justice or international
peace. Can't he find something else to talk about?"
A preacher who deals regularly with social problems
as ouch is tempted to assume the role of news analyst,
lecturer or social engineer, hvery preacher worth his
salt is sensitive to social problems and interested
in seeing the gospel applied to their solution.
But he should remind himself that he is a preacher,
not a social teclmician. His concern is not with
the details of social arrangement but with the people
who operate social machinery and with the effect of
social systems 011 people. His job is not to create
a Christian society but to create its creators.
.Religion can never be a purely individualistic matter.
One of the preacher's functions is to make the social
implications and applications of Christianity so clear
that none can escape them. He should seek to create
Christian social consciousness and consciences. But
he should "stick to his knitting."(22)
(22) Ilion T. Jones, PnlhCIPLhh nND PnACTICC Of rhhACHING, pp.VI
Jj)k
As the minister of the Worth Morningside Church in ikiinburgh,
Dr. James 3. Btewart wrote HLHALDB 0if GOD, which were also warrack
Lectures. He stated that:
If Christianity were the formulation of a body of
human ideals; if the pulpit were a public platform
for the dissemination of personal opinions or the pro¬
pagation of a party programme; if the preacher were
a kind of religious commentator on current events;
if his main function were to explore the contemporary
situation and to diagnose the malady of society;
if the sermon were a literary lecture, a medicinal
dose of psychological uplift, or a vehicle for the
giving of good advice - the distinction between
preaching and worship would be justified. But,
in fact, the distinction is based either on a
seriously defective understanding of the Gospel
itself, or on a refusal to realise what happens when
the Gospel is truly preached.(2$)
Although it is not clear from this quotation whether
Dr. stewart acknowledges the validity of social preaching or not,
he primarily is known for his more doctrinal and expository types
of preaching.
A few churchmen who have written on hoailetical matters appear
to go out of their way to decry social preaching. Borne of these
men wrote during the first quarter of the Twentieth Century,
although many are more contemporary.
Arthur Allan of Largs, Ayrshire wrote Till AAT OF PkhACHING,
in which he has a section entitled "what not to Preach," and declares:
The pulpit is for preaching the love of God in Jesus
Christ to perishing sinners. . . People do not come
to Church to hear one-sided, and, most probably, ill-
informed and immature dissertations on social,
economic or political questions.(24)
(25) James C. btewart, HLriALDB OP GOD, P.71.
(24) Arthur Allan, TLB All OP BnhACiilLG, pp.>7-p8.
<is minister of Bt. Aldan's Church in Edinburgh, .uxcirew Benvie
wrote i'iiei MlBIOXiuh AI »vQkK, and has part of a chapter
on "The Ministry of social work." But in his section on
"what Not to Preach," he stated:
Incidental reference has already been made
to the fact that a minister as such may not,
and cannot afford to be, a politician, politics,
national or local, he must eschew, dtrong as
may be his personal opinions on unemployment,
the incidence ox taxation, free imports, and
other subjects which excite party passion, he
is not entitled as a preacher to applaud or
denounce ministries, policies, or parties in
the state. He stands for righteousness and
peace. He represents no party, and, save
where national morality is concerned, may
not intervene without mortgaging his influence
ana position as a minister of religion and as
ambassador of Christ.(dp)
Homileticai writers vary greatly in their suggestions on
social preaching, but this stuuy conciuues that the best social
preaching demands the finest of homiletical techniques and
sharpened skills, in order to be well received and effective.
(2» Andrew Benvie, THIS KIBIdTBk AT WOHK, P.120.
2» The Titles of Social Sermons
I feel that it can be said, that effective social preaching
demands the best possible homiletics, because of the complexity
involved, the risks taken and the communication, problems inherent
in the setting.
In the many social sermoiis studied, a large number did not
have any titles, but there were some meaningfully descriptive ones
such as: "The Glory of the City" by John Watson; "National
salvation" by Hauschenbusch; "The Community of the Holy Spirit"
by Donald flailliej "Thine Is the Kingdom" by Stewart; ana
"A Point of Law; Who Is My Neighbor?" by John daillie. Temple's
sermon titles were more plain and academic. David v<atson's were
clear but not colorful or dramatic. Kennedy u3es straight forward
and attention getting titles. Usually the titles do not reveal
that toe sermon is about a social subject area*
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~j>. The Use ox the scriptures in Social Sermons
It is highly interesting to note the use of Scripture, the
types of texts and what kinds of Scripture are used in social
sermons. It appears that most of them have used a text on a
particular theme, ouch as justice, kingdom of God or neighbor -
ouch as have been mentioned under the heading of "Theological Themes"
in this chapter. Gome of the sermons had no text whatsoever, with
little or no direct relationship to Scripture, aa with Kennedy.
Morgan used Scripture more loosely, as a springboard toward a
certain direction. Others had a very strong biblical basis and
good exegesis, like D. Baillie, J. Watson and kauschenbusch.
At times Kauschenbusch shows his outstanding ability at careful
biblical study, for example, in his sermon entitled, "The Kingdom
of God in the Durables of Jesus." Some of Temple's social sermons
sound more like addresses. Those with exegetical skill, such as
Donald Baillie, tended to utilize their skill more in their sermon
preparation. ><ith Stewart, he begins as usual by reading his text,
which is usually very short, and then plunges directly into the
message. Sangster definitely approached preaching from a biblical
perspective and defined a sermon as a manifestation of the incarnate
word, from the written word by the spoken word. He insisted that a
sermon could be truly Christian preaching only if it was based upon
the Bible. And so we find many different approaches to the text,
but the finest examples of social preaching are strongly dependent
upon a biblical basis and careful exegesis.
Rauscnenbusch sometimes uses the parables of Christ, while
John natson uses the Sermon of the Mount considerably. The following
is an analysis of scripture .References used by David Watson and
reveals that he used primarily the Gospels in his social sermons.
This tendency is true of most of the other social preachers as well.
They mainly use the words of the prophets and the words of Jesus Christ.


























































1. Corinthians iii. II
xii 14-26
2. Corinthians v. 19
Oalatians vi. 10
2. Thessalonians iii. 10
1. Peter ii. 17





It is interesting to note the contrast in ministers such as
Chalmers and Temple. Doth developed their theology from Scripture,
but their social preaching reveals widely different social views.
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4. The Use of Relevant Social Facto and Illustrations
in Social Sermons
Moot of the sermons uo not show solid preparation in fact¬
finding regarding a specific social issue. Notable illustrations
of excellent preparation would be those of Hauschenbusch and
banister. -But they do show a keen understanding of social policy.
Temple probably knew most of the specific facts, however he tended
at times to simplify and to safely generalize in his sermons.
"The oocial Problem, Our Problem" is one of waiter Rauschenbusch's
sermons that illustrates his vast knowledge of social facts. Cadman
once asserted that there is no excuse for the lack of facts in social
sermons.
Rauschenbusch places much emphasis on the need to study
carefully the social facto and conditions. He reveals that he is,
himself, well acquainted with the current social problems, and also
with the social movement in Britain. Morgan reveals a good under¬
standing of social problems as well in his sermons. Social principles
of brotherhood, being a good Samaritan, equality, justice, the law of
love are quite likely to be preached by Temple and Kennedy, for
example.
One social sermon was found in THE sXrGSlTGKY TIKES, which
reveals the use of social illustrations supporting the main points.
The sermon is by Norman V. Hope of Busby, Glasgow in 1937*
Hope used as his text, Job 16:h,
"if your soul were in my soul's stead."
He said that the secret of all real sympathy is to be found in
the divine art of changing places.
5kQ
For in a very real sense it is true that Jesus
Christ came down to earth and put Himself into our
places, endured our human lot, lived our human
life, and was tempted arid tried just as we are -
yet was without sin. (2.5)
"faith and the Social .Problem" is the title of one social
sermon by M. M. Hughes, based on the text of St. Matthew h:17»
Hughes places a strong priority on the good unuerstanoing and
communication of the social facts.
»>e must face the facts and try to bring them
home to others. - Social problems are very intricate
and complex, and uninstructed enthusiasm may do
more harm than good. «e are to love God and pur
neighbour with all our mind as .veil as with all
our heart. Enthusiasm must be informed and directed
by knowledge, Then, having grasped the facts and
their significance, we must become apostles, charged
with the mission not merely of illuminating the
minds cut of awakening the consciences of others.
Part of the prevailing indifference to social evils
springs from ignorance, part from a feeling that
the possibilities of improvement are strictly limited.
There are many who have little hope of the regen¬
eration of the multitude, and who regard destitution
and slums as inevitable elements in the social order.
It is our privilege and responsibility to kindle
faith where there is little or none, and to burn
the facts into the consciences of men.
Moreover, the study of social problems n«eds to
be humanized, we must remember that we are dealing,
not with abstract principles and relations, but
with men, women and little children, and the con¬
ditions under which they live and work. Behind
the tables and curves and charts of the sociologist
is the tnrobbin^ mass of humanity - tempted, sinning,
sorrowing, suffering, struggling and striving.
In the last analysis we are dealing not with things
but with men. And we cannot play with men as we
play with pawns. They have minds and hearts and
wills and consciences. They think arid feel and
aspire as we do. The social problem is not merely
an intellectual but a human problem.
(£5) THE sXp0q1Tua¥ flfhjo, Volume k8, 19f>7» pp.^27-8*
3^1
The corollary to this is that to knowledge and
sympathy we must auu service. It is the peculiar
peril of those who are engaged in intellectual
pursuits that they are apt to imagine that tneir
cause is won when they have proved its reasonable¬
ness, and to forget that the forces of inertia,
prejuuice, and selfishness can be broken down only
by persistent and self-sacrificing personal service.
It is not enough to cherish great iueas and ideals.
If cuey are to achieve anything, we must embody
tnem in action in our varied spheres of life. The
enthusiasm for Humanity is one thing; the enthusiasm
for the individual man is quite another. It is
fataxly easy to cry out for the uplifting of humanity,
and at the same time to shrink from contact with
the iudiviuual man wno neeus uplifting. The world
asms of scnolars two things: a service that is
reasonable, and a reason that is serviceable; work
made intelligent, and intelligence set to work#(2*0
it also should be said that often it is these social facts that
bring a high uegree of relevance to the social sermon, B. M. Berry
in his sermon entitled "The Supreme Demand" based on St. Matthew 6:33
said,
"At a certain conference. . . where the relation of
religion ana labour was being discussed, one after
another of the working people there got up and said,
without any bitterness, that they had left the Church
because it seemed to care so little for social
righteousness. Such people are impatient with a
creeu which seems to concentrate on the Jerusalem
above and to shut its eyes entirely to the slums
below."(Bp)
Berry exnorts his people to dirty their hands and to create a
better earth, keligion needs to inspire social justice and
righteousness. One characteristic of many social sermons is their
nigh degree of current relevance.
fhiii x.Ax-Ooii'OnY XTi-auS, Volume 39» 19B8, pp.417-18.
(23) TKB ^ni'O^ITC'uY fL-nxl, Volume 43, 1934, B#>33#
"Faith and the social Problem" is the title of one social
sermon by M. M. Hughes, based on the text of at. Matthew 4:17.
Hughes places a strong priority on the good understanding and
communication of the social facts.
we must face the facts and try to bring them
home to others. - social problems are very intricate
and complex, and uninstructed enthusiasm may do
more harm than good. We are to love uod and our
neighbour with all our mind as well as with all
our heart. Enthusiasm must be informed and directed
by knowledge. Then, having ^rasped the facts and
their significance, we must become apostles, charged
with the mission not merely of illuminating the
minds but of awakeninu the consciences of others.
Part of the prevailing indifference to social evils
springs from ignorance, part from a feeling that
the possibilities of improvement are strictly limited.
There are many who have little hope of the regen¬
eration of the multitude, ana who regard destitution
and slums as inevitable elements in the social order,
it is our privilege and responsibility to kindle
faith where there is little or none, and to burn
the facts into the consciences of men.
Moreover, the stuay of social problems needs to
be humanised. We must remember that we are dealing,
not with abstract principles and relations, but
with men, women and little children, and the con-
aitions under which they live and work, behind
the tables ana curves and charts of the sociologist
is the throbbing mass of humanity - tempted, sinning,
sorrowing, suffering, struggling and striving.
In the last analysis we are dealing not with things
but with men. and we cannot play with men as we
play with pawns. They have minds and hearts and
wills and consciences. They think and feel and
aspire as we do. The social problem is not merely
an intellectual but a human problem.
The corollary to this is that to knowledge and
sympathy we must aad service. It is the peculiar
peril of those who are engaged in intellectual
pursuits that they are apt to imagine that tneir
cause is won when they have proved its reasonable¬
ness, and to forget that tne forces of inertia,
prejudice, and selfishness can be broken down only
by persistent and self-sacrificing personal service.
^2
It is not enough to cherish great ideas and ideals.
If they are to achieve anything, we must embody
them in action in our varied spheres of life. The
enthusiasm for humanity is one thing; the enthusiasm
for the individual man is quite another. It is
fatally easy to cry out for the uplifting of humanity,
and at the same time to shrink, from contact with
the individual man who needs uplifting. The world
asks of scholars two things: a service that is
reasonable, and a reason that is aex'viceabie; work
made intelligent, and intelligence set to work.(27)
It also should oe said that often it is these social facts that
bring a high degree of relevance to the social sermon, B. M. Berry
in his sermon entitled "The supreme Demand" based on Bt. Matthew 6:pp
said,
"At a certain conference. . . where the relation of
religion and labour was being discussed, one after
another of the working people there got up and said,
witnout any oitterness, tnat tney nad left the Church
because it seemed to care so little for social
righteousness. Ouch people are impatient with a
creed which seems to concentrate on the Jerusalem
above ana to shut its eyes entirely to the slums
below."(2d)
Berry exhorts his people to dirty their nands and to create a
better earth. Religion needs to inspire social justice and
righteousness. One characteristic of many social sermons is
their high degree of current relevance.
The use of relevant social facts in social sermons is also
illustrated in THB GRBATRBCS OR GOD by Harry Emerson Fosdick,
where he preached:
(27) Ilia nAIOalTGKY TIMaB, Volume T9Rd, pp.A17-1d.
(Rd) Tlia aArOoITORY IIHaO, Volume hp, 1yjk, i-.pDp.
Of course, I understand the protest which is
already rising in some minds, dome may say:
"This is a high-sounding exhortation, telling
us to be Christians in spite of everything,
but, so far as millions of our population are
concerned, it is nonsense. To be a Christian
in spite of being born and reared in the
depth of some city slum, to be a Christian
in spite of being a child in a sharecropper's
family with never a uecent thing to civilise
and elevate the soul, to be a Christian
despite the fact that, like multitudes of
young people, one finds it economically impossible
to marry ana found a home, or despite the insanity
of nations periodically plunging their youth into
the hell of war - what absurdity is this! Far from
saying that we should be Christians in spite of
everything, it would be fairer to say that we must
change pretty nearly everything in order to get
Christians at ail."(29)
(29) Harry haerson Fosdick, Tiih QKia'f'hmad UF GOD
(London: Collins, 1961), pp.2^5
i
i>. The Use of Homiletical Styles in Social Hermons
we have not seen that there were unique, or special or
distinctly different styles used in social preaching, that are not
used in other preacuing. However, it appears that social sermons
are usually topical. Also David watson ana others used a highly
positive style especially at the conclusion of their sermons.
It is a note of certain triumph in the Kingdom of God soon coming
more fully to earth. Caiman asserts that the use of the positive
approach in regaru to sociai problems is much more constructive,
than in using a highly negative approach of direct criticism.
On the other hand, Donald Bailiie ana Kennedy felt that the church
ought to denounce sociai evils in a direct way.
Gocial preachers usually are progressive and enthusiastic in
tneir approach, as with John «atson, kauschenbusch and David watson.
They often use tne homiletical style of raising pertinent questions
about social conditions and social policies, as with John watson,
Kennedy and Donald Baillie. Almost always tr.ere is involved in the
social sermon, a straight forward kind of challenge to the congre¬
gation. This is clearly seen in the social sermons of John «atson,
Kauschenbusch, David watson, Gossip, Gheppard, Temple ana Kennedy.
Kennedy often began with a series of questions. Once his
idea was stated, he usually examined it from several points of
view. He followed a problem solution approach in his sermons.
His conclusions were never summaries, but rather an emotional
climax of strong force. He was a master of style, using shocking
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statements and imaginative poetry to capture the imagination of
his congregation. His preaching represented a breakthrough in
the art of communication. There was a quickness and urgency
about his style of social preaching.
All of Sangster's social sermons show a careful, clear
outline and purpose. Sangster's sermons are direct, his sentences
clean, and he avoids theological cliches.
One of the primary factors in the credibility of the sermon
in almost all cases was the life example and social work of the
preacher himself. Very seldom was there any bifurcation between
the clergyman's social sermons anu his social work. Social
action inairectly influenced his preparation and his delivery of
sermons. Illustrations were often px-cvided by the minister's
involvement with social problems.
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6. Other Recommendations by Bocial Preachers
In CHRISTInlilTY RHP Tils BQCIAL CRIolo, Hauschenbusch has
(30)
several pages on the theme of the pulpit and the social question.
He realized that is was up to the lay person primarily to Christianize
the everyday life. However, he knew that the pulpit could lend
immense power and speed in matters of social reform. He emphasized
that the pulpit has a strong teaching function, and that the church
should teach plainly on the moral causes and remedies of social
misery. He was well aware of some of the history of social preaching.
He conceded that social preaching has often been badly done, that it
often has been ignorant, bitter, partisan and non-religious.
"But if it has been done bactly by the few who stood
alone in attempting it, that is all the more reason
why all should develop greater wisdom by common
experience." (3f)
Rauschenbusch strongly emphasized thorough preparation for social
preaching. He believed that we ought to speak forcibly and wisely.
He cautioned against launching personal invectives against individuals.
The preacher dealing with social questions is certain to be charged
with partiality.
"But if he really follows the mind of Christ, he will
be likely to take the side of the poor in most issues."(52)
Those who have been ueprived of intelligence, education and property
need such championship as the ministers of Jesus Christ can give
them, and any desire to pardon and excuse should be exercised





on their behalf. As things are, a minister will have to make a
conscious effort if he is to be fair to the poor. A minister has
no business to be the megaphone of a political party, but should
rather be the master of politics by a thorough understanding of
the issues. The time for the pulpit to do its best work is before
a question is torn to tatters on the platform. Preaching on
social issues is distinctly religious. Social preaching can be
weil balanced without going off on a tangent. The church needs
evangelists and pastors, but it needs prophets too.
"If a minister uses the great teaching powers of
the pulpit sanely and wisely to open the minds of
the people to the moral importance of the social
questions, he may be of the most usefulness in the
present crisis."03)
If the minister can simply raise the sensitivity level of his
congregation to the needy, it will be a good accomplishment. The
minister needs to mingle with all classes of people. Great eco¬
nomic and social forces flow with a tidal sweep over communities
that are only half-conscious of that which is befalling them.
The only book in existence on social preaching is
rihmiCHIhG ON COhTHGVmhdlAL by Harold A. Bosley, who was the
minister at the first Methodist Church of Mvaaaton, Illinois. He
believed that any sermon is the personal spoken discourse of a
pastor to his people, talking to them about mutual problems, both
personal and social, ancient and contemporary, many of which are
(6h)
highly controversial in nature. His introductory chapter of
twelve pages oiscusses preaching on controversial issues while the
total of the rest of the book gives various examples of social
ibid., pp.j>67-p68.
(jAv) Harold A. Bosley, rkmAChlHG OH CoMkQV^xblAL IooUmg, P.9.
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sermons on the subjects of communism, economic problems, public
leadership, drinking, an ambassador at the Vatican, freedom of
religion, universal military training, war and peace and science.
He suggests that all vital issues are controversial issues, and
that the question of whether the preacher should deal with contro¬
versial issues was settled long ago in the Hebrew-Christian
tradition, by implication or indirection. He shows from the nistory
of America many examples of the way in which the clergy of many
churches have spoken up on highly controversial matters. Like
Bosley's suggestion of planning preaching by the year:
"actually of course, the preacher's concern for the
consideration of vital social problems will be ail
the more readily understood and received by his
people if it is clearly a part of the larger context
of the Christian gospel."(35)
The minister will want to plan his preachinu in such a fashion
that he deals with all the major problems of his day, using both
the direct and indirect approaches. Bosley then lists six
requirements which I think lay heavily upon the person who preaches
on controversial issues.
first, he must get the facts - not just some, but as many
as he can get; and his research must be as careful and as con¬
scientious as that of a lawyer preparing an important brief or a
surgeon preparing to deal with a delicate and dangerous ailment.
Catch words or slogans should not be used. The apt phrase and the
illuminating illustration are important in the finished product.
05) Ibid., P.21.
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The aer.con begins in the area of public fact. I think that without
thorough preparation, the pulpit will soon lose both the interest
and the respect of the congregation.
second, he must get a clear picture of the conflicting
interpretations of fact that are at work in the public discussion
of the issue. The preacher may be sure that critics of any point
of view he might suggest will be in his congregation. It might
help him in working out the sermon to personalize the point of view
he is contesting, by seeing it as belonging to members of his
church who will be listening to him. I feel that if he knows them
well enough to be able to talk the matter over with them ahead of
time, both he and they will profit by the experience and the
resulting sermon will .gain both in insight and compassion. And it
needs lose none of its definiteness.
Third.,, he must reflect whenever possible, the judgments of
the general church, as expressed in documents and resolutions drawn
up by representative religious groups, i think chat the resolutions
adopted by the World Council are splendid statements on most human
problems of today. The preacher will find it helpful to make use
of certain nays for special emphasis - Labor Sunday, Thanksgiving
Day, World Order Sunday, reformation Sunday, Temperance Sunday,
Memorial Sunday, Independence Sunday, each occasion lends itself
to renewed treatment of continuing problems. The fact that five
of them occur in the fall season makes it inadvisable to observe
all of them each year, thus making a judicious scattering of
emphasis possible. But these are valuable opportunities to discuss
3$o
vital problems that are certain to be emerging in various areas.
Their treatment in the pulpit will be reinforced by the recognition
they will be receiving in the press, on the radio and television,
and among various interested groups.
Fourth, he must assemble and present the considerations that
seem to him to be of greatest importance with as much clarity arid
power as he can muster. He is preaching from conviction aid
should preach for decisions on social problems. He must never for¬
get that his people expect guidance from him. I don't think that
he needs to pretend to be a Solomon who knows exactly the ri0ht
answer, but he does need to be one who obviously has honestly
grappled with the facts and has reached some definite conclusions
which he now presents to his people in fulfilment of the
stewardship of the pulpit.
Fifth, he must preach in such a fashion that everyone present
feels included in the process of thought and conclusions. I feel
that even those who disagree with him should feel that neither
their reasons were ignored nor their sincerity questioned. The
preacher should so present his material so that there will be a
meeting of minds even when there is a difference of opinion.
This calls for tact, a sense of humor, as well as conviction.
There ought to be a sparkle of wit and quiet humor in well-
balanced presentations of all vital issues. Intolerance, bigotry
and cruelty are out of place everywhere in life and especially
so in the pulpit. The preacher can be a crusader without being
a fanatic, can preach from and for conviction without being blinded
by what he believes to be true, which may be only partly true.
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Sixth, finally he must bear his own witness to the truth as
he sees it. The pulpit requires that of the xjerson who occupies it.
This calls for humility and courage, springing from the conviction
that God is trying to speak His word through the preacher. In this
courage he will find the strength he neeus for facing the subtle as
well as obvious intimidations of those who would silence the pulpit
on all such issues. For those who would muzzle the preacher and
mute the pulpit are always with us. They must be met and met openly.
Once give in to them on your right to speak up on an issue, ana
they will silence you on all issues, unless you propose to confine
your utterances to the comfortable words they desire to hear. He
who does this betrays the pulpit and no longer has a free pulpit.
I don't think that many want as their preacher one who is either
afraid or unable to think for himself, to call them to task, to
bring their day and generation before the judgment throne of the
will of God, as revealed in Jesus Christ. They want a free pulpit
even when its freedom may hurt them at times. The pulpit also
belongs to the lay person. Tney are joint stewards of the pulpit -
he of the spoken word, they of the heard word, find both are
answerable to God for their stewardship.(>6)
According to D. Bruce Cannon's article on the Church of Scotland
in a recent issue of the uiBfGlaiHD «,onLi>, some nomiletical helps




The initiative, in the form of suggested sermon
notes distributed to ministers and clergy, called on
Christians to work for harmony and mutual trust and to
resist greed, selfishness and influences which the
church leaders said threatened the "laoral collapse"
of the country. The message, which was launched with
an intensive publicity campaign involving all the news
media in Scotland, drew attention to the demoralizing
effect of unemployment - a particular problem in
Scotland at present especially among young people -
referred to the "law of the jungle" encouraged by
inflation and underlined the need for a Christian
Witness starting at home and in places of work. (37)




It appears that many individual churchmen are confused in
this area of social preaching. Some almost never mention social
issues in sermons, while a few do so frequently. But the great
majority appear to be uncertain of what to do in this area.
y*
1. The Personal Psychology of the Clergy
Frederick F. Mueller, as Pastor of the St. Mark's English
Lutheran Church of St. Louis, Missouri; and Hugh Hartshorns,
from the Research Department of Yale University Divinity School,
wrote EfHiutL DILsMKAS OP HIHloi'nHO. Chapter II is entitled
"Social arid Civic Consciousness" and lists methods of expressing
social and civic consciousness:
The numerous ways taken by ministers to express
their sense of social and civic responsibility may
be classified in three groups. In the first group
we find the pulpit being used for preaching the
Gospel and laying down Christian principles. The
message is applied to political, social and economic
problems by way of general reference. Party
questions or controversial issues, however, are
avoided and specific political measures are not
suggested. Mights of citizenship, such as voting,
are also exercised. In the second ^roup of practices,
not only is social and industrial life mentioned in
a general way, but specific questions involving
controversial issues are discussed. Speakers from
various groups such as socialist, communist, and
labor unions are also brought either into the
pulpit or before organizations of the church,
in order that the people may understand present-
day conditions and the social theories offered as
possible solutions. In the third type of practice
the minister takes more direct and concrete action,
such as speaking for particular candiuates, working
for labor unions by giving moral encouragement or
aiding strikers, and striving for social justice
in the community by making investigations of
industrial conditions.(38)
The authors of this book found that ninety per cent of ministers
said that they discussed political, social or economic questions in
(39)
the pulpit when a moral issue is involved. However, the majority
aid this in a very limited and indirect way.
(J>8) Frederick F. Mueller arid Hugh Hartshorne,
ETHICAL DILEMiAD Or' HIHIaTLHo, pp.4G-4l.
09) Ibid., P.H1.
One minister felt that controversial issues snould be avoided
if possible:
I steer clear as much as possible from political
questions except as it is unavoidable. Ho party
question is allowable in the pulpit. There are
broad moral issues when no doubt the church ought
to be heard and no doubt has a remedy. In all
such cases I do believe it is our privilege and
our duty. We must always remember that we are
ambassadors of Christ and only that which is in
harmony with this should be preached, (.ho)
Another minister felt that controversial issues must be
discussed openly:
I feel we were not given enough definite
instruction in the seminary regarding these vital
issues. I gave such matters little thought at
that time, ana thought that it was the duty of
the minister to preach "the Bible" and not to
deal definitely with these matters. I have come
to feel that the economic and social problems
are of paramount importance and that the church
can no longer remain silent regarding them if
it desires to be a real power for good in the
years to come. The pulpit must speak out.(Al)
One minister was apparently against using the pulpit for
discussing social questions in any specific manner:
I have come to see that political issues
may be influenced more by personal means than
by speeches. It is poor policy to pound on
these things until folk become angry. One
must have faith in the Christian character of
his people and work sympathetically on that. (Jt2)
There were some who were apprehensive that the minister might
go so far as a social reformer that he would neglect the other
aspects of his ministry.
(AQ Ibid., pp.41-42.
OA Ibid., P. A2.
03 Ibid., PAiA.
Edward Judson declared:
Social problems are so difficult and so fascinating
that they easily absorb all a minister's time and
energy. He neglects his study and the care of his
flock. He loses .-is priestly character and becomes
a mere social functionary.(^3)
✓mother churchman said that there were better approaches
in the church than through the pulpit:
For all questions that are controversial or
that involve political or economic issues, a forum
or discussion group, where all shades of opinion can
find expression, is much better than a church
service in which the minister only has expression.
It is not fair to talk to people on uisputable
matters, when the people have no opportunity to
answer, or to ask questions.(MO
One minister did social preaching and feels that it ought to
be done, but has found some serious problems involved with it, and
adequately states his viewpoint:
If a man has to announce his convictions in
the pulpit, it should be done always against the back¬
ground of fundamental religious principles, and with
as little controversy as possible. I am coming to
feel more and more that our Protestant churches are
losing nold of the people as regards their desire
for worship. Our stress on ethics and the social
gospel has resulted in sermons no longer being a
part of worship. They are too critical and analytical.
Sermons must be against a background of God. One
hears sermons now ana then in which God is not
aientiored. That is not worship. I feel people must
hear something in church which they cannot hear
anywhere else. *e sometimes forget that funda¬
mentally people have come to worship. 1 preached
the social gospel in my ministry but found it a
problem to keep the worship atmosphere and at the
same time take up controversial issues.
0+3) winthr-ap S. Hudson, Tiin GHnnT THADIfiOh Or ihh
dilUi-iCha^a, p.205*
C ■kk) Ibid., P.h3.
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we will lose our congregations {altogether if
we don't give them this other source of strength.
The question is, should we give them the social message
in the pulpit or elsewhere? There are plenty of opport¬
unities elsewhere. I am getting back to Biblical preaching
after being away from it for years. It gives us authority.
That is necessary for worship. In our ministry we must
uive a big note to God and His demands and then make
applications.(A3)
This is a dilemma for the older ministers as well as the
younger ministers in the parish.
I talk to tue young ministers and I ask them
why they aren't saying anything. They say no one
will listen to them; they aren't known and their
cuurches are small. But wait, they say, until we
gel big churches and are widely known, we won't
be silent then. Then I turn to the ministers in
the big churches and I listen to them trying to
explain why they have done so little. Their
answer is a simple one; they say they have too
much to lose. Only recently, one such man said
to a group I was in, "I've spent seventeen years
of my life in building up that church, and I'm
not going to see it torn down in a day.". . . .
To aavance your career in the ministry today
you must succeed in an organisatiozial way.
You must get for your church a bigger building,
more members and more money. But to ac this
you have to dilute the gospel enough to secure
its appeal for everybody - even sinners. As you
advance, then, you must go out of God's favor.
It looks like the way up is the way out.C^J
H. Hensley Benson suggests some pertinent questions related
to social preaching which point out more of the dilemma of social
preaching.
How far may they give free expression in the pulpit
to their personal opinions on the burning.questions
of economics and politics? Ought they to hold their
peace in the miast of public perplexity and excite¬
ment and repudiate for themselves the liberty of
speech which every otaer citizen possesses? Is
self-suppression or self-expression the Christian
preacher's uuty?(47)
(45) Ibid., pp.4>hf6.
(4.6) ■ B. q, Campbell d 1. ?. Pettigrew, CHHIa'iTAhs IB HACIjiL CulBIB,
pp. 120-121, 127. ~
(47) H. Hensley Henson, Thh LIB.IffY OP r'nOPHBGYIhu, P.1pJ.
There is almost no literature directly on this specific
field of study and the complexity of the issues is stunning.
following a survey of some ministers concerning the
expression of social consciousness, the researchers wrote:
To what extent pressure is exerted or acts as
an unconscious threat is not known, for the
simple reason that few ministers discuss problems
in such a way as to arouse opposition from any
group and still fewer do anything that would
be objectionable to their parishioners. Why
should they? Would it be helpful if ministers
could be freed from economic uependen.ee on the
local congregation?
The answer proposed is that they should at
least discuss social problems if moral issues
axe involved. But what constitutes a moral issue?
Does the existence of an establisheu policy of
church isolation relieve one ox responsibility?
How does one aecide whether the function of
religion is only to hand down a body of terms
of present-day needs? Is private judgment to
be followed as to what constitutes a moral issue,
or should the pastor as a representative of a
church or the employee of a congregation yield
his juugment at this point and follow the trad¬
ition or tne desires of his flock? If his judgment
is final, what are the criteria for deciding when
a social or civic issue is a moral issue.(48)
One churchman declares:
I tell ray people I accept no restrictions in
the pulpit ana demand the right to express my
convictions at least once on any question. (4,9)
Helmut Thielicke speaks concerning some of the disadvantages
of a minister being economically dependent upon a particular
church:
.... if a minister sets forth an opinion or a
conviction of conscience which is offensive to
the congregation, he may lose his position.
(46 )
(49 >
Frederick F. Mueller & Hugh Hartshorns, Git., pp.5->~>4.
Ibid., P.>2.
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Gome rather sad examples of this can. be seen in
the racial struggles going on today. It must be
very difficult for the pastor to preach on the
hich Young kuler and to chide the hard-hearted
rich} for the chief contributor in the congregation
may be offended and transfer to another church.
In audition to this is the fact that the average
church member there is not much more mature than
he is among us; that is to say, his criteria for
judging a minister cannot exactly be called pro¬
found wisdom. Often enough he is juhged by liis
popularity ana his ability to put on attractive
entertainments.
This too, of course, is an opportunity for
God. for here he can test tae faithfulness and
steadfastness of his servants. But, as we said,
it is also a chance for the devil; the temptation
to be opportunistic, to compromise and to cover
up is always near.(50)
Of course, these economic reasons might not apply to the
same extent in Britain.
There is also the possibility of pressures from other
judicatories which ought to be considered when taking a stand
upon social issues. One minister points out the undercurrent
of pressure which arises from this source:
There is some subtle work among higher officials
of the church. Two-thirds of the bishops would be
prejudiced against me arid would be afraid I might
cause disturbance in their territory. After one is
successful in a couple of pastorates he can get
along, but it wouia be difficult for a young man if
he should become branded as a trouble maker.(51)
In one survey thirteen per cent of ministers asserted that
their church objects to their speaking from the pulpit on political
(&?)
questions. However, the majority of clergymen avoided the




treatment of controversial issues in the pulpit, so that criticism
was not likely to arise. The survey shows evidence to the effect
that as the action in which the minister engages becomes more direct
and concrete, the criticism increases. The survey concludes,
"Since few men actually .participate in direct
action, it seems clear that when such practice
is followed criticism nearly always results."(55)
One clergyman said,
"The most influential people of this church would
strenuously object if their minister should openly
siae with the workers in any concrete economic
struggle."0*0
Another says,
"I favor this, but only once have I been able to
do it without too much offence to my cnurch."(J)5>)
Another commented,
"Hy own conviction is that 50 per cent of one's
ability to be radical and keep his job is a
matter of pedagogy. "(j?P)
Halfora 2. Luccock has included a chapter entitled "social
and Economic questions" in his book Ih THE ihlhlaf^n'G wCakGhOP.
He briefly discusses the problems related to social, preaching and
clearly presents another important aspect of the churchmen's
dilemma.
.... the social issues change with the years
so that no conceivable body of static truth will
continue to be living truth. A man's thinking
must move with changing situations. A man can
go from" a during radicalism in economic issues
to an extreme conservatism by the simple and easy-
process of standing still. A great host of ministers










They have been so busy repeating their views
that they have had, no time to acquire new ones,
or to take that fresh unbandaged look at their world,
local or national, which would yield the facts that
demand new thinking and views. They go on fighting
bravely the battles of their youth, a generation
ago, battles which were won ox" rendered obsolete
by changing conditions. Often it is said of such
ministers that they have "slipped back." home-
times that is true; but more often the truth is
that they have failed to get aboard a moving world.(37)
John C. Bennett discusses the distance between Christian
ethics and social policy - describing more of the factors which
relate to the churchmen's dilemma of social preaching. He says
that social problems tend to accumulate, and that there is only
a Christian minority.
The large-scale problems of society are greatly
aggravated by the fact that we are constantly
dealing with people with whom we have no uirect
personal relationship. . . .
This limited imagination is often combined with
conflicting interests, and when such is the case
moral blindness is intensified. ...
The limitations of our imaginations and the dis¬
tortions that arise from conflicting interests
are further complicated by the extraordinary
resources in the human spirit for cloaking self-
interest with idealism. . . .
/mother factor which makes public life especially
difficult from the moral point of view is that
personal responsibility is in many ways diluted.(36)
Halforu B. buccock., Hi IxiB wlhloTnh'B wOhKBitOP, ir.232.
(po) John C. Bennett, Cni-cIBXlAH BOCIiJ. ACTluft, pp.26-32.
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><hile some of tne ambiguities concerning social preaching
apparently stem from the minister's conflicting roles as citizen,
denominational churchman, employee, and person; other problems
occur because of the extremes of complexity of the social issues
involved, some ministers want to reflect social concerns in their
preaching but just do not know how to do it effectively. Gtners
are rather complacent and would rather not scrutinize their
comfortable "successes" too closely.
Churchmen, of course, are part of their own social and
cultural setting, and both consciously and unconsciously assimilate
ideas ana values, habits and actions. There is this inevitable
cultural involvement and conformity of churchmen in society; and
thus the tendency to be more a mere reflection of the existing
social oruer, rather than to criticise arid construct it. But the
churchman is more than a part of society - he is a leader in a
divine society - the body of Christ. To be acutely conscious of
this in the midst of his tendency toward social conformity, helps
to pave the w<=|.y for a better unaerstonaing of his social ministry.
Charles Gore in CiiulsT ugQId'TY states:
Our tasx to-day is therefore partly one of
proclamation or preaching - what I may call
retuning the pulpits of our mnglish Christendom.
Tor this purpose I think our greatest intellectual
or literary need is a comprehensive work on
Christian Ethics. . . . But at present I am
concerned primarily with Christian social ethics.(59 J
(|§) Charles Gore, CihilBT nhP dOCIETY, pp.165-166.
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D. L. Kunby speaks of the contemporary situation in
Britain:
If we look for the reasons why the Christian
impact has been so inadequate in the economic field
in the last fifty years, and in particular in the
post-war period, we are driven to look at three sets
of factors, (a) There is little literature to guide
anyone who wishes to think about these problems.
(b) There are practically no teaching posts in
Christian social ethics. This is both a major cause
of the lack of literature and ignorance, and also a
result of having leaders ignorant of the discipline
in question. . . .
It is not surprising that the dominance of the
classical tradition has led to a lack of concern with
the specific problems of modern society, because this
is one of the unfortunate results (today, though not
in earlier societies) of what would otherwise be an
admirable education.
Bven if it were granted that Christians had
little to contribute to the general discussion of
these issues - ana it is not entirely clear to me
that we need take such a pessimistic view - the need
would still remain to clarify the issues for the
ordinary man in the pew, who wants to have some idea
as to how these matters tie up with his Christian
faith. It seems to me, then, that there is a place
for statements which aim to educate people to the
i'unuamental issues which lie behind the current
controversies which they cannot evaae, and to show
how these issues are related to the essential tenets
of the Christian faith. . . .
.... Certainly, it is this transformation of our
world that is our daily task, as individuals and as
members of Church and society.(60)
apparently the dilemma of social preaching has been a felt
difficulty for churchmen for many centuries. There has been wide
aisagreement on whether it is valid or not, what form or forms it
should take, and how it should be related to other ministries.
This stuuy has been of value, for me and will, I hope, be of value
to others, as it has thrown light on part of the puzzle of social
(60) B. L. Hunby, GOD AhD TUB kICH COoIBi'Y, pp. 166, 179*
involveraent facing churchmen today.
nrnest Troeltsch warns us, however, of being too idealistic
about such a study.
If tne present social situation is to be
controlled by Christian principles, thoughts will
be necessary which have not yet been thought, and
which will correspond to this new situation as the
older forms met the need of the social situation
in earlier ages. These ideas will have to be evolved
out of the inner impulse of Christian thought, and out
of its vital expression at the present time, ana not
exclusively out of the hew Testament, in precisely
the same way as both those great main types of Christian-
Cocial philosophy were evolved out of the Christian
thought of their own day, and not solely from the
Hew Testament. And when whey have been created and
expressed, they will meet the fate which always
a-aits every fresh creation of religious and ethical
thought; they will render indispensable services and
they will uevelop profound energies, but they will
never fully realize their actual ideal intention
within the sphere ox our earthly struggle and
conflict. (.61)
(61) nrnest Troeltsch, inn .^oi.n- JmACnlnG Of inn
oliUhOhoo, Vol.II, pp. ICi0*1 J?.
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2. Psychological Techniques in. Social Sermons
.all this would indicate that ministers need to keep current
on social issues and in continuing education. It is important to
preach on social issues and to work on them directly as well,
becoming personally involved. But it is also clear that ministers
need better homileticai tools with which to work. They need to
become more aware ox the wide range of psychological techniques
available to -hem. Many of these have been more clearly formulated
during the last few decaaes. The conflict management field now
offers very helpful techniques, which can be utilised in the
building of social sermons.
Many psychological approaches can be seen in the history of
social preaching. Preachei's such as watson, Temple, John Baillie,
Donala Baillie, Bangster, McCracken and others have sought a
balance of both the social arid the individual in their sermons.
Temple in his sermon "Other worldliness" points out the need to
balance social concern with pietism. Cadinan recommended that the
surest way to overcome social ills was by a courageous, positive
message rather than a negative one. Gossip used a strong indirect
social emphasis in his sermons.
The following sermon from fhh B/hOBlTOnf i'iiiBG also is an
example of tuis style of indirect social preaching. The sermon was
"The Offense of the Gross" by Norman V. Hope of Busby, Glasgow. The
main theme is the cross, but the social implications are obvious.
3&>
Now the modern, world, like the world of the
first century, is riven by man-made distinctions;
there are, for example, national distinctions,
which seem to be becoming more pronounced and
acute. There are racial distinctions, and these,
too, seoui to be becoming more acute. There are
economic distinctions between employers and
employed, or, more generally, between what are
known as the 'haves' and the 'have-nots.' There
are also social distinctions between class arid
class. And the message of the Gross wages fierce
war against them all. And still the reaction of
many, who deem themselves superior, on account of
their descent or wealth or social position - is
distinctly hostile to such a message as the Cross
brings. For example, it has often been remarked
that the appeal of John wesley and his Methodists
in the eighteenth century and later was mainly to
the lower middle and artisan classes. To the
upper classes it was frankly unintelligible,
and why? Because as Mr. W. E. Gladstone once
said, the Methodist movement was 'a strong,
systematic, determined, and outspoken reaction
against the prevailing standards both of life and
preaching. It aimed at bringing back on a large
scale, and by an aggressive movement, the Gross,
and all that the Gross essentially implies.'(62)
sheppard was known for his denunciation of a dead ecclesiast-
icism, that did not involve itself with the practical needs of
suffering humanity, but he did offer positive ways to meet the
problems. Kennedy actually raised the level of conflict by rebuking
the institutional church for its part in the poverty of England.
He warned that the masses would revolt from a church
"wnich damned souls to build churches, sweated
worn-people to endow charities, and manufactured
prostitutes by low wages to build rescue homes
for fallen women and buy a peerage."(£3)
This approach gained him many enemies: some disliked him because
(62)
(.63)
THE nXrOGlTG-iY ITMnS, Volume 30i 1939i F.272.
Iiorton Navies, VAnlETlsG or- -jsGLIqH i-uKACBlHG, P.113*
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they misunderstood him; others disliked him because they understood
ail too clearly what he was saying. But he was sincere and
unselfish.
Songster believed that both evangelism and social emphasis
had their place in the preaching of the gospel; but whenever one
denied the rights of the other, confusion resulted. Evangelism
must not be denied by the person with social concerns, but neither
should the evangelist deny social emphasis!
But he will not deny as an evangelist the ri^ht
and the duty of preachers more able with social
problems than he is himself to deal uirectly with
economic questions on occasion, and he will bless
Goa for the man who can do it with assured know-
lodge, penetrating insight, and unmistakable
{spiritual power.(6h)
The ministry of kobert McGracken also possessed the balance
which most great preachers demonstrated: the balance between church
activity and community responsibility, the balance between heart
religion and head religion, the balance between evangelism and ethics,
the balance between the individual ana the social emphasis, the
balance between the personal and the political, the balance between
the vertical ana the horizontal.
John Baillie had great influence on the Church and Ration
Reports, which suggested 'middle axioms,* and apparently influenced
social preaching. The 19^2 Report began by setting forth a sound
theological statement of the Christian faith in its relation to
social life. It criticized the liberal humanism of the past with
(jstk ) Ibid., r.•
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its naive belief that
"as time went by, both the evil in man's heart and
the evil force at work in society would more and more
be overcome by the operation of a natural and immanent
law of growth."(63)
It went on to set Jesus' teaching on the kingdom of God in its
proper esehatological setting, pointing out that the kingdom which
the gospel promises is not brought in by man's efforts but
"is an order of things which only the power of
God can ever inaugurate, yet it is a Kingdom
whose full realization is already heralded by
the redemption wrought by Christ."Coo)
fhis section of the Report welcomed the growing spirit of community
which had gripped. the nation and said there must be no return to the
old individualism with its unconcern for the corporate well-being.
It stressed tlqat all genuine Christian social action must proceed on
the basis of the biblical understanding of the nature of man as a
sinner, or else it would go astray. The Christian doctrine of wan
corrects the illusions of utopianism by stressing the fact that
"no earthly society can hope to be a perfect com¬
munity or can claim to be an end in itself."(68)
However, this section of the Re|>ort acknowledges that liberal
humanism had done much to awake the Christian social conscience:
There are aspects of Christian charity, of
Christian tolerance, of brotherhood and equality
and social justice, which, though deriving their
ultimate inspiration from the Christian ethos,
were nevertheless not taught to the world by the
official representatives of organized Christianity.





They were rather wrested from such organized authority,
often as the result of bitter controversy and struggle,
sometimes by men and movements which had detached them¬
selves from the Church. . . . Much of the present indif¬
ference to the Church, and even hostility to it, derives
from the feeling that it has shown little zeal for the
reoress of the most obvious social evils - so that the
oppressed and underprivileged are forced to look else¬
where for the help tuey need. Here is an obstacle to
the present propagation of the Gospel which should
move ail who are in the Church to the deepest penitence,
to constantly renewed searching of heart, and to open
confession of their own grievous and sinful respon¬
sibility in the matter.(69)
The next section of the 19^2 Report discussed the nature and
extent of the Church's concern in the civil order.
The Church at last gave due acknowledgment to the fact that
social injustice was caused not simply by the personal sin of
individuals but was the product of social sin - of corporate evil -
which expressed itself supremely in class and economic self-interest.
This section of the Report went on to indicate how the Church
could avoid the danger of adopting either of the false attitudes to
the civil order by confining her pronouncements within the sphere
(70)
of what were called 'middle axioms.'
•Middle axioms' were formulations of those Christian goals for
society which were more specific and concrete than vague general
principles which were inapplicable to the practical problem at hand,
(g9) Ibid., pp.R7-2c.
{70) Ibid., P.V?.
The terra 'middle axioms' first came into use at the Oxford
Conference on Church, Community and Gtate, held in 1937*
Benjamin A• "heist has a very helpful discussion of the
middle axiom technique on page 139 of asblGlOn idd)
GOClrtL CORpj-lCT, edited by Robert nee arid Martin £• Marty
(New Yorki Oxford University Press, 19b'O#
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.yet which were less specific and concrete than particular programs
and schemes of action, 'They v/ere intended to provide a middle way
for the Church between the utterances of mere empty platitudes
which said nothing, and the advocacy of complex and technical political
and economic programs. The Commission believed that if she failed
in this area of her mission, her evangelistic efforts in an indust¬
rial society would be ineffective, for
.... there can be little doubt that it is to the
failure of Christians to realise and act upon these
social implications of the Gospel that the present
weakness of the spiritual life of our land must in
no small part be attributed. We long for a revival
of spiritual religion, but there are many who suspect
the spirituality to which we call them of making
too reany a compliance with a social oraer that for
them means only hunger, slum conditions, unemploy¬
ment, or sweated labor. . . . How can men be drawn
to a Gospel whose one practical expression is
serving Christ by serving the least of His needy
brethern if we preach it in abstraction from the
crying needs of the poor and oppressed of our own
society! selfishness is of the very essence of
the sin from which, in any revival of religion, men
need to be redeemed; but what if there be no part¬
icular form of this sin from which we more need to
be redeemed today than a complacent indifference to
the social evils that surround our comfortable lives!)
^ ) Ibid.,
niter quoting the above words from the deport in the
Assembly, John Baillie, the Convener of this Commission,
added: "That is why so many of us feel that no form of
evangelism which is insensitive to the social problem
is likely to meet with much success in our own time."
(J. G, Hiddell and 0. M. Dryburgh,
CAlnlu ADD Ch.-u-.ni.ujGD, appendix I, P. 121).
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In the last section of the 19^R Report, the Commission, in
dealing with social and. industrial life, sought to abide within the
limits of the Church's concern and competence as it nad defined
them in the notion of the middle axioms, 'fhe Commission declared
that from a Christian standpoint, the existing industrial system
was open to serious criticism for .uany reasons, and it proceeded to
enumerate seven major defects in the present industrial system.
These included the existence of mass unemployment in peace-time;^72^
the growth of great private monopolies whose uncontrolled economic
power
"leads to the production of inessential luxuries
at a time when there is an insufficient supply of
basic necessities, such as nousing;"(73)
the iuimorul practice whereby
"things which have actually been produced and are
needed for consumption must be again destroyed,
in order to maintain or to restore the existing
financial, industrial and political structure;"(?&)
the exaggerated economic inequalities which
.... lead to one-sided relationships of dependence
giving to some an arbitrary power over others,
producing class antagonisms, leading to jealousy and
hatred in the victims of arbitrary power, and to
pride and contempt in those who wield it. (75)





The section of the 19^ heport on social and industrial life
proved to be the most radical and controversial of all the
Commission's statements!^ As a result of further intensive study
of the structural faults inherent in the existing order, the
Commission declared that it was more convinced that ever of the
necessity for some such middle axiom as that contained in its 19^2
Heport dealing with the control of irresponsible economic power.
It now
.... believes the present time and situation to be
such as to call forth the clear declaration that the
common interest demands a far greater measure of
public control ox capital resources and means of
pro-auction than qui- tradition has in the past
envisaged.177)
(76) In an article in LIFE MP Ss'QM- HA8A2lIIf£, K, i. Haclntyre,
minister of Horningside high Church, Edinburgh, and
one of the members of the Commission, discussed the
opposition to the Commission's declarations. He noted
that it had been said of the 19^2 heport "that it was
•Left' in its inspiration. What matter, if the thing
inspired was itself ri,,hf. God save us from the tyranny
of names and labels I ,.e are looking for God's mind in
this crisis of our affairs, and why should we be silent
if it be His mind to change the foundation upon which
hitherto our political and social life has been grounded?"
(Way 19^, P.70).
Tiln HalilCH wosKLY" referred to the attempts which
were made in the 19^ Assembly to siielve the heport or
to water down its recommendations (June 1, 19^» P.109}
June 5, 19^, P. 117). The opposition to the Commission's
deliverance of the social and industrial life section
of the heport was reflected in the number of amendments
which attempted to weaken the Church's commitment to the
section advocating a greater measure of common control of
the means of production. One attempt to alter a sentence
in the Committee's deliverance was successful, but most
of the amendments were defeated, and the /assembly event¬
ually 0ave its sanction to the main recommendation of
this question.
(ACTo oh Ji.m AuabHnbY Of ThH CHUnCri OF oCOT-UufD,
19^5", pp.p^O and 607).
*>77) Ibid., 19h4 Heport, P.197.
The remainder of this section of the 19V* Report was taken
up with a justification of this far-reaching middle axiom. It
stated that the primary defect in the present economic system which
lay behind most of the defects enumerated in the 19^2 Report , was
"the tyranny of private interests."(?B)
By this was meant the fact that the control of the economic power
of the nation was in the hands of private interests who were not res¬
ponsible to society for the use made of such power. The Report
claimed that the only
.... alternative to increased public control of the
country's capital resources and means of production
is the continuance of the traditional private control,
which is so little answerable to the community as a
whole, and which allows the industrial scene to be so
largely dominateu by the profit-seeking of private
and sectional interests. are convinced that this
domination must involve trie perpetuation of three evils:
(a) it will prevent the rehabilitation of our social
and industrial life;
(b) it will prevent our meeting our world responsibilities
in a way more consonant with the Gospel; and
(c) it will prevent our democracy from again becoming
vital.(?9)
The remainder of this section on social and industrial life
was devoted to a detailed ana persuasive substantiation of the state¬
ment that a greater measure of communal control was necessary for
tne rehabilitation of social ana economic life, for the conscientious







It is fair to assume that pronouncements such as these did
enlighten the social preaching of the time. In fact, the middle
axiom technique can be used effectively in building social sermons
today. During this period, similar uevelopments were taking place
in the Church of nn^lana.
The ethics of approximation is best defined by referring to
three representative thinkers in the Church who may be identified
with this position: William Temple, J. H. Oldham and iieinhold Niebuhr.
William Temple, in his opening address to the Malvern Conference,
recognizes the place ox sin on one hand, but on the other hand, tries
to affirm the need to work out principles for the departments of
C$1)
life in proper relation to the natural order. ' He felt that a
new approach to natural law will hold in combination the two aspects
of truth, the ideal and the practical.
We tend to follow one or the other of two lines:
either we start from a purely iaeal conception,
and then we bleat fatuously about Love; or else
we start from the world as it is with the nope
of remedying an abuse here and there, and then
we have no general direction or criterion of
progress.Cy2)
Rather than develop any theory of natural law, Temple proposes the
use of a principle:
"The aim of a Christian social order is the fullest
possible neveiopment of individual personality in
the widest and deepest possible fellowship."(83)
Thus, while Temple is attracted to natural law, he set-ties for
certain objectives and principles which become in fact 'subordinate
maxims.' ilis concern for love and justice does not allow him to
( 81) MALVnRH» 19h1, pp.9-15.
( 82) William Temple, 0£* Cit., P.60.
(,83) Ibid., P.62.
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blur distinctions between the two, nor to assume that the natural
order which is discerned really approaches love. For example, he
says that co-operation
"which is the essential nature of all industry and
commerce is not the same thing; as that love of
which the Gospel speaks•"($&)
It could not be more than justice and there is little hope that
man vd.ll be consistently just.
"Justice, in short, is the true form of ove at this
level ox human activity, and the form will only be¬
come actual if the substance of levels present and
active."(©5)
Concerning the necessity for compromise between ultimate principles
and practices of the world, we must be led in our common practices
to a closer approximation to that of the kingdom of God. The true
Christian will judge all he does or attempts by the highest
standarus, and will pronounce sinful his best achievements, but he
will not on the account commit the additional sin of injuring
other people for the sake of a conscience which is sensitive about
($6)
his own consistency but not about their sufferings. Law,
Temple felt, tends to become absolutized, and to demand loyalty of
a kind which should be given only to God. let love demands of us
not less than justice, so we are led to a closer approximation to
that of the Kingdom of God.
J. H. Oldham, in preparation for the Oxford Conference,
advocated the use of middle axioms to bridge the ideal and the concrete.





Yet Oldham reminds us that our primary concern is with faith arid
obedience, not with the knowledge of purposes or programs*
Economic power is responsible in its exercise not only to the people
whose welfare is affected by it, but also to God. When the Church
decided to support one scheme, she derived this decision from a
middle axiom, and in turn the middle axiom was based on a more
general principle.
Lven if one accepts the ethic of approximation, one must face
the further question of how far one is willing to go, or willing
for the Church to go in these three steps:
I. guiding principles, 2. middle axioms, and j>. support of particular
programs.
sermons printed in HiL LXlOalTOnY fll-ins became increasingly more
direct in their social preaching, Larlier in the century, they
suggested looking at all the facts, moralising social relations and
building upon spiritual foundations.
It is for us. . . .to seize this opportunity of
branding on the fabric of the social oraer the
marks of the Lord Jesus.(87)
The earlier social sermons of this period were usually
general; but by 1936, some sermons were becoming quite direct.
Take the case of John Howard, the famous pioneer of
all our prison reform. ... or take Mrs. Gidaey a'ebb. . .
Lconomists like Sir William Beveridge of the London
school of economics have suggested that strikes and
lockouts and other industrial stoppages could be put
to an end pretty quickly, if employers and employees
would try to put themselves - in thought and imagin¬
ation - in each other's places, and see the various
questions at issue from the other's point of view.(88)
(87) i'Hs LXrOsITOnY i'l..1.0, Volume 39, 19Bo, pp.4l7,~l9«
(88) 11L nArUoIIonY iL\Lo, Volume 48, 19371 „-p« 427-420.
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But one of the most direct sermons printed in THE EXPOSITUSY
TIMES in 19^3 was entitled "Is Social Security Sufficient?"
Everyone wlic possesses a social conscience must
acclaim the ideals expressed also in the Beveridge
Scheme as indispensable to the better order of
society after the war. The prospect of unemploy¬
ment, prolonged sickness, widowhood, hangs like
the sword of Damocles over the head of the weekly
wage-earner. The benefits which sir William Beveridge's
plan will extend to the needy and the suffering will
banish at one blow that dread of want incurred in any
working family by the uncertainties of life. The
plan is eminently Christian because it rests on the
central principle of the supreme worth of man and
of each individual* The underlying principle is
"Person before property, man before the machine."
Nothing but good can come of the Statels care
for its citizens, if it liberates the spirits of
men ana women from gloomy forebodings for the
realization of higher ends.(§9)
The following are examples of some psychological approaches
which can be utilized in the building and communicating of social
sermons.
1. Use the force field concept. It is possible to decrease the
restraining forces or the resistance, while even increasing the
driving forces. But usually the increase of the driving force will
result in the increase in the restraining force. Bolsey's principle
of directness in social sermons is similar to this. The middle
axiom principle and the approximation principle of Temple,
John Baillie and others are similar to this concept. It is also
well to keep in mind that resistance occurs when the nature of
change is unclear, when people interpret change differently,
(8,9) THE. mudoiTlkao, Volume 33t PP*22-23*
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when people fire caught in force-iield equilibrium and when change
is imposed with no opportunity for acceptance, sometimes it is
well to make small steps together, until there is stronger growth
in crust. It is also well to keep in mind whether or not the cost
involved creates the best yield, or whether or not the price tag
on the end product is really worth it.
2. Use clarity in communication and organization. The lack of
clarity in social sermons can precipitate tensions.
Dissent should be depersonalized. The social sermon is no place
for personal attacks.
k. Maximum feasible participation should be fostered. 'This may
mean discussion groups after the social sermons, or various types of
input methods by the congregation, e.g., enlisting the help of some
members in the preparation of the social sermon. The principle of
decentralization of the decision-making process is important. This
method in arid of itself is one of the best methods of communication.
The principle of open participation by all is good to i-eiaember. The
pulpit is not owned by the minister. It belongs to everyone,
social sermons should be just a part of an over-all plan. One
organizational principle is that people generally do what they plan.
We do need to get ourselves out of the expert chair, and involve
others and their gifts in meaningful ways. Dialogue sermons and
feedback small group sessions, as well as small groups for input,
can be helpful approaches to social preaching. Communication
should be two ways.
p. Agreement on short-term goals may be suggested by the social
sermon, as a partial answer to a particular social issue.
6. Bchaller suggests that there should be a recognition of
I Corinthians 12, or the diversity of gifts and ministers. we
have different perspectives but the same Lord, we need to look
inside the otner person's frame of reference. If we were in their
shoes, we would probably feel the same way. Therefore, walk in
the other's steps. One theory of pluralism is based on dissensus
rather than consensus. The multiplicity of disagreements can
actually contribute to stability.
7. short-term and long-term education will build common under¬
standings ana purposes ana a sound theological base. Meanings
can be clarified and understandings built.
0. emphasise what is functional and what is needed, rather than
argue over what is right. Usually the emphasis on what will work
is more productive. Although it may still be appropriate to state
what is right and work towards it gradually, let this too, has
its drawbacks, because it can seem that people are being manoeuvred.
9. Be flexible and allow several different options, and let them
choose.
10. Fostering and maintaining an attitude of mutual trust,
affirmation and support is basic. The stronger the trust level,
the more things can be floated. The spirit of cooperation, warmth,
sense of humor, stroking, positivism and enthusiasm tends to build.
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Preaching may give the impression of "I'M O.K., you're not O.K."
Therefore, a relational openness and honesty is highly helpful.
In other words, if you feel compelled to challenge
the people to change and to accept new ideas, don't
smear it in their faces. Help them to overcome
their reluctance, their natural rebellion, and
their feeling of being threatened. Instead of
feeling like a martyred servant, think of yourself
as a friend, as an enabler who helps the congre¬
gation move to accepting and fulfilling its purpose
as a church.(90)
11. Foster the ownership of ideas in the grass roots. This can
be done by sowing seed ideas among members of the congregation, and
letting them sow more seeds. They will support more strongly the
ideas that they feel they own.
12. Listen out completely and sympathetically. Always give them
an out. This may mean the increase of pastoral calling or other
means of keeping in touch with the congregation, and keeping them
in touch with you. The change agent minister must be in touch
with the whole system and the whole system in touch with itself.
Increase face to face contact, and bring the people along with you.
This may mean being a wailing wall, in order to drain off emotion.
At other times, it may mean that emotion ana conflict need to be
raised. Managed conflict can be highly creative, like a fire in a
furnace. But unnecessary conflict needs to be minimised.
1J5. Nothing will replace sound research in building social sermons.
One should never make any assumptions in this area, but should be
certain of the facts.
(90^ nyle n. cch&ller, inn nOwjiL ohU-uUii LOOKo To fuL I'liTbri-s, P.p9*
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(91)
Harold -„uinley reminds us that:
Perhaps the chief resource at the disposal of
the ethically winded minister is his pulpit. The
Sunday service is the central activity of Christians
each week, and the sermon the accepted means by which
the pastor is to instruct the faithful. Given the
larbe number of people who attend church each Sunday,
the pulpit is an obvious platform from which the
parish minister can provide guidance on what he
considers to be issues of ethical relevance.
Harvey beifert and Howard J. Clinebell, Jr. offer a helpful
listing of methods for stimulating growth which is highly applicable
to social preaching:
1. begin by discovering neeus and wants (the push)
and hopes (the pull) of individuals and groups.
2. Build a relationship of trust between the change agent
and the individuals or groups experiencing change.
3. Heduce resistance to change by an awareness and
appreciation of the person's fears of change.
<t. Bncourage all those who 'will be affected by change
to participate maximally in the choice of goals and
the actual process of change.
3. Bncourage acting on decision and on learning
experiences as soon as frequently as possible.
6. Utilize the minimum aegree of pressure, coercion,
manipulation or leader initiative necessary to
produce change.
7. aim at changing the whole person, including his
feelings, attitudes, ideas and behavior.
0. Take the person's reference group as an object of change.
9. Flan change in increments large enough to be seen as
significant, but small enough that persons will not be
threatened by the suadenness of large-scale changes.
10. Focus on changing the largest social systems that it is
possible to reach and influence.
11. hmphasize positive reinforcement and reward
constructive changes quickly and consistently.
12. whenever possible, focus on changing leaders of
organizations, power figures and opinion molders.
13» Create flexible structures to effect and consolidate
constructive growth and change.
14. Help those experiencing change to see their changes in the
context of a larger theological-philosophical framework.(92)
(91) Harold B. ^uinlcy, THH PROFHBTIC CLBRGY, P.123.
(92.) Harvey beifert & Howard J. Clinebell, Jr.,
Fjl-iKoOuAL GrtOwTH .jOblhL oHi-JiGs, pp.73—62.
Even since the turn of the present century, when the Church
began to reclaim her traditional concern for the whole corporate
life of society, she has often failed to carry out her prophetic
task with the wisdom and courage which the situation demanded.
Too seldom has she moved 'ahead of the laggard majority;' too
seluom has she been a pioneer; too seldom has she appeared as
•a disturbing uncomfortable ingredient, ever stirring to dis¬
satisfaction. ' This is not to suggest that there has been no
general recovery of social preaching in the pulpits of the Church
in the past half century, but it does mean that there has not
always been that degree of prophetic criticism in social sermons
that might have been expected, considering, the extent ox the
Church's general social awakening.
Of course, it is true that the Church can never fully recover
her prophetic witness. Christian social thought, because of the
Church's humanity, is always strongly conditioned by historical and
sociological factors which tend to militate against the exercise
of consistent social criticism. ,iS was plainly evident in our study
of the early nineteenth century Church, the effect of such factors,
particularly political, economic and class influences, upon the
Church's social witness was disastrous. The influence of the same
historical and sociological factors condition the Church's social
preaching no less today. We need the courage to preach on social
issues.
But, of course,
"the ultimate transcendence must occur when and
where humanity lives out God's transmutation of
us all into the inexhaustible realm of his
Kingdom."(93)
Two things are vital. Socially, Christians will
promote not so much the old-fashioned charity,
though that will always be necessary, as community,
genuine partnership in every walk of life, in
family, school, factory, government, in the house
of God. Spiritually, the Church must preserve its
otner-worldliness. The very tension which has
often perplexed the noblest Christians and
hindered social progress is nevertheless essential.
For the only answer to the all-devouring State,
if it is an evil one, is that its ends are contrary
to God's and must be resisted; if it is a "welfare"
State, that it is only a means to an end, and that
the divine purpose to which it must subordinate itself
is not to be realized in a historical Utopia, but
in the Kingdom of Heaven, in a divine society of
individual persons beyond history.(9*0
More conclusions to this thesis will be found in the next
Chapter, which will bring together supporting data from throughout
this whole research project.
(93) Paul Lehmann, THB THANSFIGUKATlOfl OF POLITICS, P.366.
(3*0 S. L. Greenslade, THB CHUKCii mH-P Tlim SOCIAL ORDuR, p. 121.
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A. A SUMMARY OF THIS THiSoIS
Preaching responsibly with genuine concern about economic-
welfare issues is essential in the application of the Christian
Gospel to the lives of people. This thesis has been primarily a
search for pertinent facts related to social preaching and their
meanings or implications with reference to social concerns and
twentieth century British preaching. This thesis makes a strong
case for both the past effectiveness of timely, well formulated and
persuasively expressed social preaching and the continuing need,
appropriateness and method of such preaching today. This thesis
argues for the relevance and the validity of the social preaching
tradition.
Today, most countries are facing complex economic-welfare issues.
Ministers generally are not preaching effectively to these social
concerns. Facing similarly complex economic-welfare questions in
an earlier uay, we have seen that British clergy were challenged
to develop certain types of social preaching. The approaches,
insights and styles of their sermons are relevant and helpful to
us today, in our attempts to preach to comparable issues.
This research has focused on social preaching, as the prophetic
proclamation of the Word, which reflects response to and concern for
social issues. Implications and relevance for ministry today has
been drawn primarily from British sermons. Walter Rauschenbusch
was also included because of his extensive influence on both sides
of the Atlantic. The time period has been approximately 19--:0 to 19£0»
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a microcosm of time reflecting similar economic-welfare issues that
face many countries toaay. The economic-welfare issues have included
work and unemployment, poverty, health, nousing and other related
social concerns. This study has been based on the presupposition
of the Biblical imperative of the Gospel for social preaching.
The thesis began with a chapter on the aims and scope of this
thesis. Many complex and difficult questions were raised, which
have been discussed in the pages of this thesis, social preaching
has been a Historical dilemma for churchmen; and this area is
filled with social, theological and psychological complexities.
There is practically a complete ueoth of literature written directly
on this subject, we have seen that there are many conflicting points
of view, and the need for much clarification in this area.
Chapter II was entitled tne "Background of Social Preaching."
The first parts are drawn from seconuary sources as well as primary
sources, because of the many original languages involved. But the
later sections utilize the original sources for information on clergy¬
men and their social preaching. In Chapter I, I stated that one of
the specific objectives of this thesis was to gain a sense of the
background of social preaching. Looking at this thought-provoking-
history has enlightened our own situation, for we stand toaay in this
tradition of living faith and relevant preaching.
Drawing on an immense area of reading, we have seen the age-
old tension in the preaching of the Church between the personal and
the social impact of the Gospel. This tension is shown to have taken
on every kind of coloration, varying with the personality of the preacher,
j>&6
the challenge of circumstance and the theological-sociological
configuration of each generation ana time. After a considerable
treatment of the Old Testament prophets, the early Christian Church,
the church fathers and the medieval Church, we moved to consider
the Reformation period and beyond, with the main thrust being the
social preaching in Rngland and Scotland curing the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, where the documentation is more full.
we found that there is a prophetic line of social preaching
that can be traced from biblical uays to the twentieth century,
we saw a panorama of social preaching down through the centuries,
along with differing social structures arid changing social responses.
The Church respondeu to social issues in many ways; for example,
Church legislation, social preaching and social -..elfare work.
We have seen that these responses had a relationship to each other,
as well as to the btate and inaividual responses. For example, when
the Church could not legislate itself, it would at times try to
persuade through preaching or to be benevolent to the poor, when
the Church did legislate or make primitive social pronouncement,
social preaching and benevolency tended to lesson.
We have seen that social preaching was rooted in the Old
Testament prophets. Jesus, the writers of the New Testament and
the Church Fathers further used social preaching. When the Church
aominated all of medieval life, the general quality of social
preaching diminished,with a few exceptions, to be renewed in the
Reformation Period. Then the pendulum of pulpit social concern
swung away until the nineteenth century, with a few notable
exceptions like John «esley.
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social concern reflected in preaching became increasingly
evident among the clergy during the latter part of the nineteenth
century. The concept that existing social conditions were sacro¬
sanct began to die slowly, ana the prophetic pulpit began to regain
its courageous voice, Gnlightenea attitudes became more evidenced
toward progressive social reforms. This recovery of social con¬
science appeared to develop in England several decades before it
evolved in Scotland, although the social conditions were generally
worse in Scotland, a few great names stand out in Bngland in the
field of social preaching, while in Scotland the leaser lights
brightened the way towards more social enlightenment, Nenewal of
an authentic Christian social tradition in sngiand was led by
Maurice and his followers with their emphasis upon the importance of
the individual and the concept of community, curing the middle of
the nineteenth century. The recovery of a social conscience in
Scotland was lea by George adam Smith and others with their renewed
emphasis on the Old Testament prophets and the social teaching of the
New Testament, at the end of the nineteenth century. But it was not
until the twentieth century that social preaching had a more
aaequate and mature social theory and theology of society.
The picture of social preaching has been varied, using many types
of techniques, themes and approaches. At times the social voice of
the pulpit lias been strong; at other times it could hardly be heard.
At times it wqs wise; at other times foolish. At times it was
negative and critical; at otner times it was positive and constructive.
A whole range of issues and subjects have been topics of the social
pulpit. A wide range of theological doctrines ana social theories
have been related to its social message. But, generally, there has
developed through the centuries a wiser and more sophisticated
methodology of social preaching.
One of the traaitional themes of social sermons has been the
extravagance of the rich and the neglect of the poor. Other widely
used themes have dwelt with general social conditions, slavery, usury,
political measures und more personal areas of ethics like temperance
and the sabbath. The educational concerns were not mentioned nearly
as frequently. Social areas were preached about most, with political
areas also being strongly used as themes during some periods. The
prophetic protest was usually stronger when economic conditions declined.
Traditionally, in its social outlook, Calvinism has been seen to
be more activistic and for the transformation of the state by the Church,
while Lutheran!on was more for the subservience of the Church to the Ctate.
v'je have seen the Church as generally a markedly conservative
institution, strongly supporting the existing order of society; usually
blind to the real source of social problems, conforming to its environ¬
ment and exceedingly slow to change. But there have always been men
who possessed the courage to preach relevantly to the social issues of
their times. Toward the end of the nineteenth century a definite trend
was evidenced toward the renewal of social criticism and construction
in the pulpits of Lngiand and Scotland, and we witnessed a strong
resurgence of social preaching at the turn of the century.
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Chapter III was entitled "hconomic-tveli'are Issues of Britain,"
primarily during the first half of the twentieth century. I stated
in Chapter I, that one of the specific objectives of this thesis was
to portray some of the larger national social issues of the twentieth
century, in order to provide the context for the response of social
preaching. It was clear that tne major general social issue was
that of the development of equality in the welfare State. The
social issues that stand out as being the most important during this
period are work (including unemployment), poverty, health, and housing.
This chapter makes it abundantly clear that during the nineteenth
century and well into the twentieth century in Britain, working con¬
ditions for men, women and children were deplorable, that educational
opportunities were extremely difficult, that government legislation
was very slow in responding to the needs of the poor, that real justice
was but a fond nope for many people, that the 'have nots' were unduly
exploited by the 'haves', and that the Church was all to often content
to leave the status-quo undisturbed. 'Rocking the boat' was not much
cultivated by the great majority of preachers. The conditions of people
were such as to nettle the consciences of a few preachers who were
bold enough to claim that the dignities and justice and comforts of
the few could and should belong to tne many, and that the social
gospel was a valid expression of the teachings of Jesus.
This chapter focused on the crying social needs of Britain,
portraying the economic, education and welfare conditions of hngland
and Bcotland, during tne latter part of the nineteenth century, prior
to world war I, from wor.i.d war 1 to world war 11 and afterward.
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The chapter has made it clear that there has been a radical
revolution in the social order during the twentieth century, dome of
the older social problems have persisted, while many new ones have
come to light, Squality has been the key issue, taking many forms.
This period has been called "the century of the common man" and
"the age of the working class." It will be remembered for its social
legislation, breaking down class divisions, the spread of equality,
growing affluence, devaluation and inflation, a breaking down of ethics
and codes and a search for sensation and sensationalism.
The depressions and the wars had delayed the implementation of
basic social changes, but nothing less that a social revolution was
effected by the main legislation of the years 19^6-19^8. Perhaps more
than any other measure, the National Health Service has come to be
associated with the idea of the welfare State, bringing better health
to the lower classes. The theories of Severidge became landmarks in
the field of social policy over much of the world, with its principle
of equal contributions and equal benefits, we have seen clearly in
this chapter, both the social conditions and the resulting social
policies of the first half of the twentieth century in Britain.
Chapter IV was entitled "relationships Between the General
Social response of Clergymen and Their Social Preaching," and reveals
the response of British sermons during the same time period. In my
first chapter, I stated that one of the objectives of this thesis
would be to portray some of the general response of British clergymen
and others. Also, it would include some of the more important social
movements, the social literature written by the clergy and some of the
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other important social responses by individual clergymen as they are
related to social preaching. This chapter fulfils this objective.
in Chapter I, I stated that another objective of this thesis
would be to portray examples of the social preaching of the Church
of hngland, the Church of Scotland and others in order to show how
social concerns were reflected in sermons. This chapter seeks to do
this, as well as to see some of the relationships between social
sermons and tne various types of tneological and social movements of
the twentieth century, ooae of the key preachers during this period
are studied and their sermons analyzed# social preaching has been seen
as an indirect determining factor toward the achievement of more
social justice in Britain.
another objective stated in Chapter I was to determine some
relationships between the general clergymen responses and the pulpit
social pronouncements. Although there were exceptions, this chapter
showed that clergy with minimal general social concern reflected this
in their sermons. They reflected occasional social preaching with
minimal response in other social concern areas. This chapter also
showed that clergy with moderate general social response reflected
this in sermons, and that there was a direct correlation between gen¬
eral social response and social preaching response. They reflected
moderate social preaching with moderate response in other social con¬
cern areas. Those who were strong in general social response as well
as strong in social preaching reflected strong social preaching with
strong response in other social concern areas. It was concluded that
there is usually a direct correlation between the extent of social
preaching and the extent of social activity.
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Chapter V was entitled "Implications for social Preaching,"
and dwelt with theological themes, Lomiietical techniques and psycho¬
logical implications. These divisions provided a good framework
for analysis of the material, and such analysis is essential i'or
acauemic purposes, however, the impact on the hearers or readers
of the sermons had to come as a totality of all of these plus the
personality of the preachers, the socio-economic conditions of the
times of the delivery or publication of the sermon and the moods then
current in society. The persuasive and often colorful phrases of
the sertions speak for themselves out tney also, in their totality,
provide a very strong case for the Christian message to be expressed
in terras of uuman welfare.
The section on theological themes included trends, specific
themes, the relation of evangelism to the social gospel, the
relation of religion to morality, and some of the more recent
theological movements. It was concluded that we need an appropriate
balance of individual and social salvation. Morality was seen to be
a part of religion and all of life ana inseparable from it. social
policy is fraught with values, ami of which have moral implications.
The section on homiletical techinques included some views
of homiletical writers, titles of social sermons, the use of the
scriptures in social sermons, the use of relevant social facts in
social sermons, the use of homiletical styles in social sermons,
and other recommendations by social preachers.
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The section on Psychological Implications was divided
into the personal psychology of the clergy, and psychological
techniques in social sermons. Many of these points and sub-
points were raised as questions in Chapter I. Conclusions have
been provided based on examples throughout the thesis.
Chapter VI is the final primary division of this thesis and
is entitled "A Responsible Pulpit - More Conclusions of this Thesis."
It includes a summary, the case for the relevance of social preaching
today, the case for the validity of social preaching, the case for
the effectiveness of social preaching, and other factors involved
in the tradition of social preaching.
again, many of these themes have come from questions raised in
Chapter I. Conclusions have again been stated, supported by examples
from throughout the thesis. It is clear that in order to become
skilled in social preaching, we must study social sermons.
nugustine has written:
eloquence grows upon those 'who read and listen
eagerly and intelligently to the eloquent. ...
I know of many men who are more eloquent without
the rules of rhetoric than many of them who have
learned them. But I know of no one who has
become eloquent without reading and listening
to the speeches ana discourses of eloquent
speakers.(1)
(1) Trevor kowe, oAlhT AUGUBTIKL, P.h6.
London: npworth Press, 197^.
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B. THB CALL FOR TKL kLLBVAHCE OF SOCIAL PKLACIIIBG TODaY
Cur world has changed enormously since 1950 and especially in
the area of increased complexity in social policy, world Car II
tended to even off the classes so that they shared more evenly.
The British welfare system grew substantially out of the influence
of the war and out of concern for a basie of more equality ana
freedom. The Beveriuge neport has been a landmark for the world,
for example, in its policy of equal contributions and equal benefits.
But the Beveridge principles have not persisted, as seen in the
present system of differential payments and rewards. British social
policy has moved away quite substantially from its stance right
after ^orld war 11. social policy just has not been able to stay
with the same tradition, primarily because of the lack of financial
resources.
The very high scholarship and acauemic level, and the immense
complexity of social policy today is clearly reflected by such books
as bOClilj POLICY by martin nein, ^w-gioh... in ovol.iL .CblCY by
■itlvin L. Schorr, JiLLCs, CilolCn .LB GChihlCI IB otCLBL nOLICY by
Hall, Land, iarKei' and webb. tuiITlaK BCClnL x-onlCY by Bentley i3. Gilbert,
and wv^i.x xCnloY ,mD .-iBalHloihAIlOii n^V'lblTnl) by David Do.uiison.
These scholarly fruits of social thinking are relatively modern in
the last ten years. Just as social policy of the past (for example,
Beveridge) may seem strange now to modern ears, so also the
tradition of social preaching (for example, Temple) may seem strange.
Both are now a matter of history, and we neea to remember to place
them in their own historical context.
ae are living and working out of the exponents of a tradition
that may be regarded as strange to Americans, although not as much
so to Britons. The British tradition of social preaching is
strange to a great many people in the American churches at the
present time, as well as being strange to apparently an increasing
number of church people in Britain today. At least it can be
said that tne present generation in Britain may not have so much
sympathy and understanding of this tradition. And so social
policy nas changed markedly, and social preaching as well.
The first sixty years of this century witnessed social preaching
at its height, but now there has been a aecline as the pendulum
has swung back again the other way. There has been some divorce
of social policy ana social preaching. There obviously has been
strong relevance in the past, with Christian socialism and
social preacning but this has changed as the degree of complexity
has become so great. Borne claim that Christian theology does not
have any special social relevance now, as it has had in the past.
Theologians would not touay identify with one particular school
of economic or social policy. The average church member in
Britain touay would not accept the woras of .'illiarn Temple as
highly relevant, .ind the average church member in America
today nas scarcely heard of Temple or of any of his ideas.
.<e need to enlighten people in our churches about this
Christian tradition of social preaching. Not that it has to
be as highly academic necessarily as some social policy.
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It can be made relevant and practical to ordinary people, as, for
example, Temple aid so effectively, since social policy is fraught
with values and morality, certainly the Church ought to have some¬
thing of high relevance to say.
we may look forward to a laity increasingly sensitive
to its responsibilities in community arid national life,
to a kind of partnership between ministers and laymen,
the lime of which few of us have experienced, and to
the always unpredictable and dynamic grip with which
the Gospel takes hold of hearts and consciences. The
consequent expression of the social ^ospel may not be
as doctrinaire and self-righteous as it has sometimes
been. Its exponents are likely to acknowledge the
correctness of Dr. Dan Williams' observation that
"there is not Christian economics in the sense of a
distinctive Christian science of economic behavior,
nor any one Christian answer to the question
'what is a good economic orderBut they are likely
also to put a Christian question to all economic orders
and programs: "what does tnio way of life no to the
freedom, equality arid growth of mutuality to cue people
who live in it?" A responsible answering to that
question will, it may modestly be prophesied, usher
iii new creative cays for the social gospel. (2j
In "i960, a tnorough survey was made of irotestant ministers for
nine major denominations in California, one of our most progressive
states. questionnaires were completed by one thousand, five hundred
and eighty, or a good sixty-three per cent. It was recognized that
the sermon is the primary medium through which church members learn
their pastor's instructions in the meanings and directions of
Christian thought, hnd yet the sermon appeared to be ineffective as
a moral guide, as many ministers seemed to be unable to fill the role
of the shepherd in guiding their flock. The churches were like
sleeping giants,"with vast but dormant potential for creating brother¬
hood, social justice and a more humane society. Certainly it could be
a potent social factor, with its hugh membership and presumed
(2) A. C. KcGiffert, Jr., "The social Gospel Be-examined,"
Tiil GlilCuGG TitnCLCGlCf.L BnMIhAnY nnGIGTnk, k7, (Hay 1957): pp. 10-11.
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moral authority. Ministers have an unique opportunity to contrioute
to the public good on Bunday mornings, since the study showed that
prejudices were abundant in church. And yet this research survey
concluded that most sermons rarely touch on controversial moral,
ethical and social issues. More than a third of the clergy said
that never in their entire ministries had they taken a pulpit stand
on a social or political issue. The study also revealed that the
more theologically conservative the minister, the less likely to
speak out. Clergymen agreed that they do have great potential to
influence the political and social beliefs of their parishioners,
however, most were strangely silent. They felt that their congre¬
gations would not approve. But it was evident that the theological
beliefs of the cler^ themselves had the most to ao with keeping
them silent in the pulpit.
"Bo far as we can tell, Bunuay mornings will remain
the same, with America's silent majority in the
churches, listening to silent sermons,"(3)
the research concludes.
In April 1966, Milton kokeach carefully examined the value
systems of well over one thousand Aiaericans ranging in age from
twenty-one to eighty. The sampling aad uata collection were
handled by the National Opinion Research Center of the University
of Chicago, a polling organization. The national sample was
selected to represent all adult ages, social classes and parts of
the country. The data pointed to a hypocrisy deeply embedded
within organized religion.
(3) Hodney Stark, Bruce D. Footer, Charles Y. Clock & Harold -guinley,
"Bounds of silence," rsYCiiOnCCY TODAY, (April 1970;: r.61.
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"Considered all together the aata suggested a
portrait of the religious-minded as a churchgoer
who has a self centered preoccupation with saving
his own soul, and an alienated, other-worldly
orientation coupled with indifference toward -
a tacit endorsement of - a social system that would
perpetuate social inequality and injustice."(4)
But MONDAY I'-OnNING, a magazine for ministers of the United
Presbyterian Church in the United Otatoa of America, asserted on
its cover:
"... the enterprise of the United Ltates of America
is a continual risk. It depends on trust. It can be
wrecked, by human greed, power-lust, fear and hate.
It can be seduced by efficiently organized managerial
groups. But eke Christian Church, I believe, has a
calling to support, refine, criticise, and renew it
from the resources of its own far more certain coven¬
ant, bringing love to bear on the refinement of justice.
This is what happened to some degree two hundred years
ago. we need to learn the art today, not just in the
pronouncements of our assemblies, but in the style of
our engagement."(5)
In the most recent stuay, (197&) only an average of four point
six per cent of clergymen believed in speaking out and leading the
way on social issues. Actual working for social justice took an
(6)
average of point two hours per week. Obviously the extent of
social preaching today is meagre in comparison to the magnitude of
social problems.
This 1976 poll of two thousand, four hundred and ninety
ministers serving the Aeformed Church in America, the United Church
of Christ, The United Methodist Church, The United Presbyterian
Church in the United States of America and the United Church of
Canada was made by the National Council of the Churches of Christ
(4) Milton Rokcach, "Hope," PSYCHOLOGY ToDAY, (April, 1970): P.^8.
(5) Charles C. west, KONNAY HORNING,40, (March, 1975)• i#
(6) National Council of the Churches of Christ in the U.B.A.,
xxi-Ci ivLoULTS Or nN doUnnNXC^iL rGLL, pp.A1,^+7*
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in the United Btates oi America, by its Office of Heseurch, evaluation
and Planning. Of the ministers polled, the largest number:
1• Believed that hunger and family life styles are the most important
issues facing the national church,
B. Think the national church programs most in neea of expansion are
evangelism and Christian education,
3» Believe the church's most important task is helping its members to
be Christians in all aspects of their lives, and consider speaking out
on social issues less important than that task and less important than
nurturing the young, caring for the old ana supporting world mission,
Devote tne most time to sermon preparation and the smallest
amount of time to working for social justice, raising the church
budget ana recruiting new members,
j>. Believe they devote too little time to home visitation, working
for social justice and recruiting new members,
6. Want more pastoral care from the denominations they serve,
7. Think seminaries are doing an effective job in their traditional
areas of instruction - Biblical, theological and historical studies -
but that improvement is needed in training programs on membership
recruitment, administration, evangelism and stewardship,
o. endorse the idea of ecumenical ox-ganizations and approve of
dCOC programs,
9« evidenced a high aegree of satisfaction with their ministry.
It appears that the amount of social preaching today has declined,
also, it is interesting that the field of social ethics was not mentioned
in regard to seminary education.
HGO
We need to be reminded of the woras of Charles Gore:
"Our task to-day is therefore partly one of
proclamation or preaching - what I may call re-tuning
the pulpits of our mnglish Christendom. For this
purpose I think our greatest intellectual or
literary need is a comprehensive work on Christian
^"social/ hthiC6."(7)
The Moderator's Closing address, on the evening of Wednesday
1st June, ly??t by the eight Keverend John H. Gray of Dunblane
Cathedral, was on "splintering the Gates of Hell," urging the
pushing of both the social and the personal gospel together.
He urged the Commissioners not to withdraw from the world into
a religious ^j&tto, or to become immersed in the crowd of the world.
He said that the Church was tne guardian of the nation's morality.
The Church has often become so immersed in the world,
so intent on applying the Gospel to social arid polit¬
ical problems, that it has lost hold of the Gospel
it was trying to apply. . . .
The trouble with the social gospel was that it had no
Gospel. ..hen someone is drowning, tne worst possible
thing to do is to jump into the water beside him. . *
The second mistake which the Church has made is in
precisely the opposite direction, withdrawing from
any entanglement in politics or economics, it has
become totally immersed in its own affairs, in the
strengthening of its own inner life. . . .
we must on the one hand resist the temptation to
become part of the Crowd and on the other to retreat
to the Cloister. Neither the Crowd nor the Closister
is the answer. The answer is the Cross - to live in
the world by the standards of Christ, to embrace the
unchanging Gospel, and with that Gospel to advance upon
the world. But is we are to make that auvance, if we
are to fulfil once again our hSle of being the guardians
of the nation's morality, we must establish a firm base
from which to operate, we must reform our own life.
Indeed, it is certain that we shall be little heeded
by the nation and the world unless we speak from the
heart of a vital and vigorous Church life. . . .
(7) Charles Gore, CHHIGT aND BOCImTY, i.1bp.
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.... without encroaching on matters purely
technical, industrial or political, the Church as
a corporate body should be ready to speak to the
world, to the nation and to both sides of industry
on a wide range of subjects in which moral arid
spiritual considerations chiefly arise and in
which sne has special competence - for example,
aid to underdeveloped countries, marriage and
the family, human rights, the use and abuse of
orugs, religious education, pornography, euthanasia
ana other questions of medical ethics. About some
ox these and other topics there will be dispute as
to the Church's right to speak, but so long as we
try in each case to show clearly the relevance of
the Gospel, we shall be listened to with respect.(8)
There is a need for a basic change in attitudes and skills
on the part of clergymen, so that t.-ey approach the problems of
society as fellow sinners arid with concern for others. Church
leaders can help to develop practical ideas that villi make it
possible for society to progress. They must become ...ore precise
at times in their pulpit criticisms of issues and in their social
su0gestions. They need to learn to utilise better the tools of
community organization.
flhat is at stake in the whole question of the church's
involvement in social issues is the welfare of our
nation in the '70s. I, who still believe in that
...arvelous dream that is America, but who would be real¬
istic about the weaknesses and failures of people and
societies, and yet who am saddened by the injustices
that mock that dream, see fcne church as an important
way in the '70a by which to lift further the burden
of evils that weighs down upon us and our society
and keeps that dream from our waking.(9)
Touay, church leaders even though they may be biased,
hypocritical and aoetile, can still be helpful with social problems.
(6) John h. Gray, "How the Church Must Change the world,"
nlih AHQ July 1977*
(9) "Church Leaders as Activists: Good or Bad."
x'iis i.i.fIGHAL QBohRVAA, Monday, August 1970*
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iiugh T. Kerr has recently asserted in TiimOLOCY TOin.Y,
"The problem is not that there is something wrong
about the 'pastoral1 office, whether in ministry,
politics or theology. But when the pastoral
occludes the prophetic altogether, then we are in
trouble. For if we have no prophets, who will
prick our complacency? who will remind us of our
heritage and destiny? who will goad, prod and
disturb our easy consciences?"(10)
Today, we need social preaching that is appropriate to the
church setting and receptivity, to the issues ox the times, to the
spirit of the times, as well as to the individual preacher and
his ^ifts and position. For example, some clergy might have special
gifts in otner areas, such as evangelism. But as Bangster advised:
"He will not deny as an evangelist the right and
the duty of preachers more able with social problems
than he is himself to deal directly with economic
questions on occasion, and he will bless God for the
men who can do it with assured knowledge, penetrating
insight and unmistakable spiritual power."(11)
However, there does need to be some sense of appropriate
balance between the emphasis on the individual and the emphasis on
the social in preaching, which, as we have seen in this thesis,
is difficult.
The words of 10^4 are just as true and relevant today:
There is unquestionably a preaching for the age.
There is a style, a tone, a scope, a speciality of
object in the administration of God's word which
peculiarly befit the times. . . . It is right that
the progress of society in every form of talent,
taste and science, should tell on preaching. . . .
Nor is this right alone; it is a thing certain
to be. The characteristics of the Pulpit will
change from generation to generation. The traits
of preaching in one age will be supplanted by
other traits.(12)
(10) Hugh T. Kerr, "The Pastor and the Prophet," i'Hi&LQGY TODAY,
j>j> (January, 1977) •
(11) w. Bdwin san0ster, TUB CHAFT OF BnHHON GOhslHUCTlON, P.44.
(12) THB BHITlsH fUlD FOHBiGH 1 op4, r. j)6•
kQj>
C. THE Case FQH THE VALIDITY Of SOCIAL PREACHING
Chapter I raised the question as to the validity of social
preacning. This thesis concludes that this tradition is not only
highly valid, but that it is a Biblical, theological and historical
imperative in presenting the whole gospel. I have asserted that
responsible social preaching about economic-welfare issues is
essential in the application of the Christian Gospel to the lives
of people tcday.
This thesis has pointed out that some say that the Church
should not become involved in social strug0les, that there never
should be 'politics in the pulpit,' that this is not ^ valid form of
preaching, that ministers ought to stick to 'preaching the '
that social issues should be confined to the church hall, that it
is too risky, that people do not come to church to hear about social
problems. Today there aire the issues of international affairs,
*
ecology, business , labor, war, penttentiaries, revolution, economics,
drug abuse, alcohol regulation, lotteries, education, race, elections,
health, poverty, crime, deprived nations, the judicial system,
migrant workers, population control and housing. Ministers are
called and trained to preach Christ, some say, not to preach their
opinions on all these public issues which they are not experts on
anyway, aotae feel that the social Oospel has not real meaning,
because the gospel is for persons, not institutions. The task of
the Church therefore is not to change social entities, but to
change human beings, who will than influence their institutions.
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Also, people come to church to sake contact with God, so that they
can go out and live like Christians in the difficult issues they
must face. Also, some say that there is no basis for social preaching,
in the Bible, that Jesus never referred to social issues, and that
there is nothing about social morality in the great Reformation
creeds.
To many fine church members such arguments seem so conclusive
that only the willfully forward would try to get around them. But
there are other Christians, just as good, who will give them no
more than an indulgent smile as they go about with their social
action they are sure is t^eir Lord's will. Looking out from the
pulpit at both sorts of members is the preacher, trying to be
helpful to both, and finding it perplexing. Most people in a con¬
gregation could not be labeled; they are somewhat open-minded,
but everyone soems have at least a sli0ht leaning toward one side
or the other. These two different sorts of people often find it
difficult to understand each other, but they really need one another
to bring a more healthy balance.
The reasons for preaching on social morality are many. When
ministers preach on social issues, they need to be able to explain
to themselves and to others why they do it. This thesis has
uncovered many of the reasons, throughout all of its chapters.
The reasons for such sermons are sharply plain in the Bible.
The Old Testament is full of condemnation of social evil and demands
for social righteousness. The laws of Moses are very detailed in
their provision for mercy and justice and employment, court, business,
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welfare and land manage;,;ent. Above the Ban;; of Lagland in London
is carved the verse
"The earth is the Lord's and the fullness thereof,"
(Psalm 2^:1)
That is the clue to the whole economic system of the Old Testament.
"The land shall not be sold in perpetuity, i'or
the land is mine; for you are strangers and
sojourners with me,"
(Leviticus Z5:2.j>),
There could be no permanent transfer of title; no one but God could
be a great landowner. The Bible regarcis dings as God's men, who
were called to account Tor treir taxes, wars, foreign policies and
welfare programs. In a nomocracy, where we are citizen-kinu6, this
applies to us. The prophets, in passage after passage, are deep in
social matters - taxation, judicial jiractices, international relations,
political corruption, labor legislation, the hoarding of capital.
The Old Testament provides for us a solid basis for social preaching.
The New Testament is less explicit about social responsibility
than the Old Testament, because there was little possibility of
sharing in social responsibility under the iron nomination of Home
and its corrupt deputies in Palestine. But we find in the Bpistles
a great deal that we have to apply to our corporate affairs. They
teach that all men are brothers, that the ties of faith eliminate
the barriers ox race, sex ana class, that the body is sacred, that
war comes from sin, that employer and employee are to treat each
other justly and lovingly, that temptation is not to be thrown in
people's way. Jesus did not make pronouncements of the specific
problems of one time and place, but lie ._,ave us the basis i'or all
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social regulations i'or every corner of the earth.
in this thesis, we have also seen the theological and
historical imperatives for social preaching, ae have seen
that Cnrist's Church has across the years labored to make
a better society. Its preachers have been leaders in this.
The Apostles ana those who came after them have applied the
timeless principles of Christ directly to the social situations
of their times.
John Calvin was almost the dietatox* of the morality of
business and government in Geneva, ^ueen Mary of Scotland
bitterly protested the strong part John Knox took in the
affairs of the realm. President woodrow Wilson came from a
conservative Presbyterian background, and felt that Christianity
should be individualistic, that the minister should preach
to men and not to society. But the more mature Wilson later
reversed this to conclude that Christianity was just as much
for society.
Another reason for tne validity of social preaching
is that all the most important social and political questions
are religious questions, and therefore the business of the
pulpit. When laws on abortion are debated, a legislator
neeus medical, psychological and sociological information.
But essentially the question is a religious one, and he needs
the church's help. Capital punishment is essentially a religiou
question, oo is the problem raised by every war. /ill of our
social arrangements express our theology. Our views on racial
questions have to consider sociology, economic and politics,
but they will depend on our deepest convictions about the
nature and origin of the human family. Housing restrictions
institutionalize a doctrine of man. Because of the Doctrine
of Divine Purpose, a church has to be concerned with the
structures of society, a city is as a factory for producing
people and the Church must care greatly whether or not this
factory is tooled and equipped to produce the sort of people
God intends.
Another reason to preach on social issues is because to
divide life into religious ana secular compartments is the
ideal strategem for forcing Christ out of his world, also
sin is both individual and co-operative, again, it is a
cux-ious inversion of sense to say that the Church is to care
about only one person at a time and to leave concern for large
numbers of people to the government, Bach person in the mass
is infinitely precious to God, and if the Church cares about
each of them it must care infinitely about the mass arrange¬
ments which control their lives. «ve need also to concern
ourselves with the basic social conditions that breed individual
problems.
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mother reason is that the Church cheats its members if it
gives them only a partial view of Christian responsibility.
There can be people who are wonderful Christians in all their
personal affairs and complete heathens in their social attitudes
and business policies. Ministers have to preach on Christian
social concerns, in order to resist the tendency of Christians
to drift away from them. The citizens of a democracy are in
charge of the morals of their government, and they are entitled
to the church's help. The preacher can help his congregation
with the personal social decisions they must make. It is true that
preachers are not experts on most public questions, but they have
had special training in the understanding of the Bible and of
Christian thought. This is what they have to contribute in
matters of social morality, and sometimes much more.
Churches must be instruments for social change, because
an institution has to be confronted by an institution. The
responsible pulpit neips the members of the congregation to
come at social problems from a Christian point of view, and
also, helps to make the Church an organization for social healing
^reaching can summon the Church to its social tasks.
These tasits include putting more people into society
through whom Christ can minister. There is a sense in which
evangelism is social action. It is possible for people to be
brought to the formulas of faith with no sense of social
responsibility, but no one can truly become a follower of Jesus Christ
without becoming a saving factor in society.
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The task also includes tne Church as an organization getting
into social action by serving as a training school for Christian
citizens. In this the preaching has a major part. Church members
can be helped to make their Christian faith decisive in their
political opinions and in their choices of election nay. They can
be shown that political party activity may be a Christian vocation.
The Church also is a social agency. Many congregations have their
own programs for helping the poor, the aged, the ill, the victims of
orugs and alcohol, tne illiterate. They work in housing, health
and recreation, liaising money is a form of social action. Many
important social reforms nave started in the pulpits. Ministers
have pointed to shameful conditions in penitentiaries, schools,
mental hospitals, and courts. God still calls nis preacners to
sound the trumpet when they see a wrong. And others than preachers
may sound the warning call. A church by its own life can
demonstrate the social ideals it proclaims.
The minister who lon0s to take up the cause of the hungry,
the defrauded ana the oppressed has an incomparable opportunity.
He is called to make known the way of our morass that Christ has
revealed, sermons can show people what they have to do to
decrease the massive wrongs and ;o increase the sort of life a
loving God wants hie children to enjoy together.
as .<alter kauscheabusch once said,
"but if the pulpit is wiiuing to lend its immense
power of proclamation and teaching, it will
immeasureabiy speed the spread of new conceptions.
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•with the assistance of the clergy everything in
matters of social reforms is easy; without such
help, or in spite of it, all is difficult and at
times impossible.' "(1.5)
The possible research in the field of social preaching is
almost open-ended in some of its implications, however I have sought
to bring forth the primary issues involved, .also, unfortunately,
I have not been able to include many clergymen who have made strong
contributions in social areas, for example, the Very Reverend
George F. MacLeod, Founder of the lona Community, his social sermons
are not available. However, he did state in the »arrack Lectures of
19J>o on preaching, that we are to preach the truth in love:
The pulpit is there to infuse new spirit into true
political activity. . . • The implications of the
word are complex indeed in the chaotic social order
to which we have fallen heirs. That we have the
essential answer, within our own domain, is apparent
on every hand. That folk are passionately waiting
for it becomes ever more apparent. . . . we need
not wait till we have something cut and dried
regarding the application of the Gospel to our own
social needs.(14)
(13) ..alter Rausckenbusch, ChhioTlaRlTY AMD THL ^wCl.h. CRlsIC, P.337*
(14) George F. MacLeod, LPsAklHG TnL TRUTH - IR sUVs, P. 107.
George MacLeod (1Cd>- ) was Collegiate Minister of
ot. Cuthbert's Pariah Church, Edinburgh from 1926 to 1930,
Minister of Govan Parish Church, Glasgow, from 1930 to 1936,
Founder of Iona Community (Leader from 1936 to 1967),
Moderator of the General Assembly of the Church of Ocotland
from May 1937 to May 1936, Chairman of the Scottish Central
After Care Council and one of Her Majesty's Chaplains.
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D. THE CkSE iOa THiS j^Tf&TIVENJSBS Oi* BQCIAL PxiEAGHING
In Chapter One, I made the statement that 1 would make a
strong case for the past effectiveness of timely, well formulated
and persuasively expressed social preaching.
In Chapter Two, we have seen much of the historical perspective
of social preaching. One can clearly see the effectiveness of
tnis type of prophetic preaching in the Old Testament prophets,
the hew Testament Gospels and hpistles, as well as in the early
Christian Church. We have seen that down through the centuries
the pendulum of social concern has swung back and forth.
Sometimes it almost stopped, at other times it moved weakly,
and at times it moved boldly and courageously, ^ome churchmen
responded with great wisdom, while others were less effective
in their approach, sometimes it was highly critical, while at
others it was more positive. But social preaching remains as
one effective means by which tne Church responded to social
issues down through history.
Hen like Augustine with his homilies about the poor; Calvin
with his concept of the Church in government; Knox with the strong
political, educational and social implications of his preaching;
Laud with his outspoken criticism; Wesley with his preaching about
the social implications of the Gospel which apparently had consid¬
erable influence on those who followed him; Kobertson with his
higher level of social preaching; Chalmers with his limited view
of social criticism; Brewster with his clear and powerful preaching
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of justice, a man in advance of his time - all these, and many
others attest to the effectiveness of social preaching.
It is very difficult to assess with exactness the impact of
social preaching on social legislation, economic-welfare changes
and educational policies. But certainly we have demonstrated
that social preaching has strengthened the voice of social
reformers, when a preacher such as Kennedy or oheppard concerned
himself with social reform, people apparently felt some hind
of ecclesiastical or Biblical or uivine approval for their own
social welfare ideas. Therefore, I do believe that txiere is a
strong cumulative case for the impact of social preaching down
txirough the centuries, and especially during the twentieth century.
For example, probably both Beveriu^e and Butler were influenced
to some degree, at least indirectly, by the ideas arid books and
speaking of Temple.
David Watson's sermons must have had considerable influence,
especially since his messages and so many other books of sermons
were published during his period. During John Watson's years in
Liverpool many members of his church became active in civic affairs,
six became Mayors or Lord Mayors of Liverpool, and many others were
prominent in the City Council. During this time, one of the most
tnorough reforms ever known in any city was carried out. Bvery good
civic cause seemed to find an advocate in John Watson, we have
already seen many examples of effective social preaching in
Chapter IV, and so we will only briefly summarize here.
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The impact of Hauschenbusch was truly great upon a cross section
of peop>le, in Britain as well as in America, in the areas of
politics, theology and economics. He preached about basic causes
of social problems, rather than only symptoms. He regarded the
pulpit as a primary medium by which the church had effective power
in society. He emphasised that the church must preach about
social concerns, and regarded his preaching as being in the
tradition of the prophets. He believed that he was obeying the
Bible, when he preached on social justice. Bheppard preached
dynamically that the church often failed because it loved the
souls of people but not the people themselves, and his church
became vitally related to the issues of that day. Temple
expressed his social concern in many ways, but he also preached
basic social themes as well as straight forward social issues,
and his great effectiveness is inculculatable.
Temple was criticised by some for his ventures into the
economic fields, which indirectly attests to the Influence which
he had in this social policy area. The following cartoons portray
this.
BE WARNED,SiNMER t TUR* TO MtCHER THINGS!
The Social Reformer (15)
(From the Evening Standard November 1942 and April 1943)
(15) See also F. A. Ireinonger, WILLIAM TEMPLE, P.577*
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Kennedy was a fighter for social justice and human rights,
and he shocked people with his unconventional sermons, which could
not help but spread his own contagious entnusiasifl. John Baillie
preached on sharing in social concern, ana then practiced what he
preached. In fact, it appears that the experience of preparation and
preaching of social sermons by these clergymen reeni'orced strongly
their other areas of general response to social needs.
This thesis asserts that the impact of the preachers cited,
plus their unmentioned colleagues, was consiaerable in changing
the social awareness, consciences, laws and regulations of the
period. To some extent, the effectiveness of their social preaching
continues to this very day through the printed page.
oocial preaching may meet with substantial disagreement.
But this thesis has searched for pertinent facts related to social
pleaching and their meanings or implications. And though contro¬
versy at times cannot be avoided, there have been many skills
uncovered which are helpful. The prophets, Jesus, and many since
them have been highly controversial in their preaching. Differences
in social issues can be highly explosive because they tend to
trigger some of the most powerful emotions. However, controversy
can be controlled and it can become creative, as skills are utilized.
when a minister is certain that some unwelcomed truth or moral
stand needs to be spoken for, he needs to use the skills that will
accomplish the most good and the least damage. This thesis has
pointed up some skills that need to be considered in order to
obtain the best reception and avoid unnecessary offense.
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The following are a brief summary of some of these.
A minister might try to avoid controversial matters uiitil he has
been in a church iong enough for the members to have confidence
in him. The unwelcoaed teaching might come from the Bible as a
timeless truth. The preacher can quote those whoa the congregation
respect to present what may be hard to take. The minister does
not have to stand alone. The unweicomed part can be sandwiched
between what is welcome, what people may not like can be carried
by what they do like. Also, affirmation is usually more convincing
than argument. A clear, enthusiastic statement of what the
minister believes is more likely to win assent, again, on dif¬
ficult subjects a preacher must be especially careful of his manner;
the most important part in persuading people is to make them like
the speaker. Sometimes when ministers preach on social questions,
they have a tendency to sound opinionated, denunciatory, sarcastic,
contentious. They would get much farther toward their goals if
they would come across as loving, humble, reasonable and pleasant.
.Provocative words should be left out. The minister^ manner should
suggest persuasion, not attack or judgment; use a more positive
and cold manner with hot subjects. The minister needs to recognize
that his own opinions might be warped or reflect a professional bias.
Preachers need to recognize how their assumptions bias their
opinions, also, a self-debate type of sermon approach can be useful
with controversial social issues. When the preacher makes the best
case he can for both sides, however, he is helping people think in an
intelligent way. This could encourage indecision or suggest that
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the minister is unwilling to take a stand. But such preacning
can be positive if it presents all points of view. It meets the
objection that preaching gives an unfair auvantage to one side.
But tne social preacher is not without strong assurances.
He has been called to a tradition to speak plainly for what he
believes. John Knox gave Mary, .pieen of Scots, a memorable
definition of the preacher's responsibility, when he stated that
he was a watchmen, both over the realm and over the Kirk of Godt
and therefore he was bound in conscience to blow his trumpet
publicly. Most church people recognize that their minister is
assigned to blow the trumpet publicly, to declare tie truth as he
sees it, from time to time. He may not always be right, but this
needs to be done and the task has been given to him.
Also, there is the reassurance that church people are prefeased
Christians, and it is remarkable at times, how patient with dis¬
agreement they can be. The people who are the most generous in
their giving are likely to be the most generous in their attitudes.
Again, a church can ,_row during crises; conflict can be
beneficial. In times of crisis a minister needs to think hard and
plan carefully for the creative use of conflict.
It is reassuring for the sinister to know that time is on
his side, we have seen in this thesis, that on most social matters
in which ministers have given leadership, they have turned out to
be right. In recent years in America, there have been such issues
as the steel strike, the traffic in munitions, child labor, prison
reform, the hopeless poor, the policy of official lying, conscientious
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objection to military service, political witch hunts, integration,
freedom inarches, Martin Luther King, the admission of Red China to
the family of nations, inflation, energy. On each of these,
ministers have taken widely criticized positions which by now are
pretty generally seen as right, although there have been a few
embarrassing exceptions. The truth is that ministers ana lay
church members greatly need each other's points of view. The chal¬
lenge is to clearly communicate. The Church must do more to try to
bring its members and ministers into the same Christian world. A
well promoted church library can help with this, ana so can book
clubs, ai3cussion groups, classes and conferences, sermons can
start tne process and hopefully lead into discussion.
In every congregation, times will come when a minister who
hoped he could be a priest finds that God has also drafted him to
be a prophet. At those times let him be as loving and tactful,
wise and skillful, clear and knowledgeable, as he possibly can be;
let him give careful thought and prayer to what he says; but when
he feels he ought to take a stand that to many will be unwelcome,
let him not waver or back away from it; may he experience the
courage to preach.
«e have seen the Church as being as slow as a secular
institution in making pulpit pronouncements and attempting to stem
the tide of social evil which swept over the world with the coming
of an Industrial age. Lometimes the Church has taken an amazingly
progressive stand on social issues in line with the most enlightened
thinking of the aay. But too seldom has the Church proposed answers
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that were acre progressive or more constructive than secular social
thinkers. At times her pulpit criticise may have been more incisive,
following the enlightenment she was able to bring from the Gospel to
actual problems. But there were times when the message of the Church
was vague, or when it lacked true Christian perspective, when her
pulpit may not have attained the heights reached by non-Christian
idealist reformers. Because the Church is so deeply entangled in
the web of society, she is better able to meet the practical needs
of men. nn<i yet this involvement does mean that she will fall into
mistakes and insufficiencies, and that her social witness will at
times be only fragmentary.
But the danger of conservatism is very great, because of the
tendency to become content and to fall into static unconcern for the
emergence of new social issues. In becoming more deeply enmeshed in
tiie structure of society, the Church is tempted to merely reflect it.
Perhaps the pulpit has not affected society as much as it has
affected the Church. Come of the strands which tie the Church to
history and more particularly to the status quo have been loosened.
These strands existed before the Middle ages but they tightened
their grip in the Medieval world when the Church in subjecting
everything to her authority became subject to the world.
After the keformatioa, Lutheranism became identified with
autnoritarian forms ox political structure because of a dualistic
position which led to world denial. Calvinism has had some identi¬
fication with social structures because of its world affirmation.
Weber and Tawney are known for their studies of this area. Period¬
ically the Church has had to be called back to her task to witness
to the Kingdom of God in history. (See also Chapter Two.)
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The early social sermons show only a partial comprehension
of the elements which make up modern society. The answers were
often aimed only at scattered problems. But the Churches began
to slowly realize that it was no longer enough to sew patches on
the tattered social fabric of the world. New ideals for the entire
society were proposed and new goals defined. And it was not long
before these ideals were identified with that Kingdom of God which
God would some day bring to men. But these were more dreams,
ideals and vague goals at first, although there were some practical
suggestions and schemes. It should be pointed out that at times
social concern has brought churches together, although perhaps more
frequently tearing them apart. But gradually the Church has
realized that it was meant to be the Church as the essential unity
of One Body of Christ, theological basis was laid for social
ministry, hope was built in the future fulfillment of God's Kingdom,
principles were proposed which were to guide the Christian in making
decisions in the concrete situation relative to hue commandment of
love, more specific social suggestions were offered. As long as
the Church remained critical of her own involvement in the social
fabric arid of her social message, attention was given to her unique
message, original because her witness came out of love and not out
of self-concern. In finding her place in relation to society, the
Church has found her proper relationship to the Kingdom of God.
We have also seen that the reverse is also true, that in finding her
place in God's Kingdom she has found her place in society. Thus the
Church has become more conscious of what it is and what it means to
be a responsible pulpit.
The responsible pulpit has been characterized as having received
a promise and a command, to love God and others; as having a
theology which needs to be interpreted to the needs of every
generation, love and justice and equality. Or, as Tillich wrote:
Love uoes not do more than justice demands, but love
is the ultimate principle of justice. Love reunites;
justice preserves what is to be united. It is the form
iii which and through which love performs its work.
Justice in its ultimate meaning is creative justice,
and creative justice is the form of reuniting love.(l6)
with this social principle, the Church becomes an agent of
reconciliation between the demands of the world and the demands of
God. For it snows that a society directed to the highest levels
of justice is raoving toward the purposes of God. God unites the
works of justice to his creative purposes. The evil forms of this
society may be shattered in the future because
(17)
"love must destroy what is against love."
Only where the instututions of the world can be considered to
bear ouch elements of creative justice may they be preserved.
Also, the responsible pulpit is a teaching pulx^it. In pointing to
proximate and ultimate demands, she must make pronouncements which
will buide the individual Christian in making decisions. The
Church will find that guiding will have to be supplemented by
middle axioms, which will define provisional behavior in a given
period and in given circumstances» The responsible pulpit will also,
on occasion, support specific programs for betterment and change.
(16) Paul Tillich, LOVn, PG«*ljK AND JUoxIG&) if•OO•
(17) Ibid., P.114.
we must see that certain idLnds of programs may be contrary to
sharing in the Kingdom of God.
If there is no specific Christian programme for social
action, there are many forms of practice and action
that tire plainly incompatible with the Christian insight
into the meaning of life. Just as in the early cent¬
uries the creeds of the Church took their shape largely
through the repudiation, of particular heresies as
in-*compatible with the Christian faith, so in our time
the path towards a clearer perception of the obligat¬
ions of Christians in society may lie through the
rejection of certain types of social conuuct, social
practice, or social organization for the Christian
conscience.(1o)
Also the responsible pulpit must be willing to experience
worthwhile risks for the sake of the Kinguom of God. Christ has
broken into history and instituted his reign. The Kingdom of Christ
is already active in the world and in the Church. Because the
Church carries the marks of the eschatological event which has hap¬
pened, and also carries the hope of future consummation, her task
is to make visible the Lordship of Christ to all men. In the
proclamation there is revealed the Creation, the Redemption and
the final Consummation of all zhings. The Gospel that is preached
under the present Loruship of Christ and by the lower of the Holy
Bpirit is the preaching of the Good Hews that God has broken into
the world and is reconciling the world to Himself, And her Gospel
is not a whole Gospel unless it. includes a message both to indivi¬
dual persons and to society. But to say this, is to make an
artificial distinction, because there is only one Gospel,
(16) Visoer't iiooft and Oldham, Gj>. Cit., P.26.
the total Gospel of Christ, which is preached whenever the pulpit
makes a pronouncement in the social or economic sphere. It is
often preached obliquely, to a greater or less uegree depending
on its nature and the circumstances in which it is preached.
sometimes discussion groups can help to uecide what social
issues need to be stressed in sermons. Occasionally social
concerns may be included in prayers, as with hauschenbusch.
Clergy may be agexits of social change in many ways. But social
preaching has always been an iudespensible part of the preaching
of the whole gospel.
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i>. OTHiutt FACTuKG INVGLVnD IN IHL TRADITION OF GGGIAL FKJSACHING
1. Gome Factors that Influenced the Fulpit of the Church,
to Gpeak to the Social Issues of the hay
Let us recall some of the factors which led to the recovery of
the social pulpit. The mind of the Church in relation to tne
existing social and economic order underwent considerable change in
the closing years of the Victorian era. Throughout this period the
traditional social, political and economic concepts and presuppositions
which had militated against a prophetic pulpit earlier, still dominated
the thought of a large section of the Church. It is also true that,
as yet, neither of the established Churches concerned themselves
with the vital social questions which were being debated in the
country at large in the closing years of the century. Nevertheless,
the significant feature of this period is not the widespread
prevalence of the earlier social attitudes witlrin the Church, or the
continuing silence of the pulpits or ecclesiastical courts, but
rather the growth of a body of churchmen, including a few of the
most influential clergy, among whom a new and more critical attitude
to existing social and economic arrangements wqs clearly emerging.
For two generations churchmen had accepted the worst features of
industrial society Cits slums, depressions, poverty and the general
degradation of the wage-earning class) as an unfortunate but incid¬
ental flaw in the otherwise harmonious and beneficial operation of
the unregulated capitalist system. Now, at last, it was evident
that an increasing number of them were beginning to question both
the ethical validity arid the economic soundness of the system.
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Many diverse factors, both sociological and theological,
were at work in producing this gradual alteration in the Church's
social preaching outlook. There was, for example, the stimulus
provided by the rapid growth of socialist thought and influence,
especially after 1&9Q. With its radical criticism of 'laissez-
faire' individualism, the iron laws of the classical economists,
and tue idea of a divinely-ordered social class hierarchy, socialism
had a profound effect upon large numbers of churchmen, including
even those who were convinced anti-socialists. Its influence
upoxi Christian ethical thought was far-reaching. As Troeltsch
stated:
It laid bare the worm-eaten condition of the
previous conventional Christian ethic, which at its
best, offered something for the ethics of the family
and the individual, but which, on the other hand,
had no message for social ethics save that of accept¬
ance of all existing institutions and conditions,
much to the satisfaction of all in authority.(19)
By thus undermining the idea that tae existing oi-der was sacrosanct,
socialist criticism played a vital role in helping the Church to
rediscover tiiose elements within her own prophetic tradition which
had been neglected for so long.
Another impox-tant change which contributed to an awakening of
social preaching at this time was the growing awareness in society
0enerally of the part played by environmental factors in producing
social evils. In the closing years of the cex.tury,
"not only socialists but society as a wnole was
becoming interested in the inquiry into the state
(19) k. Troeltsch, ink hOCl^U-. TkAChlnG Ci?' ink ChnlhTlAh CKUHCHuS,
Volume 2, P.?2b.
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of the 'submerged.1 From 1di& onwards, Commissions
oxi sweated Trades and on Housing. . . examined depths
hitherto unplumbed. Investigation was the watchword
of the hour, and the results were not consoling."(20)
This scientific study of society and the crucial effect of social
conditions on persons made clear the considerable extent to which
men were moulded for goou or evil by their social environment. It
was no longer possible, therefore, for the Church to place the
whole blame for existing social misery on the personal moral failings
of the individuals involved, or on the 'ail-wise providence of God.'
Che was now forced to face up to the fact that unjust social and
ecoxioeiic arrangements were at the root of many of the evils in
society. Consequently, although most of those in the Church were
still content to rely on palliatives like philanthropy and charity
to meet the social problems of the times, more advanced churchmen
were coming to see that it was an essential port of the Church's
duty to work for a more just social order through preaching and
alteration of those arrangements in society which contributed to
the social misery of the people. An early expression of the dramatic
change which the investigations of the social sciences had made on
traditional nineteenth century Christian social thought is evident
in a sermon preached by John Caird in 1o7h. Speaking of the new
light which contemporary social studies had thrown on the
conditions of society, Caird said that such studies have:
(20) G. M. Trevelyan, BHITISH KISTOhY IN Ills NIKhTnnNTH
CoiJTUHX (1702-1901), P.hOO.
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. . . « shown that very much of the destitution and
vice that exists is due to causes that are preventible,
or which new and improved social arrangements might
modify. Much misery, disease, vice and sin is due to
ignorance and neglect of the laws of health, and
arrangements for preserving it. Hence the Christian
benefactor has to investigate the physical causes
and conditions of living among the poorer classes,
their employments, food, house accommodation and the
ways these can be improved. . . . The very advance of
civilisation and science, which increases the comfort
and prosperity of some classes, tends to depress arid
render destitute those who depend upon mere manual
labour for their living, and who may gradually sink
so low as to become unaffected by prudential, moral
or religious motives. To meet such a social malady,
religion needs to ally itself with political and
social wisdom. To enquire arid discover if there be
any readjustment of the mechanism of society which
shall remedy or prevent such a state of things5 any
deeper conception of the rights and duties of property,
any modification of the conditions that affect the
the distribution of wealth or the regulations of
capital and labour; which might arrest or prevent
the existence and growth of social barbarism.(21)
These views of Cairo, although advanced for the 1570's, gave some
indication of the nature of the influence which scientific invest¬
igations of society were to have on conventional Christian attitudes
to social evils by tire closing years of the century.
There was one other factor, closely related to the above, which
gave great impetus to a change in the Church's pulpit attituae to
the social and economic order. This was the aecline of classical
political economy. By the beginning of the 1870's, for a variety of
reasons, this decline had set in, and by the loOO's the classical
economic dogmas were under strong attack not only from socialist
(21) Ihs CHnlCTlAH THiiiSUHY, February 1875, 1J-79-
Caird was one of the outstanding figures in the Church of
Scotland in the last half of the nineteenth century.
After a notable career as a preacher and .Professor, he
became, from 1875 until his ueath in 1896, Principal of
Glasgow University.
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critics but from new schools of political economy. The fundamental
criticism which underlay all the attacks on classical economic theory
was the growing realization that its so-called economic laws were not
rigid, static, immutable laws built into the structure of the universe,
but were generalizations drawn from the experience of particular
social situations, capable of alterations by the will of man and by
the influence of non««economic factors. By 1890, leading orthodox
(22)
economists, such as Alfred Marshall, had rejected the classical
view that self-interest was the only effective and relevant economic
motive, ana were insisting that ethical considerations could not be
ignored in the formulation of economic theory. Marshall blessed the
efforts being made to eliminate social misery, claiming that extreme
poverty was not inevitable but could be removed, such ideas com¬
pletely transformed the older political economy. By the end of the
century, the belief in the 'invisible hand' (the divinity which shaped
men's selfish interests to public purposes) was widely discredited.
There was a new awareness that the self-interest and prosper!ty of
the individual could be, and often was, in direct conflict with the
well-being of society; that, therefore, it was essential that there
be a restraining power placed upon irresponsible freedom; and that
this restraining power could be vested nowhere else but in the state.
This ^eci-aie of 'laissez-faire' economics had profound impli¬
cations for the Church's pulpit attitude to society, ho longer
could it be argued, although some churchmen still attempted to do so,
(22) Marshall's famous work, ox' nCUiCMlCa,
appeared in 1890.
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that the existing economic order (and by inference, the social class
pyramid) merely because it existed, was divinely ordained; nor that
immutable laws of economics decreed that the poor should always live
ou the brink of destitution. Instead, it meant that it was now
possible to safely interfere with economic arrangements in the
interest of a more Christian social order; that since social and
economic institutions and structures were not divine or immutable,
they could be, and indeed ought to be, subjected to Ciiristian preaching.
Above all, it meant that at last it was possible to bring an end
to that almost iaolatrous identification of tne social and economic
status quo with the will of God and tne cause of Christianity which
had marked nineteenth century Christian social thought. 3y the
closing years of the century, the majority of churchmen were prepared
to acknowledge at least the possibility and the advisability of
altering existing social and economic arrangements. Thus, another
major obstacle preventing a recovery of genuine social preaching had
been removed.
Many other factors played a part in producing a change in the
Church's social outlook. The recurring periods of economic depression
and mass unemployment; the influence of a more democratically based
electorate, and a more militant and socially-aroused labour movement;
tne liberalizing trend in the churches which accompanied the decline
of the landed class influence following the abolition of patronage
in 157^; and the emergence in the churches of hnglond (as a result of
wider educational opportunities) of a ministry more representative
of all classes in society. These diverse developments, each in its
own way, had a significant effect upon the Church. It only remains
to consider now the one decisive theological factor (the change in
the Church's theology in these years) which played a crucial part in
making possible a recovery of the prophetic social pulpit.
The new theological trends which were stirring all branches of
the Church by the beginning of the last quarter of the century did
not, in themselves, necessarily or directly issue in a recovery of
social preaching. However, in two vital respects, these new develop¬
ments in theology did play an essential part in making such a
recovery possible. First of all, they successfully modified certain
elements in the old orthodoxy which had militated against the possi¬
bility of the Church exercising her prophetic responsibility,
secondly, they re-asserted and emphasized elements in the Christian
faith which had been long neglected and which had an important bearin
on the Church's social witness.
The influence of orthodoxy on nineteenth century Christian
social thought was a key factor in the tragic prophetic failure of
the Church, with its pietistic raoralism arid otherworldliness, its
exaggerated individualism, its rigid, scholastic categories arid
deterministic view of God and the natural order, this later Calvinism
was incapable of acting as an adequate instrument for the expression
of the living, prophetic Word of God; was totally unequipped to
convey the dynamic truth of the Gospel in a relevant way to the
whole corporate life in an industrial society. Instead, with its
prudential tendencies, such a theology proved to be a natural and
loyal ally of economic individualism and 'laissez-faire,* and a
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most effective sanctifier of the social and economic status quo.
Therefore, however numerous end powerful the other factors mailing
for change in the Church's social outlook after 1880 might be, as
long as orthodoxy remained uominant in the Church, there was little
hope of any genuine recovery of Christian social preaching.
By the 1870'e, however, under the impact of theological
influence from Germany and nnglaad, there were strong indications that
the rigid doctrines of scholastic Calvinism were undergoing consid¬
erable change in all three of the Scottish Churches, for fifteen
years after William Hobertson Gmith published his first controversial
article in 1873» bhe ocottish Church was rocked by a struggle over
the question of biblical and historical criticism between the more
liberal and progressive elements in the Church ana. the conservative
defenders of the old orthodoxy. Yet soon after the struggle began,
the final outcome was never in serious doubt. In the free Church,
although the conservative forces proved they were still dominant
in 1o8l by removing kobertson smith from his Chair, the strength,
and still more the calibre and influential position of the opposing
liberal elements, indicated that the conservative victory was
incomplete and would be Suort-lived. As early as 1890, it was
clear that the new views derived from biblical and historical crit¬
icism were widely held in all brancues of the Church and were being
regularly taught, without challenge, by most of her theological
professors.
!02
Another indication of the change that was taking place in
the Church's theological thought in these years was the passing of
the Declaratory Acts. The first Church to pass such an Act was
the United Presbyterian Church in 1579* The Declaratory Act was
significant in that it was
"the first formulation of the points on which liberal
Scottish Presbyterianiem was prepared to modify the
traditional Calvinism."(23)
The same desire to modify the scholastic notions of predestination
and the other harsher elements of Calviaist orthodoxy was evident
in the two larger Churches. The Free Church passed a Declaratory
Act in 1892, while the Church of Scotland in 1889 und TyOj? passed
Acts (later confirmed by Parliament in I^Op) which relaxed the
subscription to the Confession.
with the gradual weakening of Calvinist orthodoxy, the way was
finally open for the emergence of a deformed theology which at least
attempted to i-elate the fullness of tne Gospel to the needs and
problems of industrial society. While no single theological system
replaced tne old orthodoxy, the diverse theological tenuencies which
arose in this period ail made use of the findings of the new
biblical and historical scholarship. Therefore, in varying degrees,
all shared in those new insights relevant to the Church's social
witness which such scholarship re-discovered and re-anserted.
Later the change in the Church's theology contributed to
growth of social criticism. But certain obvious social implications
(2j>) J. K. Fleming, A LlbiV.A' CF THB ChUkCH IK oCCTLAND
1579-1989. P.W.
arising out of the new theological emphasis aromatically affected the
traditional Christian pulpit attitude of society.
Among the most important contributions of modern scholarship
to Christian thought was the rediscovery of the Old Testament prophet
and the teachings of Jesus, nasily the greatest contribution of Old
Testament criticism to the social awakening of the Church was the
rediscovery of the contemporary relevance of the message of the
prophets, particularly their concern for social preaching, practice
and righteousness in national life, whereas earlier in the century
this aspect of their message had been lost in the emphasis upon
their predictive office, in nobortson Smith's first article in 1b?i?,
one ox the points he emphasized was that
"the rrophets were preachers to their times rather
than predictors of future events."(24)
This rediscovery of the contemporary relevance of the prophetic
message, and the strong note of social criticism which it contained,
came to have a significant influence on Christian social preaching.
A similar but more extensive contribution was provided by
New Testament scholarship through the rediscovery of the historical
Jesus as portrayed in the synoptic Qospel3. It is difficult to over¬
estimate the profound effect which this literary criticism had upon
Christian social thought through the renewal of emphasis on the
humanity of Christ. Whereas the cold and austere scholastic theology
had presented a Christ in whom the real manhood, gracious humanity
and divine compassion of Jesus had been lost or at least obscured,
(24) Fleming, 0£. Cit., P.10.
the more liberal theology which asserted itself in these years
rediscovered once again this historical Jesus of Nazareth. It was
tills recovery of emphasis on the humanity of Christ which played
such a larbe part in weakening the hardened scholastic framework of
the old Calvinism. As T. F. Torrance stated:
It was only with the massive attention given to
the historical Jesus in the nineteenth century that
the hardened Covenant idea broke up, its formalistic
grip upon Reformed theology was loosened, and the way
was cleared for thoroughgoing obedience to Jesus Christ.(25)
with the renewed Interest in the historical Jesus case a
renewed interest in his teachings, including his social message.
At the core of this message was Jesus' teaching concerning the
Kingdom of God. In the new theology, it was the significance of the
Kingdom of God for the present world that was almost exclusively
emphasized. It was given a central place in the reinterpretation
and proclamation of the religion of Jesus. The social relevance of
the new emphasis on the Kingdom can be seen in the fact that the
most liberal exponents of this theology believed that the primary
task of the Church was to bring in the Kingdom of God, on earth.
But, while it is true that much of the early biblical and
historical scholarship and many of those who embraced the new liberal
theology were inclined to present the historical Jesus largely in
terms of nineteenth century idealism (as the genial, kindly Nazarene,
who was the proclaitriex* of a paternal theism) and did tend to ignore
certain vital aspects ox the biblical teaching concerning the
(2p) T. F. Torrance, ed., ThK BCiiuQi. OF FaITH, F.LXV.
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kingdom of God, there can be no denying the contribution they made
towards the Church's recovery of her prophetic pulpit in society.
ior instance, the new emphasis upon the contemporary relevance of
Jesus' teaching on the Kingdom of God (a Kingdom of love and peace,
righteousness and justice) had far-reaching implications for the
Christian attitude to society. It re-asserted the reality of the
living, dynamic reign and rule of God now on earth, and the fact
that the real sphere of Christian obedience was in the every-day
events and affairs of men in the world. This fresh recovery of
biblical teaching undermined much of the otherworldliness and
pietistic individualism of the old orthodoxy which regarded the
present world as of little importance for Christians, those who
were strangers and pilgrims on the earth, compared with the world
to come, and which concerned itself almost entirely with personal
sin and the salvation of individual souls. Many Christians came
to see that Christianity was a religion of obedience to God in the
world, and xxot a religion of escape from it, The Gospel was social
as well as personal, and had definite implications for the corporate
life of society.
Another point snould be made a egarding the effect of the
change of the Church's theology on the recovery of social preaching.
It has been well said by a noted twentieth century Christian social
critic, that
/ \
''to ztick over an iuol, you must first get off your knees."
(26) a. H. Tawney, iiib AfTACK nnD Oflimn PAReiKd, 2.67.
kj>6
This vividly illustrates the fact that as long as the Church identi¬
fied tne will of God and the cause of Christianity with the existing
social and economic order; as long as the present arrangements in
society (whether the hierarchical social class pyramid or the
existing economic inequalities) were regarded as expressly determined
and ordained by God, a-id thus as sacrosanct; as long as the Church
idolized and worshipped the status quo, there could never be any
genuine social criticism. Therefore, perhaps the greatest contri¬
bution made in these years to the eventual recovery of social preaching
was the manner in which the re-affirmation of the message of the
Kingdom of God in the teachings of Christ helped the Church to see
that the Gospel could never be identified witli any earthly kingdoms
or existing orders. This it did by providing her with a standard and
norm, a body of Christian principles and teachings, by which existing
social and economic arrangements could be tested, evaluated and
criticized.
It had been the lack of just such ethical criteria that lay
behind much of the Church's prophetic failure earlier in the century.
Since
"An institution which possesses no philosophy of
its own inevitably accepts that which happens to
be 1"ashionab1e, (27)
the Church, having herself no distinctively Christian social and
economic teaching applicable to the changed relationships and
conditions of tne new industrial society, had unconsciously filled
(27) fawney, At*D x'iiiji x\XGG Or Orti'X t i' • 109•
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the vacuum by accepting uncritically current theories, practices
and institutions which, because of an excessive determinism, she
too easily regarded as part of the revealed will of God by more
virtue of the fact of their existence. By emphasizing man's
natural knowledge of the Divine order of creation, and by neglecting
the irrational elements in the various structures of human thought,
and the pervasive influence of sin in all aspects of human life
(not merely in the individual human heart) the Church, highly
influenced by her rationalistic orthodoxy, had unconsciously regarded
as eternally valid cultural and social patterns which were, in fact,
the product of particular historical circumstances. Consequently,
with the nation's existing social and economic arrangements, gen¬
erally regarded as an integral part of the biblical revelation, it
was inevitable that any criticism of such arrangements and institu¬
tions was regarded as not only unnecessary, but as almost blasphemous.
It is hardly surprising, therefore, that the Church was predisposed
to ally herself with the forces of reaction.
By the first part of this century, however, with the new
emphasis upon social message - Jesus and the prophets; with an
understanding of the Kingdom of God as expression of the divine will
and purpose for man in this world, and, therefore, as a Christian
ethical criterion for judging society, it was at last possible for
the Church to recover its social preaching tradition.
Thus, we have alluded to some of the economic conditions which
awakened the Church. Periods of depression, unemployment, poor
housing, and 'work on the Sabbath forced the Church to sit up.
Looking about, she realized that there was a strange, unaccounted-
for gap in congregations, working people were not to be seen in the
pews on ounday. nt first, it seemed that high pew rents might
have kept some out, so there was an attempt to be rid of this
system; but soon everyone saw the Church in a precarious position.
Others thought that work on the sabbath was tne real cause. Then
the growth of the cities, with the migration of workers to towns,
was blamed. People out off from their life long friends, their
families and the village did not build up new relationships of
the same nature in the new environment. At tnis point, the Church
began to face the growth of the city. Cities had assumed a new
cnaracter. All of these factors brought tne Church to realize that
tnere were indeed "lapsed masses."
Looking at phenomena born of time and change, the Church also
saw what she had taken so long to see, that now one or two, or more
generations had grown up with no Church contact. These were not
"lapsed" people* backsliders, they had never known tne Church, heard
of tne Gospel, or considered the meaning of a Christian society.
Because the Church was such as integral part of society, and
thereby, blinded to society's weakness, she was slow to diagnose
the malady, when the Church saw society crumbling, when she real¬
ized that the idea of a Christian Civilization was out of date,
(Aauschenbusch called it a "semi-christian" society), she knew
her life was at stake, idealizing that she would fall if society
fell, she took positive steps to correct the situation.
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The strategic position of the Church was realized not only
by some rulers who sought ecclesiastical backing, but also by
industrialists who believed that the Church could bring peace to
the disorder and havoc which threatened industry itself. Labor
leaders also turned to the Church but were not given as much solace,
not even the sanctuary, that peasants had Known in a day gone by.
Up to this point the Church had much to overcome to mnaer her
witness effective. The Church was quite preoccupied with her own
life. It is not often that one puts internal and external pressures
side by side. A careful study shows this to be a stormy time for
the Church. There were new theological trends, and movements within
the Church seeking either tighter or looser orders. The Church was
going through a period when she had to uefine her own position,
and this was obviously affected in may instances by political events.
(The Church in the Civil War America is a cogent example of this.)
But even more than her own problems, the Church had to overcome the
indifference of her clergy and members, the conservatism of influ¬
ential social classes, the power of financial and political forces
to preserve the status quo, the weakness of men in the face of
economic rewards, the class differences, the 'physiological conscr-
( pH ^
vatism of age,' and the powers of instititionalized tradition.
Lumbrowski sums up the growth of the social gospel as a
result of many factors which apply almost equally to Britain as to
America. The Cocial gospel was a result of : American activism,
(Bo) ..alter kauschenbusch, CllhluTIAhl^IhCi Tfah BCCI.lL P.30f.
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renewed study of the Old Testament prophets reconsideration of
hew Testament ethics, continuation of interest in social matters
after slavery, the rebirth of the Christian Socialist movements in
Great Britain, eighteenth century humanitarianism, liberal tend¬
encies in the theology of Maurice, Bushaell, Monger and Gladden,
an inherent concern for social justice, gains made in social psych¬
ology by such men as Ward, small, Giddings, James and Dewey, the
influence of a group of political economists and journalists
originating with religious presuppositions, Colwell, nly, Lloyd
and Bellamy. Finally the social gospel was to some extent a
defense mechanism called forth by the attack, upon religion of
labor leaders, socialists and reformers, Robert Owen, Saint-Bioon,
(29)Karl Marx and henry George.
The Church had to come to terms with pietists who would post¬
pone efforts for social regeneration until the inauguration of the
reign of Christ. There were battles on other theological fronts
also. A new theology was the result. The theological concept basic
to early pronouncements of the Church was the Kingdom of God. From
Maurice's book, THE KIKGDCH OF ChrvIoT, to Kitschl, to Rauschenbusch,
and then from the Tractatian sacramental view of the universe to
the profound incarnational theology of Lux Kunoi, we see at least two
(29) THE COMHUMIGI MAKIFnLTQ was written out of a deep concern for
social justice. Karl Marx was box'n of Jewish parents and must
have been trained in the Hebrew scriptures. Marx's parents
adopted Christianity when he was a child of six, thus adding
to the Old Testament heritage that of the Mew. In spite of
his later atheism and anti-ecclesiasticism, Marx could not quite
forget Jesus' concern for "the least of these." In his writings,
he champions the cause of the poor, the exploited, and the dis¬
inherited. The Christian significance of Karl Marx is probably
greater than is generally thought, lie emphasized that something
can be done about the social order - that it can be changed.
(pO) waiter Rauschenbusch, CHRISTIANITY AND Inn LuClAL CnlLIB,
1J • .
theological trends, both of which included a view of human personality
never quite reached before, of man who is a child of God the Father and
therefore who is brother to every man. At this point the democratic idea
is projected into the Kingdom of God with the doctrine of equality. In
this world, men have promise of a kingdom realized either in fellowship
in a universal society, or through the sacraments of tne Church, or
in acts of Christian charity.
Jiy the late twenties much of the superficial optimism that had
marked both social and theological liberalism in the post-war period
began to fade. Hope in the coming of the kingdom of God upon earth as
a result of God-inspirea human effort lessened as the idealistic basis
of such liberalism was challenged by realistic thought. This decline of
liberalism was hastened by the shattering events of the 1930's (total
uepz-ession and total war) when ouch a theology, ith its romantic con¬
ception of the kingdom of God, had so little to say in the midst of the
tragedies of the time. This process of decline was also quickened in
the 19.50's by the revival of a more biblically-centred theology which
urew its inspiration not only from its own earlier tradition, but also
from new theological movements, sometimes referred to as neo-orthodoxy -
(-11
on the Continent and in the United States. J
(_>1) On the Continent the new movement was associated with the names of
owiss theologians Karl harth and zunil JJrunner. It represented a
reaction against the rational religion and natural theology of
liberalism with its exalted view of the nature and possibilities
of man, and its idea of a God immanent in man and in culture
working out His will through evolutionary moral, spiritual and
social progress. The new movement sought to lift contemporary
theology out of the sphere of human and spiritual values into
the category of aivine revelation. It stressed the uniqueness
of the judging, saving word of God which stands over and outside
man and human culture. Consequeutly, it urged a more realistic
social ethic based on a biblical understanding of the sinfulness
of man and of the real possibilities as well as limitations of
Christian social action. The influence of American neo-orthodoxy
in ocotiand in the 19.50's and 90's came particularly through
the writings of Heinhold kiebuhr, and was especially applicable
to the field of social ethics.
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This new realism was reflected in the Church in her attitude
to the second World War. The Church regarded the new conflict with
none of the easy optimism with which she 0reeted the first War.
There was none of the idealistic, self-righteous, holy crusading
spirit which was so evident in 1914-18 church sources, but instead
there was a sober consciousness of the demonic power and mystery of
war and of the fact that it was an evil which was always contrary
to the will of God. Above all, there was a keen awareness that
the coming of yet another and more fearful conflict represented a
terrible judgment upon both the nation aau the whole of western
civilization.
The profound effect which the war had upon the Church's theolo¬
gical and social thought was evident in the remarkable investigations
carried on during the war years by the General Assembly's famous
Commission for the Interpretation of God's will in the Present Crisis.
This Commi.sion, set up in 19^0 to investigate the implications of
the War for the life of the Church aui the nation, issued five
neports between 19^1 and 19^+5 dealing with a wide range of subjects -
church life arid organization, education, marriage and social and
industrial life, sections of the 19^2 and 19^ deports dealt with
the Church's relation to the civil order arid to social and industrial
life. It was these sections of the deports which proved to be both
the most popular and the most controversial declarations of the
Commission.
Here the Commission, with considerable insight, had set forth
one of the basic causes of all the Church's tragic prophetic failure
in the past - the influence of social and economic factors in
Wj,
militating against any real social criticism. Here the Church at
last gave due acknowledgement to the fact that social injustice was
caused not simply by the personal sin of individuals but was the
product of social sin - of corporate evil - which expressed itself
(32)
supremely in class and economic self-interest.
Shis section of the Report went on to inuicate how the Church
could avoid the cancer of adopting either of the false attitudes to
the civil order by confining her pronouncements within the sphere
(33)
of middle axioms. Middle axioms were formulations of those
Christian goals for society which were more specific and concrete
than vague general principles which were inapplicable to the
practical problems at hand, yet which were less specific and concrete
than particular programmes and schemes of action. They were intended
to provide a middle way for the Church between the utterance of mere
empty platitudes which said nothing, and the aavocacy of complex and
technical political and economic programmes. The Commission admitted
the difficulty in formulating such middle axioms before tne practical
situation in which they were to be applied had developed. But it
said this was inevitable, for by tneir very nature,
"they are not such as to be appropriate to every
time and place and situation, but they are offered
as legitimate and necessary applications of the
Christian rule of faith ana life to the Special
circumstances in which we now stand.
(32) COD'S WILL POR CHURCH AhD HRT10H. 19^2 Report, P.jk.
(33) Ibid., P.43.
The term 'middle axioms' first came into use at the




Throughout the remarkable Reports of thie Commission on
the Interpretation of God's will in the Present Crisis, it was
evident that tre Church's social criticism had reached a more
mature stage of development. The Church was now engaging iri some¬
thing more than a negative criticism of the existing social and
economic order, but was prophetically attempting to discern the
signs of the times and to speak God's tford in the midst of them.
Che was aware that the old order stood condemned and was attempting
to _;oint tne way for the new kind of society chat was emerging -
a society in which a concern for social and economic justice was
to have a primary place.
d'he wise lead and social preaching which the Church gave to
the nation on those critical issues which came to light during the
war, together with the enlightened attitude which she adopted
towards the comprehensive social welfare schemes which were drafted
during these years, made it possible for her to play a large part
in easing the transition to social democracy after 19^>. It is not
too much to say that by her vigorous pronouncements, social preaching
ana activity in the war years, tne Church helped to prepare the way
for that orderly transfer of power and that 'revolution* in social
and economic life which was the mark of the iyhp-pQ period.
Thus the pulpit of the church grew stronger in its speaking
to the social issues of the uay. It had been influenced by many
factors and now spoKe with a clarity and effectiveness.
2. oome of the Other Theological Aspects of
social Preaching
The theological basis for social preaching has developed
slowly through the years. Paul Tilllch has written:
The Protestant principle cannot admit an absolute
form of social ethics, hut, on tne other hand,
it need not surrender its development to the state. . .
or to society. . . . Protestantism can and must have
a social ethics determined by the experience of the
iwiros in the light of tne Protestant principle. . . .
Ethics out of kairos is ethics out of love, for
love unites tne ultimate criterion with the
adaptation to the concrete situation.(^5)
Tillich once felt that religious socialism offered the best
hope for building a better civilization. He believed that the
working class and the unemployed could become the means of bringing
in a culture in which each person woula be able to realize his own
potential. In Germany, he hoped to lead the proletariat with the
guiding principle called 'theonomy,• a type of culture in which
all aspects of life are informed by ultimate concern. But with
the coming of Hitler, his dream 'was nevex* realized.
he have seen that pulpit pronouncements depend upon other
than social and economic elements, we have perceived that questions
of property, the structure of society and general problems of
economic life, while involving some special technical questions, rest
eventually upon a Ideological basis. There is a theology beneath
every ethical system. The ethical basis of a person's life reveals
something of his attitude toward uoa, and the nature of their faith.
Paul Tillich, THE PHOTEoTAHT BRA, trans. James Luther Adams,
Hk6
There is the etnics of law, as is represented, by the Hoaan Catholic
Doctrine of natural law. Also, there is the ethics of transcendence,
which is representative of one trend of thought in the Church. It
has been the reason in at least one instance, in German Lutheranism,
why there has been so few Lutheran Church social pulpit pronouncements.
In the other branch of the school, with the followers of Karl Barth,
we detect an attitude which, if accepted by the majority of the
Church, might indicate that social concerns really have little value.
The ethics of the social Gospel was one of clearly defined
ends, where the new law replaces the Gospel. Knowledge of what
Christ commands is put before the relationship and confrontation of
Christ Himself. The tension between relative and absolute, between
justice anu love, is blurred by over-enthusiasm to answer the
difficult problems which face all mankind.
In defence of the social Gospel movement, it must be recalled
that many inuividuals were able to keep this tension, as did for
example that great giant of the movement, -alter Kauschenbusch.
He knew very well that justice and love were easily mermen to the
ruination of both, that what resulted Wcis sentimentality in the
place of justice and law in the place of love. He also recognized
the corruption of the mind and will by sin. He aid not accept a
doctrine of automatic progress in history. Kis weakness was that if
he saw tne danger of merging love and justice to the detriment of
both, he also gave love a greater power to transform society than
it could possibly have had, considering tne corruption of human sin.
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In placing too much emphasis upon the social character of sin,
an emphasis that was needed to some extent, kauschenbusch often
neglected the deeply indwelling individual character of sin which
may pervert reason to the ends of the will and conscience to
desire.
The question for the present is whether the biblical,
theological, and social insights of the social gospel
can be for all the church. The tragedy of the recent
past has been that "social gospel" was an invitation
to divisivoness for many.
Just so, "evangelical" carried within itself the
tendency toward party spirit and misunderstanding;
co go back, to the roots is to have tne freedom to
incorporate in present ministry all that has been
helpful to the church Catholic in the past. If,
as has been suggested in this article, social
^ospel and evangelical are not so very far apart,
the Christian Church could yet be the recipient of
the best of both.(40)
Generally, v/e nave seen that the evangelistic campaigns and
other approaches taught well-to-do Cnristians that it was their
uuty to briuge the threatening social gap between themselves
and the lower classes by visiting the poor, teaching them the Bible,
taking an interest in their welfare, giving them advice, unwanted
clothes and soup, sometimes Cnristians responded with great zeal
and earnestness by throwing themselves into the task of raising the
spiritual and moral condition and relieving the physical hardship of
the lower classes. Many noble and dedicated men and women spent
their lives in evangelical and charitable work. The tragedy was
that so few of these Christians ever directed their energies to
rectifying the system that was causing such poverty, misery and
(40) Ronald C. white, Jr., "Recycling The social Gospel,"
PaCIfIC THEOLOGICAL RaVI^W, 7 (Summer, 1975): 17-13.
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spiritual apathy, loo often such worthy activity was regarded as
a substitute for the changes which social justice demanded. Its
theological tendencies militated against the awakening of any
genuine social criticism, fhe emphasis on personal salvation and
spiritual experience only increased the already overstreosed
individualism in Calvinist theology and in contemporary religious
iife. It actually strengthened the all uoo prevalent notion that
social reform could only come through individual Christian
regeneration arid not by modifying the arrangements of society.
The task, was seen to be to change individuals, not to change laws,
social policy or economic arrangements. How much of this philaa-
tnropic and evangelistic endeavour was consciously or unconsciously
carried out in order to forestall basic social and economic changes
in society is difficult to ascertain. But it was a factor.
As in the earlier part of the century, sermons and articles in
the church press frequently appealed to the higher classes to
christianize the lower orders if they wished to preserve their
power and privileges.
j>* Final statements of the Thesis
This critical study has not made an effort to assess all of
the social and theological movements current within the period
under study, excepting insofar as they assist in explaining the
social pulpit outlook of the Church at any given time, and
inuirectly shed light on the Church's pulpit consciousness.
Gince this critical investigation has covered a long period, it
has been impossible to sketch in more than the barest background
of historical data at any particular period or concerning any
particular event. Thus this is not a history of social preaching,
kather it partakes of the nature of a survey touching only on
the most significant historical events, movements and changes of
the time which shed light on tne Church's prophetic awareness.
"man has changed more in the last hundred years
than in the previous thousand."(41)
This thesis has sought to study how the pulpit has reacted to
the far-reaching movements and events and changes which so greatly
affected the nation's life. For example, the political reform
movement in the nineteenth century leading gradually within a
century to full political democracy; the rapid concentration of
masses of people in large cities with the resulting over-crowding,
bad sanitation and appalling housing conditions; the early reign
(m1) G. M. Trevelyan, nhGhlGH SOCIAL IU.oTO.tvY, P.97.
social reform could only come through individual Christian
regeneration and not by modifying the arrangements of society,
i'he task was seen to be to change individuals, not to change laws,
social policy or economic arrangements.
How much of this philanthropic and evangelistic endeavour
v/as consciously or unconsciously carried out in order to forestall
basic social and economic changes in society is difficult to
ascertain. But it was a factor, as in the earlier part of the
century, sermons and articles in the church press frequently
appealed to the higher classes to christianize the lower orders
if they wished to preserve their power and privileges.
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p. Final Statements of the Thesis
This study has not made an effort to assess all of the social
and theological movements current within the period under study,
excepting insofar as they assist in explaining the social pulpit
outlook of the Church at any given time, and indirectly shed light
on the Church's prophetic pulpit consciousness. Since this
critical investigation has covered a long period, it has been
impossible to sketch in more than the barest background of histor¬
ical data at any particular period or concerning any particular
event. Thus this is not a history of social preaching. Hairier
it partakes of the nature of a survey touching only cn the most
significant historical events, movements and changes of the time
which shed light on the Church's prophetic awareness.
G. M. frevelyan has said that
"owing to the mechanization of life, man has changed
more in the last hundred years than in the previous
thousand. "(A-1)
This thesis has sought to study how the pulpit has reacted to
the far-reaching movements and events and changes which so greatly
affected the nation's life. For example, the political reform
movement in the nineteenth century leading gradually within a
century to full political democracy; the rapid concentration of
masses of people in large cities with the resulting over-crowding,
bad sanitation and appalling housing conditions; the early reign
(h1) G. K. Trevelyan, mkGLlSH SOCIAL illSTCHY, P.y?.
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brings a Divine Word to bear upon society, a Word from beyond, it
is both natural and unavoidable that a constant tension must exist
between the Church and Society, between God's will for society and
the actual state of any ^iven society. Indeed, if no tension exists
(VO
either the society is regenerate or the Church is conformed.
This is not to suggest that the Church, in seeking to fulfil her
prophetic task, receives in a special and mysterious fashion some
clear-cut revelation of the will of God directly applicable to the
social order. Ascertaining the mind of Christ in relation to the
complex problems of social and economic life is in no sense an
easy task.
The Church as an institution is embedded in her social and cul¬
tural setting, and both consciously and unconsciously she assimilates
values and ideas, habits of thought and action from that setting.
The danger inherent in such inevitable cultural involvement is that
the Church will be too much conformed to this world; that she will
be a mere reflection of society, rather than a source of a profound
critique of it.
But the Church is more than a sociological entity, she is also
a divine society - the body of Christ. To be conscious of this
fact in the midst of her tendency to social conformity, helps the
Church to understand why she constantly needs to be judged, why she
neeas aaily repentance, and why justification by faith is a cont¬
inuing experience. Only as she herself stands under the criticism
(dd) Tlk< Chthkhi AHD GOCIfji'Y, Keport of the World Council of
Churches, 1.6.
of the Gospel can the Church transcend the culture in which she
is involved. Only as she constantly seeks to cleanse her own life
and outlook bringing it more and more into conformity with the
mind of Christ can she bring the clear and distinctive uord of
the Gospel to bear on society.
Therefore, the Church dares to influence society through
Christian social criticism only as she struggles to live under the
sovereignty of God and submits herself to His judgment. Bven then
her most deeply inspired social sermons will not be free from
hidden arid unexamined biases, pre-conceptions and distortions, nor
reflect the full will of God. But the Church engages in her pro¬
phetic calling ana tikes action on great social aid moral questions
not because of the certain inerrancy of her pulpit pronouncements
nor because of the successes that she is sure to achieve, but
because she knows God's love for the world arid is compelled to
express it in concrete terras. It is not required of the Church
that she be either infallible or successful; it is only required
that she be faithful.
Therefore, it has been with the British Church's awareness of,
and faithfulness to her prophetic pulpit task in society that this
stuuy has been concerned. Clearly, by thus limiting the area of
concern of this critical investigation, there are many aspects of
the Church's social witness which fall outsiue its scope, for
example, almost all the social questions to which the pulpit in the
nineteenth century devoted so much attention, such as temperance
reform, sabbath observance, social puricy, etc., have been largely
ignored because they are essentially personal rather than social.
Their advocacy implies no basic criticism of society but seeks
primarily to change the morals and habits of inaividuals. Only
too often in the past this type of social concern amounted to an
evasion of genuine social criticism by implying that the sins
and evils of society were entirely due to the character weakness
and moral faults rather than any shortcoming in the social and
economic order; the care was to change the individual rather
than society, (we have seen some of this even in the twentieth
century sermons studied in this thesis.)
Of course, this is not to suggest that personal ethics are
not important, or that society cannot be to some extent reformed
by changing individuals. But it noes mean that individual reform
alone is not adequate. Particularly is t.nis true in the kind of
impersonal industrial society which gradually arose in the general
period with which this study deals. Any adequate doctrine of
sin should make it clear that evil is firmly embedded in the
institutions and structures of society as well as rooted in the
numan heart, and, therefore complex social evils cannot be eradi¬
cated by simply modifying the motivations and practices of
iaciivictuals. The most serious weakness in so much of the ethical
thought of the Church in the past has undoubtedly been
"the false confluence in the power of 'right
iaoividual conduct' to produce just social
otructures."(H^)
This is one of the primary principles in the recent
rise of tne Liberation Theology movement, the human rights movement,
and the new roiitical Theology movement, illustrated by such recent books
(hp) A. f. aasmussen, On. Cit., P.C#
as POLITICAL THLOLOGY by Dorothee Soelle of Union Theological Seminary
in hew York, SINFUL oOCIAL GTHUCTUAEG by Patrick Kerans, A kLADzfi IN
POLITICAL TliLGLOGY edited by .Jiiotair Kee, A THzOLGGY OF x.Ib/..\AIXON by
Gustavo Gutierrez, and KLVOLUTIONAKY I'HbOLOGY COM LB OF AGs by
Jose Miguez Bonino. A helpful outline of the development of Liberation
Theology and its primary emphases is by Monika Hellwig, "Liberation
Theology: An Laerging School" in Tiln SCOTTISH JOURNAL OF TBBOLQGY,
April, 1977. These examine the possibility of and the need for love
becoming efficacious in social structures. Lviaently this is a
theological swing arising out of the uneasy social conscience of the
moaern Church, in which social preaching and activity has become an
actual theology for the present.
The social proclamation of the pulpit needs to be re-emphasized
today; clergymen need to realize their responsibility, while ours
is an unique period, we can learn much from the past, for we need a
renewal and resurgence of social preaching, with Christian com¬
municators becoming more effective in their social witness.
writing in V-)j>Q about the Church of Scotland's task in relation
to the corporate life of society, one Scottish Churchman aeclared
that the:
Church's task is to form, or transform, public opinion,
and in so doing she must always move 011 ahead of the
laggard majority. Hers is the task of the pioneer.
She loses her distinctive source of power if she
becomes an exponent of ca' canny, a mere defender of
things as they are. . . . The Church, like the king-
uom, should act as a leaven - a disturbing uncomfortable
ingredient, ever stirring to dissatisfaction with that
which has been attained. Go the Church is in a real
sense the conscience of the Nation, its principle of
moral activity. It is a demoralized conscience which
Unas excuses for delay in attempting hard uuties, and
it is an unfaithful Church which counsels caution in
setting wrongs right, whether at home or abroad.(*t6)
(h6) G. i'. Barbour, CHUACil NATION IN oCOXLAND I'uOnY, pp.16-1?.
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Valid as this expression of the church's relationship to
society certainly is, yet, as this study has demonstrated, ministers
have not always demons tx*ated and faithfully fulfilled this dynamic
biblical understanding of her prophetic task.
During the nineteenth century the puiipt made virtually no
attempt to form or transform public opinion or stir up social
conscience. Her clergy put rights of property and class privilege
before human rights and tne dignity and worth of individuals.
They had little understanding of how to preach to the social issues
of rescuing men, women and children from starvation wages and
unendurable toil, filth and disease.
some clergy believed they were being neutral and non-political
by refusing to make judgments upon contemporary social and economic
problems. In tne face of glaring social evils, they complacently
accepted the existing order as divinely ordained.
But since the turn of the century, the Churcn has reclaimed
more of her traditional pulpit concern for the whole corporate life
of society, although she has often failed to carry out her prophetic
task with the boldness ana vigor which the situation demanded.
There has been some genuine recovery of social preaching in
the Church during the past half century, but iiot always to the
degree that might have been expected, considering the extent of
the Church's general social awakening and the magnitude of social
problems. The pulpit must be the conscience of the nation in these
social areas, as well as the challenge of the individual toward
response to social problems.
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Of course, because of the humanity of the clergy, they are
conditioned by historical, theological and social factors which
tend to militate against the exercise of consistent social criticism.
These factors influence our social preaching and we cannot escape
them. But it will be helpful if we are aware of them.
John Baillie, in a famous speech delivered to the General
Assembly in connection with the ISM+B .Report of the Commission of
which he was convener, suggested one such form of compensation;
I wonder whether it woula be the worst disaster that
could befall the Church in this hour, if it should
be found to be a little over-bold in its pronouncements,
if it should be a little over-impetuous in its zeal
to the redress of social wrong, and in its desire to
see the lineaments of that New Jeraalem in which
it claims to believe a little more noticeably and
recognizably reflected in Scotland's green ana pleasant
land? There is a famous remark of Aristotle's to the
effect that sometimes we can correct a defect to which
we are naturally prone, or to which we have long been
subject, by leaning over a little bit too far towards
excess, as men try to straighten a piece of wood
that is bent.(i7)
Perhaps these words provide some ciue as to the manner in
which clergy can counteract tendencies toward social conservatism,
conformity ana passivity. Certainly, no minister can be prophetic
who is blindly unaware of the conditioning process of which they
are being subjected. The clergy of our time need the history, the
skills and the motivation of social preaching - the courage to
preach, the recovery of the responsible social pulpit.
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